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Preface 
Principles of Generative Phonology is intended as a basic, thorough intro
duction to contemporary phonological theory and practice. While the theory 
is in a constant state of revision and refinement, it is not possible to appreci
ate recent developments or follow the argumentation involved without a firm 
foundation in the theory of distinctive features, formal notations for phono
logical rules, and the theory of rule ordering. In the first six chapters I have 
essentially followed the theory of SPE (Chomsky & Halle 1968) in discussing 
these concepts, with the exception that I use iterative rules rather than SP£'s 
simultaneous rule schemata for rules with multiple effects, as in vowel har
mony. 

The first chapter is a review of phonetics. An understanding of phonetics 
is essential for the study of phonology. The reader unacquainted with phonet
ics is advised to supplement this chapter with a textbook devoted to the sub
ject, such as MacKay (1987). This chapter also introduces the phonetic sym
bols used throughout the book, in that I do not strictly follow IPA conventions, 
for reasons detailed there. 

Chapter 2 discusses contrast and distribution, with emphasis on rules as 
the mechanism for describing distributions. The terms basic, underlying seg
ment, and phoneme are used more or less interchangeably for the segment that 
appears in underlying representations at this stage, but problems with the con
cept of a phoneme as a group of phonetically similar sounds in complementa
ry distribution (or free variation) are also discussed. In anticipation of the dis
cussion of distinctive features, the notion of pattern congruity is also intro
duced here. 

Chapter 3 introduces distinctive features, natural classes, and redundancy. 
I have adopted strictly binary features, since there does not appear to be any 
consensus on a replacement set of unary or multivalued features or some com
bination of these. For similar reasons I have excluded feature geometry, pre
ferring standard unordered feature matrices as the clearest presentation of 
these concepts at this stage. 
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Chapter 4 builds on the concept of rules from chapter 2, showing how 
rules of the same type account for phonological alternations, and introduces 
additional rule writing conventions. 

Chapter 5 demonstrates the use of ordering of rules to achieve maximum 
generalization, starting with examples of two or three rules and advancing to 
the nine rules of Yawelmani discussed in Kenstowicz & Kisseberth (1979). 

Chapter 6 discusses abstractness and the motivation for abstract underly
ing representations, as well as the limitations on abstractness. 

Chapter 7 discusses some post-SPE developments, including autosegmen-
tal phonology, metrical and prosodic phonology, underspecification theory, 
and lexical phonology. 

For a number of reasons I have decided not to include Optimality Theory, 
despite its current popularity. One reason is that it does not really fall under 
the head of principles of generative phonology, being something of a depar
ture from these principles in rejecting derivations with ordered rules. Second, 
Optimality Theory has achieved far more success in morphology than in 
phonology. It has made significant headway in describing infixation and redu
plication without resort to unconstrained morphological processes, but 
encounters difficulties in the description of the opaque phonological interac
tions that occur constantly in languages and that are most convincingly treat
ed in terms of ordered rules. In order to treat basic principles thoroughly I 
have thought it best to leave more advanced topics for others to tackle. Indeed 
there are a number of introductions to Optimality Theory that have recently 
become available, such as Archangeli & Langendoen (1997) and Kager 
(1999). Such works are best tackled after mastery has been achieved over the 
basic ideas underlying generative phonology. 

It is my pleasant duty to thank the many colleagues and students who have 
read, used, and worked with this material in various capacities and provided 
suggestions for improvement. I am sure that I will regret not having taken 
their advice on certain matters, but in other cases their input has resulted in 
significant improvements. Kiyan Azarbar provided extensive comments on 
the entire manuscript, helped with the spectrograms in chapter 1, and also 
helped with the Farsi examples. Jon Wood also helped with the spectrograms, 
providing the graphic versions. Margaret Stong-Jensen read through several 
versions and offered suggestions at each stage. Leigh-Anne Webster, Natasha 
Le Blanc, Lisa DiDomenico, Michelle Charette, and Kerry Dockstader made 
numerous suggestions for improvement and helped with the exercises. Mim 
Pearse provided the drawings used to illustrate types of rule interaction in 
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chapter 5. Rebecca Silvert read through the entire manuscript in its last stages 
and helped tremendously with the preparation of the final version. Finally, I 
am grateful to Konrad Koerner, the editor of the series, and Ms Anke de 
Looper of Benjamins, for their invaluable assistance. Any remaining errors 
and inconsistencies have been left as an exercise for the attentive reader to dis

cover. 





Phonetics 

Both phonetics and phonology are concerned with the sounds of language. 
Phonetics can be defined as "[t]he study of the full range of vocal sounds that 
human beings are capable of making" (Kenstowicz & Kisseberth 1979, 1). 
This includes sounds like coughs, whistles, and the sound made when blow
ing out a candle. If we restrict our attention to "[t]he study of sounds human 
beings employ when speaking a language" (ibid.), we have linguistic phonet
ics. This will be the focus of this chapter. Coughs and whistles do not occur 
as speech sounds, and are therefore excluded from linguistic phonetics. 
However, a sound that closely resembles the sound made when blowing out a 
candle, written with the phonetic symbol [w], appears as a speech sound in 
those North American varieties of English that distinguish the words witch 
[wic] and which [wic] (Sapir 1925). If we further restrict our attention to "the 
study of the system underlying the selection and use of sounds in the lan
guages of the world" (Kenstowicz & Kisseberth 1979, 1), we are dealing with 
phonology. Sapir emphasizes that candle blowing is functionally quite differ
ent from the use of the similar sound in language. Each act of candle blowing 
is functionally equivalent, whereas the use of the linguistic sound [w] in those 
dialects differs depending on the word in which it appears: when, whisky, 
wheel. Furthermore, the linguistic sound varies, with many speakers using [w] 
in these words, thus having no distinction between words like witch and 
which. Thus, phonology is grounded in linguistic phonetics, and uses much of 
the terminology of phonetics. The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the 
phonetic terminology and symbols that will be employed in the remainder of 
the book. 

In articulatory and acoustic terms, speech is a continuum. In uttering 
speech, the articulators are constantly in motion, and the acoustic effect is a 
continuously varying wave. Instrumental investigation allows visual inspec
tion of such a wave or of a sound spectrogram, which analyzes the wave into 
its component frequencies. Nevertheless, for phonological purposes, we rep-

1 



2 CHAPTER ONE 

resent speech as a sequence of discrete units called segments. This is known 
as a phonetic representation. While somewhat more abstract than a pure 
record of the articulatory and acoustic events, there are good reasons for 
believing that speech is represented this way. One is that speakers can gener
ally agree on the number of sounds in a relatively short utterance of their lan
guage: English speakers would say that cat has three sounds. Another is the 
existence of alphabetic writing systems: the orthographic representatiqn of cat 
contains three separate symbols. Another is that individual speech sounds 
"can be substituted, omitted, transposed or added" in speech errors (Fromkin 
1971, 29-30). She cites example of speech errors such as those in (1). 

(1) cup [ksp] of coffee —> cuff [kaf] of coffee (anticipatory 
substitution) 

week [wiyk] long race -> reek [jiyk] long race 

keep a rape —> teep a cape (transposition) 

[khiyp a theyp] [thiyp a kheyp] 

fish grotto —> frish gotto 

brake f/uid —» b/ake fruid 

soup is served —> serp is sooved [suwvd] 
Clearly, it is easier to work with an inventory of discrete segments than to 
explain every combination of articulatory events. It is important to realize that 
a phonetic transcription is abstract in this sense. Phonology necessarily deals 
with such abstractions. As we proceed we will find that we need to have rep
resentations considerably more abstract than this. However, the abstract rep
resentations of phonology are always rooted in phonetics. We will thus begin 
our discussion of phonetics by considering the individual sound segments of 
which speech is composed. 

1.1 Articulatory phonetics 

Articulatory phonetics describes the position of the various organs of speech 
in the production of different speech sounds. For convenience, the sounds are 
divided into two large groups, consonants and vowels, and each group is 
described separately, although the same organs are involved in the production 
of both. We use square brackets around phonetic symbols to distinguish them 
from orthographic symbols. Roughly, vowels are sounds that can function as 
syllable peaks, while consonants are sounds that surround such peaks. 
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THE INTERNATIONAL PHONETIC ALPHABET (revised to 1993, corrected 1996) 
CONSONANTS (PULMONIC) 

Bilabial Labiodental Dental Alveolar Perialveolar Retroflex Palatal Uvular Pharyngeal Glottal 

P b t d t 4 c J k 9 
m rrj n. n 

Tap or Flap 

Fiic alive $ R f v 0 8 s z J 3 § 2L 9 J x Y X K 
Lateral 
fricalive i & 
Approximant uj 
Lateral 
approximant 

Where symbols appear in pairs, the one to the right represents a voiced consonant. Shaded areas denote articulations judged impossible. 

CONSONANTS (NON-PULMONIC) 

Close-mid 

0 
1 
! 

* 

II 

Clicks 

Bilabial 

Dental 

(PosOalveolar 

Palatoalveolar 

Alveolar lateral 

Voiced implosives 

D Bilabial 

(J. Dental/alveolar 

•j- Palatal 

C) Velar 

G Uvular 

) 

P' 
t' 
k' 
s' 

Ejec lives 

Examples: 

Bilabial 

Dental/alveolar 

Velar 

Alveolar fricalive 

OTHER SYMBOLS 

AY Voiceless labial-velar fricative 

w Voiced labial-velar approximant 

L | Voiced labial-palatal approximant 

H Voiceless epigloital fricalive 

T Voiced epiglottal fricative 

? 

V? 4" Alveolo-palaial fricatives 

•X Alveolar lateral (lap 

I ] Simultaneous J and X 

Affricates and double articulations 
can be represented by two symbols 
joined by a lie bar if necessary. 

Open-mid 

k~P Js, 
Epigloital plosive 

o 
DIACRITICS Diacritics may he placed above a symbol with a descender, e.g. I j 

Voiceless 
o 

Voiced 

h 
Aspirated 

More rounded 
3 

Less rounded 
t 

Advanced 

Retracted 

Centralized 

X 
Mid-centralizet. 

Syllabic 

Non-syllabic 

Rlioticiiy 

n 
o 
s 
th 

0 

3 

u 
e 
e 
X 

e 
n 
e 
9-

d 
t 
dh 

a-

w 

J 
y 

V 

~ 

H 

b 

Breatliy voiced 

Creaky voiced 

Ltnguolabiul 

Labialized 

Palatalized 

Velarized 

Pharyngealized 

b a 
b a 
t 4 
t w d w 

tJ dJ 
tY (JY 

t* d* 
Velarized or pharyngealized 

Raised 

Lowered 

Advanced Tong 

e <J 

? <f 
ue Root C 

H 

Retracted Tongue Root \ 

Dental t U 

Apical t Q 

Laininal I Ci 
• a a 

Nasalized £ • 

n An 
Nasal release U. 

1 Hi 
Lateral release U 

No audible release Ci 

= voiced alveolar fricative) 

J = voiced bilabial approximant) 

k 

Where symbols appear in pairs, the one 
lo the right represents a rounded vowel. 

SUPRASEGMENTALS 

i 

Primary stress 

, Secondary stress 

.founa'ufsn 
I Long 6 1 

Hall-long C 

Extra-short C 

Minor (fool) group 

II Major (intonation) group 

. Syllable break i i . aek t 

w Linking (absence of a break) 

TONES AND WORD ACCENTS 
LEVEL 

-i! 
1 1 

H» 
-!> 
J 
Downstep 

Upstep 

C or 

e 
e 
e 
vs. 

e 

- ] Extra 
' higli 

~ | High 

-\ Mid 

__| Low 

j Extra 
-J low 

e 
e 
e 
e 
e 

A 
\l 
-1 
A 
1 

Rising 

Falling 

High 

Low 
rising 
Rising-
falling 

CONTOUR 

/" Global rise 

\ Global fall 
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However, certain consonants, in particular the sonorants [1], [r], [m], and [n] 
in English, can function as syllable peaks, as in the final sounds of bottle, but
ter, bottom, and button ['bDfl], ['barJ], ['bDrm], ['ba?n]. These words might also 
be transcribed with a vowel in the second syllable, as ['bDral], ['barai], 
['bDram], ['baTon]. 

A consonant like the glide [w] has basically the same articulatory proper
ties as the vowel [u]. Articulatorily, glides are like vowels, but not functional
ly. We will follow the usual convention of dividing speech sounds into con
sonants and vowels in this section, but return to the question of the interplay 
of consonant and vowel properties in chapter 3. 

The symbols used for phonetic segments are essentially arbitrary. For 
mnemonic convenience the symbols in use are borrowed from various alpha
betic writing systems, with the addition of modifications and diacritics of var
ious kinds. To begin the discussion we will refer to the chart of the 
International Phonetic Alphabet on the previous page. In section 1.3 we will 
introduce certain modifications to this system to remedy some of its inade
quacies. The chart of the organs of speech on page 5 should also facilitate 
some of this discussion. 

1.1.1 Consonants 

Consonants are divided into groups along three basic dimensions. First is the 
manner of articulation, which refers to how the sound is produced. Second is 
the place of articulation, the position in the mouth of the greatest obstruction. 
Third is the state of the glottis in the production of the sound. We will start 
with the manner of articulation. 

1.1.1.1 Manner of articulation 

Consonants are divided into two broad groups in terms of the manner of their 
articulation: obstruents and sonorants. The obstruents are formed by obstruct
ing the passage of air to a degree sufficient to produce a significant pressure 
increase within the mouth behind the obstruction. Included in this category are 
the stops (sometimes called "plosives"), fricatives, and affricates. In a stop the 
airstream is totally blocked for a short period, producing sounds like [th] as in 
ten or [d] as in den. In the case of voiceless stops, the acoustic result is a peri
od of silence up to the release of the stop. In fricatives the articulators are par
tially open, allowing air under pressure to escape and produce a hissing sound, 
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The principal organs of speech 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

Nasal cavity 
Lips 
Upper incisor teeth 
Hard palate 
Soft palate (velum) 
Nasal pharynx 

7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 

Tongue tip (apex) 
Tongue blade 
Tongue root 
Oral pharynx 
Laryngeal pharynx 
Vocal folds 
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as in [s] in sip or [z] in zip. An affricate is essentially a sequence of a stop plus 
a fricative at the same or nearly the same point of articulation, but considered 
a single sound, as in the English [c] at the beginning and end of church. On 
the other hand, the [ts] at the end of English cats is not an affricate, but rather 
a sequence of [t] plus [s]. Roughly the same sound occurs as an affricate in 
Russian [tsi'na] 'price.' Whether or not a sound of this type is an affricate or 
a stop-fricative sequence depends on the language system. The English sound 
[ts] does not occur in initial position in a word (as it does in Russian) and in 
English this sequence usually contains a morpheme boundary {cats is the plu
ral of cat). In Polish there is a contrast between the sequence [ts] as in trzy [tsi] 
'three' or wietrzny [vyetsni] 'windy' and the affricate [c] as in czy [ci] 
'whether' or wieczny [vyecni] 'everlasting.' 

The IPA chart lists stops (there called "plosives") in the first row of the 
consonant chart and fricatives in the fifth row. They do not list affricates sep
arately but recommend the representation with a stop and fricative joined by 
a tie bar as we did for Russian [ts]. We will adopt this notation except for the 
postalveolar affricates [c] (as in church) and ft] (as in judge). 

The sonorants are the second major group of consonants. These include 
the nasals, trills, flaps, laterals and glides. In these sounds there is a relative
ly free air passsage, so that no pressure is built up in the vocal tract. They are 
most frequently accompanied by voicing at the glottis (see section 1.1.1.3). 
The nasals are articulated in the same way as the corresponding stops, but 
have the velum (or soft palate) lowered so that the airstream can pass through 
the nose. These are sounds like the English [n] in no. The trills are produced 
by allowing an articulator to flap intermittently against another. Such sounds 
are not used as speech sounds in English, but the alveolar trill [r] is common 
in Spanish, as in the wordperro 'dog.' A flap or tap is essentially a single-tap 
trill; these also occur in Spanish as the [r] mpero 'but.' This sound also occurs 
in North American English as an allophone of/t/1 in a word like city [siri]. The 
laterals have an obstruction along the centre of the vocal tract, but allow free 
air passage along one or both sides of the tongue, such as the English [1] in 
leap or the [T] of pull. The glides are the final group of sonorants. These are 
sometimes called semivowels because of their articulatory and acoustic simi
larity to vowels. The [w] of win has the same articulation as the vowel [u] of 

1 Slant lines // enclose phonemes, or, more precisely, underlying representations. These are 
further levels of abstraction from phonetic transcription. A single phoneme may have a 
variety of phonetic realizations, also called allophones. This concept is developed in 
detail in chapters 2 and 4. 
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boot and the [y] (IPA [j]) of yes has the articulation of the vowel [i] in beet. 
French has the glide [q] as in huit 'eight,' with the same articulation as the 
vowel [ii]. 

The laterals and the glides are sometimes grouped together under the term 
approximant. This term suggests that the articulators are brought close enough 
together to produce a sound with a recognizable point of articulation, but not 
close enough to produce the hissing noise associated with fricatives. When 
this is done with articulators otherwise associated with fricatives, for example 
both lips, the result is an approximant at the same point of articulation. For 
example the bilabial approximant [|3] has roughly the same articulation as the 
voiced bilabial fricative [f3] but lacks the fricative noise of the latter. The 
approximant is indicated by the diacritic [J placed below the corresponding 
voiced fricative symbol. 

The term rhotic or r-sound is sometimes applied to the phonetically rather 
heterogeneous group of sounds whose phonetic symbols are varieties of the 
letter r. This group includes the trills [r] and [R], the flaps [r] and [rl, the 
approximants [J] and [K], and the fricatives [B] and sometimes [%] (also writ
ten [K]). While phonetically quite distinct, this group of sounds are often func
tionally similar. We will discuss some examples where some of these sounds 
stand in an allophonic relation in section 2.1 of chapter 2. The term liquids is 
applied to the group of sounds containing laterals and rhotics. 

1.1.1.2 Place of articulation 

In describing the place of articulation it is useful to distinguish passive artic
ulators and active articulators. The active articulators are the lower lip and the 
tongue, including the tip, the blade, and the body of the tongue. These highly 
mobile organs are capable of moving in such a way as to vary the shape of the 
vocal tract and thus give rise to a variety of sounds. The passive articulators 
are the more stationary parts of the mouth and pharynx, from the lips to the 
glottis, with reference to which the active articulators move. The place of 
articulation is the point in this region where the greatest approach of the artic
ulators takes place. Stating the place of articulation as a point along the pas
sive articulators is usually sufficient to identify a unique articulation, since 
even the active articulator is somewhat limited in its motion. If we state a 
place of articulation alone, e.g., dental, it indicates the passive articulator: in 
this case the articulation is made at the upper teeth. If we want to specify the 
active articulator we use a prefix, e.g., apicodental indicates that the active 
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articulator is the tip (apex) of the tongue. Such prefixes are not normally nec
essary. The active articulator for bilabial and labio dental sounds is the lower 
lip; for dental, alveolar, postalveolar, and retroflex sounds it is the blade of the 
tongue; and for prepalatal, palatal, and velar sounds the body of the tongue is 
raised. The current IPA chart recognizes eleven points of articulation: bilabial 
(instead of labio-labial), labiodental, dental, alveolar, postalveolar, retroflex, 
palatal, velar, uvular, pharyngeal, and glottal. Earlier IPA charts included an 
additional point, alveolopalatal (or prepalatal) between the retroflex and the 
palatal. Because quite a few languages (e.g., Polish) use sounds articulated in 
this region, we will restore it to our revised chart in section 1.3. 

Points of Articulation 

Glottal (at the vocal folds) 

1.1.1.3 Glottal state 

The state of the glottis varies independently of the articulators involved in 
consonant production, and thus gives an additional variable. There is, howev
er, some dependency between glottal state and manner of articulation. Vowels, 
sonorants, and approximants are nearly always voiced, although they can be 
devoiced under certain conditions. The symbols for these sounds, for example 
[a], [n], indicate voicing along with the other features of the sound; a diacrit
ic, e.g., [a], [n] is needed to indicate a voiceless variety of these sounds. 
Obstruents are often voiceless, since it is difficult to maintain the airflow 
needed for voicing while making a major obstruction in the airstream. Despite 
this latter fact many languages contrast voiced and voiceless obstruents. Thus, 
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obstruents have separate symbols for the voiceless and voiced varieties of 
these sounds, e.g., [p] and [b]. 

Voicing is produced by a regular vibration of the vocal folds, the result of 
an aerodynamic process known as the Bernoulli effect. The vocal folds are 
brought together, nearly touching along their entire length. The airstream 
flowing between them creates a suction that draws them together, rather in the 
way that the air flowing over an airplane wing creates a negative pressure 
above the wing resulting in a lift. Once the folds come together, the suction 
ceases and they are forced apart by the pressure beneath them. Once apart, the 
suction reappears, and so the cycle is repeated. 

A voiceless sound is characterized by the vocal folds being drawn apart, 
so that the vibration characteristic of voicing does not take place. A voiceless 
fricative such as [s] has noise produced only at the point of articulation, while 
a voiced fricative such as [z] has such noise and, in addition, voicing at the 
glottis. Because an obstruent has a major obstruction at the point of articula
tion, it is more difficult to sustain voicing in an obstruent than in a sonorant. 
However, voiced and voiceless obstruents are common enough to have sepa
rate symbols, as in our examples [z] and [s]. Voiceless sonorants are rare, so 
voicelessness in a sonorant must be indicated by a diacritic, as in [n] for a 
voiceless alveolar nasal. Such sounds rarely contrast, but Ladefoged (1971, 
11) reports contrasting voiced and voiceless nasals and laterals in Burmese, as 
in (2). 

(2) md 'healthy' nd 'pain' rja 'fish' 
md 'order' nd 'nostril' rja 'rent' 

la 'moon' 

Id 'beautiful' 

Voiceless vowels also occur, but not contrastively. In Chatino, a language 
of Mexico, unstressed vowels are voiceless betweeen voiceless consonants, as 
in (3) (Gleason 1955, 62). 
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ti'ye? 

ki'no 

su'wi 

la'?a 

rjgu'ta 

'ki? 

'lime' 

'sandal' 

'clean!' 

'side' 

'seed' 

'fire' 

ti'hi 

ki'su 

su?'wa 

ta?a 

ku'ta 

ki'ta 

'hard' 

'avocado' 

'you send' 

'fiesta' 

'you will give' 

'you will wait' 

In classifying a sound as voiced or voiceless, we have so far considered 
only whether the vocal folds are vibrating during the articulation of the sound. 
It is also necessary to investigate the dynamic aspect of how this glottal state 
relates to surrounding sounds. In the case of fricatives, this is clear enough: the 
period of fricative noise and the period of voicing coincide almost entirely. 
Stops are more complex, however. Let us consider a single syllable consisting 
of a stop followed by a vowel. If the vowel is voiced, we may ask when the 
voicing begins. If voicing occurs throughout the stop closure and continues 
into the vowel, we say that the stop is fully voiced. The voiced stops of French 
[b]5 [d]> [9] a r e usually said to be fully voiced. Another possibility is that voic
ing begins only at the release of the stop. In this case the stop is, strictly speak
ing, voiceless, as the French [p], [t], [k]. The voiced stops of English, [b], [d], 
[g], are often produced in a manner similar to that of the French voiceless stops. 
A third possibility is that voicing begins somewhat later than the stop release; 
these are then referred to as voiceless aspirated stops. The English voiceless 
stops (at the beginning of a word or a stressed syllable) are usually aspirated, 
and thus are notated [ph], [th], [kh] phonetically. In English these are allophones 
of the plain voiceless stops [p], [t], [k], which occur phonetically after [s] in 
word-initial position, in words such as spare, stick, skate. It is interesting that, 
if you were to tape record these words and cut the [s] portion from the tape, 
then play it back, these words would sound like bare, Dick, gate rather than 
pair, tick, Kate (MacKay 1987, 95). While aspirated and unaspirated stops do 
not contrast in English, they do contrast in Thai. Two sounds are said to con
trast if they can form the minimal distinction between two otherwise identical 
utterances. The examples of (4) demonstrate this and also show contrasting 
voiced stops (Ladefoged 1971, 12). 

(4) phda 'to split' tham 'to do' khdt 'to interrupt' 

pda 'forest' tam 'to pound' kat 'to bite' 

baa 'shoulder' dam 'black' 
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Aspiration is also possible, but rarer, with fricatives. Aspirated and unaspi-
rated voiceless fricatives contrast in Burmese, as in (5) (Ladefoged 1971, 12). 

(5) zan 'levitation' zaurj 'edge' 

san 'example' saurj 'harp' 

shan 'rice' shaurj 'winter' 

Sounds commonly referred to as voiced aspirates occur in languages like 
Hindi and Gujarati. Ladefoged (1971, 12) characterizes these sounds as hav
ing a laryngeal configuration different from both voiced and voiceless sounds, 
one in which the posterior portion of the vocal folds are held apart while the 
anterior portion is allowed to vibrate. He refers to this as "murmured"; in the 
IPA chart the sounds are indicated with a dieresis (..) below the symbol and 
are referred to as "breathy voiced." Ladefoged (1971, 13) cites the constrasts 
in (6) from Gujarati, noting that Pandit (1957) analyzes the murmured 
(breathy voiced) stops as a voiced stop plus /h/, phonemically, as shown. 

(6) /bar/ [bar] 'twelve' /por/ [por] 'last year' 

/bhar/ [bar] 'burden' /phodz/ [phodz] 'army' 

Another laryngeal state is creaky voice, indicated by a tilde under the con
sonant symbol. In this type of phonation, the posterior portion of the vocal 
folds are held together so that only the anterior portions are able to vibrate. 
These occur contrastively in Margi (Africa; Ladefoged 1971, 15; 1964; 
Hoffman 1963), as in (7). 

padu 

pwa 

ptsl 

tdtd 

wdwa 

ca 

'rain' 

'pour in' 

'chief 

'that one' 

'boiled' 

'moon' 

bdbdl 

bwdl 

txldgu 

ddlmd 

kdwd 

yd 

'open place' 

'ball' 

'valley' 

'big ax' 

'sorry' 

'give birth' 

bdbdl 

bwdbwd 

jxlabdu 

ddddhu 

wdwi 

ya 

'hard' 

'cooked' 

'chewed' 

'bitter' 

'adornme 

'thigh' 

1.1.1.4 Airstream mechanisms 

All the sounds described to this point have been ones produced with an 
airstream originating in the lungs and pushed outward by the action of the 
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internal intercostal muscles. This is called pulmonic egressive airstream. This 
airstream mechanism characterizes most speech, but other airstream mecha
nisms are also possible. The glottis initiates the airstream in two types of 
sounds. Glottalic egressive airstream is involved in'the production of ejective 
(sometimes called glottalized) consonants, mostly stops, with the phonetic 
symbols [p'], [f] , [k']. For these sounds there is a closure at both the point of 
articulation of the stop (bilabial, dental or velar) and at the glottis. The upward 
movement of the closed glottis compresses the air between itself and the point 
of articulation, which is then released, giving a popping sound. The reverse of 
this airstream mechanism is known as glottalic ingressive. In this type of artic
ulation the glottis is not closed and moves downward during vibration, while 
there is a closure at some point of articulation, e.g., [6], [d], [d]. These sounds 
are known as implosives. Velaric ingressive airstream is used to produce 
clicks. These involve a closure at the velum and an additional closure further 
forward in the mouth. The backward and downward movement of the tongue 
rarifies the air inside the mouth which, when released, produces a sudden 
inrush of air. A dental or alveolar click is the sound you make as a sign of dis
approval written tsk-tsk or tut-tut. This has the phonetic symbol [;]. In Zulu, 
this click (dental) appears as a speech sound, as do the lateral click [i] and the 
retro flex click [fj].2 

1.1.2 Vowels 

1.1.2.1 Parameters of vowel articulation 

Vowels are described using somewhat different terminology from consonants, 
since there is no obstruction in their production. The parameters for vowels 
are the height of the tongue, the position from front to back of the highest por
tion of the tongue, the rounding of the lips, and tongue root position. The 
vowel symbols are commonly arranged on a vowel quadrangle whose corners 
represent extreme vowel positions, such as (8). 

These symbols have been replaced by others in the recent revision of the IPA. The new 
symbols are unfortunately virtually identical in some cases to the recommended symbols 
for certain suprasegmentals, making the older symbols preferable. 
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(8) 

ae\ /a 

The high front vowel [i] is the highest possible front vowel; any further 
raising of the tongue would result in a fricative sound. The low back vowel 
[a] is the lowest possible back vowel; further retraction of the tongue would 
result in a pharyngeal fricative. It is similar with the high back (round) vowel 
[u] and the low front vowel [a].3 Daniel Jones (1966) devised a system of car
dinal vowels in which these four extreme positions are supplemented by two 
additional vowels between the highest and lowest position in both the front 
and back areas. This results in a system with two degrees of backness (i.e., 
back and front) and three of height (high, mid, and low), with the mid region 
subdivided into higher mid and lower mid. Of the primary cardinal vowels, 
[u], [o], and [o] are rounded; that is, the tongue position is accompanied by lip 
rounding. The other cardinal vowels are unrounded. The IPA distinguishes 
secondary cardinal vowels where these rounding values are reversed. We give 
the cardinal vowels in (9).4 

(9) Primary cardinal vowels Secondary cardinal vowels 

High i u u i 
Higher mid e o 6 A 
Lower mid e o o a 
Low ae a <E D 

One problem with the cardinal vowel system is that it grants special sta
tus to the distinction between higher mid and lower mid that is not granted to 
the high vowels. Put differently, the distinction between higher mid and lower 

The IPA symbol [a] for this vowel will not be used in this book, for reasons detailed in 
section 1.3. 
The IPA term for high vowels is "close," and for low vowels, "open." 
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mid is not so much one of height but one of the position of the tongue root. 
The higher mid vowels have an advanced tongue root while the lower mid 
vowels have a retracted tongue root. The position of the tongue root can also 
serve to distinguish high vowels, and to a lesser extent, the low vowels. 
Advanced tongue root vowels are often called "tense," While retracted tongue 
root vowels are referred to as "lax." We will therefore use a more symmetri
cal system, as in (10). This chart also provides the vowel symbols we will use, 
in preference to those of the IPA. The terms "advanced" and "retracted" in the 
second column refer to advanced and retracted tongue root, respectively. 

(10) 

high 

mid 

low 

advanced (tense) 

retracted (lax) 

advanced (tense) 

retracted (lax) 

advanced (tense) 

retracted (lax) 

front 
unround 

i 

i 

e 

e 

a? 

ae 

round 

u 

0 

6 

5 

OE 

(E 

back 
unround 

i 

Y 

A 

3 

a 

a 

round 

u 

u 

0 

o 

9 

D 

The table in (11) illustrates these sounds with examples from English, where 
possible, and in other languages, where the abbreviations Fr. is French and 
Ger. is German. Some vowel sounds are restricted to particular dialects of 
English, e.g., NYC (New York City). This table must be used with a degree of 

(11) 

high, tense 

high, lax 

mid tense 

mid lax 

low, tense 

low, lax 

front 
unround 

[i] bead (also 
[iyl) 
[t] bid 

[e] Ger. See 
'lake,' Fr. ete 
'summer' 

[e] bed 

[a?] bad (NYC) 

[ae] had 

round 
[ii] Fr. rue 
'street' 
[u] Ger. Hiitte 
'hut' 
[6] Ger. schon 
'beautiful,' 
Yx.peu 'few' 

[o] Ger. zwolf 
'twelve,' 
Fr. peur 'fear' 
N ? 

[a]? 

back 
unround 

[i] Turkish [kiz] 
'girl' 
M? 

[A] Shan [kv?] 
'salt' 
Vietnamese 
[hXn] 'more' 
[s] but 

[a] balm 

[a] hot (NAm) 

round 
[u] boot (also 
[uw]) 
[u] book 

[o] Ger. wohl 
'well' 

[o] hot (British), 
Ger. Sonne 
'sun' 
[p] dog 
(Northeast U.S.) 
[D] Hungarian 
magyar [mapr] 
'Hungarian' 
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caution, since there is much dialectal variation and the values indicated may 
not correspond to your own pronunciation. 

In addition to front and back vowels, the IPA provides a rather rich set of 
symbols for "central" vowels. However there is little evidence that such vow
els ever exist in contrast to back vowels. We will therefore operate without the 
category of "central" vowels, though some of the IPA's symbols for central 
vowels will be used for back vowels (such as [i]). 

1.1.2.2 Glides and diphthongs 

We discussed glides briefly when discussing consonants in section 1.1.1.1, 
where we noted that glides have vowel articulations but function as conso
nants. Therefore another notation for glides is a vowel symbol with a nonsyl
labic diacritic below it, e.g., [i] = [y]. A diphthong is a sequence of two dif
ferent vowels that are part of a single syllable. Usually one of the vowels is 
stronger than the other, and is considered the syllabic segment, and the other 
is written as a glide or with the nonsyllabic diacritic. Still another notation 
(MacKay 1987) joins two vowel symbols with a ligature below. English has 
the diphthongs in (12), which illustrate these conventions. For English tran
scriptions we will prefer the left column of (12). The vowels of English bead 
and boot are also often represented as diphthongs; these are shown in the last 
two lines of (12). 

(12) [ay] 
[aw] 

[oy] 
[ey] 
[ow] 

[iy] 
[uw] 

or 
or 

or 

or 

or 

or 

or 

[ai] 
[au] 

[oi] 

[ei] 
[ou] 

[»] 
[uu] 

or 
or 

or 

or 

or 

or 

or 

[oi] 

[au] 
[oi] 

[ei] 

[cm] 

[13 
W 

my 
how 

boy 

bay 

low 

bead 

boot 

The diphthongs in (12) are called falling diphthongs, since the sonority 
falls from the first to the second element. The opposite is a rising diphthong, 
in which the sonority rises from the first to the second element. Such diph
thongs occur in Spanish, as in [ye] of hierba [yerba] 'grass.' However, the 
sequence [ye] in the English word yes is not a diphthong but simply a conso-
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nant plus vowel. Spanish also has triphthongs of rising-falling sonority, as in 
the final syllable of Uruguay [uru'gway]. 

1.1.3 Suprasegmentals 

The term suprasegmentals implies phonetic features outside the linear 
sequence of segments. It includes stress, tone, intonation, and syllable struc
ture. A common indicator of syllable boundary is a period between the sylla
bles, also adopted by the IPA. Syllable boundaries are also shown by the sym
bol $ or by a period, especially in phonological rules (see section 5.5 in chap
ter 5). The IPA indicates stress with tick marks before the syllable concerned, 
so these marks indicate syllable boundaries as well. Primary stress is shown 
by a tick at the top of the line and secondary stress is shown by a tick at the 
bottom. Finer degrees of stress cannot be indicated by this method, so anoth
er system is sometimes employed using accent marks. The acute accent (') 
indicates primary stress, the circumflex Q indicates secondary stress, the 
grave accent f) indicates tertiary stress. The IPA uses these symbols only for 
tone, so we will not use them for stress. The IPA also uses the tone letters of 
Chao (1930). Long segments are marked with a following colon, for example 
[e:]. If a finer distinction is needed, a half-long segment is marked with a sin
gle raised dot: [&]. Occasionally, a long vowel is shown by a double vowel 
symbol [ee], but this would ordinarily represent two syllables, which can be 
made explicit with a boundary symbol: [e.e]. Long consonants are generally 
indicated by the double symbol method (e.g., Italian [fat.to] 'made'), since 
such a long consonant (or geminate) ordinarily spans two syllables, unlike 
long vowels, which are normally part of a single syllable. A long consonant 
confined to a single syllable (e.g., Estonian [lin:.tu] 'bird, partitive singular') 
can be indicated by the colon, as with vowels. 

The representation of suprasegmentals is clearly bound up with prosodic 
structure and is not easily represented in a linear string. We will therefore 
defer further discussion until we introduce syllable structure in section 7.2.1 
of chapter 7 and metrical structure in sections 7.2.2 and 7.2.3. 

1.1.4 Broad and narrow transcription 

Because speech is a continuum, a transcription can indicate only a limited 
amount of articulatory detail. In effect we strive to transcribe the most impor
tant aspects of an utterance, omitting details considered less important. What 
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counts as important may be somewhat subjective. A transcription that is lim
ited to expressing only the contrastive sounds of a given language is termed a 
broad transcription. A broad transcription of English utterances, for example, 
would write /p/ for [p] and [ph], since the distinction between aspirated and 
unaspirated stops is not contrastive in English, as discussed in section 1.1.1.3. 
A broad transcription of Thai would represent this distinction, however, since 
these sounds contrast in Thai. A narrow transcription includes more phonetic 
detail, such as aspiration in English, information regarding the exact point of 
articulation of consonants and vowels, various degrees of length, etc. The 
same utterance can be transcribed in a range of ways, from very broad to quite 
narrow and detailed, depending on the purpose of the transcription. In this 
book most transcriptions are moderately narrow, enough so to make the point 
at issue without being overly detailed, which could be distracting. 

1.2 Acoustic phonetics 

Acoustics is the branch of physics that deals with sound. Acoustic phonet
ics is therefore the study of the physics of speech sounds. Our discussion of 
articulatory phonetics has concentrated on individual speech sounds and their 
properties, but articulation in continuous speech is actually in constant 
motion, and steady-state articulations are rarely achieved. This constant 
change in the speech stream is quite evident in acoustic records of speech, for 
example in sound spectrograms. A major result of modern linguistics is that 
the perception of speech is categorial, despite the continuous nature of speech 
production and of the acoustic signal. We think of language as composed of 
discrete units, such as the sound units discussed in section 1.1. Further such 
discrete units involved in language use are morphemes, words, and phrases. 
In addition, speech is encoded in a rather special way that is revealed by a 
study of acoustics. Sequences, say of a stop followed by a vowel, are present 
simultaneously in a speech event in such a way that it is impossible to isolate 
a single portion of the signal that corresponds just to the stop without any trace 
of the vowel. It is this encoding that makes speech a particularly efficient 
medium of communication. Lieberman (1984, 139) points out that speech can 
be produced and understood at a rate of about 150 words per minute. He con
trasts this with Morse code, a system with a one-to-one relation between the 
code and the units of the message (letters of the alphabet), which has a maxi
mum transmission rate of 50 words per minute. Even at that rather slow rate, 
a Morse code operator does not remember the message transmitted, and must 
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rest after an hour or two of transmitting due to fatigue. Spoken messages, in 
contrast, are better remembered and not particularly fatiguing. As Lieberman 
puts it, speech is a special communicative mechanism, that has evolved along 
with the human organism. Human language is characterized by a wide range 
of distinguishable sounds, wider than the range possessed by most other ani
mals. This range of sounds is made possible by a lengthened vocal tract, 
which evolved in humans with a lowering of the larynx, giving the vocal tract 
a right-angle bend. This lowered larynx also interferes with swallowing and 
increases the chance of choking. Similarly, the larynx has evolved in a way 
that allows fine variation in pitch and efficient phonation, but interferes with 
rapid, deep breathing. While in one sense the human speech apparatus is over
laid on structures originally evolved for more basic purposes (eating, breath
ing), the evolutionary value of speech must have outweighed the decreased 
efficiency of these basic functions in the changes in the organs involved. 

The simplest type of sound is a sine wave. Such a sound is produced by a 
tuning fork in the absence of friction that started sounding at the beginning of 
time (real tuning forks have to be struck to start sounding and slowly fade due 
to friction). A sine wave is illustrated in (13). It can be considered as having 
two independent dimensions. The first is amplitude, measured as the height of 
the peak of the wave, measured, in the case of soundwaves travelling in air, in 
units of pressure. The second dimension is frequency, the number of times the 
wave is repeated in one second, for which the unit is Hertz (Hz) or cycles per 
second. A diagram like (13) might be produced by dragging a vibrating tun
ing fork with a pen attached to one of the prongs across a sheet of paper at a 
uniform rate. 

(13) 

'l/44o' 
sec. 

An extremely important result, known as Fourier's theorem (from the French 
mathematician Jean Fourier, who discovered it), is that any complex wave can 
be represented as the sum of a number (perhaps infinite) of sine waves, each 

A 
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with its own amplitude and frequency. The spectrographs analysis of speech 
consists of determining the component sine waves of a given speech signal. 
Acoustic phonetics is also concerned with the vocal tract configurations that 
give rise to various acoustic effects. 

For acoustic purposes, the vocal tract can be considered a tube from the 
vocal folds to the lips. The 90° bend at the velum can be ignored. The length 
of the tube varies considerably with the individual; the average for adult males 
is approximately 17.6 cm, less for women and children. A tube has certain nat
ural resonance frequencies that depend on the length of the tube and whether 
the ends are open or closed. The term standing wave is applied to a wave con
fined to a tube, since it is simply present in the tube and not propagating from 
the source. The vocal tract in the production of a vowel can be regarded as a 
tube open at the lip end and closed at the glottal end. (The glottis is also vibrat
ing during the production of voiced sounds; we will return to the function of 
the glottis in the production of these sounds.) A tube open at one end and 
closed at the other can accommodate various standing waves, the longest of 
which is such that 14 wave length is within the tube. This is because the 
closed end of the tube must be a node of the vibrating wave,5 where the 
motion of vibration is zero, and the open end must be an antinode or loop, 
where the motion of vibration is greatest. The frequency of such a standing 
wave is given by the formula (14), where c is the speed of sound in air and L 
is the length of the tube. 

(14) f=£ 

The speed of sound in air varies with the temperature and is 331.5 nVsec (1087 
fVsec) at 0°C and 344 nVsec (1130 fVsec) at 20°C. The lowest frequency stand
ing wave in a tube 17 cm long at 20°C is therefore given by the calculation in 
(15) 

n n c c 344 m/sec CAC ot> , ,„ . 
(15) f = 4 L = 4(0.17m) = 5 0 5 ' 8 8 s e c ( H z ) 

More precisely, it is a displacement node. The wave also consists of varying pressure, 
such that a displacement node corresponds to a pressure antinode and a displacement 
antinode corresponds to a pressure node. For simplicity and ease of presentation, we will 
refer only to displacement nodes and antinodes in this discussion. 
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For ease of working with round numbers (since both vocal tract length and air 
temperature vary) let us say 500 Hz is the lowest frequency standing wave in 
a typical vocal tract with a relatively uniform cross section along its length, as 
it would roughly be in the production of the vowel [a]. 

The 17 cm tube can accommodate additional standing waves whose fre
quencies are odd-numbered multiples of 500, namely 1500, 2500, and so on. 
This is because the same tube can accommodate a 3/4 wave length, a 5/4 wave 
length, and so on, all of which have a node at the closed end and a loop at the 
open end. The first three standing waves in a 17 cm tube are shown in (16). 

(16) 

L= 17 cm 
< • 

L ' F l = 4T 

j , F2 = 3Fi 

3f,F3=5F1 

First three vibration modes of a tube open at one end and closed at 
the other (based on Backus 1969, 64. 1 = wave length, L = length 
of the tube, F = formant frequency). 

These frequencies are the resonance frequencies of the tube, commonly 
known informants. The lowest formant is commonly designated Fj (here, 500 
Hz), the next formant is designated F2 (here 1500 Hz), and so forth. In a musi
cal instrument such as a clarinet, which is also a tube closed at one end (the 
reed end) and open at the other, the lowest resonance frequency corresponds 

hi 
4 

X2 
4 

4 
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to a musical note, with the higher resonances produced simultaneously adding 
a certain tone colour to the note. The human vocal tract produces an addition
al sound frequency of great importance, the vibration of the vocal folds 
described in section 1.1.1.3. The vocal folds do not vibrate in a simple sine 
wave. The lowest vibration frequency of the vocal folds is the fundamental 
frequency, designated F0. In addition to F0, the vocal folds vibrate at many 
whole-number multiples of the fundamental frequency, with generally 
decreasing amplitudes. These multiples are known as harmonics. If F0 is fair
ly low, say on the order of 100 Hz, there will be a number of harmonics at or 
near the formant frequencies of the vocal tract, which ihen filter the harmon
ics, so that the harmonics that are near a formant frequency are transmitted 
well and make a large contribution to the overall sound, while the harmonics 
away from the formant frequencies are reduced in amplitude and make little 
of no contribution to the overall sound. This is known as the source-filter the
ory of speech production, and is illustrated in (17), on the next page, based on 
the discussion in Lieberman (1984,151 and 153) and MacKay (1987,14). The 
diagram in (17a) represents spectrum of a glottal source with a fundamental 
frequency of 100 Hz, corresponding to a rather low bass note (the closest 

musical note is G2, ̂  Q written on the lowest line of the bass clef, with 

a frequency of 97.999 Hz). This spectrum contains the fundamental frequen
cy of 100 Hz plus all multiples of this, i.e., 200 Hz, 300 Hz, etc., in decreas
ing amplitudes. The diagram in (17b) represents the formant structure of the 
vowel [i]. The diagram in (17c) represents the result of filtering this spectrum 
through the formant structure of the vowel [i]; note that the formant structure 
is readily apparent in this spectrum. If the glottal source has a higher fre

quency, say 500 Hz, a middle range soprano note (close to B4, ^ — writ
ten on the middle line of the treble clef, with a frequency of 493.88 Hz), with 
a spectrum represented in (17d), the result of filtering through the formant 
structure of the same vowel [i] is that shown in the (17e). In this case there is 
actually no acoustic energy at the formant frequencies, represented by the dots 
in the diagram. 

The formant frequencies of 500, 1500, 2500, and so on that we calculated 
above were based on a tube of uniform cross section. The highly mobile 
nature of the tongue and lips make it possible to vary the shape of the vocal 
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tract considerably, and this has an effect on the formant frequencies. Exactly 
how this comes about is not entirely clear. One prevailing theory (Chiba & 
Kajiyama 1941, cited in Kenstowicz 1994, 178) explains the change in reso
nance as the result of the rule in (18). 

(18) When the cross-sectional area of the tube is reduced at or near a 
loop, the frequency of the corresponding resonance is lowered; 
when the cross-sectional area of the tube is reduced at or near a 
node, the frequency of the corresponding resonance is raised. 

The vowel [u] is produced with a narrowing of the tube at the lip end, 
which is a loop for all resonances. This implies lower resonance frequencies 
for this vowel than for the uniform tube, and indeed [u] has a first formant of 
about 300 Hz and a second formant of about 870 Hz. In addition, the high 
back tongue position may be near a loop for the second resonance, contribut
ing to a further lowering of F2. On the other hand, with the vowel [i], there is 

a radical constriction at approximately 1/3 the distance from the lips, corre
sponding to a node of the second resonance, resulting in a relatively high 
(around 2290 Hz) F2 for [i]. In (19) we list the first three formant values for 
eight vowels of American English (Ladefoged 2001, 172). 

(19) [i] [i] [e] [ae] [a] [o] [u] [u] 
F3 2890 2560 2490 2490 2540 2540 2380 2250 
F2 2250 1920 1770 1660 1100 880 1030 870 

Fl 280 400 550 690 710 590 450 310 

Another view of vowel formants (MacKay 1987, 268) holds that the point 
of greatest constriction in the production of a vowel effectively divides the 
vocal tract into two parts, the resonance frequencies of which correspond to 
the first two formants. Whichever theory turns out to be correct (and they may 
both be true to a certain extent), it is clear that different vowels are associat
ed with different resonance frequencies, though of course the exact frequen
cies will vary considerably from one speaker to another. It is possible to 
demonstrate the first two formants by pronouncing the sequence of vowels in 
slightly artificial ways. If the sequence of vowels in (19) is pronounced in a 
whisper, the sound heard corresponds to the frequency of F2. If pronounced in 

a creaky voice, the rising then falling pitch of Fj is readily heard. 
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As we have stated, Vocal tract size is highly variable over individuals. 
Fundamental frequencies are also highly variable. A speaker's intonation 
varies over a considerable range and each speaker has his or her own particu
lar range. The source-filter effect illustrated in (17) with a fundamental fre
quency of 100 Hz actually represents a rather deep bass voice. Many women 
and some men have fundamental frequencies above 400 Hz, and children 
under 6 years old typically have fundamental frequencies above 500 Hz 
(Lieberman 1984, 153). Even though the fundamental frequency may be well 
above the lowest formant frequency, vowel quality, say of the vowel [i], may 
still be perceived. Lieberman calls this process formant frequency extraction. 
Lieberman also notes that formant frequencies also vary with the length of the 
vocal tract, and that vocal tract length tends to correlate with larynx size, so 
that a lower fundamental frequency correlates with a longer vocal tract. There 
is thus a considerable overlap in formant frequencies from one speaker to 
another, yet vowel quality is clearly perceived by what Lieberman calls vocal 
tract normalization. He speculates that the vowel [i] shows the least such 
overlap; as a result of identifying a speaker's [i], a listener is able to extrapo
late to the formant values for other vowels produced by that speaker. 

The encoding of speech is best illustrated with a sequence of a (voiced) 
stop and a vowel. A reasonable approximation to such sequences can be pro
duced synthetically using cues such as those in (20), on the next page. These 
are recognizable as the sequences shown with only the first two formants; a 
third formant adds some degree of naturalness to these cues. 

It can be observed that there is no acoustic constant corresponding to the 
stop [b] as we read across the top series of synthetic utterances. The closest 
we can come to a constant cue for [b] is a rising value for both formants. In 
fact, it is only the rise in the second formant that characterizes [b] as opposed 
to the other stops, as a comparison to the other two lines shows. In all three 
sequences, the transistion in the first formant is identical; the behaviour of the 
second formant distinguishes the three stops from each other. 

The acoustic explanation for this phenomenon is the following. For a labi
al stop the vocal tract is closed at both ends. No actual sound is emitted from 
such a tube, but it has resonance frequencies all the same. Since it is closed at 
both ends, any standing wave within it necessarily has a node at both ends and 
the longest wave it can contain is one with a half wave length of 17 cm, with 
a frequency of 1000 Hz. It can also contain a full wave length with a fre
quency of 2000 Hz and so on, all multiples of 1000 Hz (or even multiples of 
500 Hz). In fact, a theoretical resonance at 0 Hz is also present. With the 
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bi be be ba bo bo bu 

di de de da do do du 

gi ge ge ga go go gu 

Time ^ 

1 sec. 
< > • 

Stylized spectrograms of CV syllables, showing steady-state vowels 
(constant in columns) and formant transitions corresponding to 
voiced stops. The perceived stop is constant across the rows, but 
the formant transitions vary depending on the following vowel. 

release of the stop, the articulators move toward the steady-state vowel con
figuration and the formant frequencies exhibit a transition, from 0 Hz for the 
first formant and from 1000 Hz for the second formant. For a dental or alve
olar point of articulation, the cavity behind the constriction is shorter than for 
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a labial, and so its frequency is higher, on the order of 1800 Hz. It can be 
observed in the second line of (20) that the second formant in a sequence of 
[d] plus vowel appears to start at about 1800 Hz, rising if the second formant 
of the vowel is higher than this frequency, lowering if the second formant of 
the vowel is lower than this frequency, and remaining straight in the case of 
[e], whose second formant is close to this frequency. The origin of the second 
formant transition for velars is considerably higher, reflecting the much short
er back cavity associated with velars as compared to dentals and labials. The 
apparent origin of the second formant transition is the only common element 
to a given point of articulation, but if extracted from the speech signal and 
played alone, it sounds like a whistle rather than like a speech sound. In fact, 
it is not possible to cut the cues in (20) in such a way as to isolate the stop por
tion without including some portion of the vowel. It is this encoding of 
speech, the parallel signalling of more than one sound at a time, that makes 
possible the rapid production and understanding of speech. 

We have characterized fricatives as relatively noisy, hissing sounds. 
Fricatives appear on spectrograms as bands of aperiodic noise, each point of 
articulation having its own pattern (see the spectrograms in 21). Yet fricatives 
too have formant structures. A close examination of the voiceless fricatives in 
(21) reveals that the difference between [s] and [s] is that [s] has energy in the 
region of the third formant of the surrounding vowels whereas [s] has no ener
gy in this region. 

A simple demonstration can show the difference between these sounds. 
Position the tongue for [s] and sound the fricative. Then, continuing to sound 
the fricative, slowly retract the tongue. For a period of time, you will contin
ue to hear [s], even though the exact articulation is changing. At a certain point 
there is an abrupt transition, when suddenly the sound is [s], not [s]. Although 
there is apparently a continuous area of the palate where fricatives can be 
articulated, there is a broad range of this area where the articulation has a sin
gle acoustic effect. The speaker does not have to hit an exact target, thus 
allowing for faster articulation. In addition this shows once again that speech 
is categorial. Over a broad continuous articulatory area we find just two cate-
gorially distinct speech sounds, [s] and [s]. 

1.3 Phonetic alphabets 

There is obviously a great advantage to having an internationally recognized 
standard phonetic alphabet for transcribing the sounds of various languages. 
The standard orthography of no single language is adequate for the task, since 
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a s a a s a 

no single language possesses all the required sounds, and the writing system 
of each language is uniquely adapted to its own system. The English writing 
system would be especially poorly adapted for phonetic purposes, since it has 
multiple phonetic values for certain letters (e.g., <a> has the value [a] in 
father, [ey] in mate, and [ae] in mat), silent letters as in though, and other well 
known idiosyncrasies. The English writing system is basically well suited to 
writing English, since it tends to write each morpheme with the same letters, 
even if the sound changes by the operation of certain rules, so that sane and 
sanity both spell the root morpheme with the letter <a> although the sound 
varies from [ey] to [ae]. Unfortunately, several distinct phonetic alphabets 
have been devised, each with slightly different conventions. The International 
Phonetic Alphabet (or the alphabet of the International Phonetic Association) 
is the best known and most widespread of the phonetic alphabets. 

1.3.1 ThelPA 

The International Phonetic Association was founded in 1886 by the French 
phonetician Paul. Passy. The original name of the association was The 
Phonetic Teachers' Association, which began publication of a journal, Dhi 
Fonetik Titcer, printed entirely in phonetic transcription. Their symbols were 
not yet those of the IPA, as can be guessed from the title of the journal. It was 
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not until 1888 that the first version of the International Phonetic Alphabet was 
published in ds fonetik titcsr. It was based on six principles, listed in (22) 
(The Principles of the International Phonetic Association 1949). 

(22) 1. There should be a separate letter for each distinctive sound; 
that, for each sound which, being used instead of another, in 
the same language, can change the meaning of a word. , 

2. When any sound is found in several languages, the same sign 
should be used in all. This applies also to very similar shades 
of sound. 

3. The alphabet should consist as much as possible of the ordi
nary letters of the roman alphabet, as few new letters as possi
ble being used. 

4. In assigning values to the roman letters, international usage 
should decide. 

5. The new letters should be suggestive of the sounds they repre
sent, by their resemblance to the old ones. 

6. Diacritic marks should be avoided, being trying for the eyes 
and troublesome to write. 

When criteria 3. and 6. were in conflict, the IPA chose to create new letters 
rather than to employ diacritics, thus [J] instead of [s] for the voiceless 
postalveolar fricative, etc. The IPA has undergone only minor revisions since 
then, most recently at a convention of the Association in 1989 in Kiel, 
Germany (see Ladefoged 1990). It is basically this revision that appears in the 
chart on page 3. 

A somewhat different system of phonetic transcription developed in North 
America. Because this tradition was often used under field conditions, using 
specially designed typewriters, the diacritic solution was preferred over the 
invention of new symbols. By and large, however, the rival systems agree on 
the majority of symbols, and even in many cases where different symbols are 
employed, such as [J] and [s], there is little chance of confusion. Certain sym
bols with varying usage, such as [y] and [c], require special attention. 
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The diacritic approach has certain advantages beyond the design of type
writers. One is that the total number of symbols is reduced. Another is that 
using a particular diacritic for a natural class of sounds makes the relation 
among those sounds clearer. For example, the hacek diacritic is used for all 
the postalveolar sounds in the system we use in this book (i.e., [s, z, c, j]), thus 
bringing out the common point of articulation among these sounds better than 
the use of a plethora of separate symbols, as in IPA [J, 3, fl", dj]. Similarly, in 
our vowel chart in (9), front rounded vowels are indicated by an umlaut dia
critic (") over the corresponding back vowel, rather than the unrelated set of 
symbols [y, 0, oe] preferred in the IPA. 

1.3.2 Problems with the IPA 

The IPA suffers from a number of problems beside the ones already men
tioned at the end of the last section. Outside the "cardinal" vowels, the IPA 
approach to vowel symbols is rather unsystematic, having a number of sym
bols scattered in seemingly random places on the vowel quadrangle. A phono
logical vowel system needs to be more systematic, as we have indicated in our 
chart in (10). 

A special problem with the IPA vowel system is its provision of a full set 
of symbols for "central" vowels, despite there being little or no evidence that 
these ever need to be distinguished from back vowels of the same height and 
rounding, in contravention of IPA principle 1. Our vowel system (10) elimi
nates this category, reassigning some of the symbols to back vowel function 
when this seems indicated. 

A related problem concerns the IPA symbol [a] for the low front unround 
cardinal vowel, which we designate [ae]. The IPA also uses the symbol [ae], but 
for a slightly higher articulation. The IPA handbook of 1949 notes the prob
lems with these symbols as follows: 

The Association's treatment of a and a as different letters denoting 
different sounds has not met with the success originally hoped for. 
In practice it is found that authors and printers still generally 
regard the two forms as variants of the same letter. The difficulty 
might be solved by altering the value of « and assigning this letter 
to cardinal vowel No. 4... 
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Up until the 1989 revision, the IPA had not followed through on this sugges
tion, and still recommends [a] for cardinal vowel No. 4, i.e., our [ae]. In actu
al usage, the value assigned to [a] can be a front vowel, a back vowel, a cen
tral vowel, or a vowel whose position on the front-back axis is not specified 
or does not matter. In the light of this ambiguity, we have thought it best to 
avoid the symbol [a] altogether and to use [ae] for the low nonround front 
vowel and [a] for the low nonround back vowel. The ambiguity of the sym
bol [a] must be borne in mind when reading other works on phonology. 

With regard to the consonants, the 1989 revision of the IPA has omitted 
the alveolo-palatal (prepalatal) consonants from the main chart. They include 
symbols for a voiced and a voiceless fricative at this point of articulation only 
under the list of "other symbols." We have reinstated this point of articulation 
in the main chart, with symbols for the affricates as well as the fricatives. 

The 1989 revision has replaced the earlier symbols for clicks with ones 
that in two cases are nearly identical to newly proposed symbols for supraseg-
mentals (i.e., [ | ] for dental click or minor (foot) group; [ || ] for alveolar lat
eral click or major (intonation) group). Although we will not discuss clicks 
much in this book, where they do occur (e.g., exercise 2.10 of chapter 2) we 
will use the older symbols, since these are less confusing. 

Pullum & Ladusaw (1986) is an excellent guide to phonetic symbols from 
both the IPA and American traditions, as well as some other usages. 
Unfortunately, it was published before the 1989 revision of the IPA 

1.3.3 Compromise adopted in this book 

The system we will use in this book is a compromise. While retaining the bulk 
of the IPA conventions, we have tried to remedy some of its most serious defi
ciencies. Further improvements could no doubt be made, but because the 
focus of this book is phonology, not phonetics, we need not consider this prob
lem further. One obvious difficulty remaining is the lack of a unitary symbol 
for most of the affricates. While we have [c] and [j] for the postalveolar 
affricates, the others all require a digraph. Some traditions use [c] for a dental 
(or alveolar) affricate, which makes a nice parallelism with the corresponding 
fricatives [s] and [s], but then another symbol would be required for the voice
less palatal stop. We thus use digraphs (with a tie, indicating unitary sounds) 
for affricates other than the postalveolar ones in our compromise. Our conso
nant system is given in (23). As in the IPA chart, shaded areas indicate artic
ulations judged impossible. In the prepalatal column, we have adopted the 
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(23) 
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notation of an acute accent, thereby grouping the prepalatals together. In the 
retroflex column, we adopt the notation with the diacritic dot underneath, as 
in t 

In the dental column, in the case of fricatives, we distinguish the inter-
dentals, with the symbols [8, 5], from the dentals [s, z]. Fricatives and 
affricates can be distinguished in terms of stridency, as shown in the table. We 
will use the consonant symbols in (23) and the vowel symbols in (10) consis
tently in this book, replacing symbols in data from other sources where nec
essary. We have avoided ad hoc symbols, though these will be often encoun-
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tered in other sources, often reflecting typographic limitations of the time they 
were first used. For example, SPE uses [D] for the flap [r], as well as certain 
other capital letters. Certain phonetic symbols are expressed as small caps, 
such as [G], but full caps are not properly used as phonetic characters. They 
may be used for archisegments, or a natural class of segments, a topic 
addressed further in chapters 3 and 7. For example fU may be used to express 
the class of high vowels in Turkish, {i, ii, i, u}, where the backness and round
ness of the vowel is determined by the process of vowel harmony. 

To supplement the phonetic symbols introduced so far, we use the diacrit-

(24) Diacritics 
Voiceless n l 

h Aspirated tn dn 

Dental t s 

Lowered; e § 
approximant 

Nasalized e 

breathy b, a 
voiced 

' Primary stress 

Secondary stress 

: long e: 

W Labialized tW 
dW 

y Palatalized t* d* 

Syllabic i n 1 

Raised e 

ATR a 

Nonsyllabic e 

creaky voiced b, a 

-> Unreleased t> 

Example of stresses: 

.fowns'tissn 

Tones 

High tone 

Mid tone 

Low tone 

Rising tone 

Falling tone 

Rising-
falling tone 
Falling-rising 
tone 

Diacritic 
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e 
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-1 
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N "i si 
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Ji 
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Other symbols 
w Voiceless labial-velar fricative 

w Voiced labial-velar approximant 

q Voiced labial-palatal approximant 

j Dental click (Zulu c) 

i Lateral click (Zulu x) 

fj Retroflex click (Zulu q) 

glide corresponding to 
voiceless vowel [u] 
glide corresponding to 
vowel [u] 
glide corresponding to 
vowel [u] 

ics and other symbols in (24), on the previous page and this. For the most part 
the diacritics are self-explanatory. The voiceless diacritic is used to indicate 
voicelessness in sounds that would normally be voiced, such as vowels and 
sonorant consonants. The dental diacritic is placed under symbols that other
wise indicate alveolar sounds. The syllabic diacritic indicates that the conso
nant symbol that bears it is a syllable peak; conversely, the nonsyllabic dia
critic signifies a vowel used in a nonsyllabic function. The unreleased diacrit
ic is used with stop consonants to show that either phonation ceases prior to 
release of the stop articulation or that there is no audible break before the next 
sound. 

1.4 Exercises 

1.1 Give the phonetic symbol for each sound. 
a. Voiced uvular stop 
b. Mid back tense round vowel 
c. Velar nasal 
d. Low front tense unround vowel 
e. Voiceless dental stop 

1.2 Give a phonetic description for each symbol. 

a. [A] 

b. [is] 

c [y] 

d. [e] 
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1.3 Several phonetic symbols fit into each category. List as many as are 
appropriate for each description. 

a. Voiceless stop 
b. Back rounded vowel 
c. Voiced uvular 
d. High tense vowel 
e. Voiceless bilabial 

In exercises 1.4 and 1.5, use the following conventions for English transcrip
tion. The vowel of but should be transcribed as [a], in accordance with the 
vowel chart in (10). While some books use the symbol [A] for this vowel, we 
reserve this symbol for the tense (advanced tongue root) correspondent of [a]. 
See section 3.3 of Chapter 3 and especially the chart in (13) of that chapter, 
for a demonstration that the vowel of but should be considered lax in English. 
Use the left column of (12) for the English diphthongs. Transcribe according 
to your own dialect, but bear in mind that some transcriptions may represent 
a dialect other than your own. Some of the words for detranscription in exer
cise 1.4 are not strictly speaking English words, and the errors in exercise 1.5 
are not related to dialect but simply to misuse of phonetic symbols. 

.4 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

Transcribe 

judge 

house 

debt 

nation 

right 

them 

thin 

chuck 

singer 

amaze 

thumb 

thistle 

De-transcribe 

['yuwz] 

['myuwl] 

['how] 

['sav] 

['saykik] 

['aeram] 

['khlowz] 

['box] 

[Mow] 

['phiytsa] 

(i.e., write in ordinary English spellii 

['saykik] 

['phiyr3J'ph3yp9Jlphikt3'phek3'phikld'phep3Jz] 

['meyjziyr'owtsn'dowziyr'owtsn'lirl/lEemziyr'ayvi] 
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Some of the following English words have been incorrectly tran
scribed. Make appropriate corrections. 

acquisition 

disappeared 

mythological 

designation 

consequences 

innocuous 

quietness 

naturalize 

Egyptian 

mixture 

writer 

[.aeckwi'zissn] 

[,dis3'phecud] 

[.myt'VlDjiksl] 

[,desig'neytion] 

['cDnsi,qensis] 

[I'nnDkyuas] 

['kwayatess] 

['naecura,layze] 

[I'jipsan] 

['mixcuj] 

['wjgyrsj] 





Contrast and Distribution 

In chapter 1 we surveyed the sounds that are used in various languages, in iso
lation from the use that individual languages make of these sounds. We can 
say that phonetics is about sounds, while phonology is about the organization 
of sounds in a linguistic system. But phonology is based on phonetics and uses 
the same terminology and symbols. The purpose of this chapter is to investi
gate the distribution of sounds in various languages and to see how languages 
use sounds to distinguish utterances and so to convey distinct meanings. 

Languages differ both in the individual sounds they use and in the way 
these sounds are distributed in utterances. For example, French and German 
use the front rounded vowels [ii] and [6] as distinctive sounds while English 
does not. On the other hand, English uses interdental fricatives [6] and [5] 
which are absent from both French and German. In terms of distribution of 
sounds, we will see in sections 2.1 and 2.2 that both English and Hindi make 
use of aspirated and unaspirated voiceless stops. In Hindi these sounds are 
contrastive, whereas in English they are not. 

The first task in analyzing a language phonologically is to obtain a list of 
all the sounds used in utterances of that language, perhaps by phonetically 
transcribing a reasonably long text in the language spoken by a native speak
er. The next task is to classify these sounds and to describe the sound pattern 
of the language. A useful first step is to determine which sounds play a cru
cial role in distinguishing utterances and which are variants of other, phonet
ically similar sounds in the language. 

2.1 Complementary distribution 

Two sounds are said to be in complementary distribution if they never appear 
in exactly the same environment. The environment is the class of surrounding 
sounds and certain boundaries, such as the word boundary. Two sounds in 
complementary distribution can never serve to contrast two utterances. If two 
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such sounds are phonetically similar, they may be grouped together as a sin
gle sound unit of the language. The term phoneme1 is used either to refer to 
the group of sounds or to the basic sound of the group, while the other souds 
of the group are referred to as allophones of this basic sound. Each phoneme 
is in contrast with other such units. For example, in English the phoneme /p/ 
contrasts with /b/ and with Ixl. The term phonetically similar is somewhat 
vague, but basically refers to sharing a number of phonetic features, ,a concept 
to be clarified in chapter 3. Let us consider an example from English. In (la) 
we give examples of words with aspirated/? [ph], while in (lb) we have exam
ples of unaspirated [p]. 

(1) a. [ph] b. [p] 

pin 

parade 

appear 

topaz 

play 

['phin] 

[pha'jeyd] 

[3'p
hiyj] 

['thow.phaez] 

[rphJey] 

spin 

aspire 

aspirate 

happy 

opera 

['spin] 

[a'spayj] 

['aespi.aeyt] 

['haspi] 

['opaja] 

In analyzing a set of data such as (1) we start from the assumption that the 
forms given are representative of the language as a whole. In working with an 
unknown language it is always possible that we have missed some crucial 
data, and even in English we may have occasion to revise our analysis on the 
basis of additional data (see section 2.4). For now, let us make the following 
observations. In (la), aspirated [ph] appears at the beginning of a word regard
less of whether a vowel or a consonant follows, and regardless of the stress of 
the initial syllable (pin, parade, play), and at the beginning of a stressed syl
lable internal to a word, whether the stress is primary or secondary (appear, 
topaz). In (lb), unaspirated [p] appears after [s], regardless of stress (spirit, 
aspirate), and word internally at the beginning of a stressless syllable (happy). 
Let us set out these observations regarding [p] and [ph] in tabular form, as in 

(2). In this table # indicates a word boundary, V indicates a stressed vowel, 

V indicates a stressless vowel, and the underscore represents the position 
where the sound in question (here [p] or [ph]) appears. 

This method of determining phonemes is not foolproof, as we will see in later chapters. 
We will discuss some problems with this concept in section 2.8. 
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[p] 

rphi 

# 

pin 

s 

spin 

V V 

appear 

V tf 

happy 

In reading downward for each environment, we find that only one of the 
sounds in question appears in that environment. They are thus in complemen
tary distribution. The sounds [p] and [ph] are also phonetically similar, in that 
both are voiceless bilabial stops, differing only in terms of aspiration. 
Therefore, we can group these sounds together as one phoneme. We then say 
that [p] and [ph] are allophones of the phoneme /p/, using slashes // instead of 
brackets [] to show that we have a phoneme rather than a phonetic entity here. 
We use curly braces {} to enclose a set of elements; in the case of a phoneme 
we can say /p/ = {[p], [ph]}. In designating phonemes we use the same pho
netic symbols that we use for sounds, to emphasize the fact that, although the 
phoneme is a more abstract entity than a speech sound, it is still composed of 
phonetic properties. The distribution in (2) is governed by a rule: the appear
ance of the phonetic property of aspiration is determined by the context, and 
so is not a contrastive property of voiceless stops in English. It is common to 
represent phonemes by a diagram such as (3), with the basic sound at the top. 

(3) /p/ (phoneme) 

[p] [Ph] (allophones) 

Not every case of two segments in complementary distribution can be ana
lyzed as a single phoneme, however. In English, the velar nasal [rj] and the 
glottal fricative [h] are in complementary distribution as shown by the table in 
(4). 

[n] 

M 

# 

happy 

# 

si"£ 

V V 

ahead 

V * 

singer 

*e.kl 

anger, ink 

The two sounds are in complementary distribution, but they are not phoneti
cally similar. Put another way, no rule relates these two sounds, unlike the 
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case of complementary distribution of [p] and [ph] in (2). Therefore we do not 
count these as a case of one phoneme. 

For another example of sounds in complementary distribution that do 
form a single phoneme, consider the data from French in (5) (based on Carr 
1993, 14). The symbol [K] represents a voiced uvular fricative, the symbol [^] 
its voiceless counterpart, and the symbol [H] represents a voiced uvular 
approximant (refer to the chart of phonetic symbols for consonants in chapter 
1, page 31). 

phonetic 

['Bye] 

[BQ'tS] 

[mu'BiB] 

[ma'Bi] 

t'PXes] 

im 
[kXi'e] 

[fxs'ne] 

['bKi] 

['dBol] 

['&&] 

[iiK'le] 

[TJUBS] 

['feB] 

['men] 

orthographic 

rien 

raton 

mourir 

mari 

prince 

train 

crier 

freiner 

brie 

drole 

grand 

hurler 

bourse 

faire 

mere 

gloss 

'nothing' 

'baby rat' 

'to die' 

'husband' 

'prince' 

'train' 

'to shout' 

'to brake' 

'brie' 

'funny' 

'large' 

'to howl' 

'purse' 

'to do' 

'mother' 

An examination of the data reveals that the voiceless uvular fricative [%] 
occurs after a voiceless sound, the voiced uvular approximant occurs before 
another consonant or at the end of a word, while the voiced uvular fricative 
appears in other environments, i.e., at the beginning of a word, between vow
els, or after a voiced consonant. As before, we can set out the results in tabu
lar form, as in (6). 
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(6) 

voiced uvular 
fricative [K] 

Voiceless _C, # # _,V_ V. 
voiced C 

['Bye], [mu'BiB], 

[•b»i] 
voiceless uvular 
fricative [xl [•pX&s] 

voiced uvular 
^approximant [K] [forte], [Ten] 

Once again, if we read down the columns for each environment, we find that 
no two of these sounds occur in the same environment, and, because they are 
phonetically similar,2 we can group these three sounds together as one 
phoneme. We can represent this as in (7). 

(7) M 

One question that naturally arises at this point is how to choose the basic 
form of the sounds in (3) and (7). This can usually be answered by looking at 
the types of environments in which each allophone appears. In our French 
example, the voiceless uvular fricative [%] and the voiced uvular approximant 
[K] each occurs in a rather specific environment: the first after voiceless 
sounds and the second before consonants and at word end. In contrast the 
voiced uvular fricative [K] occurs in a rather miscellaneous set of environ
ments: word initial, between vowels, and after a voiced consonant. It is gen
erally best to choose the allophone that appears in the greatest range of envi
ronments as the basic one, and to state rules that derive the others from this. 
In this way the rules can be stated in the simplest form, as we will discuss in 
section 2.6. We assume that the basic (or underlying) form of the sound 
appears unless some rule requires some other allophone in a specific environ
ment. 

A somewhat similar example comes from the Lowland Scots dialect of 
English (based on Carr 1993, 14). Consider the data in (8). 

2 They are phonetically similar in the sense that they are all rhotics, as defined at the end 
of section 1.1.1.1 of chapter 1. The term 'phonetically similar' is unfortunately somewhat 
vague. The theory of distinctive features developed in chapter 3 and the theory of phono
logical rules will help to clarify the situation. 
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phonetic 

['jod] 

['jam] 

['haje] 

['maeje] 

['PfufJ 

t'tnk] 

fkfip] 
['fii] 

['briq] 

['drip] 

['9"P] 
['hart] 

t'fiu] 
['heu] 

orthography 
and gloss 

road 

ram 

hurry 

marry 

proof 

trick 

creep 

free 

bring 

drip 

grip 

heart 

fear 

hair 

As before, we can construct a diagram of the environments in which each of 
the rhotics in Scots appears, as in (9). 

(9) 

voiced tap [r] 

voiceless tap [r] 

approximant [i] 

voiced 
consonant V 

['brirj] 

voiceless 
stop V 

["Pfufl 

beginning, end 
of words, before 
consonants, after 
fricatives, 
between vowels 
(i.e., elsewhere) 

[Mod] 

The voiced tap [r], the voiceless tap [r], and the approximant [l] are all in 
complementary distribution, and are phonetically similar, and so can be 
grouped together as a single phoneme. It should also be clear that the approx
imant [i] occurs in the widest range of environments, and so should be con
sidered basic. We can then make the diagram in (10). 
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(10) 111 

w w [f] 

Another way of illustrating complementary distribution is by means of 
Venn diagrams, which are used in set theory to show the relations of sets. In 
the Venn diagram in (11), the large box represents all possible environments 
in Lowland Scots, and each circle represents the environments in which each 
of the rhotic allophones of the language appears. The environments do not 
overlap, which is the defining characteristic of complementary distribution. 

(11) environment of [r] environment of [r] environment of [J] 

A similar example comes from Farsi, the principal language of Iran. 
Consider the data in (12).3 

(12) voiced flap 

[r] 
[bi'raerj] 

[siri'ni] 

[aha'ri] 

[da'rid] 

[bo'ros] 

[do'rost] 

[bas'ra] 

[b'irun] 

[paeraen'de] 

[paeri'ruz] 

[para'metr] 

'pale' 

'pastry' 

'starched' 

'you have' 

'hairbrush' 

'correct' 

'for' 

'outside' 

'bird' 

'day before 
yesterday' 

'parameter 

voiceless trill 

[r] 
['metr] 

['caetr] 

['aetr] 
['omr] 

['afcr] 
[taembr] 

[saehr] 

[?aesr] 

5 

'metre' 

'umbrella' 

'perfume' 

'life' 

'cloud' 

'stamp' 

'wait' 

'evening' 

voiced trill 

[r] 

[far'si] 

['rah] 

['raerj] 

['baerg] 

['ruz] 

['sir] 

[baera'daer] 

['cahar] 

[beh'taer] 

[tor'moz] 

'Persian' 

'road' 

'paint' 

' leaf 

'day' 

'lion' 

'brother' 

'four' 

'better' 

'break' 

3 I am grateful to Kiyan Azarbar for discussion of the Farsi data. 
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The three sounds [r], [r], [r] represent a single phoneme in Farsi. The flap [r] 
occurs between vowels, the voicleless trill occurs in word-final position when 
preceded by a consonant, and the voiced trill [r] occurs in all other environ
ments. Note that [parametr] contains two allophones. As before, we make a 
chart of these observations, in (13). 

(13) 

M 

M 

[?] 

V V 

[bi'rasrj] 

C # 

['caetr] 

elsewhere • 

[far'si] 

We can give the phonemic diagram in (14). 

(14) IT I 

M [r] [r] 

Here again we have taken the allophone that occurs in the widest range of 
environments, here the voiced trill, as the basic form of the phoneme. In chart 
(12) we state its environment simply as elsewhere, that is everywhere except 
where a specific environment requires one of the other allophones. 

2.2 Coincident distribution 

The situation in the English distribution of aspirated and unaspirated /p/ in 
(l)-(3) maybe usefully contrasted with Hindi, as in (15) (Ladefoged 2001,130). 

(15) pal 'take care of phal 'knife blade' 

tal 'beat' thal 'plate' 

tal 'postpone' tal 'wood shop' 

kan 'ear' khan 'mine' 

In Hindi, in contrast to English, unaspirated [p] and aspirated [ph] occur in 
identical environments in the words pal and phal. This can be called coinci
dent distribution (Bloch 1953). These two words together constitute a mini
mal pair, that is, a pair of utterances that differ only in one respect. This 
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respect is the phonemic difference. Such a minimal difference is often used to 
demonstrate that some linguistic feature is contrastive, that is, that it differen
tiates utterances. Another way of stating this is to say that there is no rule that 
relates unaspirated and aspirated voiceless stops in Hindi. The list of Hindi 
morphemes must include information regarding whether voiceless stops are 
aspirated or not, whereas this information is absent from the list in English. 

We can represent coincident distribution with the Venn diagram in (16). 
While only a single oval appears, there are really two that overlap complete
ly. We illustrate with the bilabial; the other points of articulation have the 
same picture. 

(16) environment of [p] environment of [ph] 

In Hindi, the feature of aspiration is contrastive, not only in labial stops, but 
in dental, retroflex, and velar stops as well, as shown in (15), whereas in 
English it is allophonic, that is, not contrastive. Therefore, while two lan
guages may use the same sounds, they may differ in the distribution of these 
sounds. 

2.3 Overlapping distribution 

A similar point can be illustrated by comparing the Farsi data in (12) with the 
European Spanish data in (17). 

phonetic 

['roxo] 

[la'Gon] 

['onra] 

[alreQe'Qor] 

[foro] 

[foro] 

orthographic gloss 

rojo 

razon 

honra 

alrededor 

forro 

foro 

'red' 

'reason' 

'honour' 

'about' 

'lining' 

'forum' 
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['pero] 

['pero] 

['pra5o] 

[kre'Ger] 

[dar] 

['perla] 

pero 

perro 

prado 

crecer 

dar 

perla 

'but' 

'dog' 

'meadow' 

'to grow' 

'to give' 

'pearl' 

The distribution here is a little more complicated (Navarro 1967; Harris 
1983). At the beginning of a word and at the beginning of a syllable after a 
consonant within a word only the trill [r] appears. Finally in a word, within a 
word at the end of a syllable before a consonant, and within a word after 
another consonant in the same syllable only the flap [r] appears. Between 
vowels within a word, however, both sounds appear. We observe two minimal 
pairs in the data of (17). Setting out the table in (18) makes the distribution 
clear.4 The symbol $ represents a syllable boundary. 

(18) 

voiced tap [r] 

voiced trill [r] 

# 

[roxo] 

# 

[dar] 

V V 

[foro] 

[foro] 

C$ 

['onra] 

$c, 
$C 

[perla], 
[pra5o] 

If we read down the environments of this chart, we find that the environment 
V V may contain either [r] or [r]. This means that we cannot consider 
these sounds to be members of a single phoneme in Spanish, although they do 
represent a single phoneme in Farsi. Since they contrast in the environment 
V V, they must be separate phonemes. However, unlike the Hindi aspi
rated and unaspirated stops, the flap and trill in Spanish do not contrast in all 
environments. In word-initial position only the trill appears; in word-final and 
in medial position adjacent to another consonant only the flap appears. This 
then is a case of overlapping distribution, which can be represented graphi
cally in the Venn diagram in (19). 

We will return to these facts in section 5.5 of chapter 5 and give a somewhat different 
analysis. I am indebted to Leigh-Anne Webster for discussion of the Spanish facts. 
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As before, the ovals for the two sounds correspond to their environments of 
occurrence. The area where the two ovals overlap represents the environment 
V V, i.e., between vowels. The area of the /r/ outside this overlap repre
sents the environments where only the flap appears, that is, word-internally 
after a consonant and word-finally. The area of Ixl outside the overlap repre
sents the environments where only Ixl appears, that is, word initially. A 
phonemic diagram shows two separate phonemes, as in (20). 

(20) Ixl Ixl 
I I 
w w 

Even though there are some environments where only one of these sounds 
appears, the fact that they contrast in the environment V V shows that 
they have to be analyzed as two separate phonemes. This does not preclude 
the possibility of rules governing the environments where these sounds do not 
contrast, as developed further in section 5.5 of chapter 5. 

2.4 Pattern congruity 

In the Hindi data of (15), we observed that aspirated stops contrast with 
unaspirated ones at four points of articulation. Thus there is a pattern of con
trast in that the constrast in one feature (aspiration) affects items that contrast 
in another feature (point of articulation). Such patterns can also be observed 
in cases of complementary distribution. An example is English aspiration. So 
far, in discussing English aspiration, we have considered only the labials, but 
English has aspirated stops at other points of articulation as well. The data in 
(21) show this for velars. 
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[kh] 

kin 

cat 

canoe 

account 

raccoon 

['khtn] 

['khaet] 

[k'Vnu] 

0'khaewnt] 

[,jae'khun] 

b. [k] 

skin 

askance 

scurry 

escalate 

wicked 

['skin] 

[a'skaens] 

['skaii] 

['esks.leyt] 

['wikid] 

The distribution of aspirated and unaspirated k in English is completely par
allel to that of p. Aspirated [kh] appears at the beginning of a word and at the 
beginning of a stressed syllable internal to a word, while unaspirated [k] 
appears after [s] and word internally at the beginning of a stressless syllable. 
We can set this out in tabular form (22), as we did for /p/ in (2), and conclude 
that [kh] and [k] form a single phoneme, as in (23). 

M 
[kh] 

# 

kin 

s 

skin 

V V 

account 

V tf 
wicked 

(23) Dd (phoneme) 

[k] [kh] (allophones) 

This parallelism in the distribution of the allophones of/p/ and of Dd is called 
pattern congruity. We have two classes of sounds both of which contain voice
less stops. That is, /p/ represents the class of sounds {[p], [ph]} while Dd rep
resents the class {[k], [kh]}. Within each class there is an unaspirated member 
with a distribution identical to that of the unaspirated member of the other; 
likewise the aspirated member of each class has the same distribution as the 
aspirated member of the other. These two classes of sounds behave in a par
allel fashion. The two classes contrast with each other, as shown by minimal 
pairs like pin and kin, spin and skin. The aspirated and unaspirated stops of 
Hindi likewise show pattern congruity, only in Hindi the aspirated and unaspi
rated stops contrast with each other at each point of articulation. 

There is pattern congruity in the alveolar stops of English as well, but with 
a slight wrinkle. In North American dialects, IXJ has an additional allophone: 
the flap [r]. Consider the data in (24). 
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(24) a. [th] b. [t] c. [r] 

tin 
['thin] 

topaz 
['thow,phaez] 

attire 
[3'thayj] 
tradition 
[thi3'dis3n] 

tenacious 
[tH'neysss] 

stone 
['stown] 

starry 
['stcui] 

astonish 
[g'stDnis] 

estimate 
['esti,meyt] 

industry 
['indsstri] 

city 
['sui] 

butter 
['b9ri] 

attic 
['asrik] 

sanity 
['saeniri] 

attitude 
['aen.tyuwd] 

Once again we can set out the distribution in a table, as in (25). 

[t] 

[th] 

M 

# 

rin 

s 

stone 

V V 

a//ire 

V tf 

city 

We find that the alveolar stops pattern similarly to the labials and velars, but 
not quite identically. As with the labials and velars we find the aspirated allo-
phone in word-initial position and word internally after a vowel before a 
stressed vowel, and we find the unaspirated allophone after [s]. But, whereas 
with the velars and labials we also found the unaspirated allophone word 
internally before an unstressed vowel, in the case of the alveolar we find the 
flap allophone in that position. We can still call this pattern congruity, but the 
pattern is not completely parallel. Actually, we will have to modify our analy
sis of English voiceless stops again slightly in section 2.5. 

For another example of pattern congruity, consider the data in (26) from 
Spanish. 

(26) [b] [d] [g] 

['bono] 'bathroom' ['dano] 'damage' ['gajio] 'I howl' 

['mambo] 'mambo' ['mando] 'I send' ['marjgo] 'mango' 

[a'blacjo] 'spoken' 
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\s\ 
[a'ger] 

[ro'gar] 

'to have' 

'to rob' 

[?] 
['naaa] 

[ro'Sar] 

[a'blaao] 

[laao] 

'nothing' 

'to roll' 

'spoken' 

'side' 

[y] 
[lu'yar] 

[ro'yar] 

['aywa] 

['layo] 

'place' 

'to beg' 

'water' 

'lake' 

In these data we see that voiced stops [b], [d], and [g] occur at the beginning 
of a word and word internally after a nasal consonant or before a consonant 
(except a glide). The corresponding approximants [J3], [9], and [y] occur 

T 

between vowels or between a vowel and a glide. This illustrates perfect pat
tern congruity because all three voiced stops have the same relation to their 
corresponding approximant, in that the approximant occurs between vowels 
(or between a vowel and a glide) while the stop occurs in other positions. 

2.5 Free variation 

In the discussion of the Hindi data in (15), and of the Spanish data in (17), we 
observed that distinct sounds may occur in the same phonological environ
ment where they serve to contrast utterances. It may happen that distinct, pho
netically similar sounds may appear in the same phonological environment 
yet not contrast utterances. Let us consider a slightly expanded set of exam
ples containing the voiceless bilabial stop in English in (27). 

(27) [p] 
spin 

aspire 

aspirate 

happy 

opera 

trip 

['spin] 

[a'spayj] 

['aespi,jeyt] 

['haepi] 

['upsra] 

[thiip] 

[ph] 
pin 

parade 

appear 

topaz 

play 

trip 

['phm] 

[pVieyd] 

[9'p
hiyj] 

['thow,pha3z] 

['Phloey] 

[thJiph] 

[p] 
elapse 

apt 

slipped 

cape 

captain 

trip 

[i'laepns] 

t'aept] 
['sloip"t] 

['kheypT 

['ksepntin] 

[tV] 

To the two allophones we considered in (1) we have added a third, the 
unrealeased stop [p->]. (See the table of diacritics on page 32 after the phonet
ic chart of consonants.) We find the unreleased allophone in word-final posi
tion and before another consonant. If we now construct a chart of the occur
rences of the three allophones, we obtain (28). 
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(28) 

rpi 
[phi 

[Vn] 

# 

pin 

# 

trip 

trip 

trip 

s 

spin 

C 

apt 

V V 

appear 

0 

V V 

happy 

If we read down the environment columns in (28), we find that all three allo-
phones occur in the word-final environment. This resembles the situation we 
found in (18) in Spanish, where, reading down the column representing the 
intervocalic environment, we found that both the trill [r] and the flap [r] occur 
in that context. However, in the Spanish case, the two words are entirely dif
ferent: [foro] means 'forum' and [foro] means 'lining.' In contrast, reading 
down the word-final column in (28) reveals three occurrences of the same 
word: trip always means 'trip,' whether the final stop is pronounced with a 
normal [p], an aspirated [ph] or with an unreleased [pi]. This is known as free 
variation. Care must be taken in interpreting charts such as (18) and (28). The 
discovery of two or more entries in a single column (representing a particular 
environment) reveals a contrast only if the entries are different words. If they 
are variants of the same word it represents free variation. We still say that the 
three allophones whose distribution is shown in (28) form a single phoneme 
whose members are in complementary distribution in most environments but 
in free variation in word-final position. 

Because of pattern congruity, we expect to find a similar situation with the 
alveolar and velar stops in English, as indeed we do. Consider an expanded 
data set for the velar stops in (29). 

[k] 

skin 

askance 

scurry 

escalate 

wicked 

back 

['skin] 

[s'skajns] 

['sksji] 

['eska.leyt] 

['wikid] 

.['bask] 

[kh] 

kin 

cat 

canoe 

account 

raccoon 

back 

['khin] 

['kaet] 

[kVnuw] 

[3'khaewnt] 

[,ra?'khuwn] 

['bffikh] 

DO 
act 

ax 

picked 

peak 

accent 

back 

['aelrt] 

['a3kns] 

[•pitt] 

[•piykT 

['aek'sint] 

["bask"] 

The chart for the distribution of the allophones in (29), given in (30), is simi
lar to the chart for the labial stops. 
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(30) 

M 
[khl 

[in] 

# 

cat 

# 

bacA; 

bac£ 

bac& 

s 

sfcin 

C 

act 

V V 

account 

0 

V V 

wic&ed 

Once again we find that the three allophones of Ikl are either in complemen
tary distribution or, in the case of word-final position, in free variation, and so 
form one phoneme. 

In the case of the alveolar stop, we considered three allophones in (24) and 
(25). We can now consider two more. The five allophones of/t/ are illustrat
ed in (31). 

[t] 
stone 

starry 

astonish 

estimate 

industry 

cat 

[th] 

tin 

topaz 

attire 

tradition 

tenacious 

cat 

[tj 

sits 

cats 

cat 

w 
butter 

attic 

water 

sanity 

attitude 

cattle 

PI 
button 

butler 

cats 

kitten 

atlas 

cat 

As with the labials and velars we have added the unreleased [t>] to the data set. 
The fifth allophone is the glottal stop [?], which appears before syllabic [n] or 
before [1] and a vowel. The table in (32) shows this distribution. 

(32) 

[t] 

rthi 
tn 
[r] 

p] 

# 

rip 

# 

car 

car 

cat 

ca/ 

s 

stone 

C 

cars 

ca/s 

V V 

attempt 

o 

V V 

butter 

V n, 

IV 

button, 
burier 

The alveolar stop has a more complex distribution than the labial and the 
velar, as before. Here we have two environments where more than one alio-
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phone appears: four allophones are found in word-final position and two are 
found before a consonant. But in each case there is free variation rather than 
contrast in these environments. We can still safely analyze Itl as a single 
phoneme, now with five allophones in complementary distribution and free 
variation. 

2.6 Phonological rules and notations 

The most common format for phonological rules is given schematically in 
(33). 

(33) A -» B / P Q 

This is read "A becomes B in the environment of a preceding P and a follow
ing Q." A and B must each be a single segment or a class of segments defined 
by distinctive features, as developed later in chapter 3. P and Q can be any 
segment or boundary or a sequence of segments and boundaries. Either P or 
Q or both may be left unspecified, in which case the rule applies regardless of 
what material, if any, appears to the left (if P is unspecified) or right (if Q is 
unspecified) of A. Term A is referred to as the input, term B is the structural 
change, and the expression P Q is the environment. To illustrate, let us see 
how we can write phonological rules to account for some of the allophones 
we have discussed so far in this chapter. 

For example, in Farsi we took the voiced trill Ixl as the basic form and said 
that it appears as a voiceless trill in word-final position after a consonant (see 
the data in 12). The statement that the basic form is Ixl is equivalent to stating 
that Ixl appears in all environments in basic or underlying representations of 
the language, and that the phonetic form of this phoneme is determined by 
context. This takes the form of a rule that can be stated as in (34). 

(34) x-Devoicing (Farsi) 
r -> r / C # 

Given rule (34), we can assume that a word like 'castr 'umbrella' has the 
underlying phonological representation /caetr/, with a final voiced Ixl. We can 
then derive the phonetic form by applying the rule. This works as shown in 
(35). (Stress is also predictable, although we have not given the rule. It is 
always on the final syllable in (12). Hence we show it in the phonetic repre
sentation but not in the underlying representation.) 
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(35) /#csetr#/ underlying representation 
r Rule (33) 

[#'caetr#] Phonetic representation 

A display such as that in (35) is known as a derivation. The first line shows 
the underlying representation. The succeeding lines show the results of apply
ing one or more rules to this representation, allotting one line to.each rule;5 

conventionally, only the item(s) changed by each rule are shown on such lines. 
The final line shows the phonetic representation, after the application of all 
relevant rules. 

The other allophone of/r/ in Farsi is the voiced flap [r], which appears in 
the environment between vowels. This requires the rule in (36). 

(36) x-Flapping (Farsi) 
r -> r / V V 

We can now take the underlying representation of siri'ni 'pastry' as /sirini/ and 
derive the phonetic form in the derivation (37). 

(37) /#sirini#/ Underlying representation 
r Rule (35) 

[#siri'ni#] Phonetic representation 

Let us now consider the form pserae'metr 'parameter.' This form needs to have 
both rules (34) and (36) apply. The derivation is given in (38). 

(38) /#parametr#/ Underlying representation 
r Rule (34) 

r ° Rule (36) 
[#para'metr#] Phonetic representation 

In the derivation (38), the two rules could apply in either order; the results are 
the same. In subsequent chapters we will see examples where the order of 
application makes a difference to the outcome. 

In complex derivations involving several rules, each line between the underlying and 
phonetic representations shows the result of applying the rule of that line to the line 
immediately above, which may have resulted from the application of previous rules. We 
will return to this question in chapters 4 and 5. 
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2.7 Common types of phonological processes 

Some phonological processes occur commonly enough to have acquired 
descriptive names. In analyzing the exercises it is always best to look for such 
processes first before proposing a rule of a completely different nature. We 
discuss some of these processes in this section. 

2.7.1 Assimilation 

In assimilation, a sound changes to become more like a nearby sound. For 
example, in the French data of (5), the uvular fricative is realized as a voice
less [%] following a voiceless sound. A similar example occurs with the 
English plural morpheme, which is pronounced [z] in words like dogs and 
cows. In the word cats, the plural morpheme has been devoiced to [s], in 
assimilation to the voiceless [t] which precedes it. In both the French and 
English cases, we say that a sound assimilates in voicing to what precedes. For 
more examples, see exercises 2.6, 2.9, 2.10, 2.13, 2.15, and 2.16. 

The assimilation need not be to an immediately adjacent sound. A very 
common type of assimilation is vowel harmony, by which a vowel takes on 
some characteristics of a nearby vowel regardless of intervening consonants. 
For example, in Hungarian the suffix meaning 'from beside' has two forms: 
[toil], which appears after words with back vowels, e.g., haistod 'from beside 
the house' and [toil], which appears after words with front vowels, e.g., 
kopvt 6:1 'from beside the book.' The vowel of the suffix assimilates to the pre
ceding stem vowel in terms of backness. (See exercises 2.9, 4.9, and 6.1.) 

2.7.2 Dissimilation 

Dissimilation is the opposite of assimilation. In dissimilation, a sound 
becomes less like a neighbouring sound. For example, in Modern Greek, the 
aorist passive suffix -Oik, (as in (39a) becomes -tik after a fricative, as shown 
in (39b) (Sofroniou 1962; K. Harris 1976).6 

(39) a. [ayo-'p-o] 'I love' [ava'p-i-Gik-e] 'he was loved' 

[fer-o] 'I bring' ['fer-0ik-e] 'it was brought' 

['stel-o] 'I send' ['stal-0ik-e] 'it was sent' 

[sirj-ki'no] 'I move' [sirj-kin-i'0ik-e] 'it was moved' 
6 The form ['krif-tik-e] also illustrates voicing assimilation: the basic [v] seen in ['kriv-o] 

is devoiced in assimilation to the following voiceless [t]. 
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b. [a'ku-o] 

['Sex-o-me] 

['yraf-o] 

['kriv-o] 

2.7.3 Lenition 

'I hear' 

'I receive' 

'I write' 

'I hide' 

[a'ku-s-tik-e] 

['dex-tik-e] 

[yraf-tik-e] 

['krif-tik-e] 

'he was heard' 

'it was received' 

'it was written' 

'he hid himself 

Lenition literally means weakening. It generally refers to a reduction in the 
degree of stricture in a sound, roughly along the scales of (40) (Spencer 1996, 
62). The scale in (40a) varies by manner of articulation, while that in (40b) 
involves glottal state. 

(40) a. stops > flaps > fricatives > approximants > 0 
b. voiceless aspirated > plain voiceless > voiced 

An example is the Spanish change illustrated in (26), where voiced stops 
become approximants between vowels. This can be seen as a type of assimi
lation, where the stop assimilates to degree of stricture of surrounding vow
els. 

Another example is a process in Japanese known as Rendaku, by which a 
voiceless obstruent at the beginning of a word is voiced when that word is 
joined into a compound with a preceding vowel-final word. We give some 
examples in (41) (Ito & Mester 1986). 

(41) [ori] 

[kami] 

[tana] 

[tsukuri] 

[origami] 

[origami dana] 

[origamidanadzukuri] 

'fold' 

'paper' 

'shelf 

'make' 

'origami (paper folding)' 

'origami shelf 

'origami shelf making' 

Another example is the flapped allophone of English l\l illustrated in (31). 
Here a voiceless stop becomes a voiced flap, thus advancing along both scales 
in (40). 
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2.7.4 Fortition 

The opposite of lenition is fortition, by which a sound is strengthened by mov
ing to the left along the scales of (40). An example is the aspiration of English 
voiceless stops in word-initial position and before stressed vowels observed in 
(1), (21), and (24). Another example occurs in some dialects of Spanish, such 
as Argentinian, where the glide lyl is pronounced [z] at the beginning of a syl
lable, in such words as yo [zo] 'I , ' oyer [a.zer] 'yesterday,' leyes [le.zes] 
'laws' (compare ley [ley] 'law'), creyendo [kre'zen.do] 'believing,' (compare 
comiendo [ko'myen.do] 'eating,' etc. (Harris 1983, 57-61). 

2.7.5 Insertions 

Insertion or epenthesis is the addition of a segment, often to facilitate pro
nunciation. The productive morpheme for 'plural' in English is phonological -
ly /-z/ in words like dogs and cows. As we saw in section 2.7.1, this morpheme 
undergoes assimilation in words like cats. In words like horses, buzzes, bush
es, churches, judges, an insertion of [1] takes place, so that the plural mor
pheme has the shape [iz]. Because it is difficult to pronounce sequences like 
[sz], a vowel is inserted between these segments to make it easier and to 
ensure that the plural morpheme is clearly understood. The insertion of a 
vowel here affects the syllable structure, in fact adding a syllable to the word. 
An insertion is given a formal expression in terms of a phonological rule in 
the form of (33) with term A = 0 . 

2.7.6 Deletions 

The opposite of insertion is deletion. In French, many word-final consonants 
are dropped if the following word begins with a consonant or at the end of a 
phrase. The word-final consonant is retained before a vowel. Examples of all 
three types are found in (42) (Schane 1973, 53). Deletion is another way of 
dealing with difficult clusters of consonants. These are written in the format 
of (33) with term B = 0 . 

(42) before vowel before consonant phrase final 

[patit ee'mi] [pati gcw'so] [il e ps'ti] 
'little friend' 'little boy' 'he is little' 
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[gnoz ae'mi] 
'big friend' 

[tyop e't^wa] 
'too narrow' 

[tyez e'tywa] 
'very narrow' 

[gBo gaK'so] 
'big boy' 

[t^o 'IQKZS] 
'too wide' 

[t/E 'ldKZS] 
'very wide' 

[il e 'gBo] 
'he is big' 

[se 'tyo] 
'it's too much' 

['tXE] 
'very' 

In some cases there may be both deletion and insertion of the same segment. 
In some dialects of English, notably southern British RP and Eastern New 
England, 111 does not appear word finally or before another consonant in the 
same word, as shown in (43). 

(43) bar 

soar 

fear 

park 

Homer 

['ba:] barring 

['sos] soaring 

['fia] fearing 

[paik] 

['howma] Homeric 

['baLarj] 

['soaiirj] 

['ftsjirj] 

[.how'mejik] 

The data in (43) could be used to justify a rule deleting N in the environments 
# and C. Other data of a similar sort suggests that 111 may be insert

ed in some cases like (44). 

(44) saw ['sos] sawing ['sognrj] 

law [to?] l a w a n d order ['bgjsn'oda] 

Therefore this dialect would appear to need both insertion and deletion to 
account for these very similar phenomena. For some discussion of the com
plexities involved, see McCarthy (1993) and Halle & Idsardi (1997). 

2.7.7 Lengthening 

In Russian, vowel length is allophonic. Stressed vowels are longer than 
unstressed vowels. For example the stressed [u] of ruki 'hands' is longer than 
the unstressed [u] of ruki 'of a hand' while the stressed [i] of the latter is 
longer than the unstressed [i] of the former. Lengthening may also affect 
phonemic vowel length. Vowel length is phonemic in Latin, as shown by the 
pairs in (45). 
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(45) [o:s] 'mouth [os] 'bone' 

[hiik] 'here' [hik] 'this (masculine)' 

[porta:] 'gate (ablative)' [porta] 'gate (nominative)' 

Nevertheless, vowels are lengthened in certain environments, such as before 
the sequences ns and nf. Compare the short vowel of the prefix in- 'not' in the 
left column of (46) with the lengthened vowel of the same prefix in the right 
column. 

(46) [inhu:ma:nus] 'inhuman' [i:nsa:nus] 'mad' 

[inimiikus] 'unfriendly' [i:nfe:liks] 'unhappy' 

2.7.8 Compensatory lengthening 

A special form of lengthening is known as compensatory lengthening, which 
often results from deletion of a consonant. The lengthenings in (47) occurred 
historically in Latin (Hayes 1989, 260). The vowel is lengthened in compen
sation for the loss of the [s] that originally followed it. 

(47) [kasnus] > [kamus] 'grey' 

[kosmis] > [ko:mis] 'courteous' 

[fideslia] > [fideilia] 'pot' 

2.7.9 Shortening 

Shortening is the opposite of lengthening. While the vowels of English bee, 
bead have roughly the same length, the vowel of beat is shorter. In general a 
vowel is shorter before a voiceless consonant than it is either word finally or 
before a voiced consonant. With the diphthongs [ay] and [aw] the vowel is 
noticeably raised (to a mid vowel [a]) as well. Compare the examples in (48). 

(48) write ['jsyt] ride ['ja:yd] 

writer ['jsyraa] rider ['aaiyraa] 

Notice that the raised and shortened version of the diphthong appears in writer 
as well as in write, even though the following segment is the (voiced) flap [r] 
allophone of/t/. We will return to this question in section 2.8.1. 
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2.8 Problems with phonemic analysis 

2.8.1 Neutralization 

The theory of phonological analysis that divides language sounds into con
trasting groups is known as taxonomic phonemics, since it provides a taxono
my of the sounds of the language. While this theory can offer considerable 
insight into the phonological structure of a language, it has inherent limita
tions. These limitations can be overcome only by a more sophisticated form 
of analysis, known as generative phonology, discussed starting in chapter 4. 
One type of limitation in this theory occurs in overlapping distribution, illus
trated in the Spanish distribution of the trill [r] and the flap [r] in the data of 
(17) and diagrammed in (19). Because these segments contrast in the intervo
calic environment, phonemic theory assigns them to separate phonemes. Once 
this assignment is made, phonemic theory does not countenance rules gov
erning their distribution. Rules in phonemic theory can only state the distri
bution of the allophones of a phoneme. They cannot substitute one phoneme 
for another. Nevertheless, the occurrence of the trill [r] in word-initial posi
tion, to the exclusion of the flap [r], appears to be a rule-governed phenome
non. However, the phonemic slogan "once a phoneme, always a phoneme" 
disallows a rule expressing this fact. See section 5.5 of chapter 5 for an analy
sis of Spanish r-sounds. 

A second serious limitation of phonemic theory is its inability to deal 
insightfully with the very common phenomenon of neutralization. 
Neutralization occurs whenever two or more distinct underlying segments 
have the same realization in a particular environment. In discussing the allo
phones of English N in (24) and (31) we noted that one of the allophones of 
Ixl is the flap [r]. But the flap [r] is also an allophone of the voiced stop /d/. As 
in the case of Spanish trill [r] and flap [r], there are environments in which [t] 
and [d] contrast, for example at the end of a word, as in heat and heed. But if 
a participial suffix is added to each of these, as in heating and heeding, the 
words are pronounced the same, since the alveolar stop is converted to a flap 
in both cases. While phonemic theory commonly employs a branching dia
gram such as the one we gave in (3) (repeated here as 49) to illustrate allo
phones, where a phonemic unit branches into two or more phonetic units, it 
does not allow diagrams in which a single phonetic unit is connected to two 
or more phonemes, as in (50).7 

Such a diagram is legitimate in a theory based on rules, however. 
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(49) /p/ (phoneme) 

[p] [ph] (allophones) 

(50) IXl Id/ 

...[t] [r] [d]. . . 
(where the ellipsis indicates other allophones of l\l, 161) 

This is because phonemic analysis starts from the bottom up: it begins with 
phonetic material and groups phonetically similar elements into phonemes if 
they are in complementary distribution (or free variation). But a diagram like 
(50) implies that a phonetic [r] could sometimes be assigned to IXl and some
times to /dV; the analysis would be indeterminate. There are two possible solu
tions within phonemic theory. One is to assign [r] always to one or the other 
phoneme, which would be arbitrary. Let us suppose that [r] is assigned to the 
Idl phoneme on the grounds that the flap is more phonetically similar to /d/ 
than to IXl. Then we would say that heat has two arbitrary allomorphs,8 phone-
mically /hit/ that appears in heat, and /hid/, that appears in heating. These two 
allomorphs cannot be related by phonological rules. They may be given a sin
gle representation on a morphological level, a representation that has been 
called morphophonemic. This might be represented as llhxTII, where the mor-
phophoneme I nil is realized as either the phoneme /Xl or the phoneme Idl, 
depending on its environment. This view commits us to setting up three lev
els of representation: the morphophonemic, the phonemic, and the phonetic, 
as in (51). We temporarily introduce the notation of a double slant line (e.g., 
I IT 11) to represent morphophonemes and the morphophonemic level. A rule is 
required to replace the morphophoneme l/TII by the phoneme Idl in the envi
ronment V V (compare the allophonic distribution in 31). 

(51) Morphophonemic 

level llbiyTll //hiyT+irj// //hiyd// //hiyd+irj// 

Phonemic level IhiyXl /hiyd+irj/ /hiyd/ /hiyd+irj/ 

Phonetic level [hiyt] [hiyrirj] [hiyd] [hiyrirj] 
'heat' 'heating' 'heed' 'heeding' 

The term "allomorph," as used in this book, refers to different forms of a morpheme that 
are not phonologically predictable (Aronoff 1976). Phonologically predictable forms of 
a morpheme are referred to as "alternants," discussed in chapter 4. 
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It should be emphasized that the only motivation for setting up the phonemic 
level is to maintain a single level where all and only the contrastive sounds of 
the language appear. Because III and /d/ contrast in some environments, for 
instance in 'heat' and 'heed,' they must be represented as suchphonemically 
everywhere they contrast, even where the apparent contrast is completely pre
dictable, as in 'heat' and 'heating.' 

The second solution within phonemic theory would be to give /r/ phone
mic status on its own. This would have the same unfortunate consequences as 
assigning this sound arbritrarily to one of the sounds which it realizes, and 
moreover it would require the inclusion of an additional phoneme in the sys
tem whose appearance is always predictable. In fact, this solution would 
require both 'heat' and 'heed' to have arbritrary allomorphs, as in (52). The 
rule required in this solution is that the morphophonemes IIXJI and //d// are 
replaced by the phoneme /r/ in the environment V V. 

(52) Morphophonemic 

level //hiyt// //hiyt+irj// //hiyd// //hiyd+irj// 

Phonemic level /hiyt/ /hiyr+irj/ /hiyd/ /hiyr+irj/ 

Phonetic level [hiyt] [hiyrirj] [hiyd] [hiyrirj] 

'heat' 'heating' 'heed' 'heeding' 
This solution does not require the morphophoneme //T//, but like the solution 
illustrated in (50) it requires that the neutralization take place between the 
morphophonemic and the phonemic levels. Generative phonology, as detailed 
in chapter 4, eliminates the necessity of setting up extra levels and extra ele
ments (morphophonemes like I ITU or phonemes like /r/) simply by dropping 
the requirement that the grammar provide a level where all and only the con
trastive elements appear. 

The difficulties posed by neutralization for taxonomic phonemic theory 
become more acute when two or more processes are involved. For example, 
in (48), the shortened diphthong [ay] (in writer) contrasts with the regular 
diphthong [a:y] (in rider). They must therefore both be present on the phone
mic level, despite the fact that they are mostly predictable (as in the difference 
between write and ride). Generative phonology easily accounts for this case 
with phonemes N, /d/, and /a:y/ and two ordered rules. We will return to this 
example in section 6.7.6 of chapter 6. Malecot (1960) discusses a similar 
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example of this type in many dialects of English, where the words cat [kast] 
and can't [kaet] differ just in that the first has an oral vowel and the second has 
a nasal vowel, suggesting that nasal vowels are phonemic in these dialects. 
Again, generative phonology can propose a phonemic distinction between 
/kaet/ and /kaent/, where the difference resides in the absence versus the pres
ence of a nasal consonant, and the phonetic difference is derived by applying 
rules that first nasalize the vowel and then delete the nasal consonant. The 
generative solution is clearly more in line with native speakers' intuitions. 

Generative phonology also does not make a distinction between a mor-
phophonemic level and a phonemic level, and so can dispense with the dou
ble slant notation (//T//). In generative phonology the input to the phonologi
cal rules is known as the systematic phonemic level, and is enclosed in single 
slants, as shown in derivations like (37). While there may be intermediate 
stages in a derivation after the operation of each rule, none of the intermedi
ate stages has the theoretical significance to require a specific name. The 
result of applying all the phonological rules is known as the systematic pho
netic level. 

2.8.2 Pattern congruity 

Pattern congruity provides another ground for arguing against phonemic the
ory. One of the most celebrated examples comes from Halle (1959). Most 
Russian obstruents have distinctive voicing, that is, there is a voiced and a 
voiceless consonant that are otherwise identical in place and manner of artic
ulation that contrast, as shown by the minimal pairs in (53). 

(53) [pa'ka] 'while' [ba'ka] 'sides' 

['torn] 

t'sloy] 

fsar] 

['klup] 

'volume' 
'layer' 

'sphere' 

'club' 

['dom] 
['zloy] 

['zar] 

t'giup] 

'house' 
'bad' 

'heat' 

'stupid' 

But three Russian voiceless obstruents, /x, c, ts/ have no contrastive (phone
mic) counterparts. But the corresponding voiced obstruents, [y, J> dz] are 
found phonetically in Russian. Russian has a rule of voicing assimilation by 
which an obstruent takes on the voicing of an immediately following obstru
ent. That is, an obstruent becomes voiced if the immediately following obstru
ent is voiced and becomes voiceless if the immediately following obstruent is 
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voiceless. We illustrate this process in (54). 

(54) ['mok li] 'whether he soaked' ['mog bi] 'were he to soak' 

['zee li] 'whether he burned' ['zej bi] 'were he to burn' 

The replacement of I Ik/1 by /g/ in the first line of (54) must be a matter of mor
phophonemics, since, as we saw in (53), the sounds /k/ and /g/ are contrastive 
in Russian and thus separate phonemes. However, in the second line of (54), 
the replacement of 11 ell by Q] is allophonic, since these sounds do not contrast. 
Thus phonemic theory requires two separate voicing assimilation rules for 
Russian, one morphophonemic and one allophonic, which misses the general
ization that a single, unified process is involved. Generative phonology solves 
this problem once again by not requiring there to be a single level where all 
and only the contrastive segments are represented. There can then be a single 
rule, which does not care whether assimilation produces an otherwise distinc
tive segment or not. 

In fact, there seems to be a major contradiction in taxonomic phonemic 
theory. In order to determine the pattern of contrasting and allophonic seg
ments in a language, an analysis is made on the basis of a phonetic transcrip
tion. But, once the allophones have been determined, the rules responsible for 
their distribution must operate on phonemic representations. For many of the 
examples in this chapter this causes no problems, but in the cases discussed in 
this section, where rules interact with each other, problems can arise. This is 
because there is no way to ensure, on the basis of the phonetic forms alone, 
that the appropriate conditions for a particular rule will be present in the 
phonemic representation. In more complex cases, it is possible to start the 
analysis in the manner described in this chapter, but ultimately recourse must 
be had to other information about the sound patterns of the language, such as 
alternations, discussed in chapter 4. 

2.9 Summary 

Our focus in this chapter has been on the distribution of language sounds. The 
grammar of a language must contain a list of morphemes, each specified with 
the unpredictable phonological information on the pronunciation of that mor
pheme, as well as with syntactic and semantic information that allows the 
speaker to use that morpheme correctly. The phonological information for 
each morpheme is given in terms of contrastive sound units, the underlying 
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representation of that morpheme, omitting predictable aspects of pronuncia
tion. Predictable aspects of pronunciation are the result of applying rules to 
the underlying representation. A major aspect of phonological analysis con
sists in determining which aspects of pronunciation are unpredictable, and 
therefore part of the underlying representations of the morphemes of that lan
guage, and which aspects are predictable, and establishing the rules that pre
dict these aspects. Aspects of pronunciation assigned to the underlying repre
sentations of morphemes are peculiar to those morphemes, whereas rules are 
general, applying, where relevant, throughout the language. The English rule 
that aspirates word-initial voiceless stops applies to every word that has an 
intial voiceless stop in its underlying representation. But the fact that a word 
like pin begins with a voiceless bilabial stop is unpredictable, hence listed. On 
the other hand, Hindi contrasts aspirated and unaspirated stops, so this infor
mation must be listed for Hindi, unlike English. 

We can distinguish two broad categories of rules. Allophonic rules result 
in segments which are never contrastive in the language, such as aspiration in 
English. Such rules are generally easy to discover.9 Neutralizing rules have 
the effect of merging segments in a particular environment that are contrastive 
in other environments. In English, voiced and voiceless alveolar stops gener
ally contrast, as in words like tin versus din, heat versus heed, but in the envi
ronment V V, both are realized phonetically as the voiced flap [r]. In 
such cases of overlapping distribution we need a rule to account for the neu
tralization in one environment, while allowing both IXl and /d/ in underlying 
representations. Such rules may be more difficult to find, because they often 
require access to morphological information as well as purely phonetic infor
mation. But the rules are still stated in phonological terms, not morphological 
ones. We take up this question in more detail in chapter 4, which is concerned 
with alternations. Prior to that, however, we will develop the theory of dis
tinctive features in the next chapter, as the fundamental units of which lan
guage utterances are composed. 

While allophonic rules do not merge distinct representations, they may still be involved 
in alternations, such as atom ['aeram] and atomic [3thDmtk]. They may even, under cer
tain circumstances, produce minimal phonetic distinctions, as in the pair saw Ted 
[.sp't^d] and sought Ed [,sp'red]. 
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2.10 Exercises 

The exercises in this chapter ask you to determine the distribution of 
certain sounds in various languages. Except in exercise 2.9, all exam
ples are single words. Word boundaries are not explicitly represented 
in the data, but may be required as conditioning environments. 

2.1 Turkish (Underhill 1976). Determine the phonemic status of [r] 
(voiced) and [r] (voiceless). If they are allophones, state the rule that 
determines their distribution. If they contrast, give pairs where they 
occur in similar or identical environments. 

[ke're] 

[ka'ra] 

[ku'ru] 

[siv'ri] 

[girt'lak] 

['rerjk] 

'time' 

'black' 

'dry' 

'pointed' 

'throat' 

'colour' 

['var] 

t'bir] 

['gor] 

['hayir] 

[oda'lar] 

[ha'zir] 

'there is' 

'one' 

'see' 

'no' 

'rooms' 

'ready' 

2.2. English /l/ has three allophones. State the distribution in the dialect 
shown. If your dialect differs, state the distribution in your dialect also. 

'clear' 

[1] 

/eap 

/ow 

allow 

a/ign 

s/eek 

c/ear 

/ 

[liyp] 

[low] 

[a law] 

[slayn] 

['sliyk] 

['kliyj] 

'dark' / 
(velarized) 

[*] 
pi//ow 

ma//et 

ma/t 

velar 

rail 

rea/ 

['phiiow] 

['masilt] 

['molt] 

[Viytai] 

['leyl] 

['jiyi] 

syllabic (velarized) / 

[fl 
syllab/e ['sil-abl] 

mudd/e ['msdl] 

axolotl ['Daeksa.lDti] 

sick/e ['siki] 

anima/ ['aeniml] 

carniva/ ['kamivl] 

2.3. Georgian (Robins & Waterson 1952). 

The two laterals, [1], a clear /, and its velarized counterpart [T], are in 
complementary distribution. Determine the distribution and state the 
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rule; state also why you choose 
representation. 

[iamazad] 

[leio] 

[saxisi] 

[ixena] 

[k'biis] 

[k'ak'ali] 

[dzala] 

[xeli] 

[tshetshxli] 

[tsholi] 

[t'liali] 

•prettily' 

'goal' 

'at home' 

'joy' 

'tooth (dative)' 

'nut' 

'strength' 

'hand' 

'fire' 

'wife' 

'turn (noun)' 

one over the other as the underlying 

[zajali] 

[k'ala] 

[p'ep'eia] 

[k'leba] 

[eithxei] 

[k'ilo] 

[p'olit'ik'a] 

[xoio] 

[vxlech] 

[ts'its'iia] 

[aiq'a] 

'loss' 

'tin' 

'butterfly' 

'reduce' 

'once' 

'dialect' 

'politics' 

'however' 

'I split' 

'chicken' 

'siege' 

2.4 Canadian French (Walker 1984). Determine the phonemic status of 
three pairs of high vowels. Each pair consists of a tense vowel and its 
lax correspondent. If the tense and its lax correspopndent are con-
trastive, state the environment of contrast. If they are not contrastive, 
state a rule governing the distribution. Comment on whether or not 
these examples illustrate pattern congruity. Thanks to Linda Legault 
and Marie-Helene Cote for discussion of the data for this problem. 

[i] vs [i] [ii] vs [0] 

pipe 

vite 

electrique 

libre 

vide 

ligue 

vif 

vis 

riche 

['pip] 

['vit] 

[elek'txik] 

['lib] 

['vid] 

['hg] 

['vif] 

['vis] 

['KIS] 

'pipe' 

'quickly' 

'electric' 

'free' 

'empty' 

'league' 

'live' 

'screw' 

'rich' 

jupe 

butte 

tuque 

tube 

rude 

fugue 

buffle 

juste 

cruche 

['Hip] 

['but] 

['tsbk] 

['tsub] 

['KUd] 

['fflfl] 
['bufj 

['zus] 

['k%us] 

'skirt' 

'knoll' 

'tuque' 

'tube' 

'uncouth' 

'fugue' 

'buffalo' 

'just' 

'jug' 

(Continued) 
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rime 

racine 

signe 

ville 

fille 

poli 

finesse 

vie 

petit 

coupe 

croute 

bouc 

j'adoube 

soude 

joug 

touffe 

clouter 

['Kim] 

['Keesin] 

['siji] 

fvU] 

['fry] 

[po'li] 

[fi'nes] 

fvi] 
[po'tsi] 

[u] vs [u] 

['kup] 

['kXut] 

['buk] 

[zae'dub] 

['sud] 

['2wQ] 
ftuf] 

[klu'te] 

'rhyme' 

'root' 

'sign' 

'city' 

'girl' 

'polished' 

'fineness' 

'life' 

'small' 

'cut' 

'crust' 

'goat' 

'I dub' 

'soda' 

'yoke' 

'tuft' 

'to stud' 

plume 

lune 

nul 

cru 

brutal 

jus 

pousse 

touche 

bourn 

pitoune 

foule 

['plum] 

['Ion] 

['nul] 

['kxii] 

[bmTtasl] 

['ifl] 

['pus] 

t'tus] 

['bum] 

[pi'tun] 

['fol] 
grenouille [gwo'nuy] 

clou 

vous 

['klu] 

[Vu] 

'feather' 

'moon' 

'none' 

'raw' 

'brutal' 

'juice' 

'growth' 

'touch' 

'bang!' 

'floating log' 

'crowd' 

'frog' 

'nail' 

'you' 

2.5. Sierra Popoluca (Elson 1947). Aspiration of consonants is predictable. 
Determine the distribution and state the rule. 

['pikhsi?] 

[7iskuy] 

['pokh] 

['nikhpa?] 

['ko:bakh] 

['hoippa?] 

['pethpa?] 

['?arjki?] 

'bow' 

'eye' 

'gourd water jug' 

'he goes' 

'head' 

'it rolls' 

'he sweeps' 

'yard' 

['micpa?] 

['kekhpcrf] 

[kek'gakhpa?] 

[?an'tikh] 

['makhti?] 

['ti:ttith] 

[Tik'ka?] 

[?i'hikhpa?] 

'he is playing' 

'it flies' 

'it flies again' 

'my house' 

'ghost' 

'mestizo' 

'he killed it' 

'he pulls it' 

(Continued) 
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[?on'ki7] 

['iskuypikh] 

[?is'kuypikh] 

[?i'cic] 

'my hand' 

'of the eye' 

'eyebrow' 

'he jerked it' 

[wichpa?] 

[nuits'ne?] 

['tia:ji] 

['tots] 

'he walks' 

'he is serious' 

'snake' 

'tongue' 

2.6 Greenlandic Eskimo (Kleinschmidt 1851). There are five phonetic 
vowels but only three underlying (phonemic) vowels. Determine the 
distribution of the vowels and the rules that govern it. 

a. ilumut 

tamaRmik 

inuk 

igdluk 

uyaRak 

nuna 

b. nano 

igdlo 

mike 

isse 

ine 

ikane 

siko 

nipe 

c. qeqeRtaq 

amaRoq 

meRdleRtut 

kirjoRna 

ayoq 

ORpik 

eaneq 

'truly' 

'all' 

'person' 

'two houses' 

'stone' 

'land' 

'bear' 

'house' 

'small' 

'eye' 

'dwelling' 

'there' 

'ice' 

'voice' 

'island' 

'wolf 

'children' 

'afterwards' 

'bad' 

'tree' 

'son' 

qaqaq 

issika 

sava 

kamik 

maRdluk 

umiaq 

ike 

mato 

neqe 

iso 

nio 

turjo 

puto 

time 

neRdleq 

qoRoq 

aleq 

meRqut 

mikivoq 

qeRltoq 

ayoRpoq 

'mountain' 

'my eyes' 

'sheep' 

'boot' 

'two' 

'woman's boat' 

'wound' 

'lid' 

'meat' 

'end' 

'leg' 

'juice' 

'hole' 

'body' 

'goose' 

'valley' 

'harpoon strap' 

'sewing needle' 

'he is small' 

'wild duck' 

'he is bad' 
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2.7. 

2.8. 

2.9. 

Mohawk (Postal 1968). Vowel length is predictable. State the rule, tak
ing stress and the distribution of consonants into consideration. 

['katshe?] 'bottle, can' ['geizaks] 

['dzAthos] 'you plant it' [ro'yo?de?] 

['israks] 'he eats it again' ['i:raks] 

[ra'geidas] 'he scrapes it' [niga'nuhzageh] 

[wa'gi:da?s] 'I sleep' [waho'yo?dA?] 

['ra:gAs] 'he sees her' [ra'nuiwe?s] 

'I look for it' 

'he works' 

'he eats it' 

'houses' 

'he worked' 

'he likes it' 

Sierra Miwok (Freeland 1951). The location of stress is predictable. 
Formulate a rule, taking vowel length and the distribution of conso
nants into consideration. Thanks to Natasha LeBlanc for discussion of 
the data for this problem. 

stress on first 

['leppanai] 

[?immu?o:k] 

['ya:ya:li?] 

[taici?] 

['wakkaili?] 

['husseipi?] 

['sukkumi?] 

['howwotu?] 

['haina?] 

['caimayks] 

['uicu?] 

['paipa?] 

• syllable 

'he finished' 

'from there' 

'giant' 

'elder brother' 

'rattlesnake' 

'water spirit' 

'owl' 

'beads' 

'gambling bones' 

'with a seed basket' 

'house' 

'grandfather' 

stress on second syllable 

[wa'kaili?] 

[?o'nosso?] 

[ta'yismu?] 

[pa'lattata?] 

[?i'wi:sakte?] 

[ka'wiiliit] 

[si'yaisit] 

[we'liisa?] 

[le'min]a?] 

[hi'?eima?] 

[pu'lissa?] 

[hi'soita?] 

'creek' 

'old woman' 

'jay' 

'woodpecker' 

'I, eating' 

'throughout the night' 

'with my cane' 

'a seeker' 

'a hunter' 

'sun, day' 

'drinking basket' 

'eastern' 

Hungarian (Vago 1980). Determine the conditions under which the 
labiodental nasal [rrj] and the velar nasal [rj] occur. 

[m] [n] 

[harom] 'three' [vein] 'old' 

[menni] 'to go' [neij] 'four' 

(Continued) 
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[meieg] 

[vDbmi] 

[ember] 

[rq] 

[hDrrjvod] 

[semved] 

[yobbDirj von] 

[harom vira:g] 

[harom fbrkos] 

'warm' 

'something' 

'person' 

'smoulder' 

'suffer' 

'it is better' 

'three flowers' 

'three volves' 

[nty] 

[vonDt] 

[mindig] 

M 
[ven] IOXCD] 

[lan]g] 

[Drjgol] 

[irjkaibb] 

[murjka:s] 

'big' 

'train' 

'always' 

'old dog' 

'flame' 

'English' 

'rather' 

'worker' 

2.10 Zulu (Doke 1926). Determine the phonemic status of two pairs of mid 
vowels that differ in tenseness: [o] vs [o] and [e] vs [e]. If they are con-
trastive, state the environment(s) in which they contrast. If they are not 
contrastive, state the rule governing their distribution. Clicks are rep
resented by the symbols [;] (dental click), [i] (lateral click), and [fj] 
(retroflex click), but the clicks are not a crucial environment for deter
mining the phonemic status of these pairs of sounds. 

[o] 
['Biona] 

[i'sido] 

[irj'k'omo] 

[i'xoixo] 

'see' 

'leopard' 

'head of cattle' 

'small of back' 

[,i:t'it'ifto:ye] 'lapwing' 

[u'k'oik'o] 

['lo:wo] 

[f3o:pha] 

[e] 

[teida] 

[ii'Beile] 

[se'keiza] 

'ancestor' 

'that' 

'tie' 

'finish' 

'corn' 

'enclose' 

[o] 

[Bo'niisa] 

[u'Boivu] 

[no'mu:thi] 

[,o:6i'si:ni] 

[,o:khu'ni:ni] 

[,uBu'kho:si] 

[iof3i:sa] 

[mo'puila] 

[e] 

['leili] 

'show' 

'puss' 

'and the tree' 

'in the milk' 

'on the piece of firewood' 

'chieftainship' 

'worry' 

'pull out nail' 

'this' 

[,nentl'i'ziiyo]'with heart' 

[,aBe'lu:si] 'herdsmen' 

(Continued) 
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[ii'ljeib] 'pasture ground' [p'e'u:ka] 

[thu'me:la] 'send for' ['nei^i] 

[u:'khe:zo] 'spoon' ['k'we:thu] 

[e'yaikhe] 'his' [ii'k'e:u] 

[phe'se:ya] 'on the other side' ['neizwi] 

'fall over' 

'with contradiction' 

'at our home' 

'duck' 

'and the word' 

2.11 Canadian French (Walker 1984). Determine the phonemic status of the 
dental affricates; i.e., whether they are variants of the corresponding 
stops or in contrast with the latter. Comment on whether these exam
ples illustrate pattern congruity. Thanks to Linda Legault and Marie-
Helene Cote for discussion of the data for this problem. 

tigre 

type 

petit 

attirer 

temoin 

the 

tete 

terre 

table 

timbre 

tant 

tube 

tunnel 

[t] vs [B] 

[fog] 
[fop] 
[po'tsi] 

[astsi'Be] 

[te'mwe] 

['te] 

[test] 

[tEK] 

[tab] 

[teym] 

[ta] 

[tsub] 

[tsii'nel] 

coutume [ku'tsYm] 

battu 

teuton 

tien 

[bae'tsii] 

[to'tp] 

[-Bye] 

'tiger' 

'type' 

'small' 

'to attract' 

'witness' 

'tea' 

'head' 

'world' 

'table' 

'stamp' 

'so much' 

'tube' 

'tunnel 

'custom' 

'beaten' 

'Germanic 

'yours' 

diner 

dire 

indigne 

crocodile 

debat 

defi 

dette 

destin 

dame 

dinde 

danse 

dupe 

rendu 

dur 

pendule 

:' deux 

indien 

[dzi'ne] 

['dziB] 

[e'clziri] 

[d] vs [Sz] 

'dinner' 

'to say' 

'unworthy' 

[k^oko'o^zil] 

[de'ba] 

[de'fi] 

['del] 

[deste] 

['daem] 

['de:d] 

['das] 

['dztip] 

[Kfi'clzu] 

['CIZUK] 

[pa'dzul] 

[do] 

[e'dzye] 

'crocodile' 

'debate' 

'challenge' 

'debt' 

'fate' 

'lady' 

'turkey' 

'dance' 

'dupe' 

'arrived' 

'hard' 

'pendulum' 

'two' 

'Indian' 

(Continued) 
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tiede ['tsyed] 'tepid' diable 

tuer ['tsiie] 

tuile ['tsird] 

toueur ['twoH] 

train ['t%e] 

['dzyab] 'devil' 

'to kill' conduire [ko'dzqin] 'to drive' 

'tile' aujourd'hui [ozuK'd~zui]'today' 

'tugboat' douane ['dwaen] 'customs' 

'train' drap ['dra] 'cloth' 

2.12 Cree (Wolfart & Carroll 1973). Determine the phonemic status of the 
four pairs of voiceless and voiced obstruents. If a voiceless and voiced 
sound are contrastive, state the environment of contrast. If not con
trastive, state a rule governing the distribution. 

a. [p]vs[b] 

[pahki] 

[waibameiw] 

[niisosap] 

[aibihtaw] 

[naibeiw] 

[tamispii] 

[nibimohtam] 

[pimibahtaiw] 

c. [ts] vs [d~z] 

[tsiigahigan] 

[mi:<!ziwin] 

[meigwaits] 

[wi:clzihe:w] 

[kodziiw] 

[tsi:ma:n] 

[ta:bisko:ts] 

[odziimam] 

'partly' 

'he sees him' 

'twelve' 

'half 

'man' 

'at what time' 

'I walk' 

'he runs' 

'axe' 

'food' 

'in the meantime 

'he helps him' 

'he tries' 

'boat' 

'like' 

'his boat' 

b. [t]vs[d] 

[tohki] 

[me:dawe:w] 

[mihtse:t] 

[nisto] 

[adim] 

[nisit] 

[o:de:naw] 

[nidabin] 

d. [k]vs[g] 

[kiiba] 

[ma:ga] 

' [kodak] 

[sagaiw] 

[maskisin] 

[ki:siga:w] 

[maskeik] 

[wiigihk] 

'all the time' 

'he plays' 

'many' 

'three' 

'dog' 

'my foot' 

'town' 

'I sit' 

'soon' 

'but' 

'another' 

'it is bush' 

'shoe' 

'it is day' 

'swamp' 

'in his house' 
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2.13 Brazilian Portuguese (Ipola & de Ras 1962). Determine the phonemic 
status of the two pairs of dental stop and corresponding palatal stop. If 
contrastive, state the environment of contrast; if not, state the rule gov
erning the distribution. 

estudo 

centra 

todo 

tambem 

equestre 

toca 

tango 

manteiga 

tia 

noite 

imediatamente 

gente 

leite 

partir 

fonetico 

antigo 

mundo 

ducha 

quadro 

cadeira 

dez 

corda 

doutor 

dona 

[t] vs [c] 

[es'tudu] 

['sentru] 

['todu] 

[tam'beyp] 

[e'kwestri] 

['foka] 

t'tarjgu] 

[marj'teyga] 

['da] 

['noyci] 

[imejiata'menci] 

['zejici] 

[leyci] 

[par'cir] 

[fon'eciku] 

[arj'cigu] 

[d] VS [}] 

['murjdu] 

['dusa] 

['kwadru] 

[ka'deyra] 

['dez] 

['korda] 

[dow'tor] 

['dona] 

'study' 

'centre' 

'all' 

'also' 

'equestrian' 

'touches' 

'tango' 

'butter' 

'aunt' 

'night' 

'immediately' 

'people' 

'milk' 

'to leave' 

'phonetic' 

'ancient' 

'world' 

'douche' 

'square' 

'chair' 

'ten' 

'rope' 

'doctor' 

'lady' 

(Continued) 
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dia 

tarde 

desde 

discreto 

tempestade 

sede 

odio 

diferenca 

i'pa] 
['tarji] 

['dezji] 

[jis'kretu] 

[tempes'taji] 

['seji] 

t'ojiu] 

[jife'rerjsa] 

'day' 

'afternoon' 

'since' 

'discrete' 

'storm' 

'thirst' 

'hatred' 

'difference' 

2.14 Brazilian Portuguese (Ipola & de Ras 1962). Determine the phonemic 
status of three pairs of vowels. 

gota [ 

forca [ 

goma | 

mo sea | 

por | 

cebola | 

homem 

hoje 

cera 

apelo 

letra 

gelo 

dedo 

comeco 

fresco 

beber 

o] vs [o] 

'gota] 

'forsa] 

'goma] 

'mo ska] 

'por] 

se'bola] 

'omeyn] 

'ozi] 

[e] vs [e] 

['sera] 

a'pelu] 

'letra] 

'zelu] 

Medu] 

ko'mesu] 

L'fresku] 

[be'ber] 

'drop' 

'force' 

'gum' 

'fly' 

'to put' 

'onion' 

'man' 

'today' 

'wax' 

'appeal' 

'letter' 

'ice' 

'finger' 

'beginning' 

'fresh' 

'to drink' 

goza 

xarope 

nota 

sola 

cofre 

bossa 

forma 

dor 

mulher 

belo 

fera 

pele 

gesto 

reta 

neto 

convtS 

['goza] 

[sa'ropi] 

['nota] 

['sola] 

['kofri] 

[bosa] 

['forma] 

['dor] 

[mu'Aer] 

fbelu] 

[fera] 

['peli] 

['zestu] 

['reta] 

['netu] 

[kom'ves] 

'enjoys' 

'syrup' 

'note' 

'leather' 

'chest' 

'lump' 

'form' 

'pain' 

'woman' 

'beautiful' 

'wild beast' 

'skin' 

'gesture' 

'straight line' 

'grandson' 

'deck' 

(Continued) 
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gato 

casa 

chapa 

chave 

jarra 

sala 

baga 

cara 

[a] vs [a] 

['gatu] 

['kaza] 

['sapa] 

['savi] 

['zara] 

['sala] 

['baga] 

['kara] 

'cat' 

'house' 

'plate' 

'key' 

'vase' 

'room' 

'berry' 

'face' 

pano 

cama 

lama 

cana 

manha 

dama 

vamos 

geranio 

['panu] 

['kama] 

[lama] 

['kana] 

['majia] 

['dama] 

[Vamus] 

[ze'raniu] 

'cloth' 

'bed' 

'mud' 

'reed' 

'craft' 
'lady' 

'we go' 

'geranium' 

2.15 Lumasaaba (Brown 1972). Determine the phonemic status of [k], [c], 
[g], and [j]. Determine the phonemic status of [rj] and [p.]. 

[katemu] 

[kunila] 

[kubululuka] 

[cisije] 

[ijicese] 

[mugunda] 

[umujelema] 

'a small snake' 

'to wince' 

'to fly' 

'an eyebrow' 

'a sheep' 

'a farm' 

'a wife' 

[kucina] 

[irjkaifu] 

[cinaga] 

[lusece] 

[kacese] 

[ijijega] 

[ligi] 

'to dance' 

'a cow' 

'a pipe' 

'a straw' 

'a small sheep' 

'I mix' 

'an egg' 

2.16 Japanese (Tsujimura 1996). Determine the phonemic status of [t], [ts], 
and [c]. Write the phonological (phonemic, underlying) representation 
for each word. 

[ita] 

[kita] 

[heta] 

[oto] 

[koto] 

[toke:] 

[setomono] 

'song' 

'came' 

'unskilful' 

'sound' 

'thing' 

'clock' 

'pottery' 

[tsikai] 

[tatsi] 

[tetsidai] 

[katsi] 

itsisi 

[iSi] 
[ita] 

'use' 

'stand' 

'help' 

'win' 

'reflect' 

'when' 

'hit' 

(Continued) 
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[tateri] 'build' 

[tabete] 'eating' 

[cikaki] 'near' 

[ociri] 'fall' 

[keci] 'stingy' 

[ici] 'house' 

[akici] 'empty hand' 

[moci] 'rice cake' 

[kaci] 'value' 





Distinctive features 
3.1 Features as smallest building blocks 

While in chapter 2 we concentrated on the distribution of individual segments, 
much of our discussion involved a recognition of more basic building blocks 
of phonological analysis. Indeed, phonetic analysis implicitly recognizes a 
number of phonetic features that distinguish broad classes of elements. For 
example, consonants fall into two major classes, those that are voiced and 
those that are voiceless. This in turn implies a binary distinctive feature 
[±voice], defined so that voiced consonants carry the feature [+voice] while 
voiceless consonants carry the feature [-voice]. Our goal in this chapter is to 
extend this notion of distinctive features to all possible distinctive phonolog
ical opposition. These features serve two purposes. One is to provide a unique 
set of feature values for each distinctive sound unit in human languages. The 
other is to have a natural way of identifying classes of sounds that function 
together in phonological operations. For example, in chapter 2 we observed 
that voiced stops in Spanish become approximants in the intervocalic envi
ronment. We need a way of referring to the set of voiced stops as a natural 
class. 

3.2 Binary distinctions 

Many phonological distinctions are naturally binary, in the sense that some 
physiological gesture is either present in or absent from any given phonolog
ical element. The feature [±voice], introduced in section 3.1, refers to vocal 
fold vibration. If the vocal folds are vibrating periodically during the produc
tion of some sound, we say that the sound is [+voice]; otherwise it is [-voice]. 
Some other phonological distinctions may seem to be continuous, rather than 
binary in this sense, such as consonant point of articulation. However, even 
here we will see that the relevant classes can be distinguished by using sever
al binary features. We will thus take the strong position that all phonological 

3 
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features are binary. • 
As we have seen, a single binary feature distinguishes between two class

es of sounds. If we have two independent binary features, we can distinguish 
a total of four classes. The features are said to be independent if the values of 
one are completely independent of the values of the other. In this case we say 
that the features cross classify the segments. If we then add a third feature, we 
double the number of classes to eight, assuming all the features are independ
ent. In general, with any number n of independent binary features, we can dis
tinguish 2n classes of elements. 

A real example of three independent binary features is provided by the 
system of Turkish vowels. An important feature for vowels is [±high].2 We 
define the feature [+high] as involving the raising of the body of the tongue 
above the neutral position, which is defined as the tongue position present in 
the articulation of the vowel [e]. A [-high] vowel is articulated without such 
a gesture. Turkish has four [+high] vowels and four [-high] vowels, as in (1). 
The feature notation to the left represents the class, while the phonetic sym
bols in the curly braces to the right of the equal sign designate the sounds 
included in that class. Notice that the class of [-high] vowels includes vowels 
traditionally classified as mid (e, 6, o) and low (a). 

(1) a. [+high] = {i, u, i, u} 
b. [-high] = {e, 6, a, o} 

A second vowel feature is [±back]. The feature [+back] is defined as 
involving a retraction of the body of the tongue behind the neutral position 
(the position of [e]). Turkish has four [+back] vowels and four [-back] vow
els, as in (2). 

(2) a. [+back] = {i, u, a, o} 
b. [-back] = {i, ii, e, o} 

These features cross classify as shown in (3). In each cell are the segments that 
share the features at the head of the column and at the left of the row defining 
that cell. 

SPE suggests that features are no longer binary at the level of fine phonetic detail, that 
is, they may assume multiple values. For classificatory, phonological, distinctive pur
poses, however, they are binary. 
To designate a feature without specifying a value we write the feature with a preceding 
plus or minus (±) sign, or simply with no sign: [high]. 
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+high 
-high 

-back 
i, u 
e, 6 

+back 
i, u 
a, o 

A third feature is [±round]. A sound is [+round] if its articulation involves 
a narrowing of the lip orifice; otherwise it is [-round]. The set of [+round] 
vowels includes {u, u, 6, o}; the [-round] set includes {i, i, e, a}. We give the 
complete cross classification of these eight vowels (23) in terms of three fea
tures in (4). 

+high 
-high 

-back 
-round 

l 

e 

+round 
u 
6 

+back 
-round 

i 
a 

+round 
u 
0 

The analysis of Turkish vowels in (4) fulfills the two goals of distinctive 
feature theory stated in section 3.1. First, each vowel of Turkish has a unique 
identification in terms of these three features, where each feature carries either 
a plus or a minus value. For example, [6] is identified as [-back, -high, 
+round].3 Second, we can identify natural classes of sounds by specifying 
only one or two features. For example, in (la) we identified the natural class 
of [+high] vowels in Turkish. A capital letter is sometimes used to designate 
such a class, or archiphoneme, for example III can be used to represent the 
class in (la), that is, [+syllabic, +high]. In general, any single feature specifi
cation designates a class of four vowels in Turkish. Two features together des
ignates a class of two vowels, for example [+back, -round] = {i, a}. However, 
not all classes of four vowels can be represented by a single feature specifi
cation, for example {i, u, a, o} is not a natural class. The only way to identi
fy this class is by a disjunction, i.e., as those vowels that are either [-back, 
+high] ({i, ii}) or [+back, -high] ({a, o}). Nor is it possible to designate a set 
of three Turkish vowels by a simple feature specification. For example, The 

3 One or more features representing a sound or a class of sounds are enclosed in square 
brackets. The order in which the features are listed makes no difference in the class des
ignated by such a feature matrix. In running text the features are listed as here, separated 
by commas, while in rules the same matrix can be given in a vertical orientation as in (i). 

(U 
-back" 
-high 
+round. 
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set {i, u, i} is not a natural class. Although it includes only [+high] vowels, 
the class cannot simply be designated by the feature [+high], since the class 
defined by this feature necessarily includes [u] also. The set {i, u, i} requires 
a disjunction also: [+high {[-round], [-back]} (i.e., the set of high vowels 
which are either [-round] or [-back] (or both)). We define the concept of nat
ural class in (5). 

(5) A natural class is a class of sounds that can be designated by fewer 
features than are required to designate any one of its members. 

Since any single vowel of Turkish can be designated by three features, a class 
like {i, a} counts as a natural class because it can be designated by fewer than 
three features, in this case two: [+back, -round]. The class {i, u, a, o} requires 
four features and thus is not a natural class by the definition in (5). 

The natural classes of Turkish vowels are important for an adequate 
description of the pervasive process of vowel harmony in the language. 
Consider the data in (6), from Clements & Sezer 1982, 216). 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

gloss 

'rope' 

'girl' 

'face' 

'stamp' 

'hand' 

'stalk' 

'village' 

'end' 

nom sg. 

ip 
kiz 

yiiz 

pul 

el 

sap 

koy 

son 

gen.sg. 

ipin 

kizin 

yuzun 

pulun 

elin 

sapin 

koyiin 

sonun 

nom.pl. 

ipler 

kizlar 

yiizler 

pullar 

eller 

saplar 

koyler 

sonlar 

gen.pl. 

iplerin 

kizlarin 

yiizlerin 

pullarin 

ellerin 

saplarin 

koylerin 

sonlarin 

The nominative singular form of each noun is the simple root. The genitive 
singular is formed by adding a suffix, which has four alternants, that is, 
phonologically determined variants: -in, -in, -tin, and -un. These consist of a 
[+high] vowel followed by n. There is no reason to regard one of these alter
nants as basic. The suffix can be represented as having the underlying repre
sentation -In, where the symbol IV represents the natural class of high vowels, 
[+syllabic, +high], as suggested earlier. The remaining features of the vowel 
in this suffix are completely determined by the immediately preceding vowel. 
That is, if the preceding vowel is [-back], the suffix vowel is [-back]. If the 

http://nom.pl
http://gen.pl
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preceding vowel is [+back], the suffix vowel is [+back]. Similarly with 
[round]: the suffix vowel has the same value, plus or minus, as the preceding 
vowel. The suffix vowel is not necessarily an identical copy of the preceding 
vowel: it is always [+high], but assimilates to the values of [back] and [round] 
of the preceding vowel. 

The plural suffix works a little differently. It has two phonological alter
nants: -lar and -ler. Its vowel is [-high, -round] and it assimilates to the fea
ture [back] of the preceding vowel. It could be represented as -lAr, where /A/ 
represents the archiphoneme [+syllabic, -high, -round]. The genitive plural is 
formed by adding both suffixes to the root: the plural and then the genitive. 
The suffix vowels assimilate by the rules already given, but note that the 
vowel of the genitive suffix assimilates to the immediately preceding vowel, 
which in the genitive plural is the vowel of the plural suffix, not the root 
vowel. Since the plural always has a [-round] vowel, the genitive suffix in the 
genitive plural always has a [-round] vowel. In the most general form, we can 
state the rules for Turkish vowel harmony as in (7). 

(7) Turkish vowel harmony 
Any suffix vowel agrees with the immediately preceding vowel in 
[back]. 
A [+high] suffix vowel agrees with the immediately preceding 
vowel in [round]. 

It is only by appealing to natural classes of sounds, as expressed by distinc
tive features, that we are able to state the rules for this alternation in full gen
erality. In chapter 4 we will introduce some formal notations for expressing 
these rules more compactly. 

Let us consider the concept of a natural class in a slightly different light. 
The set of Turkish vowels contains eight members. In set theory it is shown 
that any set of n elements has a total of 2n subsets, including the null set and 
the entire set. That is, a set of 8 elements has 28 = 256 subsets. But only a 
small fraction of these subsets are natural classes, as defined in (5). There are 
in fact 20 natural classes of the Turkish vowels, defined in terms of the three 
features [high], [back], and [round]. These are given in (8). 

(8) a. Six classes defined in terms of a single feature 
[+high] = {i, u, i, u} 
[-high] - {e, 6, a, o} 
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[ 

[+back] = {i, ii, a, o} 
[-back] = {i, ii, e, 6} 
[+round] = {ii, 6, u, o} 
[-round] = {i, e, i, a} 
Twelve classes defined in terms of two features 

[IS] " {i-u) 

[ t f j - {i'fl} 

[;S] - !a-o! 

-high! = {e, 6} 
-backj 

r+high-i = { i ! i } 

L-roundJ 
r-high-i = { 6 } 

L+roundJ l i 

r-high-j = {e,Q} 
L-roundJ 

Uoi] = M 

[ i y - <*-6> 

c. Eight classes defined in terms of three features (each containing a 
single vowel), as in (4)).4 

d. The null set plus the entire set. 

4 A class consisting of a single segment is not really a natural class according to (5), since 
it is defined by the same number of features as its only member. So these are not count
ed in the total of 20. 
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We therefore see that the number, 20, of natural classes of sounds designated 
bv three features (excluding the classes of a single vowel each in 8c) is con
siderably less than the total number of classes, 256, of these sounds. The claim 
that phonological rules operate in terms of natural classes, rather than arbi
trary ones, is therefore not a trivial one. 

3.3 Further vowel features 

The next feature we add for the description of vowels is [low]. A sound is 
[+low] if it involves lowering the body of the tongue below the neutral posi
tion. Unlike the features discussed to this point, [low] is not completely inde
pendent of the other features. With the two features [high] and [low] you 
might expect four classes, but in fact only three classes can be distinguished 
by these two features, because the combination *[+low, +high] is excluded.5 

This follows from the definitions of these features. We have defined the neu
tral position of the tongue is its position in pronouncing the vowel [e]. A 
vowel is designated [+high] if its articulation involves raising the tongue 
above the neutral position. A vowel is designated [+low] if its articulation 
involves lowering the tongue below the neutral position. Since the tongue can
not simultaneously be raised and lowered with respect to the neutral position, 
no segment can contain the features *[+low, +high]. Therefore we add only 
four more contrasts to the Turkish eight vowels system, not another eight, 
bringing the number of possible contrasts to twelve. These are shown in (9). 
The vowel a of Turkish is [+low], even though we did not count [low] among 
the distinctive features of Turkish vowels. Since this is the only [+low] vowel 
in the system, and because no other vowel of Turkish is [-high, +back, 
-round], we say that [+low] is a nondistinctive feature of the Turkish system. 
We will have more to say about nondistinctive features in section 3.8. 

+high, (-low) 
-high, -low 
(-high,) +low 

-back 
-round 

i 
e 
je 

+round 
u 
6 
<E 

+back 
-round 

i 
A 

a 

+round 
u 
0 

D 

Because of the limitation on the features [high] and [low], this feature analy-

5 We use the asterisk to designate any excluded item, here a feature combination, and for 
ungrammatical linguistic forms, following standard practice. 
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sis of vowels is incompatible with the IPA, with its four vowel heights, based 
on Daniel Jones's cardinal vowels. The cardinal vowels seem to be based on 
the vowel distinctions of French, where there are eleven distinct vowel quali
ties arranged in four heights, distinguishing back and front at each height, and 
a rounding distinction for nonlow vowels, as in (10).6 (The lower mid vowels 
show a marginal length distinction in addition.) 

(10) high si [i] lune [u] tout [u] 
(IPA close) 

higher mid the, [e] peu, [6] beau [o] 
(IPA close mid) 

lower mid mettre [e] ceuf [5] port [o] 
(IPA open mid) 

maitre [e:] veuve [o:] fort [or] 

low parte; pas [ae] pale [a:] 
(IPA open) 

However, there is good phonological evidence that the division into three 
heights is correct. Kenstowicz & Kisseberth (1979, 246) note that each of the 
four natural classes designated by values of [high] and [low] play a role in the 
phonologies of various languages, as follows. 

[+high]: in Japanese t is affricated before the high vowels /, i, but not before 
mid e, o, or the low a. (Exercise 2.16). In Turkish [+high] suffix vowels assim
ilate in round to a preceding vowel but nonhigh vowels do not (cf. 6). 

[-high]: In Russian, nonhigh vowels e, o, a undergo vowel reduction in 
unstressed position; high vowels i, u do not. 

[+low]: Chamorro (Exercise 5.4 in chapter 5) Low vowels as and a are 
reduced to schwa ([a]) in unstressed position. 

[-low] Chamorro high and mid vowels reduce in unstressed position as fol-

The low front unrounded vowel is designated [a] in the IPA and in the French phonetic 
tradition. We have discussed our reasons for not using this symbol in chapter 1, section 
1.3.2. 
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lows: nonback /, e reduce to [i]; back u, o reduce to [u]. 

[-high, -low]: in Lamba (Exercise 5.6 in chapter 5), i is lowered to e after the 
mid vowels e, o, but not after the high vowels i, u or the low a. 

Nevertheless, it is obviously necessary for our feature system to be able to dis
tinguish between the higher mid and lower mid vowels of French and other 
languages that make such a distinction. The evidence is clearly on the side of 
an additional vowel feature that further subdivides the vowel categories of (9). 
This feature is called [ATR] (for Advanced Tongue Root), or sometimes 
[tense]. For example, many African languages, such as Akan and Yoruba, 
have vowel harmony in [ATR] (compare the vowel harmony in [back] and 
[round] in Turkish in (6)). Consider the Akan forms in (11). 

(11) o-besi 'he will say' o-besi 'he will build' 

o-uin 'he weaves' o-bisa 'he asks' 

As Kenstowicz & Kisseberth (1979,247) point out, if height were the relevant 
factor, why should hi raise to [o] before Id and HI but not before /i/? It is more 
correct to group the vowels {o, e, i} from the left column of (11) as [-ATR] 
and the vowels {o, e, i} from the right column of (11) as [+ATR]. The vowel 
[a], although [-ATR], has no [+ATR] counterpart in Akan, and so can cooc-
cur with both [+ATR] and [-ATR] vowels in the same word. When we add 
[ATR] to the set of vowel features, we obtain the chart in (12), our final vowel 
system. 

+high 

(-low) 

-high 

-low 

(-high) 

+low 

+ATR 

-ATR 

+ATR 

-ATR 

+ATR 

-ATR 

-back 
—round 

i 

I 

e 

e 

a? 

£e 

+round 
u 

u 

6 

0 

(£ 

CE 

+back 
-round 

i 

Y 

A 

3 

a 

a 

+round 
u 

u 

0 

o 

V 

D 
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We distinguish the [+ATR] low vowels by adding the diacritic^. Otherwise the 
[-ATR] vowels have distinct symbols from their [+ATR] counterparts, as dis
cussed in chapter 1. 

Besides vowel harmony, as in Akan, distributional facts from certain lan
guages such as English argue for [ATR] as the distinguishing factor between 
such pairs of vowels as / and i, e and e. Monosyllabic words of major lexical 
categories in English (nouns, verbs, and adjectives) may contain [+ATR] or 
[-ATR] vowels, but, if the vowel is [-ATR], the vowel must be followed by a 
consonant, as in (13). (In addition, the [-low, +ATR] vowels are diphthon
gized.) 

(13) beet [biyt] bee [biy] boot [buwt] true [truw] 

bit 

bait 

bet 

bad (NYC) 

bat 

[bit] 

[beyt] 

[bet] 

[baed] 

[baet] 

bay 

yeah 

*[bi] 
[bey] 

*[be] 

[va?] 
*[bae] 

book 

boat 

but 

walk 

lot 

[buk] 

[bowt] 

[tet] 

[wok] 

[tat] 

tow 

law 

*[bu] 

[tow] 

*[te] 

[to] 
*[ta] 

So far we have justified our feature system on the basis of evidence from 
within the language system, what is sometimes called internal or corpus-
internal evidence. Linguists often seek additional evidence from various 
aspects of language use, such as speech errors, poetic language, language 
games, and so forth. This is sometimes called external or corpus-external evi
dence. We consider this in more detail in section 6.7 of chapter 6. One strik
ing piece of external evidence for the vowel features comes from German 
rhyming poetry. As in English, German rhymes require identity of a primary 
stressed vowel and the remainder of the word, so that in English pairs of 
words like lake and take rhyme, as do linger and finger. In German the 
stressed vowels must be identical except that they may differ in the feature 
[round], but in no other respect. That is, they must agree in [high], [low], 
[back], and [ATR]. Consider the rhyming lines in (14). The vowels that rhyme 
are in bold italics, with its phonetic transcription at the end of each line. In 
each case, the rhyming vowels differ only by the feature [round], 

(14) a. Hat sie dich gesch/ckt [i] 
Oder hast mich berwckt [u] 
'has she sent you/or have you deceived me' 
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b. Der Bach, der ist des Mullers Fre«nd [t>y] 
Und hellblau Liebchens Auge sche/nt [ay] 
'the brook that is the miller's friend 
/and light blue the dear one's eye shines' 

c. Lustig in die Welt hinaus 
Gegen Wind und Wetter! [e] 
Will kein Gott auf Erden sein 
Sind wir selber Gutter! [5] 
'gaily out into the world/against wind and weather 
If no god wants to be here on earth/We'll be gods ourselves!' 

The rhyming scheme that requires identity of vowels, except only that [round] 
can be different, is possible only if segments are decomposed into smaller 
units, i.e., features. A simple listing of arbitrary pairs that can be considered 
rhymes would allow many other pairs to be considered rhymes, which does 
not occur, and would totally miss the generalization that the rhyming pairs in 
(14) differ in [round] but in no other feature. 

3.4 Major classes: major class features 

Intuitively, the major division of language sound segments is between conso
nants and vowels. In continuous speech there is a constant rising and falling 
of sonority, with the points of highest sonority identified as syllable peaks, 
separated by periods of lower sonority at the margins of syllables. In fact, we 
want to be able to distinguish a somewhat finer division of major classes of 
segments. In this section we will consider how these major classes of seg
ments are distinguished in terms of features. We presupposed such features in 
section 3.3, where we discussed features of vowels. Vowels are the basic seg
ments that constitute syllable peaks in language utterances. We will use the 
feature [syllabic] to designate these classes. A segment is [+syllabic] if it func
tions as a syllable peak; otherwise, it is [-syllabic]. The glides [y] and [w] are 
nonsyllabic counterparts of the lax high vowels [1] and [u], respectively. 

Although syllable peaks are most often vowels, other segments can have 
this function as well. In English, for example, sonorant consonants (the nasals 
and liquids) can be syllabic, as in the examples of (15), where the vertical tick 
below a segment in the transcription denotes a syllabic consonant. 
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(15) a. button [batn], [bat{n], [ba?n] 

b. bottom [botm], borm] 

c. bottle [bDtl, ], [borl, ] 

d. butter [bati], [ban] 

In some languages, a wider range of consonants can function as [+syllabic] 
segments. In Imdlawn Tashlhiyt Berber (Dell & Elmedlaoui 1985, 1988, 
1989, Prince & Smolensky 1993), any consonant can be a syllable peak, as the 
examples in (16) show.7 

(16) a. ratkti [ratkti] 'she will remember' 

b. txznt [txznt] 'you stored' 

c. bddl [bddl,] 'exchange!' 

In English, syllabic obstruents may be observed in an interjection like pst, 
which may be considered paralinguistic (outside the linguistic system prop
er). 

A second feature distinguishing among major classes of segments is 
[sonorant].8 A [+sonorant] sound is produced with a minimal constriction in 
the vocal tract, such that the air pressure is roughly equal inside and outside 
of the vocal tract. Thus, [+sonorant] includes nasals, liquids, glides, and vow
els. The [-sonorant] sounds are produced with a greater constriction in the 
vocal tract, such that the air pressure is higher inside the vocal tract than out
side. The [-sonorant] sounds are thus the (oral) stops, fricatives, and 
affricates. 

The third major class feature is [consonantal]. A [+consonantal] sound is 
characterized by a radical constriction in the central region of the mouth at any 
point from the upper lip along the roof of the mouth onto the pharynx. SPE (p. 
302) refers to this area as the midsagittal region of the vocal tract.9 Thus, the 
oral obstruents, nasals, and liquids are [+consonantal], while the vowels, non-

This analysis incorporating syllabic obstruents has been challenged, for example by 
Shaw (1995). 
The feature [obstruent] is sometimes encountered. It is defined such that [+sonorant] = 
[-obstruent] and [-sonorant] = [+obstruent]. It would therefore be completely redundant 
to use both. We will use [sonorant] rather than [obstruent] in this book. 
In anatomy the median sagittal plane is a vertical plane dividing the body into a left and 
right half when the body is standing in the anatomical position. It passes approximately 
through the sagittal suture of the skull between the left and right parietal bones. 
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lateral approximants, and glides are [-consonantal].10 By this definition, 
nasals are [+consonantal] since they have an obstruction (equivalent to that of 
a stop) in the mouth, even though the nasal passage is open, and laterals are 
also [+consonantal] by virtue of having an obstruction in the centre of the 
mouth, even if they permit air passage along the side of the tongue. 

The three major class features cross classify, and we would expect eight 
categories to be defined by these features. Some categories are rather rare, 
however. The complete set of possibilities is given in (17). 

(17) Major class features 

syllabic consonantal sonorant 

+ + + syllabic nasals, flaps, and trills 

+ + - syllabic obstruents (pst), 
Berber (15) 

+ - + vowels 

+ - - syllabic [h], [?]" 

- + + nasals, laterals, flaps, and trills 

- + - obstruents 

- - + (oral) glides [y], [w]; approximants 
(except laterals) 

[h],[?] 

3.5 Features of consonants 

As we discussed in chapter 1, consonants are distinguished in terms of three 
parameters: place of articulation, manner of articulation, and voicing. It is per
haps easiest to consider the features for these parameters in the opposite order. 

10 The tap [r] and the trill [r] are thus [+consonantal] while the postalveolar approximant [j] 
that represents the most common r-sound in English is [-consonantal]. 

11 This possibility is included for completeness only. Syllabic laryngeals are apparently 
unattested in any language. 
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3.5.1 Voicing and aspiration 

Voicing in consonants is straightforwardly represented as a feature [±voice]. 
A segment is [+voice] if it involves regular vibration of the vocal folds; oth
erwise it is [-voice]. Voicing is normally contrastive only for obstruents, as [p] 
[-voice] vs [b] [+voice]. Vowels and sonorant consonants are normally 
[+voice], but may occur [-voice] by assimilation. For example, in Chatino, a 
language of Mexico, unstressed vowels are voiceless between voiceless con
sonants (Gleason 1955, 62). 

ti'ye? 

ki'no 

su'wi 

la'?a 

rjgu'ta 

'ki? 

'lime' 

'sandal' 

'clean!' 

'side' 

'seed' 

'fire' 

ti'hi 

ki'su 

su?'wa 

tg?a 

ku'ta 

ki'ta 

'hard' 

'avocado' 

'you send' 

'fiesta' 

'you will give' 

'you will wait' 

Consider a CV syllable, where the consonant is a voiceless stop and the vowel 
is voiced. As discussed in chapter 1, the dividing line between the segments is 
not sharp. One aspect of the pronunciation that can vary is the timing between 
the release of the stop and the beginning of voicing. If the voicing is delayed 
for some time after the release of the stop, the stop is said to be aspirated. If 
the voicing begins at about the same time as the stop release, the stop is 
nonaspirated. SPE suggests the feature [heightened subglottal pressure] 
(abbreviated [HSP]) to express this distinction. This difference is allophonic 
in English, but distinctive in Hindi, as we saw in chapter 2. Voicing and aspi
ration cross classify in Hindi, Gujarati, and other languages, although the 
sounds classified as [+voice, +HSP] are phonetically rather different, as dis
cussed in chapter 1, section 1.1.1.3. Thus these languages have sounds that 
can be transcribed [b, bh, p, ph]. The symbol [bh] can also be expressed as [b]. 
as we did in (24) of chapter 1. Halle & Stevens (1971) have proposed a set of 
features to account for these glottal states, as well as other features such as 
tone. Their feature system is given in (19). In this table, the symbol [p*] rep
resents a moderately aspirated stop, found in Korean, as opposed to the fully 
aspirated stop [ph]. The symbol [?] represents a voiced glottal stop, apparent
ly attested in Jingpho.12 The symbol [bi] represents a lax voiceless stop, as in 

The symbol [?] in IPA is used for an epiglottal stop (Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996). 
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Danish. The symbol [?b] represents a preglottalized [b], though Halle & 
Stevens provide no examples of this sound. Although this feature set repre
sents a greater range of contrasts than is possible with the features [voice] and 
[HSP], for the purposes of this book, the latter features are usually sufficient. 

3.5.2 Manner of articulation 

The major distinction among obstruents is between stops and fricatives. The 
feature [continuant] makes this distinction: stops are [-continuant] while 
fricatives are [+continuant]. This much is fairly clear. The application of this 
feature to other classes of sounds is somewhat controversial. We will adopt the 
definition that a [+continuant] sound is produced with an opening in the oral 
tract allowing airflow to pass through the mouth. Thus the [+continuant] 
sounds are the fricatives, liquids, glides, and vowels. In contrast, a [-continu
ant] sound is produced with a complete closure of the oral tract, resulting 
either in complete interruption in the airflow (oral stops) or redirecting the air
flow through the nose (nasal consonants). Thus the nasal consonants are clas
sified along with the oral stops as [-continuant]. Affricates are also classified 
as [-continuant] since they involve a complete interruption in the airflow for 
the initial period of their articulation. 

Classifying the liquids as [+continuant] causes some problems with the 
trilled and tapped varieties of/r/ and with the lateral [1]. The trills involve an 
intermittent closure of the oral vocal tract which resembles a stop articulation; 
the taps involve a single such closure. However, the closure in the trill and tap 
is not produced by the deliberate gesture that characterizes a stop articulation. 
Rather, the trill and the tap result from a ballistic movement of the tongue that 
is essentially the same as that which produces voicing in the vocal folds—the 
Bernoulli effect. Consequently the trills and taps are normally considered 
[+continuant]. SPE (p. 318) suggests that the feature [HSP], the same feature 
responsible for aspiration, is also the feature that distinguishes trills from taps: 
trilled [r] is [+HSP] while the tap [r] is [-HSP]. 

The lateral [1] is produced by a radical constriction in the midsagittal 
region of the vocal tract, thus making it [+consonantal], but allowing air to 
escape along the sides of the tongue, thus making it [+continuant] according 
to our definition. This is reasonable in view of the existence of the lateral 
fricatives [I] (voiceless) and [h;] (voiced); these are [-sonorant] as distin
guished from [1], which is [+sonorant]. Chipewyan provides an example of 
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(19) 

obstruents 

glides 

vowels 

spread 
glottis 
constricted 
glottis 
stiff vocal 
folds 
slack vocal 
folds 

1 

bl 

w, y 

V 
(mid 
tone) 

-

-

-

-

2 

b 

(low 
tone) 

-

-

-

+ 

Distinctive features for glottal state 

3 

P 

(high 
tone) 

-

-

+ 

-

4 

P* 

voiceless 
vowels 
a 

+ 

-

-

-

5 

bh = b 

fi 

breathy 
vowels 
q 

+ 

-

-

+ 

6 

Ph 

h , w , y 

+ 

-

+ 

-

7 

6 

-

+ 

-

-

8 

7b 

? 

creaky 
voice1 

vowels 
Q 

-

+ 

-

+ 

9 

P' 

?,?w, 

glot
talized 
vowels 
a? 

-

+ 

+ 

lateral affricates, which are [-continuant], as opposed to lateral fricatives 
[+continuant] (SPE, 317; Li 1946), as in (19), where the columns are voice
less, voiced, and voiceless glottalized representatives of the categories listed 
to the right. 

(20) voiceless 

t 

s 

c 

1 

tT 

voiced 

d 
V 

Z 

J 
1 

( $ 

voiceless 
glottalized 
t' 

c' 

8* 

alveolar stops 

postalveolar fricatives 

postalveolar affricates 

sonorant laterals 

lateral affricates 

The nonlateral affricates [c, J, ts, fiz] can then also be considered [-continu
ant], being differentiated from the corresponding stops with [strident]: the 
stops are [-strident] while the affricates are [+strident]. Sounds which are 
[+srrident] are acoustically noisy and are produced by directing the airstream 
in a complex path rather than a direct path, which characterizes [-strident] 
sounds. We will also use [strident] to distinguish between certain points of 
articulation in section 3.5.3, where we will see that we need to distinguish 
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between [+strident] and [-strident] affricates in Chipewyan, so that [strident] 
cannot be the only feature distinguishing between stops and affricates. We will 
therefore require a feature [delayed release] to differentiate between stops 
[-delayed release] and affricates [+delayed release]. The lateral affricates are 
[+strident] (cf. Ladefoged 1971, 106). 

Other features for consonant manner of articulation are [nasal] and [later
al]. A sound is [+nasal] if the velum is lowered to allow airflow through the 
nose, otherwise it is [-nasal]. A sound is [+lateral] if the sides of the tongue 
are lowered to allow airflow along the molar teeth, otherwise it is [-lateral]. 
The sounds [r] and [1] are minimally distinguished by the feature [lateral]. The 
feature [nasal] distinguishes vowels too. French distinguishes the nasal vowel 
[e] in vin 'wine' from the oral vowel [e] in vais '(I) go.' 

3.5.3 Place of articulation 

The 1986 revision of the IPA allows for eleven points of articulation, or 
twelve, if the prepalatals (alveolo-palatals) are reintroduced from earlier ver
sions. But it is by no means necessary or desirable to consider this simply as 
a continuum, as suggested by Ladefoged (1971,43). The points of articulation 
fall into clear groups determined by the articulators involved. For example, 
both bilabial and labiodental articulations involve the lower lip while the den
tal, alveolar, postalveolar, retroflex, and prepalatal articulations all involve the 
blade of the tongue. There are clear acoustic discontinuities as well. In pass
ing from the alveolar [s] to the postalveolar [s], no matter how gradually, there 
is a clear point at which the sound appears to have a lower pitch, the result of 
adding acoustic energy in the region of the third formant, which is present in 
[s] but absent in [s], as discussed in section 1.2 of chapter 1. All this suggests 
that we should pursue the use of binary features in differentiating places of 
articulation. The acoustic differentiation between [s] and [s] is the basis of the 
feature [anterior]. A sound is [+anterior] if its articulation is forward of the 
dividing line between [s] and [s] (i.e, the bilabials, labiodentals, dentals, and 
alveolars), otherwise it is [-anterior]. A second binary division that cross clas
sifies with [anterior] is suggested by the articulators involved. The feature 
[+coronal] distinguishes sounds produced by raising the blade of the tongue; 
all other sounds are [-coronal]. As expected, these two binary features divide 
the points of articulation into four regions, as in (21). 
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(21) Bilabial dental Postalveolar Palatal and beyond 
labiodental alveolar retroflex 

prepalatal 
(Polish) 

anterior + + - -
coronal - + + -

These four distinctions are adequate for a description of the English stops and 
affricates, as shown in (22). 

(22) [p] [t] [c] [k] 
anterior + + - -
coronal - + + -

We do not need to make a systematic distinction between bilabials and labio
dentals in English. There are bilabial stops [p] and [b] but no labiodental stops 
(and in fact there are no recognized phonetic symbols for the latter). In 
English there are labiodental fricatives [f] and [v] but no bilabial fricatives [$] 
and [£}]. Here there are symbols available for the distinction, and indeed this 
distinction is made in Ewe, as in (23) (Ladefoged 1971, 38). 

(23) efie 'Ewe language' eve 'two' 

e$d 'he polished' efti 'he was cold' 

ejilo 'mushroom' evlo 'he is evil' 

e$le 'he bought' efle 'he split off 

We use [strident] to distinguish these classes of fricatives, the feature we used 
for certain affricates. The acoustic noise which characterizes [+strident] 
sounds is produced by directing the airstream in a complex path. In a labio
dental fricative, for example, the airstream is obstructed by the incisor teeth, 
and is forced to angle downward before it can exit the mouth via the lips, thus 
executing a complex path and producing considerable noise. A bilabial frica
tive, on the other hand, allows a simple, straight path through the lips. 
Similarly, [strident] distinguishes interdental from dental and alveolar frica
tives, for example, in English (24). 

(24) thin [0in] sin [sin] 
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Since the airstream is direct in [6], this sound is [-strident]. In [s], the tongue 
directs the airstream against the alveolar ridge. From there it must angle 
downward before exiting through the incisor teeth. Similarly, [+strident] char
acterizes the postalveolar [s] and the uvular [%] while the palatal fricative [9] 
and the velar [x] are [-strident], though other features differ in these cases. 
Stridency also distinguishes some liquids: Czech has a strident r-sound, ortho-
graphically r, phonetically [r],13 as in fada 'row' vs rada 'council.' The con
trast of a strident and nonstrident lateral occurs in Bura and Margi, two lan
guages of Africa (Ladefoged 1964). Oral stops and all sonorants are [-stri
dent]. Most affricates are [+strident]; however, Chipewyan has a contrast 
between a nonstrident interdental affricate in ide 'stone' vs isd 'beaver' (SPE, 
p. 329). This implies that we need an additional feature to distinguish 
affricates from stops. SPE suggests [delayed release]: affricates are [+delayed 
release], all other segments are [-delayed release]. 

In order to make further distinctions in the [-anterior, -coronal] region, we 
appeal to the features we first established for vowels [high], [low], and [back]. 
We noted in chapter 1 that the prepalatal, palatal, and velar sounds are pro
duced by an elevation of the body of the tongue, and in fact that these conso
nant articulations have some similarity to the high vowels [i] and [u]. We 
therefore regard these articulations as [+high]. In addition, the prepalatals and 
palatals are [-back], while the velars are [+back]. Some support for this analy
sis comes from assimilations. In many languages, velars become palatals in 
the environment of front vowels, as in the examples of exercise 2.15 of chap
ter 2 from Lumasaaba (Brown 1972). Uvulars and pharyngeals are also 
[+back] but differ from velars in being [-high]. In exercise 2.6 of chapter 2 we 
saw examples from Greenlandic Eskimo in which high vowels have mid allo-
phones adjacent to uvular consonants, which can be seen as an assimilation in 
the feature [-high]. Pharyngeals are [+low], differing in this feature from uvu
lars. The complete feature specifications for points of articulation are given in 
(25). The shaded cells are not specified for basic points of articulation, but are 
reserved for secondary articulations, discussed in section 3.6. Where + 
appears under [strident] in this chart, it applies to fricatives and affricates 
only. Stops, nasals, trills, flaps, and approximants are [-strident] at all points 
of articulation. Note also that there are two dental rows. The first is for inter-
dentals and includes the [-strident] [6]; the second is for regular dentals and 

13 This symbol has been eliminated from the current IPA chart. The sound is that of a trilled 
[r] with simultaneous [z]. 
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includes the [+strident] [s]. Except for these sounds (and their voiced coun
terparts), interdentals and dentals are not distinguished.14 

(25) 
Bilabial 
Labiodental 
(nonstrident) 
(inter-)dental 
(strident) Dental 
Alveolar 
Postalveolar 
Retroflex 
Prepalatal 
Palatal 
Velar 
Uvular 
Pharyngeal 
Glottal 

o 
f 
e 

s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
9 
X 

X 
h 
h 

ant 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
-
-
-
-
-
-

cor 
-
-

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
-
-
-

stri 
-
+ 
— 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
-
-

+ 

dist 
+ 
-

+ 

+ 
-
-
-

+ 
+ 
-
-

high 

l|ill|I 

+ 
-

+ 
+ 
+ 
-

low 

isiiili 

ililtif 
-
-
— 
-
— 
— 
+ 

back 

illllll^Mfft! 

Ijjiljlllll 
— 

-

~~ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

round 

^^^^s^yii 

liUS 

| j g | j | | | | 

Distinctive features for points of articulation 

The column labelled [dist] refers to the feature [distributed], defined as follows in SPE: 
"Distributed sounds are produced with a constriction that extends for a considerable dis
tance along the direction of the air flow; nondistributed sounds are produced with a con
striction that extends only for a short distance in this direction" (Chomsky & Halle 1968, 
312). While we include it here for completeness, this feature is only responsible for the 
distinctions between the dental and alveolar points of articulation, and for the distinction 
between the postalveolar and prepalatal and points of articulation, will not be used else
where in this book. 
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In section 3.3 we mentioned German rhymes as a source of external evi
dence for our feature analysis. Another form of external evidence is speech 
errors. While many speech errors involve transposition of entire segments, 
others involve subsegmental elements, i.e., features. The sample in (26) is 
illustrative. The intended utterance is given to the left of the arrow, the erro
neous utterance is given to the right of the arrow, and the right column indi
cates the nature of the change in terms of features. 

(26) spell mother —> smell ['baSr] 
bang the nail —> mang.. .mail 

clear Mue sky —> glear plue 
big and fat —> pig.. .vat 
scatterferain —> spattergrain 

spaghetti —> skabetti 
pedestrian —> tebestrian 
call the girl —> gall the curl 
documentation —> documendation 

reversal of [nasal] 
anticipation of [nasal], 
persistence of labial (noncoronal) 
reversal of [voice] 
reversal of [voice] 
reversal of [anterior], 
maintenance of [voice] 
reversal of [anterior] 
reversal of [coronal] 
reversal of [voice] 
voicing assimilation 

3.6 Secondary articulation of consonants 

Because the various articulators we have been considering are relatively inde
pendent of each other, there are segments in which more than one articulator 
play a role in their production. This is evident in vowels such as [u] and [ii], 
where the lips and the tongue body both participate in the production of the 
sound. When one or more vowel features are superimposed on a consonant 
articulation, we speak of a secondary articulation of the consonant. Common 
types of secondary articulation are palatalization, velarization, labialization, 
and pharyngealization. The table in (27) gives the symbols and feature speci
fications for these, illustrated with the alveolar [t]. 

(27) 

palatalized 

velarized 

labialized 

pharyngealized 

t* 
tY 

tw 

t* 

high 

+ 

r + 
+ 

-

low 

-

— 

-

+ 

back 

-

+ 

+ 

+ 

round 

-

-

+ 

-
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The superimposed tilde [~] is used to represent a velarized or pharyngealized 
articulation, where these are not distinguished, as in [4]. 

3.7 Features for suprasegmentals 

As we pointed out in section 1.1.3 of chapter 1, suprasegmentals refer to pho
netic features outside the linear sequence of segments. For this reason, these 
properties of utterances are difficult to represent as part of feature matrices of 
individual segments. Nevertheless, it is common to codify things like stress, 
length, and tone as segmental properties. Stress can be considered a feature 
[±stress] on vowels, although it is more properly considered a property of a 
syllable in relation to neighbouring syllables. This will be explored when we 
develop syllable structure in section 7.2.1 of chapter 7 and metrical structure 
in section 7.2.2 of chapter 7. Tone has a certain tendency to act rather inde
pendently of the segments that make up an utterance. For example, a tone may 
remain when the segment it is associated with is deleted, being subsequently 
linked up to some other segment, or a tone may spread to join up to a number 
of segments or syllables in an utterance. We will explore this when we discuss 
autosegmental phonology in section 7.1 of chapter 7. Meanwhile, the glottal 
features in (19) may be used on vowels to indicate tone, e.g., [+slack (vocal 
folds)] for high tone and [+stiff (vocal folds)] for low tone. For length we will 
use the feature [±long] until we explore the concept of mora in section 7.2.1 
of chapter 7. 

3.8 Redundancy and implications 

As we mentioned in section 3.2, in connection with Turkish vowels, not all 
feature specifications are contrastive in a given language. In Turkish, the fea
ture [low] does not serve to contrast any pair of vowels, although the vowel 
[a] in Turkish is phonetically [+low] while the other Turkish vowels are 
[-low]. In this section we consider some ways of determining the redundant 
feature specifications for some classes of segments in different languages, 
anticipating more extensive discussion of this question in section 7.3 of chap
ter 7. For reasons that will become clear as we proceed, we will start with a 
simpler vowel system, that of Spanish, and return to the Turkish example at 
the end of this section. 

We give a fully specified matrix for the Spanish vowels in (28). 
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1 

high + 
low -
back -
round -
ATR + 

e 
-
— 
— 

— 
+ 

a 
-

+ 
+ 
-
— 

o 
-

-
+ 
+ 
+ 

u 
+ 
— 
+ 
+ 
+ 

Schane & Bendixen (1978) suggest the following procedure for extracting 
the redundancies from such a matrix. Starting with the top row of feature 
specifications, determine if any value of that feature is always associated with 
the same value for some feature in the second row. That value in the other row 
is then redundant, which is indicated by circling that value. Continue by 
checking to see if some value in the first row is consistently associated with 
the same value in the third row, and so on, until all the predictions from the 
first row to later rows are discovered. For (28), we observe that [+high] in the 
first row is always associated with [-low] in the second row, so that we can 
circle the value [-low] for the vowels i and u. This is an expected result, since 
we have observed that the the redundancy relation in (29) is universally 
observed, due to the nature of these features. We give the required redundan
cy rule in (29). We prefix R: to a redundancy rule to indicate its status and as 
a reminder that redundancy rules can fill in blank feature specifications but 
cannot change previously specified features. 

(29) R: [+high] -> [-low] 

In addition, we see that [+high] vowels in (28) are always [+ATR]. This 
allows us to state the further redundancy rule (30a), which can be combined 
with (29) to give (30b). 

(30) a. R: [+high] -> [+ATR] 

b. R: [+high] -> [+£jR] 

The feature values that are circled by this procedure are redundant, and can be 
omitted. The interpretation of (30b) is that such redundant values can be 
recovered by applying the rule. That is, if all the circled feature values in (34) 
were omitted, they could be replaced by applying the redundancy rules (30b), 
(31), (32), (33) and (34). 

We cannot make any other redundancies on the basis of the first row of 
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features in (28). The feature [+high] is associated with both [+back] and 
[-back] and with both [+round] and [-round]. Likewise, [-high] is associated 
with both [+low] and [-low], with both [+back] and [-back], and with both 
[+round] and [-round]. 

We then proceed to the second row to see if any features on the lower rows 
can be predicted from the values found there. Indeed, we find that the value 
[+low] is associated with [+back, -round, -ATR] (since there is only one low 
vowel in the system), but that [-low] is associated with both values of [back] 
and [round]. This allows the implication in (31). 

(31) R:[+low]-> 
+back" 
-round 
-ATR. 

We can then look for implications from [back] to [round] and [ATR], and we 
find (32). 

t-round! 
+ATRJ 

Finally, we can look for predictions from [round] to [ATR], and we find (33). 

(33) R: [+round] -> [+ATR] 

At this point we notice that all values of [ATR] have been circled, that is, all 
values of [ATR] are redundant in this system. 

This is all the implications we can find by working from higher rows to 
lower ones. If we now reverse the procedure and work from lower rows to 
higher ones, we can extract the further redundancies in (34).15 In applying this 
procedure, it is essential not to use feature values that have been declared 
redundant to predict any other feature values. For example, since all values of 
[ATR] are redundant, it is not possible to use any value of [ATR] to predict 
any other feature value. 

15 The redundancy rules (34b, c) can be collapsed as in (i), using the curly braces notation 
introduced in section 4.9.1 of chapter 4. 

« * { S I -I-*"' 
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(34) a. R: [+round] -> [+back] 
b. R: [-back] -> [-low] 
c. R: [+round] —> [-low] 
d. R: [+low] -» [-high] 

In fact, the redundancies in (34) can be derived from the redundancies in 
(29), (31), and (32) by a simple logical procedure, which consists of inter
changing the features and their values on each side of the arrow. For example, 
(29) says that [+high] vowels are [-low]. Reversing the features puts [low] on 
the left and [high] on the right of the arrow, and reversing their values puts 
[+low] on the left of (34d) where we had [-low] on the right of (29) and puts 
[-high] on the right of (34d) where we had [+high] on the left of (29). To see 
why this works, consider (29) again. It says that a [+high] vowel is necessar
ily [-low]. Now consider a [+low] vowel: what can we say about its value for 
[high]? It cannot be [+high], because (28) requires that [+high] vowels be 
[-low], which is a contradiction. Therefore it can only be [-high]. In this case 
we are dealing with two universal implications, (29) and (34d), but the same 
logic applies, for instance in relating (32) to (34a), where the implication is 
not universal. In the case of (31), where a single feature (here [+low]) implies 
the presence of two features (here [+back, -round]), the reversed rule (31b) 
allows either reversed value (i.e., [-back] or [+round]) to imply the reversal 
of [low], that is, [-low]. This can also be seen if (31) is broken into its two 
components, as in (32). Reversing the first two of these gives (33), which is 
equivalent to (34b, c). (Recall that we cannot use the reverse of (35c), i.e. 
[+ATR] —> [-low], since [ATR] is redundant everywhere, even though this 
implication is true of the matrix in (37), for other reasons.) 

(35) a. R: [+low] -> [+back] 
b. R: [+low] -> [-round] 
c. R: [+low] -> [-ATR] 

(36) a. R: [-back] -> [-low] 
b. R: [+round] -> [-low] 

We can now give the matrix for the Spanish vowels again, in (37), this time 
with the redundant feature values circled. Some circled values may be derived 
from more than one implication, but are circled only once. 
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1 

high + 
low 0 
back -
round © 
ATR © 

e 
-

0 
-

0 
© 

a 

© 
+ 

© 
0 
0 

o 
-

0 
© 
+ 

© 

u 
+ 

0 
© 
+ 

© 
This procedure can be applied to any feature matrix, but it may not always 
yield the expected results. If we try it on a matrix of the eight vowels of 
Turkish, specified in terms of [high], [back], and [round], we will discover 
that there are no redundancies to be extracted. However, if we try it on a 
matrix of Turkish vowels that also includes [low], we will generate a matrix 
in which [+low] is distinctive for a, but the other features are redundant for 
that vowel, as shown in (38). Thus the procedure extracts the maximum 
amount of redundancy, but fails to reveal that [low] can be considered redun
dant in Turkish. 

u 
high + 

low 0 
back + 
round + 
ATR © 

i 

+ 

0 
+ 
— 

© 

u 
+ 

0 
-
+ 

© 

l 

+ 

0 
-

-

© 

0 

-

0 
+ 
+ 

© 

a 

0 
+ 

© 
0 
0 

0 

-

0 
— 
+ 

© 

e 
-

0 
— 
— 

© 
In general, it is better to find the minimum set of features required to distin
guish the segments in a given system. In (38) we can clearly eliminate the 
ATR row as redundant. The low row also appears nearly redundant, suggest
ing that it may be possible to eliminate it also. We can observe that the sole 
uncircled value in this row, the plus value for [a], is not paired minimally with 
a minus value in the rest of the row; that is, [a] is distinct from every other 
segment in the system in at least one of the features [high], [back], or [round]. 
Constructing a matrix in terms of these three features indeed permits us to dis
tinguish all the vowels of Turkish, as in (4). Since there are eight vowels, and 
they are distributed symmetrically, it is possible to make all the necessary dis
tinctions with three features, since IP - 8. For any set of m segments, we need 
at least n features such that 2n > m. If the distribution is less symmetrical than 
the Turkish case, we may need more features than the theoretical minimum. 

In some cases we can determine such a minimum set of features by using 
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the method described in this section. For example, Yawelmani has the under
lying vowel phonemes in (39), as we will demonstrate in detail in section 5.6 
of chapter 5. 

(39) I 

a 
u 
o 

If we set up a distinctive feature matrix for these vowels, we get the arrange
ment in (40). 

(40) 1 

high + 
low -
back -
round -
ATR + 

a 
-

+ 
+ 
— 
— 

0 

-
— 

+ 
+ 
+ 

u 
+ 
— 

+ 
+ 
+ 

Applying the method above yields the circled redundancies in (41) along with 
the redundancy rules in (42). 

1 

high © 
low 0 
back -
round 0 
ATR © 

a 
0 
+ 

© 
0 
0 

0 

-

0 
© 
+ 

© 

u 
+ 

0 
© 
+ 

© 

(42) [+high] -> [ J ^ j j 

[-high] -> [+back] 
- -high 
+back 

[+low]-> -round 
.-ATR J 

[-low] -» [+ATR] 
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[-back] —> 

[+round] —> 

+high" 
-low 

-round 
+ATR. 

+ATR-
+back 
. -low. 

This shows that [ATR] is completely redundant in Yawelmani, but at least 
one value is specified for each of the four other features. However, we should
n't need four features to distinguish four vowels; ideally we should be able to 
distinguish four vowels with only two features. Inspection of (40) reveals that 
the features [high] and [round] are all that are needed to distinguish these four 
vowels, as shown in (43). This is the minimal set of features needed for the 
underlying vowels of Yawelmani. Note that no other pair of features serves to 
distinguish all four vowels. Since Yawelmani phonetically has [e] in addition 
to these four vowels, the feature [low] is needed in addition for the phonetic 
distinctions of the language. 

(43) l 

high + 
round -

a 

+ 

u 
+ 
+ 

In section 7.3 of chapter 7 we will explore another, more revealing way of 
extracting redundancies that takes the language system into account. 

When we come to writing rules in terms of distinctive features in chapter 
4, we will need to be able to determine the minimum set of features required 
to select the class of segments that undergo the rule. We will need to be able 
to give a matrix that characterizes just this class in terms of the system of the 
individual language. The redundancy inherent in each phonological system 
allows us to simplify phonological rules by not specifying features that are 
redundant in that system. 
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3.9 Exercises 

3.1 Which segment is not: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

[+coronal] 

[-back] 

[+sonorant] 

[+strident] 

[-round] 

[-anterior] 

[+low] 

[-high] 

[+continuant] 

[-ATR] 

[+consonantal] 

[-syllabic] 

s 

i 

a 

0 

A 

9 
D 

e 

rj 

a 

n 

w 

n 

a 

a 

z 

t* 

d 

1 

X 
i 

V 

y 

g 

X 
V 

s 
1 
V 

s 
k 

g 

a 

h 

s 

e 

1 

n 

t' 

7 

w 

c 

u 

d 

t? 

Py 

1 

i 

t 

1 
i 

J 
6 

z 

V 

i 

? 

e 

a 

r 

D 

r 

r 

3.2 What distinctive feature differentiates the sounds in each of the fol
lowing pairs? State which member of the pair has the + value. Ignore 
[distributed]. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

u 

b 

k 

i 
u 

z 

e 

A 

k 

a 

e 
l 

u 

d 

c 

z 

5 

z 

ae 

e 

X 

0 

5 

r (Continued) 
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13. N rj 

14. i y 

15. ts t§ 

3.3. For each segment, if you change the value of the feature indicated, 
what new segment will be derived? 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

q 

i 

A 

d 

6 

ae 

ii 

* 

Y 

ty 

[back] 

[back] 

[high] 

[coronal] 

[back] 

[low] 

[round] 

[strident] 

[voice] 

[high] 

3.4. A natural class is a class of related segments such that the class as a 
whole is defined by a smaller number of features than is required to 
define any single member of the class. Phonological rules typically 
affect such a class of segments and are triggered by environments 
defined as such a class. 

Consider the following array of consonants and vowels. Assume 
that these are the only sounds you need to consider. 

Vowels 

i ii i u 
e 6 A o 

ae (E a D 

(Continued) 
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Consonants 
r 
1 

m n ji rj 
b d j g 
p t c k 7 
ph th c h k h 

f 0 s s x 

Below are listed some classes of sounds from this array. Characterize 
each class in terms of distinctive features, using the minimal specifica
tion necessary for each class. Treat vowels and consonants separately. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

{i} 

{U} 
{i, ii, i, u} 

{i, ii, e, 6} 

{A, o, a, D} 

{ii, 6, u, o} 

{e,A} 

{<E, D} 

{u,u} 

fot} 
{p, t, c, k} 

{p, t, c, k, ?} 

{d} 

{J, c, ch} 

{k, g, kh, x} 

{th, ch} 

{e,s} 
{s, s} 

(P>r)} 

{n, 1, r} 

{l,r} 
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3.5. Consider the first row of the vowel chart from exercise 3.4: 

0* i u 

Three different classes of segments have been enclosed in boxes. What 
is the relationship between the number of features needed to charac
terize a natural class and the number of segments in that class? 

3.6 Determine the redundant features in the following distinctive feature 
matrices. 

a. Hungarian fricatives 

[ant] 
[cor] 
[voice] 

f 
+ 
-

-

V 

+ 
-

+ 

s 
+ 
+ 
-

z 
+ 
+ 
+ 

s 
-

+ 
-

z 
-

+ 
+ 

b. English fricatives 

[strid] 
[ant] 
[cor] 
[voice] 

f 
+ 
+ 
-

-

V 

+ 
+ 
-

+ 

e 
-

+ 
+ 
-

a 
-

+ 
+ 
+ 

s 
+ 
+ 
+ 
-

z 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

s 
+ 
-
+ 
-

V 

z 
+ 
-
+ 
+ 

German fricatives and affricates 

[cont] 
[delrel] 
[ant] 
[cor] 
[strid] 
[voice] 

f 
+ 

+ 
-
+ 
-

v 
+ 

+ 
-

+ 
+ 

s 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
-

z 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

s 
+ 

-

+ 
+ 
-

z 
+ 

-

+ 
+ 
+ 

x 
+ 

-

-

-

-

pf 
-
+ 
+ 
-

+ 
-

ts 
-
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
-

(Continued) 
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Estonian vowels (Oinas 1968) 

[high] 
[low] 
[back] 
[round] 
[ATR] 

1 

+ 
-

-
+ 

£ 

-

— 

-

— 

ae 
-

+ 

-

-

u 
+ 
-

+ 
+ 

0 

-

-

+ 
-

a 
-
-
+ 
-

-

a 
-
-
+ 
-

-

u 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

0 

-
-
+ 
+ 
— 

3.7 What is the minimum set of feature specifications required for each of 
the following systems? Draw a feature matrix for each. 

a. Yoruba vowels (Archangeli & Pulleyblank 1989) 

i u 
e o 
e o 

a 

b. Latvian underlying vowels (Budina-Lazdina 1966) 

i u 
x a 

c. Samoan consonants (Marsack 1962) 

P t 
f s 
v 
m n rj 

1 

d. Spanish obstruents (European) 

P t k 
b d g 
f e s x 





Alternations 

4.1 Alternations as phonology 

In chapter 2 we observed how phonological rules can determine the phonetic 
shape of phonemes. For example, in Farsi, the phoneme Ixl appears as [r], [r], 
or [r], depending on the phonological environment in which it is found (see 
12 of chapter 2). These allophones of Farsi Ixl do not contrast with each other, 
since no two of them ever appear in the same phonological environment. But 
phonological rules are more general, in that they can determine the distribu
tion of sounds that in other contexts may contrast. For example, in Latin, long 
and short vowels ordinarily contrast (see 44 of chapter 2). But in the context 
before ns and nf, short vowels do not appear: vowels must be long in this posi
tion. This generalization can be expressed as a phonological rule just as the 
distribution of the Farsi allophones of Ixl can be. In the case of Latin long and 
short vowels, the rule has an effect on the phonological shape of morphemes. 
In the case we discussed in chapter 2, the negative prefix in- has a long vowel 
when it is attached to stems beginning with s oxf, as in imsamus and i:nfe:liks, 
while it has a short vowel when attached to other stems, as in inhu:ma:nus and 
inimhkus. Because this rule results in alternations of an otherwise contrastive 
feature and affects the phonemic shape of morphemes, phonemic theory 
assigned this study to a separate area of the grammar called morphophone
mics. 

In generative phonology there is no distinction between these two types of 
rules. As we saw in section 2.8 of chapter 2, this distinction is somewhat arti
ficial and makes it impossible to capture certain kinds of generalizations. For 
example, the vowel-length alternation observed in the Latin in- prefix is by no 
means a property of this particular morpheme: It arises wherever the appro
priate combination of sounds appears: it is phonological, not morphological. 
For example, the prefix kon- shows the same behaviour, and similar alterna
tions appear within morphemes, as shown in (1). 

4 
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(1) kondo: 'I found' ko:nsue:wit 'he got used to' 

konkino: 'I sing in chorus' komfe:kit 'he accomplished' 

fontis 'fountain (genitive)' foms 'fountain (nominative)' 

The purpose of this chapter is to develop the role of phonological rules in 
accounting for alternations of various types. 

4.2 Morphology 

Morphology is the study of the internal structure of words. It is concerned 
with the ways in which morphemes combine to form words, how separate 
morphemes contribute to the meaning of the word as a whole, and with com
plex morphological processes like infixation and reduplication. All of these 
are interesting topics in themselves, but we will for the most part be concerned 
only with relatively straightforward morpheme combinations. 

In some cases morphology provides more than one item with a particular 
meaning, if the variation is not phonologically predictable. For example, in 
English, nouns normally form their plurals by the addition of a suffix ordi
narily spelled -(e)s, with three phonologically predictable pronunciations, [z], 
[s], and [iz]. The plural of box is boxes. This must be contrasted with the plu
ral of ox, which is oxen. There is no way to predict the plural of ox by purely 
phonological rules; the morphology must provide a special allomorph or sup-
pletive affix for this case, with the phonological shape [in], and the noun ox 
must be given a special marker that says it takes this special allomorph rather 
than the regular allomorph. However, the morphology provides only one 
phonological shape for the regular plural suffix, namely /z/. The morphology 
does not have to provide the three pronunciations of this morpheme [z], [s], 
and [iz], because the phonology specifies which of these forms will be used 
with any regular noun. These phonological variants are known as alternants. 
This is the first principle of phonological alternations, stated in (2). 

(2) Except in cases of suppletion, every morpheme has only one 
phonological form. Any variation in the phonetic shape of a mor
pheme results from the operation of regular phonological rules. 

In some cases, it may be difficult to determine if the variation in the shape of 
a morpheme is suppletive or the result of regular phonology. In this chapter, 
we will deal only with cases of phonological alternation. It may also be diffi-
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cult to determine the phonological shape of the morpheme as it is supplied by 
the morphology, known as the underlying representation. We will develop a 
number of principles for determining this underlying shape as we proceed. 

4.3 Russian devoicing 

In chapter 2, section 2.8.2, we observed that Russian obstruents contrast for 
voicing. However, we also saw there that the voicing of Russian obstruents is 
not contrastive in the position before another obstruent: there the voicing 
assimilates to the voicing of the following obstruent. There is another envi
ronment where voicing is nondistinctive. Consider the data in (3).1 

(3) nom.sg. dat.sg. gloss voiceless initial voiced initial 

'xlep 'xlebu 'bread' po'ka 'while' bo'ka 'sides' 

xo'lop xo'lopu 'bondman' 

'sat 'sadu 'garden' 'torn 'volume' 'dom 'house' 

'tsvet 'tsvetu 'colour' 

'ras 'razu 'time' 'sloy 'layer' 'zloy 'bad' 

'us u'su 'whisker' 

'storos 'storozu 'guard' 'sar 'sphere' 'zar 'heat' 

'dus 'dusu 'shower' 

'rok 'rogu 'horn' 'klup 'club' 'glup 'stupid' 

'rok 'roku 'fate' 

'rak 'raku 'crayfish' 

po'rok po'rogu 'threshold' 

po'rok po'roku 'vice' 

Morphologically, the nouns in the first column consist of a stem with no affix, 
while the nouns in the second column consist of the stem plus the suffix -u, 
meaning 'dative singular.' The forms in the right two columns, which are all 
morphologically simple, are repeated from (52) of chapter 2 (section 2.8.2) to 
demonstrate phonemic contrasts between voiced and voiceless obstruents. 
The position of stress is also shown. Although stress is not relevant to this 

The data in (3) ignore certain vowel alternations, in particular, the reduction of unstressed 
vowels. See exercise 4.7. Based on Kenstowicz & Kisseberth 1979,46ff. 
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problem, it is important in vowel reduction, an aspect of Russian phonology 
that appears in exercise 4.4. 

In some of the cases in (3) we see that there is no change in the shape of 
the stem between the nominative singular and the dative singular. An exam
ple is xo'lop, 'bondman,' which has the same form in both columns. In other 
cases, like 'xlep, 'bread,' we observe an alternation. The stem has the form 
xlep in the nominative singular and xleb in the dative singular (disregarding 
stress, which is on the stem syllable in both cases). Should we choose one of 
these two forms as the underlying representation for the morpheme meaning 
'bread,' and if so, which one? Either choice requires a rule to generate the 
other in the appropriate context. Suppose we choose xlep. Then we require a 
rule to turn/? into b, say in the environment between vowels. This is a natural 
enough rule, a kind of lenition, in the terminology introduced in chapter 2, 
section 2.7.3. Such a rule is contradicted by the data, however, in the sense 
that there are instances of/? (and of other voiceless obstruents) between vow
els, as in xo'lopu. Adopting this solution would require some mechanism for 
exempting xo'lopu from the rule, either marking it as an exception or marking 
forms like xlep so that the rule applies only to them. Once we propose a rule, 
we have to test it on all the data, that is, on all the forms that it could apply to, 
not just to those forms where it appears actually to have applied. This is the 
only way to ensure that the rules are perfectly general. 

The other possible choice for the underlying representation for 'bread' is 
xleb. This choice of underlying representation requires a rule that converts b 
to/? in word final position, afortition, as discussed in section 2.7.4 of chapter 
2. An examination of all the data reveals that this rule is not contradicted: 
there are no examples of word-final voiced consonants in these data.2 There 
is also pattern congruity, since the rule applies to all obstruents in Russian, not 
just b. Using distinctive features to represent classes of sounds, as we devel
oped in chapter 3, we can express the required rule as in (4). 

(4) Final Devoicing (Russian) 
[-sonorant] —> [-voice] / # 

This rule says that any segment that bears the feature [-sonorant] that appears 
in word-final position acquires the feature [-voice] (overriding an existing 

As discussed in section 2.8.2, word-final voiced obstruents appear in assimilation to an 
immediately following voiced obstruent. This additional rule does not destroy the gener
ality of word-final devoicing in Russian. 
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[+voice] specification, if any). Notice that we do not have to specify this 
change as affecting only [+voice] obstruents. It does no harm to state it in such 
a way that it applies to all obstruents, and this simplifies the rule by one fea
ture. The application of a rule when it provides a feature already present in its 
input (for example in xo'lop) is termed vacuous application.3 Any form in 
Russian that includes an obstruent in word-final position is said to meet the 
structural description of rule (4). We will develop this idea more carefully in 
section 4.5. We can now state some principles governing the choice of under
lying representations and rules required to convert them into phonetic forms. 
We give these in (5). Some of these will be elaborated on further in chapter 6. 

(5) Criteria of phonological analysis 

a. Criterion of predictability: Underlying phonological represen
tations are chosen in such a way as to maximize predictability 
of phonetic forms on phonological grounds. 

b. Criterion of naturalness: Phonological representations are stat
ed in terms of phonetic features. They differ from phonetic rep
resentations only to the extent that there is justification for a 
more abstract representation. Unless some phonological rule 
intervenes, underlying representations are preserved phoneti
cally. Underlying representations are chosen in such a way that 
the rules required to produce phonetic forms are maximally 
natural. 

c. Criterion of simplicity: Underlying phonological representa
tions and phonological rules are chosen so that the overall 
grammar is maximally simple. 

d. Preference of phonological solutions: phonological solutions 
are preferred to morphological solutions (e.g., arbitrary lexical 
markings or suppletion), other things being equal.4 

See section 4.7 for another example of vacuous application. 
An example of a morphological solution is the plural oxen of English ox. This noun has 
to have an arbitrary lexical marker to state that it requires the suppletive plural suffix -en, 
since there is no phonological reason for this choice (compare the regular plural boxes). 
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Our analysis of Russian devoicing meets the criteria in (5). Phonetic forms are 
predictable by rule (4) if underlying representations are chosen so that alter
nating morphemes have final voiced obstruents while morphemes with invari
ant voiceless obstruents have underlying final voiceless obstruents. The analy
sis is natural, since final devoicing is a natural rule. A rule of intervocalic voic
ing is also natural, but in this case is contradicted by the data. An analysis 
incorporating a rule of intervocalic voicing would require a morphological 
solution, i.e., arbitrary lexical markings of which morphemes undergo the 
rule, or else suppletive forms, both contrary to principle (5d). The solution is 
simple in that a simple rule is all that is required, and no arbitrary lexical 
markings. 

To verify that this solution adheres to the criteria of predictability, natu
ralness, simplicity, and the preference for phonological solutions, we should 
note that the phenomenon of voice alternation in Russian is by no means con
fined to the particular morphological categories exemplified in the data of (3). 
Consider the additional data in (6) (Kenstowicz & Kisseberth 1979, 49). 

nom.sg. 

'riba 

tro'pa 

po'beda 

siro'ta 

gro'za 

'liza 

du'sa 

no'ga 

so'baka 

gen.pl. 

'rip 
'trop 

po'bet 

si'rot 

'gros 

'lis 

'dus 

'nok 

so'bak 

gloss 

'fish' 

'path' 

'victory' 

'orphan' 

'storm' 

'ski' 

'soul' 

'leg' 

'dog' 

The nouns in (6) are feminine, in contrast to the masculine nouns in (3). 
Morphologically, the feminine nouns in (6) have a suffix in the nominative 
singular, namely -a, and no suffix in the genitive plural. Once again, the cri
terion of predictability obliges us to set up underlying representations with a 
stem-final voiced consonants for words that show an alternation in voicing, 
such as 'riba Words whose stem-final consonant is always voiceless, such as 
tro'pa, are lexically represented with underlying voiceless consonants. 

A common error is to try to write phonological rules to change one word 

http://gen.pl
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into another (for example, the nominative singular into the dative singular of 
the words in (3) or the genitive plural into the nominative singular of the 
words in (6). This is incorrect. The function of the phonological rules is to 
specify the pronunciation (phonetic representation) of words whose morpho
logical form is already specified by rules of morphology. We will consider 
some refinements of this idea in section 7.4 of chapter 7, where we discuss the 
interaction of morphology and phonology in terms of lexical phonology. 

4.4 More on phonological rules 

In section 2.6 of chapter 2 we introduced the standard notation for phonolog
ical rules, repeated here as (7). 

(7) A -» B / P Q 

In the light of our introduction of distinctive features in chapter 3, we can now 
be more precise as to the meaning of each part of this rule. A and B must each 
be a single column of distinctive features. A (the input or focus of the rule) 
contains the minimal set of features needed to define the set of segments 
affected by the rule. B (the structural change) contains all and only the fea
tures that change by the operation of the rule.5 P and Q (the environment) are 
also matrices of distinctive features, but these may contain more than one col
umn, and may contain boundary symbols and other abbreviatory conventions. 
Another way of writing the schema of (7) is shown in (8). It is sometimes eas
ier to see that a form meets the structural description of a rule if written in the 
format of (8) rather than of (7). 

(8) P A Q 
i 
B 

It is sometimes possible to omit features from the structural change if they are redundant 
concomitant changes of the change indicated. For example, if a rule specifies that a seg
ment changes to become [+sonorant], it should not be necessary to specify that it 
becomes [+voice] also, since sonorants are normally voiced. It is not always easy to 
decide which concomitant changes are redundant in a given situation, and a full discus
sion must await our introduction of underspecification theory in section 7.3 of chapter 7. 
When in doubt, it is best to indicate all the features that change, even if some are redun
dant. 
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Some symbols used in phonological rules are given in (9). A special conven
tion regarding the use of the morpheme boundary (+) should be carefully 
observed. If a morpheme boundary appears in a form, it need not be matched 
with a morpheme boundary in a rule in order to say that the form meets the 
structural description of the rule. On the other hand, a word boundary (#) in a 
form must be matched with a word boundary in a rule in order for the rule to 
apply. Either a word boundary or a morpheme boundary may be written into 
a rule, in which case it must be matched with a corresponding boundary in a 
form in order to say that the form meets the structural description of the rule. 

(9) Some conventional symbols used in phonological rules: 

# = word boundary 

+ = morpheme boundary 

$ or . = syllable boundary 

C = [-syll] 

V = [+syll] 

{} enclose alternatives (see §4.9.1) 

() enclose optional elements (see §4.9.2) 

CQ = zero or more [-syllabic] segments 

CA = zero or one consonant 

Cb
a = a string of consonants of at least a but no more than b (rarely used) 

P or Q or both may be null. If either is null, this corresponds to the claim that 
it does not matter what appears in that side of the environment. If both are 
null, the rule applies regardless of the environment in which A appears. In 
addition, the expression PAQ is often referred to as the structural description 
of the rule. In addition, A may be null (represented by 0) , in which case the 
rule is an insertion. If B is null, the rule is a deletion. Obviously, it is not pos
sible for both A and B to be null in the same rule. 

In Russian Final Devoicing (4), the A of our schematic rule (7) is the fea
ture matrix [-sonorant], which minimally defines the set of all obstruents. B 
corresponds to the feature matrix [-voice] which is the feature changed by the 
rule. Because P is not expressed in (4), the rule applies regardless of what pre
cedes the obstruent in the form under consideration. Q is expressed as the 
word boundary, #, which says that the change takes place only if the obstru
ent occurs in word-final position. 
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4.5 ATR harmony 

In Pulaar (Paradis 1986, Archangeli & Pulleyblank 1994), the feature [±ATR] 
is not distinctive. The high vowels [i] and [u] are always [+ATR]. The low 
vowel [a] is always [-ATR]. There are also two mid vowels, which can be 
[-ATR] [e] and [o], or [+ATR] [e] and [o]. The mid vowels are [+ATR] when 
they occur to the left of a vowel which is [+ATR], either a high vowel or 
another mid vowel that is itself followed by a high vowel, as shown in (10). 

(10) a. sof+ru 'chick (singular)' 

b. ser+du 'rifle butt (singular)' 

c. mBe:l+u 'shadow (singular)' 

d. pe:c+i 'slit (singular)' 

e. be:l+i 'puddle (singular)' 

f. dog-o:+ru 'runner (singular)' 

In other contexts the mid vowel appears as [-ATR], as shown in (ll).6 

(ID a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

cof-on 

cer-kon 

rhl>e:l-on 

peic-on 

m£e:l-on 

'chick (diminutive plural)' 
'rifle butt (diminutive plural)' 

'shadow (diminutive plural)' 

'slit (diminutive plural)' 

'puddle' 

f. ndog-o-w-on 'runner (diminutive plural)' 

This demonstrates that there is an alternation in [ATR] in this language, 
despite the fact that this feature is not distinctive. The morpheme for 'slit' 
appears in the form pe:c in the [+ATR] context and as pe:c otherwise. 

The low vowel [a] is always [-ATR] regardless of context. It does not 
assimilate in [+ATR] to a following high vowel, and it does not allow a mid 
vowel to its left to assimilate to a high vowel following the low vowel, as 
illustrated in (12). 

6 In comparing the forms in (9) and (10) you can ignore other alternations, such as those 
affecting consonants. In addition, the morphology is not completely transparent in these 
examples. 
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(12) a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

fayi 

lammi 

bo:t-a:-ri 

po:f-a:-li 

nodd-a:-li 

rjgor-ai-gu 

'fat' 

'salted' 

'to dine' 

'respirations' 

'call' 

'courage' 

Assuming that all mid vowels are [-ATR] in underlying representation, we 
can formulate the rule in (13) to account for the [+ATR] form of these vowels 
in phonetic forms. 

(13) ATR Harmony (Pulaar) 

[ - b w ] -> t+ATR] / C0 [ + A T R ] 

right-to-left iterative 

In rule (13) it is not necessary to include [-high] in the input. If a [+high] 
vowel appears with a following [+high, +ATR] vowel, the assimilation will 
take place vacuously, i.e., without effecting any change on the input. 

Notice that the opposite assumption, that all mid vowels are [+ATR] in 
underlying representation, is not possible. This would imply that mid [-ATR] 
vowels would be derived by assimilation, but in the final syllable of a word 
the [-ATR] quatlity of mid vowels cannot be derived by assimilation to a fol
lowing vowel, since there is none. Therefore, [-ATR] mid vowels in the final 
syllable must be underlying. We assume that this is also true in other posi
tions, and derive [+ATR] mid vowels by assimilation to a following vowel. 

Rule (13) will not affect the mid vowel in the first syllable of pe:c-on (lOd) 
because the vowel following the mid vowel is [-ATR]. Rule (13) will affect 
the underlying representation /pe:c-i/ (from 10). By assumption, the mor
pheme /pe:c/ has the same underlying representation in all its occurrences. 
The interpretation of the rule as applied to /peic-i/ is given in (14). 

(14) / p e: c + i / underlying representation 

r +syii 1 
C0 l+ATRJ structural description of rule (13) 

[+ATR] structural change 
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We say that the representation /pe:c-i/ "meets the structural description" of 
rule (13). That is, the e: matches the input to the rule because it is a nonlow 
vowel, the c matches the term CQ in the rule, and the i matches the term 

r +syll "I 
L+ATRJ . Consequently, the rule applies and supplies the feature [+ATR] to 
the input vowel, turning it to [e:]. However, a form like bo:t-a:-ri (12c) does 
not meet the structural description of (13). Although o: fits the description of 

f +syll 1 
the input ([+syll, -low]) and / matches the term L+ATRJ , the expression 
intervening between these two, tar, cannot be matched to the rule's term C0, 
since C0 represents zero or more [-syll] segments and the sequence a:-r 
includes the [+syll] segment a:. If we try some other ways to match the seg
ments of the form with the terms of the rule, we are still unable to do so. We 

I" +syll "I 
cannot match the input a: with the rule's L+ATRJ , because a: is [-ATR]. 
Therefore, the rule cannot apply to this form. 

In the form dog-oi-ru (lOf) we observe two [+ATR] mid vowels. The 
vowel in the second syllable of this word straightforwardly assimilates to the 
vowel of the final syllable by (13). The vowel of the first syllable presents a 
slight problem. We argued on the basis of forms like (12c) that ATR harmony 
by rule (13) cannot assimilate a vowel across a vowel; that is, the [-ATR] 
vowel a: blocks propagation of [+ATR]. In order to obtain the right result in 
(lOf), we allow rule (13) to apply iteratively. that is, repeatedly, to its own 
output. This is shown visually in (15). 

(15) /#dog-o:-ru#/ underlying representation 
o: ATR Harmony (first iteration) 

o ATR Harmony (second iteration) 
[#dog-o:-ru#] phonetic representation 

Iterative rule application is very common in vowel harmony systems. This 
mode of rule application ensures that all the vowels within the harmonic 
domain, usually a word, agree in the harmonic feature, here [ATR]. 

The second ATR harmony system we will examine is that of Yoruba, a 
Niger-Congo language of Nigeria (Archangeli & Pulleyblank 1989). Like 
Pulaar, High vowels in Yoruba are always [+ATR] while low vowels are 
[-ATR], and mid vowels occur in both [+ATR] and [-ATR] variants. Unlike 
Pulaar, the feature [ATR] is contrastive on mid vowels in Yoruba. This is 
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shown by the near-minimal pairs in (16).̂  

(16) mid vowels f+ATRJ 

ile 

ebi 

ate 

ege 

eke 

ese 

epo 

ole 

owo 

'house' 

'hunger' 

'hat' 

'dirge' 

'lie' 

'cat' 

'oil' 

'thief 

'money' 

mid vov 

ile 

ebi 

aje 

epd 

ege 

eke 

ese 

eko 

obe 

oka 

vels f-ATRJ 

'land' 

'guilt' 

'paddle' 

'ground nut' 

'cassava' 

'forked stick' 

'row' 

'pap' 

'soup' 

'vehicle' 

When in a bisyllabic word a mid vowel cooccurs with a high vowel on either 
side, the mid vowel can be either [+ATR] or [-ATR]. When a mid vowel 
occurs to the right of a low vowel, both [+ATR] and [-ATR] vowels also 
occur. However when a mid vowel occurs to the left of a low vowel, the mid 
vowel can only be [-ATR]. There are no words of the form *eCa, where C is 
any consonant. Finally, if a bisyllabic word has two mid vowels, they must 
both be [+ATR] or both [-ATR]; they cannot be one of each. Archangeli & 
Pulleyblank (1989) account for this in terms of a rule that assimilates a mid 
vowel to a [-ATR] feature to its right, as in (17).8 

(17) ATR Harmony (Yoruba) 

-+syll_ 

-high _>[ -ATR] /_ 
.-low J 

Once again we employ the symbol C0 to allow any number of nonsyllabics to 

intervene between the assimilating vowels. The fact that low vowels are con-

c r+syl li 
uo L-ATRJ 

1 An acute accent (') indicates high tone, a grave accent (') indicates low tone; vowels with 
no tone mark have mid tone. 

8 We have reinterpreted their rule in terms of the general format (7) for phonological rules. 
Archangeli & Pulleyblank's rule is formulated in terms of autosegmental phonology, 
which we discuss in section 7.1 of chapter 7. 
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sistently [-ATR] explains the occurrence of forms like spa 'ground nut' as 
well as the nonexistence of words like *eCa. It also explains words with two 
[-ATR] mid vowels, if we assume that the rightmost mid vowel is marked 
[-ATR] in underlying representation. Rule (17) ensures that this feature is 
assigned to the first mid vowel also. The nonoccurrence of words with two 
mid vowels, the first of which is [-ATR] and the second of which is [+ATR], 
is not accounted for by rule (17); Archangeli & Pulleyblank assume an addi
tional constraint that [-ATR] must be assigned to the rightmost mid vowel if 
more than one mid vowel occurs in the word.9 

As in Pulaar, ATR harmony in Yoruba results in alternations. Mid vowels 
are used as nominalizing prefixes. These prefixes are [-ATR] if attached to a 
stem with a [-ATR] vowel; otherwise they are [+ATR], as in (18). 

(18) Prefix [+ATR] 

ero 'a thought' ro 'think' 

oku 'corpse of person' ku 'die' 

Prefix [-ATR] 

ero 'machine' ro 'fabricate' 

ode 'hunter' de 'hunt' 

These two examples of ATR harmony show that a rule can produce alterna
tions whether or not the feature involved in the rule is contrastive. [ATR] is 
not contrastive in Pulaar but it is contrastive in Yoruba. In both languages the 
harmony patterns result in alternations. In the next section we see that a sim
ilar situation can arise with other features. 

4.6 Spanish lenition; Fortition and nasal assimilation in Lumasaaba 

In chapter 2, section 2.4, we observed that the stops [b], [d], and [g] contrast 
with each other in Spanish. We also observed that the approximants [JJ], [5], 
and [y] contrast with each other. But the stops do not contrast with the approx-

T 

imants. The sounds [b] and [|3] form one phoneme in Spanish, which we can 
call /b/. Likewise, the sounds [d] and [9] form one phoneme, /d/, and the 

Their constraint is stated more compactly in terms of autosegmental phonology and 
underspecification theory, which we discuss in sections 7.1 and 7.3 of chapter 7, respec
tively. 
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sounds [g] and [y] form a phoneme /g/. In chapter 2 we noted that these three 
T 

phonemes illustrate pattern congruity. The three voiced stops of Spanish are 
all converted into the corresponding approximants in the same environment, 
namely between vowels or glides. We can make more sense of this pattern 
congruity by appealing to the theory of distinctive features, developed in 
chapter 3. Expressing the rule in the format of (7) explicitly captures these 
ideas, as in (19). 

(19) Lenition (Spanish) 

m" 
/ [-cons] [-cons] [ -son "J 

+voiceJ —* 

' +son" 
-cons 
,+cont. 

To make the most sense of this rale, consider the distinctive feature matrix of 
Spanish consonants, given in (20). 

(20) p t , k f 0 s x £ b d g g ( j Y r r l m n j i w 

cons + + + + + + + + + + + - - - + + + + + + -
syll _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ - - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
son _ - - _ _ _ - _ - - - + + + + + + + + + + 
cont - - _ + + + + _ - - - + + + + + + - - - + 
stri _ _ _ + _ + _ + _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
voice - - - - - - - - + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
cor _ + _ _ + + _ + _ + - - + - + + + - + - -
ant + + - + + + _ _ + + - + + _ + + + + + - -
lat _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ + _ _ _ _ 
nas _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ + + + _ 
HSP _ - _ - - _ - - _ - - - - - + _ - _ _ _ _ 

The feature matrix [-son, +voice] is sufficient to express the class {[b], [d], 
[g]}, since these are the only voiced obstruents in Spanish. The only features 
that change are [sonoranf], [consonantal], and [continuant]. The change con
sists in making the input segments [+son, -cons, +conf]. The inputs are all 
[-syll] and this is unchanged; they are all [-strid] and [+voice] and these do 
not change either, hence these three features are unmentioned in the rule. The 
context is adequately specified by the matrix [—cons] on each side of the envi
ronment bar, indicating that the change takes place if the input segment is both 
preceded and followed by a vowel or glide. It does not matter that the output 
segments [g], [5], and [Y] are also [-cons], since these segments do not exist 
in underlying representations; they only exist as a result of this rule. 
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Consequently they will never be present as conditioning factors in the repre
sentations that rule (19) apply to. 

Most interestingly, the features [coronal] and [anterior] are also unmen-
tioned in rule (19). The inputs differ in terms of these features for point of 
articulation, but the point of articulation does not change by the operation of 
the rule, so these features do not need to be mentioned either, either in the 
input or in the structural change. In this way the rule correctly expresses the 
generalization that the voiced stops become the corresponding approximants 
(i.e., at the same point of articulation), which expresses the basic idea behind 
pattern congruity somewhat more formally. 

Like ATR harmony in Pulaar, Lenition in Spanish may result in alterna
tions, even though the segments involved are not contrastive. Consider (21). 

(21) boQeya 'shop' la rkKfeya 'the shop' 
T T 

dayci 'dagger' la 5aya 'the dagger' 
T T 

gota 'drop la yota 'the drop' 
T 

Because rule (19) can also apply across word boundaries, at least within close-
knit phrases like an article plus noun that are illustrated in (21), the forms in 
the left column of (21) with initial voiced stops have alternates with initial 
voiced approximants when the definite article la precedes. 

Lumasaaba also has alternations involving voiced stops and approxi
mants. Let us consider some forms with labials, as in (22) (Brown 1972). 

(22) cibati 'a knife' zimbati 'knives' 

kafiua 'a small dog' zimbua 'dogs' 

The forms in (22) are morphologically complex. In the left column, each word 
consists of a prefix plus a stem. In the right column there are two prefixes pre
ceding the stem. The morpheme for 'knife' appears in a constant phonetic 
shape, which we can take as its underlying representation: /bati/. In the sin
gular this is preceded by the prefix [ci], whose underlying representation is 
/ki/ (see exercise 2.16). In the plural, the stem is preceded by two prefixes, 
phonetically [zi] and [m], whose underlying representations we will return to. 
The morphological analysis of 'dogs' is like that of knives: two prefixes [zi] 
and [m] plus the stem. In the singular kaffua we have a different prefix from 
that found in 'a knife': in 'a small dog' it is [ka], which signifies 'small' as 
well as 'singular.' The morpheme for 'dog' has two phonetic forms: [§ua] and 
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[bua]. Which of these should we take as its underlying representation? If we 
choose /bua/, we would require a rule like (19) that we proposed for Spanish. 
But such an analysis does not meet the criterion of predictability, because it 
would predict Ienition of tbl to [£] in cibati as well, which would produce the 
incorrect form *ci@ati. Unlike Spanish, the sounds [b] and [Fj] contrast in the 
environment V V in Lumasaaba. Therefore, let us try the reverse analy
sis: the underlying representation for 'dog' will be /|3ua/. This commits us to 
a rule of the form (23). 

(23) Postnasal Stopping (Lumasaaba; preliminary) 

-syll 
+son 
+cont 
+ant 

L -cor J 

-> 
+cons~| 
-cont / [+nasal] 
. -son J 

(i.e., J3 -^ b / [+nasal] ) 

This analysis conforms to the criterion of predictability in that it is not con
tradicted by any of the forms in (22). Now let us consider some additional 
forms of Lumasaaba in (24). 

(24) ludaha 'awing' zindaha 'wings5 

luli 'a root' zindi 'roots' 

lujejele 'a chain' zijijejele 'chains' 

luyo:yo 'a bud' zijijoryo 'buds' 

kaguniya 'a small bag' zirjguniya 'bags' 

In the plural forms of (24) we see the same prefix [zi] that we had in the plu
rals of (22). But the prefix that appeared as [m] in (22) appears as [n], [n], and 
[rj] in (24). We can regard these as all being instances of the same underlying 
prefix, since in each case the point of articulation of this nasal prefix is the 
same as the following stop: in (22) we have a bilabial nasal [m] before the 
bilabial stop [b] and in (24) we have the alveolar nasal [n] before the alveolar 
stop [d], the palatal nasal [p] before the palatal stop [j] and the velar nasal [rj] 
before the velar stop [g]. You probably noticed that the same effect appears in 
exercise 2.16 of chapter 2, where it appears that [m] and [n] contrast between 
vowels, and are therefore separate phonemes, but [p] and [rj] occur only 
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before hornorganic10 stops. This is clearly a case of assimilation, as discussed 
in section 2.7.1 of chapter 2. We can write rules for this in features, as in (25), 
assuming /n/ as the underlying representation of the prefix that appears after 
/zi/ and before the stem in (22) and (24). 

(25) Nasal assimilation (Lumasaaba; preliminary) 

-syll 
n -» [-coronal] / +antenor 

-coronal. 
i.e., n —> m 

[-anterior"! 
-coronal J I • 

• -syll ' 
-anterior 
-coronal 
. -back . 

i.e., n —> ji 

n - > 

-anterior' 
-coronal 
. +back . 

-syll " 
-anterior 
-coronal 

. +back . 
i.e., n —> rj 

In fact, it should be possible to write a single rule for (25), since there is a sin
gle generalization involved: a nasal assimilates in point of articulation to a fol
lowing stop in that it takes on that stop's values for the features [coronal], 
[anterior], and [back]. The notation for this uses Greek letters a (alpha), P 
(beta), y (gamma), 8 (delta), e (epsilon), and so on. Such a Greek letter is 
interpreted as plus or minus, but only one of these in any given application of 
a rule. That is, if a is plus in one place in a rule on a particular application, it 
must be interpreted as plus wherever it occurs in that rule on that application. 
If another Greek letter appears in the same rule, it follows the same conven
tions, but (3 is completely independent of a and y is independent of both. 
Using this convention, rule (25) is abbreviated as in (26). This notation is fur
ther developed in section 4.9.3. 

(26) Nasal Assimilation (Lumasaaba; revised) 

n -> 

aanterior 

P coronal 

yback 

-syll 

aanterior 

P coronal 

"/back 

The term hornorganic means having the same point of articulation. 
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Continuing with the analysis of the Lumasaaba data in (22) and (24), we see 
in (24) that [d] and [1] contrast between vowels (compare ludaha and lull), and 
likewise [j] and] [y] (compare lujejele and luyo:yo).u However, these con
trasts are neutralized after a nasal, just like the contrast between [§] and [b] 
observed in (22). This is pattern congruity again. We need to generalize rule 
(23) so that it accounts for (24) as well as (22). To do this, let us construct a 
feature matrix that shows the contrasts in Lumasaaba consonants, as in (27). 

(27) p t c k f s z b d j g 0 1 y m n j i q 
cons + + + + + + + + + + + - + - + + + + 
syll - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
son _ _ _ - - - - _ _ _ - + + + + + + + 
cont _ _ _ - + + + - - - - + + + - _ _ _ 
nas _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ + + + + 
voice - - - - - - + + + + + + + + + + + + 
cor _ + _ _ _ + + _ + _ - - + _ _ + _ _ 
ant + + - - + + + + + - - + + _ + + _ _ 
back _ - _ + - - _ _ - - + _ _ _ _ _ _ + 

We can now pick out just the class of segments that our rule will affect: {§, 1, 
y}. These are all and only the segments that are [-syll, +son, +cont] in (27). 
Therefore, this feature matrix appears on the left of the arrow in (28). The fea
tures that change are [consonantal], [continuant], and [sonorant], since the 
change consists in making these segments into obstruents. The change occurs 
when these consonants follow a nasal segment. This gives us the rule in (28). 

(28) Postnasal Stopping (Lumasaaba; revised) 

-syll 
+son 

.+cont 
-> 

+cons" 
-cont 
. - son. 

/ [+nasal]. 

Notice that (28) is more general than (23), and also simpler, in that the input 
is expressed in terms of fewer features. In particular, the features for point of 
articulation (labial) that appeared in (23) have been removed in (28) so that 
(28) now expresses this process for all points of articulation. 

For completeness, we will also include a rule to convert k to c when it pre
cedes a front vowel (which also converts g to j under the same conditions, as 
in exercise 2.15). This rule looks like (29) in features. 

There does not appear to be a velar continuant that contrasts with [g] in intervocalic position. 
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(29) Velar Fronting (Lumasaaba) 

-son 
-cont 
-ant 

L-cor J 
^[-back]/ [*2£] 

4.7 Steps in phonological analysis 

The procedure we followed in analyzing the data of Lumasaaba can be gen
eralized to be applied to developing a phonological analysis of comparable 
sets of data in any language. We summarize these steps here, bearing in mind 
that this is not intended as a rigid methodology, but simply as a suggestion as 
to how to proceed with unfamiliar data. 

First step: make a preliminary morphological analysis of the data. Find the 
common parts of words with similar meaning. You will not always find a mor
pheme that corresponds to every part of the English gloss. A single morpheme 
in the language under investigation may correspond to more than one item in 
the English gloss, or several morphemes may correspond to just one part of 
the gloss. For example, in Lumasaaba, the prefix ka- carries the meanings of 
'singular' and 'small,' while the two prefixes zi-n are required to express the 
English meaning of 'plural.'Analyze the language on its own terms. As a fur
ther example, consider the forms in (30) from Finnish. 

(30) talo 
talossa 

taloissa 

'house' 
'in the house' 

'in houses' 

Here we analyze talo as 'house' and ssa as 'in.' There is nothing in Finnish 
that corresponds to the 'the' in the gloss of talossa. The suffix / means plural 
in taloissa. Notice that this morpheme appears between the morphemes for 
'house' and 'in' rather than after both, as in English. In some cases there may 
be bits that are difficult to assign to a morpheme. Keep the various possibili
ties in mind until some additional data allows you to decide. 

Second step: Determine the morpheme alternants and the phonological rela
tion between them. Construct a phonological feature matrix for the contrast
ing sounds of the language. Consider some additional Finnish forms in (31). 
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(31) isae 'father' 

isaessas 'in the father' 

From this and the previous data we establish an alternation -ssa ~ -ssas 'in.' 
These are the same except that the vowel is back in the first and front in the 
second. Note that you do not want to try to derive one word from another word 
by means of phonological rules. For example, you are on the wrong track if 
your phonological rules derive a plural from a singular (or vice versa). At this 
stage, we are assuming that words already contain all their morphemes, in the 
correct order, before any phonological rules operate. Phonological rules can
not change the meaning of words, so they don't change singulars to plurals or 
vice versa. 

Third Step: Set up an underlying representation for each morpheme, and give 
the phonological rules necessary to account for the morpheme alternants. 
Each morpheme should have just one unique underlying representation. In 
Finnish, we might propose the morphemes /tctlo/ 'house,' /isae/ 'father,' and 
/-ssa/ 'in.' In this case the nonalternating morphemes /talo/ and /isae/ have 
underlying representations identical to their phonetic realizations, while the 
morpheme for 'in' has an underlying representation identical to one of its two 
phonetic realizations. We then need a phonological rule of Vowel Harmony 
that turns the back vowel of -ssa to a front vowel [33] after the front vowel of 
a stem such as /isae/. 

In some cases, the underlying representation of an alternating morpheme 
may not correspond to any of its phonetic realizations. In complex cases even 
a nonalternating morpheme may have an underlying representation that dif
fers from its phonetic realization. The two main criteria for setting up under
lying representations are the predictability criterion and the naturalness of the 
rules required. 

Fourth Step: Order the rules. So far in our discussion very little ordering has 
been required, but this concept will become more important as we proceed. If 
in the analysis of a set of data you find two rules A and B, where some of the 
forms illustrate the operation of A but not B, while other forms illustrate the 
operation of B but not A, there may be some forms which contain potential 
inputs to both rules. By trying both orders, A before B and B before A, you 
may find that only one order works for all forms; this is therefore the order 
required by the data. The rules are unordered if there is no form in the data 
that requires that the rules have to be tried in some particular order. 
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Fifth Step: Test the rules. If your underlying representations and rules are all 
suitable, then you should be able to derive all the correct phonetic forms and 
no incorrect forms. Any rule you establish must be tested in all contexts in 
which it is potentially applicable, not just those examples which motivated the 
rule in the first place. It is always useful to set up a table like the sample der
ivations in (32, next section) giving the derivation of a representative sample 
of forms. 

4.8 Writing up the analysis 

It is convenient to summarize the results of an analysis in a compact form. For 
the Lumasaaba data just considered in (22) and (24), we could summarize the 
results as in (32). 

(32) Lumasaaba 
Morphological analysis 

singulars consist of one prefix 
plus stem 

underlying representations of 
the prefixes: 
/ki, /ka/, /lu/ (only one occurs 
with any given stem in these 
data) 

plurals consist of two prefixes 
plus stem 

underlying representations of 
the prefixes: /zi+n/ (in these data 
both always occur, in this order) 

Phonological rules 

(29) Velar Fronting 

-son" 
-cont 
-ant 

L-cor. 

->[ -back] / . 
r+syiln 
L-backJ 

(28) Postnasal Stopping 

-syll T r+cons" 
+son -> -cont 

_+contJ L -son. 
/ [+nasal]. 
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(26) Nasal Assimilation 

n-> 

aanterior 
(3 coronal 

yback 
/ 

-syll 
aanterior 
P coronal 

Yback 

Sample derivations 

a. /#zi+n+J3ua#/ 

b 
m 

[#zimbua#] 

b. /#zi+n+li#/ 

d 
n 

[#zindi#] 

c. /#ki+bati#/ 
c 

[#cibati#] 

Underlying representations 
Rule (29) 
Rule (28) 
Rule (26) 
Phonetic representations 

The convention followed here for writing up the derivations is to show just the 
segment (or segments) that changes directly below the input to the rule in the 
row for each rule. If a given rule does not apply, we have drawn a line 
in the space under the form for that rule. We show rule (26) as having applied 
in the derivation of [zindi]; however, it actually does not change the form. 
This is known as vacuous application. In this example the order in which the 
rules apply does not matter. In chapter 5 we will examine cases where the 
rules must be ordered. We should emphasize again that the rules developed for 
this example should be tried for every example in the data. That is, given the 
underlying representation of any word made up of underlying representations 
of morphemes, taken from the morphological analysis in (32) and combined 
in a morphologically appropriate way, the application of all the rules devel
oped for the analysis should result in the phonetic form of that word as given 
in the original data. Of course, not every rule will affect every form. We have 
given only three sample derivations in the analysis, but you should verify the 
analysis by trying a few more. 

4.9 Further rule writing conventions and abbreviatory devices 

In this section we introduce some additional conventions that are used in writ
ing phonological rules. 

4.9.1 Curly braces 

Curly braces ({}) are used to enclose alternatives that cannot be abbreviated 
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as a natural class using distinctive features. As an example of their use, con
sider the data in (33) from Polish (Gussmann 1980, Rubach 1984). 

(33) ruf 

v*atr 
0 

krt>i 

bar 

kur 

kura 

'ditch' 

'wind' 

'bloody' 

'bar' 

'cockerel' 

'hen' 

porta 

syarka 

syostra 

gura 

xur 

krtan 

'party' 

'sulphur' 

'sister' 

'mountain' 

'choir' 

'lamyx' 

The phoneme Ixl has a devoiced allophone [r] in two environments: when it is 
between two voiceless consonants and when it follows a voiceless consonant 
at the end of a word. This can be expressed by rule (34). 

(34) r-Devoicing (Polish) 

r -> [-voice] / [~*£l] [L-voiceJ 

4.9.2 Parentheses 
# 

Parentheses (()) are used to enclose items that may be present or absent in a 
rule. Consider the forms in (35) from Karok (Bright 1957). 

(35) Imperative 

pasip 

siitva 

?iksah 

1 sg. 

nipasip 

nisiitva 

niksah 

3 sg. 

?upasip 

?usi:tva 

?uksah 

gloss 

'shoot' 

'steal' 

'laugh' 

The segment s is converted to s when the vowel / immediately precedes 
(nisvtva), or when the vowel / precedes with an intervening consonant 
(niksah). This is expressed by the rule in (36). 

(36) Strident Palatalization (Karok) 

T +svn 1 
[+strident] —> [-anterior] / I _back 

(C) 
The question arises what would happen with a sequence iss, that is, where the 
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intervening consonant is itself s. The answer is that both s are converted to [s]: 
the form /?issaha/ is converted to ?issaha 'water.' This is known as conjunc
tive application; that is, both parts of the rule apply, here the part with the 
parenthesized material (C) and the part without it. 

In other cases, rules abbreviated by the parentheses notation apply dis
junctively: only one of the parts of the rule apply in any given derivation. This 
occurs most frequently with stress rules. For example, English stress, in the 
examples of (37), can be described by the statements in (38), where ultima 
means 'the last syllable,' penult means 'the next-to-last syllable,' and ante
penult means 'the third syllable from the end.' 

(37) A 
America 
genesis 
aluminum 
cinnamon 

B 
balalaika 
museum 
arthritis 
proposal 

C 
agenda 
ellipsis 
amalgam 
galactin 

D 
caprice 
regime 
cocaine 
parole 

(38) A. If the ultima has a lax vowel, stess goes on the antepenult if 
the penult has a lax vowel which is followed by no more than 
one consonant 

B. If the ultima has a lax vowel, stress goes on the penult if the 
penult has a tense vowel 

C. If the ultima has a lax vowel, stress goes on the penult if the 
penult is followed by two or more consonants 

D. If the ultima has a tense vowel, it is stressed 

This involves much repetition of conditions. It can be made more concise by 
otherwise statements, as in (39). 

(39) A'. If the ultima is lax, stress goes on the antepenult if the penult 
is lax and followed by no more than one consonant (=A) 

B'. Otherwise, if the ultima is lax, stress goes on the penult 
(combines B, C) 

C. Otherwise, stress goes on the ultima 

In formal notation, (39) is expressed as (40), where V abbreviates a lax 
([-ATR]) vowel. 
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(40) A' V -> [+stress] / C0(VCj)VC0# 

B' V -> [+stress] / C0 V C0# 

C V -> [+stress] / C0# 

The rules of (39) must apply in the order given and must be disjunctive: if any 
of the rules applies, the others are skipped. Rules A' and B' can be combined 
using the parentheses notation as in (41). 

(41) V -> [+stress] / C0(VCJ)VC0# 

Finally, rule (41) can be combined with C to give (42). 

(42) V ^ [+stress] / Co((VCj)VC0)# 

The simplified rules A', B', C of (40) (or the combined rule of 42) have an 
unexpected advantage over the original rules A, B, C, D. Rule (42) automati
cally accounts for stress on monosyllables like pig, pen, monk, list, hut, and 
two-syllable words like venom, cabin, syrup, colour, vomit. With the original 
rules these would need entirely separate statements. 

We have not given any general principles by which we can determine 
whether rules with parentheses are disjunctive or conjunctive. Stress rules 
should probably be done in a different way, by building higher level structure 
(feet) over syllables. We will explore this possibility in section 7.2.2 of chap
ter 7. With a segmental rule like (36), conjunctive application is expected. It 
would be most unusual to have a palatalization rule affect only the second s 
in a sequence iss, leaving the first s unchanged, when an s immediately after 
i is affected by the same rule when the segment following is not a possible tar
get of palatalization, giving *?issaha for 'water' but still nishtva and niksah. 

4.9.3 Greek letter variables 

In section 4.6 we introduced the use of Greek letter variables in a rule of 
assimilation in Lumasaaba, rule (26), whereby a nasal takes on the point of 
articulation of a following obstruent. Let us consider some other examples of 
the use of this notation. Consider the forms of Pengo in (43) (Burrow 1970; 
Kenstowicz & Kisseberth 1979, 185, 364). 
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(43) 2 sg. imperative 

tu:b-a 

tog-a 

rcuk-a 

hi:p-a 

3 sg. past 

tu:p-t-an 

tok-t-an 

ra:k-t-an 

hi:p-t-an 

gerund 

tuib-ji 

tog-ji 

ra:g-ji 

hi:b-ji 

gloss 

'blow' 

'step on' 

'offer worship' 

'sweep' 

Root morphemes may end in voiced or voiceless obstruents, as seen in the 2 
sg. imperative forms in the first column of (43). When a suffix beginning with 
a voiceless consonant is added, as in the 3 sg. past forms of the second col
umn, the root-final consonant appears voiceless. When a suffix beginning 
with a voiced consonant is added, as in the gerund forms of the third column, 
the root-final consonant appears voiced. Evidently, assimilation takes place 
from voiced to voiceless in forms like twp-t-an and from voiceless to voiced 
in forms like hi:b-ji. This can be accounted for by a rule using the Greek let
ter convention as in (44). 

(44) Voicing Assimilation (Pengo) 

T -son 
[-son] -> [avoice] /. 

a voice 

The Greek letter variable notation is also used to express dissimilations. The 
imperative morpheme -la? in Huamelultec Chontal (Kenstowicz & Kisseberth 
1979, 364; Waterhouse 1949) has an initial voiced / after voiceless segments 
and a voiceless allophone 1 after voiced ones. There is also a palatalization 
process after high vowels, which does not concern us here. 

(45) kola? 
0 

miil^a? 

pulya? 

'say it!' 

'tell him!' 

'digit! ' 

kanla? 

panxla? 

fusl^a? 

'leave it' 

'sit down!' 

'blow it!' 

This can be expressed by the rule in (46). 

(46) Lateral Dissimilation (Huamelultec Chontal) 
1 —> [-avoice] / [avoice] 

The minus sign before a reverses its value. Thus - a is interpreted as - when 
a is + and - a is interpreted as + when a is -. Therefore (46) has the desired 
dissimilatory effect. 
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The Greek letter does not need to be associated with the same feature in 
all of its occurrences in the rule. In Chamorro (see exercise 5.4 in chapter 5), 
[round] is redundant in vowels. This language has the underlying vowel sys
tem in (47). 

(47) i 1 

e 
ae a 

u 
o 

The feature [round] does not have to be specified in underlying representa
tions in Chamorro. Its value can be predicted by the redundancy rules in (48). 

(48) a. [ ^ ] - [ - round] 

+syll 
-low 
aback 

[around] 

That is, by (48a), all [+low] vowels are [-round] and by (48b) nonlow vowels 
have the same value for [round] as they have for [back]. The back vowels u 
and o are [+round] while the front vowels / and e are [-round]. 

4.9.4 Angled bracket notation 

The angled bracket notation is a variation on parentheses. Two or more sets of 
angled brackets are used in a rule, with the interpretation that the presence of 
one of the sets of angled brackets implies the presence of the others, while the 
absence of one implies the absence of the others. It is used to express a rule 
like Old High German umlaut (Braune 1975), which has the effect on stem 
vowels shown in the plural column of (49). 

(49) sg-
wurm 

ta:t 

not 

slag 

gast 

pi. 
wiirmi 

tae:ti 

nbti 

slegi 

gesti 

gloss 
'worm' 

'deed' 

'need' 

'stroke' 

'guest' 
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When followed by / over one or more consonants, the stem vowel is fronted. 
The stem vowel is also raised from low to mid in this environment when it is 
short, low, and back. This additional condition is expressed in rule (50) by the 
use of angled brackets. 

(50) Umlaut (Old High German) 

- i +syl \ " 
/ +low \ 
\ + b a c k / 

M o n g ' 
-> 

-back' 
(-low) .C,i 

English has a rule known as Velar Softening that converts k to s and g to j 
when followed by a nonlow front vowel or glide, in a substantial portion of 
the vocabulary derived from Latin. This rule is responsible for the alternations 
observed in (51). 

(51) M, [g] 
critic, critical 

opaque 

analogue 

regal 

[s], ffl 
criticism, criticize 

opacity 

analogize 

regicide 

Both velar stops are converted to coronal strident sounds by this rule, but the 
voiceless one is also converted to an anterior continuant, while the voiced one 
remains nonanterior and noncontinuant. This is expressed by rule (52), using 
angled brackets. 

(52) Velar Softening (English) 

-cor 
-ant 
-cont 

_ (-voiced). 

—> 

+coronal 
+strident 
+anterior 

^continuant7 -< +stndent . 
+anterior \ 

+rr>ntirmant' 

-cons 
-low 
-back. 

The class of velar stops {k, g}in English is captured by the features [-coronal, 
-anterior, -continuant]. Both become coronal and strident with no change in 
voicing. The angle bracket condition is not fulfilled by the voiced stop [g]; 
converting this to a coronal strident results in the affricate Q]. If it is [-voice], 
it fulfills the angle bracket condition on the input and the angle bracket 
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requirement on the structural change must also be put into effect, making the 
output [+anterior, +continuant], i.e., the alveolar fricative [s]. 

The angled bracket notation can be combined with the Greek letter nota
tion. In section 3.2 of chapter 3 we discussed Turkish Vowel Harmony, with 
the data in (53), repeated here. 

(53) ) 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

'rope' 

'girl' 
'face' 

'stamp' 

'hand' 

'stalk' 

'village' 

'end' 

nom sg. 

ip 
kiz 

yiiz 

pul 

el 

sap 

koy 

son 

gen.sg. 
ipin 

kizin 

yuziin 

pulun 

elin 

sapin 

koyiin 

sonun 

nom.pl. 
ipler 

kizlar 

yuzler 

pullar 

eller 

saplar 

koyler 

sonlar 

gen.pl. 

iplerin 

kizlarin 

yiizlerin 

pullarin 

ellerin 

saplarin 

koylerin 

sonlarin 

The rule of Vowel Harmony in Turkish can be formalized as in (54). As we 
mentioned in section 4.5 in connection with Vowel Harmony in Pulaar, vowel 
harmony rules are often iterative, and that is the case in Turkish also. Rule 
(54) converts any vowel to the same value of [back] as the immediately pre
ceding vowel, expressed by the Greek letter notation as [aback] in both the 
structural analysis and the structural change of the rule. In addition, the rule 
affects high vowels further, making them agree in [round] as well as [back] 
with the immediately preceding vowel. This agreement is expressed by the 
two occurrences of [Bround], and its restriction to [+high] vowels is expressed 
by placing [+high] in angled brackets in the input to the rule and [Pround] in 
angled brackets in the structural change. 

(54) Vowel Harmony (Turkish) 

+syll • 
_<+high>. - » 

aback 
(pround). 

/ 

+syll " 
aback 

_ Pround 
C0 (left to right iterative) 

http://nom.pl
http://gen.pl
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4.9.5 Mirror image rules 

We sometimes find that a rule operates in both directions. Such is the case of 
vowel harmony in Akan, of which we had brief examples in section 3.3 of 
chapter 3. Consider the forms in (55). 

(55) o-fiti-i 'he pierced it' o-ctre-t 'he showed it' 
e-bu-o 'nest' e-bu-o 'stone' 

Each form consists of a prefix, a root, and a suffix. ATR harmony affects both 
prefix and suffix. With our present rule writing conventions we can express 
this as (56). 

<56) [ - l o y w ] ^ [ a A T R ] ' 

_C0 

• +syll" 

aATR 

+syll • 

aATR 

Co 

"-» 

This is unsatisfactory since the environment has to be repeated for suffixes in 
a mirror image string with respect to the prefix rule. The notation of mirror 
image rules has been proposed to account for rules of this type, in which the 
percent sign (%) is substituted for the usual slash (/), which shows that the rule 
is interpreted as applying to the string as written and also to the mirror image 
of that string. 

(57) Vowel Harmony (Akan) 

[ - l o w ] ^ [ a A T R ] % - .Co 
• +syll " 
aATR 

4.9.6 Transformational rules 

In section 4.4 we restricted the input item in phonological rules to a single fea
ture column. Sometimes it is necessary to write a phonological rule that 
affects more than one segment simultaneously. This requires a different for
mat, the transformational format. It is used to express rules such as metathe
sis and coalescence. A metathesis is a reversal of the linear order of two seg-
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ments. Lithuanian has a rule that interchanges a fricative followed by a velar 
stop when a third consonant follows. It shows this effect in certain forms of 
the verb 'to bind' given in (58) (Kenstowicz 1972, 22).12 

(58) 
underlying root 

past, 3 singular 

imperative plural 

infinitive 

'tear' 

/dreisk/ 

dre:ske: 

dre:kskite 

dreiksti 

'bind' 

/me:zg/ 

me:zge: 

meigskite 

me:gsti 

'toss' 

/bb:sk/ 

bloiske: 

bloikskite 

bb:ksti 

suffix 

/-e:/ 

/-kite/ 

/-ti/ 

The rule for this process is given in transformational format in (59). 

(59) Metathesis (Lithuanian) 

r - son" 
+cont 

. +cor. 

r -son "I 
-cont 

_+back_ 

1 
2 

2 
1 

[-syll] 

3 
3 

In a transformational rule, each term is given a number in the structural 
description. The structural change expresses the fate of each term by reference 
to its number. Conventionally, the double-shafted arrow (=>) is used instead 
of a single-shafted arrow (—>) in such rules. In rule (59), the structural change 
consists of interchanging terms 1 and 2. As an example, the underlying repre
sentation /dresk + kite/ is matched to rule (59) as in (60), with the change 
shown in the line below. 

(60) /...dre k 
2 

+ k 
3 

ite.../ 

[dre kite] 

In a coalescence, two (or possibly more) terms are converted to a single 

12 The forms for 'bind' also show voicing assimilation in those forms where the suffix 
begins with a voiceless consonant. 

Kenstowicz also notes that the Russian city name [mask'va] 'Moscow' has been bor
rowed into Lithuanian as [maks'va], evidently having undergone (59), at least historically. 
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term. For example, a language may have a rule that converts a sequence of 
two identical vowels into a single long vowel of the same quality. This can be 
expressed by the transformational rule in (61). 

(61) [+syll] [+syll] 
1 2 

=» r . 1 1 0 where 1 = 2 
L+longJ 

This rule operates on a sequence of vowels. Term 1 is replaced by a long ver
sion of itself and term 2 is deleted, under the condition that the two vowels are 
identical in feature composition. This condition is expressed by the statement 
1=2 . (Of course, this condition is not to be interpreted arithmetically!) 

The notations discussed in this section will be useful in writing rules in the 
solution to various problems in this and subsequent chapters. 

4.10 Exercises 

For each exercise, find the underlying representations for all mor
phemes and write phonological rules to account for all the alternations 
you observe. Be sure that your underlying representations conform the 
the criterion of predictability. Several exercises require more than one 
rule. Except for exercise 4.7, the rules do not need to be ordered. 
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4.1 Lac Simon (Kaye 1981) 

te:sibiwa:gin 

ci:ma:n 

phgoska: 

soiskose: 

kin 

sogona: 

towik 

kon 

kait 

'chair' 

'canoe' 

'it breaks' 

'it slides' 

'bone' 

'nose' 

'ear' 

'liver' 

'leg' 

nide:sibiwa:gin 

oji:ma:n 

khbiigoska: 

nizoiskose: 

nikin 

kisogona: 

nitowik 

okon 

nikait 

'my chair' 

'his canoe' 

'it broke' 

'I slide' 

'my bone' 

'your nose 

'my ear' 

'his liver' 

'my leg' 

Notes: ni- and ni- are prefixes meaning 'first person singular.' Do not 
try to account for the difference in the vowel of these two prefixes. The 
forms glossed with 'it' have no morpheme corresponding to 'it.' 

4.2 Maori (Hale 1973, Sanders 1990) 
The alternation in the first eight rows is accounted for by a very sim
ple rule if the correct underlying representations are chosen. The last 
two rows require an additional rule. 

Active 

aw hi 

hopu 

mau 

inu 

aru 

tohu 

kimi 

wero 

patu 

kite 

Passive 

awhitia 

hopukia 

mauria 

inumia 

arumia 

tohurjia 

kimihia 

werohia 

patua 

kitea 

Gerundive 

awhitana 

hopukarja 

maurarja 

inumarja 

arumarja 

tohurjarja 

kimiharja 

weroharja 

paturja 

kiterja 

Gloss 

'embrace' 

'catch' 

'carry' 

'drink' 

'follow' 

'point out' 

'seek' 

'stab' 

'strike, kill' 

'see, find' 
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4.3 German 

One rule is required to account for all alternations if the correct under
lying representations are chosen. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

nominative 

li:t 

kriik 

srek 

berk 

kalk 

mu:s 

spiis 

alt 

mu:t 

man 

hax 

dorn 

talk 

talk 

genitive 

liidss 

kri:gas 

srekas 

bergs s 

kalkss 

muizss 

spiisgs 

altss 

muitss 

manss 

harras 

do mas 

talks s 

talgss 

gloss 

'song' 

'war' 

'fright' 

'mountain' 

'lime' 

'jam' 

'spear' 

'alto' 

'courage' 

'man' 

'hair' 

'thorn' 

'talcum' 

'tallow' 
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Russian (Pulkina & Zakhava-Nekrasova 1988) 
Note: stress is on the final syllable in the plural of these examples, and 
on the penultimate (or only) syllable in the singular. You need not 
write a rule for stress; consider that it is already present for the purpose 
of this problem. One rule is required to account for the alternation in 
consonants. Both vowel alternations can be described by a single rule 
with appropriate use of notational conventions. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

singular 

'bok 

'snyek 

Ves 

'glas 

'gorat 

'ostraf 

'pogryip 

'luk 

u'cityily 

plural 

ba'ka 

snyi'ga 

lyi'sa 

gla'za 

gara'da 

astra'va 

pagryi'ba 

lu'ga 

ucityi'lya 

gloss 

'side' 

'snow' 

'forest' 

'eye' 

'town' 

'island' 

'cellar' 

'meadow' 

'teacher' 

Palauan (South Pacific; Josephs 1975, Hagege 1986) 
Note: stress is on the final syllable of words with suffixes, otherwise 
it is penultimate. You need not write a rule for stress; consider that it 
is already present for the purpose of this problem and problem 4.8. 
One rule accounts for all the vowel alternations with the correct choice 
of underlying representations. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Passive verb 
prefix ffls-

ms'sitak 

ms'sessb 

ma'ftarpb 

m3'te?ab 

ms'rjats? 

m9'le?9t 

Anticipating 
Suffix -all 

ssls'kall 

so ss'ball 

Ssrjs'ball 

to?3'ball 

rpt3'?all 

b?3'tall 

State verb (two forms) gloss 
Suffix -1 

ss'lokl 

ss'sobl 

Sa'rjobl 

t3'?ibl 

rj3'ta?l 

l3'?0t3l 

'wash' 

'burn' 

'cover' 

'pull out' 

'clean' 

'tie' 
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4.6 Tibetan numerals (Kjellin 1975) 

Ju 

jig 

jugjig 

si 

jubsi 

sibju 

gu 

jurgu 

gubju 

qa 

Jurja 

rjabju 

'ten' 

'one' 

'eleven' 

'four' 

'fourteen' 

'forty' 

'nine' 

'nineteen' 

'ninety' 

'five' 

'fifteen' 

'fifty' 

What is the order of morphemes in the Tibetan numeral? 
a. teens (11-19) 
b. tens (40, 50, 90) 

Give the underlying representation for each of the morphemes. 
Note that the UR need not be identical to any actually appearing 
word. 
Give the phonological rule required to derive all the phonetic 
forms from the underlying representations of each numeral. Note 
that only one very simple and natural rule is required. If your rule 
is complex or if you have more than one rule, you have made an 
error in your choice of underlying representations. 
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4.7 Yawelmani (California; Kenstowicz & Kisseberth 1979; Kuroda 
1967) 

4.8 

a. Determine the phonological rule involved in the alternations in 

vowel length. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Dubitative 

xatal 

giy'al 

meik'al 

saipal 

Aorist 

xathin 

giy'hin 

mek'hin 

saphin 

gloss 

'eat' 

'touch' 

'swallow' 

'burn' 

b. Determine the phonological rule involved in the alternations in the 
presence or absence of the vowel. 

5. paTtal pa?ithin 'fight' 

6. ?ilkal ?ilikhin 'sing' 

7. lihmal lihimhin 'run' 

8. ?ayyal ?ayiyhin 'pole a boat' 

c. Determine the interaction of the two rules developed in parts a and 
b (the rules must be ordered, as explained in chapter 5). 

9. ?amlal ?a:milhin 'help' 

10. salk'al sailik'hin 'wake up' 

11. sent'al semit'hin 'smell' 

Palauan (South Pacific; Josephs 1975, Hagege 1986) 
Note: Recall the remarks on stress in exercise 4.5. You will need the 
rule developed there for this problem and one additional rule. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

basic 
noun 

?ur 

'3u? 

'ker 

'his/her/ 
its...' 

?3'ral 

Ss'al 

ka'ril 

'our...' 

?3r3'mam 

5a?a'mam 

ksrs'mam 

gloss 

'tongue' 

'ability' 

'question' 

(Continued) 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

'7ur 

'bu? 

'ar 

'jar 

?ur 

7sril 

b3'?il 

?3'ral 

ks'ul 

?s'rul 

?3r9'mam 

b9?3'mam 

?3r9'mam 

ksra'mam 

?9fs'mam 

'laughter' 

'spouse' 

'price' 

'medicine' 

'rib of coconut frond' 

4.9 Hungarian (Vago 1980) 
One rule is required to account for the consonant alternations in the 
stems and another for the vowel alternations in the suffixes. 

kDlop 

ku:to 

za:k 

re:s 

loka:s 

ketrets 

voraiz 

rob 

ka:d 

meleg 

vi:z 
a :J 

'in' 

kDlobbDn 

kuidbon 

zaigbDn 

reizben 

lDkaizbDn 

ketreclzben 

voraizbDn 

robbon 

kaidbDn 

melegben 

vi:zben 

aiibon 

'from' 
kolDptoil 

ku:tto:l 

za:kto:l 

re:sto:l 

loka:sto:l 

ketretstoil 

vDra:sto:l 

roptoil 

ka:tto:l 

melekto:l 

vi:sto:l 

a:cto:l 

gloss 

'hat' 

'well' 

'sack' 

'part' 

'apartment' 

'cage' 

'magic' 

'prisoner' 

'tub' 

'warm' 

'water' 

'bed' 

4.10 Spanish 
Determine a unique underlying representation for each stem and for 
each personal form. With the correct underlying representations, two 
simple rules account for all the alternations. 

1 st singular 

2nd singular 

3rd singluar 

1 st plural 

3rd plural 

'speak' 

ablo 

ablas 

abla 

ablamos 

ablan 

'eat' 

komo 

komes 

kome 

komemos 

komen 

'live' 

bifio 

biges 

bige 

bi§imos 

bi$en 
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4.11 Old Norse (Gordon 1957, 290) 
Five rules are required to account for all the alternations. It may be 
possible to collapse two of them. No ordering is required. 

'long' 'old' 'middle' 'clear' 

singular 

nominative larjgr gamall mi8r gloggr 

genitive larjgs gamals mi5s gloggs 

dative lorjgum gomlum miQyum gloggum 

accusative larjgan gamlan miSyan gloggwan 

plural 

nominative larjgir gamlir miSir gloggwir 

genitive larjgra gamalla mi5ra gloggra 

dative lorjgum gomlum miQyum gloggum 

accusative larjga gamla mi5ya gloggwa 





Rule order 

In the last chapter we discussed alternations, with examples from several lan
guages where more than one process could be observed. Although the cases 
we discussed there did not involve interactions among the various processes, 
it is very common for processes to interact with each other. This chapter 
investigates such rule interaction, and in particular the hypothesis that all such 
rule interaction is explained as sequential rule ordering. 

5.1 Russian 

In section 4.3 of chapter 4 we established a phonological rule of Russian 
which we called Final Devoicing, which is responsible for alternations like 
xlep-xlebu, the nominative and dative singular respectively of the word for 
'bread.' The underlying representation for the noun stem is /xleb/, and Final 
Devoicing converts the final voiced obstruent to its voiceless counterpart in 
word-final position. We will now consider the interaction of this rule with two 
other rules of Russian. Let us consider the verb forms in (1) and make a mor
phological analysis.1 

Infinitive 

pisaty 

visety 

govority 

citaty 

smotrety 

Masculine Feminine 
past past 

pisal pisala 

visel visela 

govoril govorila 

cital citala 

smotrel smotrela 

Neuter 
past 

pisalo 

viselo 

govorilo 

citalo 

smotrelo 

Plural 
past 

pisali 

viseli 

govorili 

citali 

smotreli 

gloss 

'write' 
'hang' 

'speak' 

'read' 

'look' 

In the discussion of Russian in this section we ignore certain vowel changes that depend 
on stress, for the sake of simplicity. Exercise 4.4 in chapter 4 included some of these 
changes. Based on Kenstowicz & Kisseberth 1979, 55ff. 

5 
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These verb forms consist of a stem plus one or two suffixes. In the forms of 
'write' the constant part is pisa, which is the stem. The infinitive consists of 
the stem plus the suffix ty. The past tense forms all have / following the stem, 
so we take this to be the past tense suffix. This suffices in the masculine past. 
The remaining past tense forms have a second suffix, -a for feminine, -o for 
neuter, and -/' for plural. Thus the morphological analysis of these verb forms 
in Russian is as in (2); note that we do not have any alternations in the data of 
(1), so no phonological rules are involved as yet. 

(2) Masculine Feminine Neuter Plural 
Infinitive past past past past 
STEM+ty STEM+1 STEM+l+a STEM+l+O STEM+l+i 

The stems of the verbs in (1) all end in a vowel. We find alternations when we 
examine verbs whose stems end in a consonant, as in (3). 

(3) 1 singular Masculine Feminine Neuter Plural 

present 

peku 

seku 

nesu 

pasu 

past 

pek 

sek 

nes 

pas 

past 

pekla 

sekla 

nesla 

pasla 

past 

peklo 

seklo 

neslo 

paslo 

past 

pekli 

sekli 

nesli 

pasli 

gloss 

'bake' 

'thrash' 

'carry' 

'herd' 

In (3) we have given the first person singular of the present tense, the suffix 
for which is transparently -u. Otherwise, we have given the same past-tense 
forms as in (1). On the basis of the principle formulated in chapter 4 that a 
morpheme has a single underlying representation, we can assume that the 
morphological analysis of (2) applies to the forms in (3) equally as to the 
forms in (1). The underlying representation of the feminine past of 'bake' is 
therefore /pek+l+a/, to which no phonological rules apply. The underlying 
representation for the masculine past of 'bake' must be /pek+1/. However, the 
past morpheme IV is not present phonetically in this form, or in the masculine 
past of 'thrash,' 'carry,' or 'herd.' We can assume that this alternation is the 
result of a rule of/-Deletion, which we formalize in (4). 

(4) \-Deletion (Russian) 
l - > 0 / C # 

file:///-Deletion
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Rule (4) deletes / when it appears in word-final position after a consonant. It 
correctly deletes / in the masculine past forms of (3) but leaves the other past 
forms of (3) intact, because in them the / is followed by a vowel. It also has 
no effect on the masculine past forms of (1), because there the / is preceded 
by a vowel in the masculine past, since the verb stems end in a vowel. We can 
show the operation of rule (4) by giving some sample derivations in (5). 

(5) /#pisa+l#/ /#pek+l#/ /#pek+l+a#/ underlying representa

tion 

0 /-Deletion (4) 

[#pisal#] [#pek#] [#pekla#] phonetic representation 

In pek, /-Deletion applies since its structural description is met. In pisal, l-
Deletion does not apply, since / is preceded by a vowel, \npekla, I is not fol
lowed by a word boundary, so /-Deletion fails here also. 

Having considered two rules of Russian, Final Devoicing in chapter 4, and 
/-Deletion (4), in contexts where there is no interaction, we now investigate 
what happens when the rules have a chance to interact. Consider the exam
ples in (6). 

1 singular Masculine Feminine 
present 

grebu 

skrebu 

lezu 

mogu 

beregu 

past 

grep 

skrep 

les 

mok 

berek 

past 

grebla 

skrebla 

lezla 

mogla 

beregla 

Neuter 
past 

greblo 

skreblo 

lezlo 

moglo 

bereglo 

Plural 
past 

grebli 

skrebli 

lezli 

mogli 

beregli 

gloss 

'row' 

'scrape' 

'crawl' 

'be able' 

'guard' 

Where an alternation between a voiced and voiceless obstruent is observed, as 
in greb-grep 'row,' we assume that the underlying representation of the stem 
contains a voiced obstruent, as we did with alternations like xlep~xlebu in 
chapter 4. The underlying representation of the feminine past of 'row' is then 
/greb+l+a/, to which no phonological rules apply. The voiced obstruents in 
this word are not in word-final position, and so are not affected by Final 
Devoicing. The underlying representation for the masculine past of 'row' 
must be /greb+1/, by reasoning similar to what we used in taking /pek+1/ as the 
underlying representation for the masculine past of 'bake.' With this underly-

file:///npekla
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ing representation it is apparent that /-Deletion has applied, since no / appears 
in the phonetic representation grep. It would also appear that Final Devoicing 
has applied, since we have assumed that the stem has the underlying repre
sentation /greb/. But Final Devoicing is not applicable to the underlying rep
resentation /greb+1/, since b is not word final here. It becomes word final only 
by the application of/-Deletion. In other words, /-Deletion must precede Final 
Devoicing. Let us set this out in derivation (7).2 

(7) /#greb+l#/ underlying representation 

greb /-Deletion 

grep Final Devoicing 

[#grep#] phonetic representation 

In order for the derivation to work, the rules must apply in this order, with 
each rule applying to the results of the previous rule. If they were to apply in 
the reverse order (or simultaneously) an incorrect form would result, as shown 
in (8). 

(8) /#greb+l#/ underlying representation 

Final Devoicing 

greb /-Deletion 

*[#greb#] phonetic representation 

In (8), Final Devoicing cannot apply, because there is no word-final obstruent. 
When /-Deletion applies, it produces such a word-final obstruent, but by then 
it is too late. With ordered rules we cannot return to an earlier rule once later 
rules have applied. The derivation ends with an incorrect phonetic representa
tion. We conclude that the order of these two rules must be as in (7). The rule 
order in (7), in which one rule creates a structure to which a later rule could 
apply, and where the later rule could not have applied had it not been for the 
application of the first rule, is known as a feeding order. The first rule feeds 
the second rule by creating its structural description, which did not appear in 
that form before. 

The data in (9) introduce an additional alternation in Russian, which 
requires another rule. 

2 In derivations (7) and (8) we set out the entire representation after the application of each 
rule, for the sake of clarity. Subsequently we will use the usual convention of writing just 
the items that change by the application of a rule, aligned with the forms above. 
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(9) / singular Masculine Feminine Neuter 
present past past past 

mel mela melo 

plel plela plelo 

brel brela brelo 

klal klala klalo 

rosla roslo 

metu 

pletu 

bredu 

kladu 

rostu ros 

Plural 
past 

meli 

pleli 

breli 

klali 

rosli 

gloss 

'sweep' 

'plait' 

'lounge' 

'place' 

'grow' 

The first person singular present forms in (9) show that the verb stems here 
end in dental stops, t or d This stop does not appear in the past tense forms, 
but the past tense suffix / does appear, except in the masculine past of 'grow.' 
By our previous reasoning, the masculine past of 'sweep' must be /met+1/ in 
underlying representation. The nonappearance oft in the phonetic form [mel] 
must be due to a rule that deletes dental stops before /. We formulate this rule 
in (10). 

(10) Dental Stop Deletion (Russian) 

-son" 
-cont 
+ant 

. +cor. 
- > 0 / 

What is the ordering relation between Dental Stop Deletion (10) and the two 
rules we developed earlier? If we examine the underlying representation 
/met+1/, we notice that both /-Deletion and Dental Stop Deletion could apply 
to it, but in fact only Dental Stop Deletion does apply in this case. We can 
ensure this by ordering Dental Stop Deletion before /-Deletion. We illustrate 
these rules and their ordering in (11). 

(11) /#met+l#/ /#met+l+a#/ /#rost+u#/ /#rost+l#/ /rost+l+a/ 

0 0 0 

0 

0 

[#mel#] [#mela#] [#rostu#] [#ros#] [#rosla#] 

underlying 
representation 

Dental Stop 
Deletion 

/-Deletion 

Final 

Devoicing 

phonetic 
representation 
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In the derivations of (7) and (8) we demonstrated that /-Deletion must precede 
Final Devoicing. We have now shown that Dental Stop Deletion must precede 
/-Deletion. Therefore the ordering of the three rules must be that shown in 
(11). Since Dental Stop Deletion is ordered before /-Deletion and /-Deletion 
is ordered before Final Devoicing, Dental Stop Deletion must be ordered 
before Final Devoicing. This is known as transitivity of rule order. 

The interaction of Dental Stop Deletion and /-Deletion in the derivation of 
[mel] is such that Dental Stop Deletion makes it impossible for /-Deletion to 
apply. Just by inspecting the underlying representation, we might have expect
ed /-Deletion to apply, since the / is after a consonant and in word-final posi
tion, which are the conditions under which (4) applies. But, because of Dental 
Stop Deletion, / no longer follows a consonant at the time that /-Deletion 
becomes available. This situation, where one rule destroys a configuration 
that a later rule could otherwise have applied to, is known as a bleeding order 
of rules. Dental Stop Deletion bleeds /-Deletion in the derivation of [mel]. 
However, Dental Stop Deletion does not bleed /-Deletion in the derivation of 
[ros], because the form /ros+1/, after Dental Stop Deletion, still has a conso
nant before /, so that both Dental Stop Deletion and /-Deletion apply in this 
derivation. However, the order is the same in both cases. If the order were 
reversed in the case of [ros], Dental Stop Deletion would not be able to apply, 
because /-Deletion would have eliminated the / that is part of the condition for 
Dental Stop Deletion. This is one of the most striking observations about 
ordered rules. The order remains the same for all derivations in the language, 
but the relations of the rules may be different in various derivations. We will 
see several examples of this observation in this chapter. 

5.2 Methodology: discovering rule order 

In chapter 4, section 4.7, we discussed the steps to follow in phonological 
analysis. Step 4 was to order the rules. We can now make this step more 
explicit. The first thing to do is find examples of alternations that involve only 
one rule, and use those alternations to formulate that rule, adhering as closely 
as possible to the criteria of predictability and naturalness. For example, in 
Russian, we first formulate the Final Devoicing rule on the basis of alterna
tions that involve only this rule, such as xlep~xlebu. Do the same with other 
rules. In Russian, /-Deletion is the only rule involved inpek Then investigate 
representations where more than one rule is potentially applicable. The deri
vation of grep is one such case in Russian, since /-Deletion causes the pre-
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ceding consonant to be word final. We tried both possible orders, and only one 
order gives correct outputs. In the case of Dental Stop Deletion, it could only 
be investigated in conjunction with its effect on other rules, since Dental Stop 
Deletion and /-Deletion are both potentially applicable to the same forms. In 
such cases, the one that is found to apply is ordered first. Continue until a sin
gle order of rules is discovered that is correct for all derivations. It may hap
pen that some pairs of rules need not be ordered, as with some of the exam
ples we discussed in chapter 4. 

5.3 Formulation of the ordered rule hypothesis 

According to Chomsky & Halle, "[t]he hypothesis that rules are 
ordered... seems to us to be one of the best-supported assumptions of linguis
tic theory" (1968, 342). This hypothesis can be made explicit by the state
ments in (12). SPE attributes (12a, b) to Bloomfield (1939). 

(12) a. It is always possible to order the rules in a sequence and to 
adhere strictly to this ordering in constructing derivations with
out any loss of generality as compared to an unordered set of 
rules or a set ordered on a different principle (SPE, 18). 

b. Such linear ordering makes it possible to formulate grammati
cal processes that would otherwise not be expressible with 
comparable generality (SPE, 18). 

c. Rules are applied in a linear order, each rule operating on the 
string as modified by all earlier applicable rules (SPE, 341).3 

The only major modification we will make to (12) is the proposal that some 
rules apply cyclically (this idea will be discussed in section 7.4 of chapter 7). 
In this proposal, rules still apply in a linear order, but that order is repeated 
after the addition of some morphological information. Since this requires dis
cussion of the overall organization of a grammar and the relationship between 
phonology and morphology and the lexicon, we defer this refinement until 
then. For now we assume that all morphology precedes the phonology, and 
that phonological rules apply in a strict linear order, according to (12). 

A string is defined as any sequence of segments and boundaries that is considered for a 
derivation. 
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The proposal that rules are ordered has considerable empirical support, but 
has not been uncontroversial. Linguists have experimented with a fair number 
of alternative hypotheses. For example, phonemic theory assumed that all 
rules apply simultaneously. As we argued in section 2.8 of chapter 2, such a 
theory is not capable of capturing appropriate generalizations about the lan
guage. Consider how our analysis of Russian in section 5.1 would fare under 
such an assumption. An underlying representation such as /met+1/, as we said, 
meets the structural description of both Dental Stop Deletion and /-Deletion; 
under simultaneous application, both rules would apply, giving the incorrect 
output *[me]. To prevent this outcome, we would have to add a condition to 
/-Deletion, such as (13). 

(13) {-Deletion (Russian; simultaneous version) 
l - » 0 / C # 
unless C is a dental stop 

The added condition "unless C is a dental stop" will block /-Deletion in 
/met+1/. But this condition repeats part of the statement of Dental Stop 
Deletion, since this rule precisely affects dental stops. Not only that, but this 
move obscures the phonetic motivation for /-Deletion. It would seem that /-
Deletion has the effect of reducing the complexity of clusters, and there is no 
reason why such reduction should not operate in the context of dental stops. 

Similarly, Final Devoicing would have to be reformulated under the 
hypothesis of simultaneous application of rules. Given the underlying repre
sentation /greb+1/, Final Devoicing is inapplicable, since this form has no 
word-final obstruent. Simultaneous application will thus produce the same 
incorrect result, *[greb], as the derivation (8) with /-Deletion and Final 
Devoicing in the wrong order. In order for simultaneous order to work, Final 
Devoicing would have to be revised as in (14). 

(14) Final Devoicing (Russian; simultaneous version) 
[-sonorant] —> [-voice] / (1) # 

That is, in (14) Final Devoicing is complicated by adding an optional / 
between the obstruent that undergoes devoicing and the word boundary. Once 
again part of another rule has been added to Final Devoicing, in this case /-
Deletion, just to make simultaneous application possible. Also, this move 
obscures the motivation of Final Devoicing. Devoicing of obstruents in word-
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final position is common and appears in many languages, but devoicing 
before a word-final sonorant would be a rather unusual rule. 

In general, as the depth of ordering in an ordered-rule analysis increases, 
the complications in the statement of the rules required for simultaneous 
application increases geometrically, requiring endless repetition of conditions 
of some rules into other rules (cf. SPE, 344ff. for an extended discussion of a 
similar but more complex example). This repetition of conditions not only 
complicates the rules but obscures their very motivation. Under the hypothe
sis that the rules apply in a linear order, the rules can be stated much more 
generally and their motivation appears clearly. 

5.4 Iterative rules 

As we observed in chapter 4, section 4.5, some phonological rules apply iter-
atively, that is, they apply repeatedly to their own output in a particular direc
tion within a given domain. This mode of application is particularly common 
with rules of vowel harmony and stress. In section 4.5 of chapter 4 we dis
cussed two examples of vowel harmony involving the feature [ATR], one of 
which, Pulaar, involved an iterative vowel assimilation rule. We will discuss 
another, similar example in section 5.6, where we will investigate the interac
tion of an iterative vowel harmony rule with a number of other rules in 
Yawelmani. In this section we will mention a few general properties of rules 
of this type. First of all, an iterative rule must be specifically designated as 
having this property. A rule will not apply iteratively just because it happens 
to create possible inputs to itself. For example, in exercise 4.2 of chapter 4 a 
vowel deletion rule is required to account for alternations in the passive and 
gerundive suffixes in Maori, as in (15). 

(15) Active 

awhi 

hopu 

patu 

kite 

Passive 

awhitia 

hopukia 

patua 

kitea 

Gerundive 

awhitarja 

hopukarja 

paturja 

kiterja 

Gloss 

'embrace' 

'catch' 

'strike, kill' 

'see, find' 

The first two examples show that the passive suffix is -ia and the gerundive 
suffix is -arja. These suffixes appear in these forms when the stem ends in a 
consonant. This consonant is deleted in the active form, which has no suffix, 
because no word of Maori ends in a consonant. However, in the last two 
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examples, the passive and gerundive suffixes show loss of their initial vowel 
after a stem that ends in a vowel. The rule in (16) accounts for this alternation. 

(16) Vowel Deletion (Maori) 
V - > 0 / V + 

A morpheme boundary is required in the rule, because Maori does not sim
plify vowel clusters within a morpheme, as shown by the passive suffix -ia 
after a consonant. Now consider the derivation of the passive form kitea 'see, 
find'in (17). 

(17) /#kite + ia#/ underlying representation 

0 Rule (16) 

[#kite + a#] phonetic representation 

The first vowel of the passive suffix is deleted by rule (16). The result of this 
operation is another form that has a vowel sequence across a morpheme 
boundary, but this representation is not further simplified, and in fact is the 
phonetic representation of this word. Because rule (16) is not designated as 
iterative, it does not reapply to its own output.4 

If a rule is designated as iterative, the direction of iteration must also be 
specified. For ATR harmony in Pulaar, we proposed the rule in (18) in chap
ter^ 

(18) [ -Sw] -» t+ A T R] / C0 [++ATR] 
right-to-left iterative 

The derivation in (19), repeated from chapter 4, illustrates the iterative appli
cation of this rule. 

Designating rule (16) as right-to-left iterative would also ensure that it applies only once 
in derivations like (17). With this designation, the rule would first check a, which is not 
in the context for deletion, then check i, which is in the context for deletion and so would 
get deleted. By the convention of iterativity the rule cannot go back and check a again, 
so it would not get deleted. 
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(19) /#dog-o:-ru#/ underlying representation 

o: ATR Harmony (first iteration) 

o ATR Harmony (second iteration) 

[#dog-o:-ru#] phonetic representation 

We can state the principle of iterative rule application in (20). 

(20) Iterative rule application 
To apply a rule designated as right-to-left iterative to a string, S0, 

in a domain, determine the rightmost substring of S0 that meets the 
structural description of the rule. If no such substring is found, the 
rule does not apply. If a substring is found, the rule applies to 
obtain the derived string Sj. Then find the next rightmost substring 

that meets the structural description, if any, and reapply the rule. 
Continue in this manner until the left edge of the string is reached 
and no further substrings can be found that meet the structural 
description of the rule. To apply a rule designated as left-to-right 
iterative, apply the procedure starting at the left and moving right-
ward, until the right edge of the string is reached. 

In the case of a vowel harmony rule such as (18), it may seem most natural to 
apply the rule in the direction that maximizes the possibilities for applying the 
rule. That is, applying (18) from left to right would allow only a single appli
cation, giving the output *dog-o:-ni In the terminology of section 5.1, the 
right-to-left directionality of rule (18) is feeding OT self-feeding, since the first 
iteration of vowel harmony in the derivation (19) sets up a situation for an 
additional application of the rule that did not exist before the first iteration. 

We can demonstrate that direction of iteration can be the only difference 
between two instances of the same rule. In Slovak (Kenstowicz & Kisseberth 
1979, 319-320) we find that suffix vowels exhibit alternations of length, as in 
(21). 

(21) Isg. 

vol-a:-m 

ci:t-a-m 

ces-a:v-a-m 

vol-a:v-a--m 

3sg. 

vol-a: 

ci:t-a 

ces-a:v-a 

vol-a: v-a 

lpl. 
vol-a:-me 

ci:t-a-me 

ces-a:v-a-me 

vol-a:v-a-me 

gloss 

'call' 

'read' 

'comb' 

'call' 
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ci:t-av-a-m ci:t-av-a cirt-av-a-me 'read' 
pi:s-av-a-m piis-av-a pi:s-av-a-me 'write' 

The verb forms in (21) are formed of a verb root plus one to three suffixes. 
The final suffix indicates the person and number: -m for first person singular, 
-me for first person plural, and no suffix in the third person singular. Before 
the suffix for person and number is the vowel, /-a:/ in underlying representa
tion, that indicates the conjugation (other verb classes, not illustrated here, use 
other vowels in this position). In the third to sixth lines of (21) there is a fre
quentative suffix, /-a:v/ in underlying representation, between the verb stem 
and the conjugation vowel. The verb stem /vol/ 'call' has an underlying short 
vowel, and the conjugation vowel appears long after it, as in the first line of 
(21). The verb stem IcvXl 'read' has an underlying long vowel, and the conju
gation vowel is shortened following this stem. The conjugation vowel is sys
tematically short after the frequentative suffix, as in lines three and four of 
(21); if the verb stem has a long vowel, as in the last two lines of (21), both 
the vowel of the frequentative suffix and the conjugation vowel appear short
ened. This allows us to propose the rhythmic rule in (22) for Slovak. 

(22) Rhythmic Rule (Slovak) 

V -> [-long] / L+long J C0 

Iterative: right to left 

The Australian language Gidabal (Geytenbeek 1971; Kenstowicz & 
Kisseberth 1979, 320-321) has a pattern very similar to the Slovak rhythmic 
rule, in that many suffixes with an underlying long vowel appear with a short 
vowel when the preceding syllable has a long vowel. Compare the subjunc
tive suffix, with the underlying representation /-ya:/, which alternates between 
a long and a short vowel, with the potential suffix /-ye/, which always has a 
short vowel, in the forms in (23). 

(23) badi-ya: 'should hit' badi-ye 'may hit' 

yaga:-ya 'should fix' yaga:-ye 'may fix' 

ga:da-yai 'should chase' gaida-ye 'may chase' 

By the criterion of predictability the rule must be one of shortening; it would 
be difficult to motivate a lengthening rule that would lengthen vowels in just 
the right environment and would not affect the suffix /-ye/. As we will see, 
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vowels other than a participate in the length alternation. 
Other suffixes that alternate in terms of vowel length include intensifiers 

/-dan]/, and /-be:/, and the locational /-ya:/. The initial v of locational /-ya:/ 
becomes a voiced stop homorganic with a preceding nasal. These are illus
trated in (24). 

(24) a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

nule-dairj 

nu:n-darj 

yui-darj 

gadi-be: 

bugal-be: 

buru:r-be 

ba:m-ba 

gila:-ya 

jubuji-ja: 

babar-a:-darj 

'he (emphatic)' 

'too hot' 

'much later' 

'right here' 

'very good' 

'only two' 

'is halfway' 

'that' 

'is night' 

'straight above' 

/babar-ya:-dan]/ 

jalum-bai-darj-be: 'is certainly right on the fish' 

/jalum-ba:-dan]-be:/ 

gunu:m-ba-da:rj-be 'is certainly right on the stump' 

/gunu:m-ba:-dairj-be:/ 

In (24a, b, c) we find that these suffixes shorten their vowels when the vowel 
of the preceding syllable is long; otherwise they appear long. In (24d) we see 
what happens with two or more of these suffixes in a sequence. With two 
long-vowelled suffixes after a shortvowel, as in babar-a:-dar), The second 
long vowel shortens but not the first. When three long-vowelled syllables 
appear in succession in underlying representation, as in jalum-bai-daq-be:, 
only the middle long vowel shortens. With four long-vowelled syllables in a 
row, as in gunu:m-ba-danj-be, we see shortening in the second and fourth, but 
not in the other two. These facts can be predicted by assuming that Gidabal 
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has a vowel shortening rule much like that of Slovak, but that iterates in the 
opposite direction, as in (25). 

(25) Vowel Shortening (Gidabal; GVS) 

r+sv111 
V -> [-long] / L+kmg J C0 
Iterative: left to right 

The derivation in (26) illustrates the operation of Gidabal Vowel Shortening 
with an input containing a sequence of long-vowelled syllables. 

(26) /#gunuim-ba:-da:n-be:#/ underlying representation 

a GVS first iteration 

GVS second iteration 

e GVS third iteration 

[#gunu:m-ba-dan]-be#] phonetic representation 

On its first iteration GVS shortens the vowel of the first suffix. The second 
iteration is blocked, or, more accurately, the vowel of the second suffix is not 
in a position to be shortened after the first iteration since the preceding sylla
ble does not contain a long vowel. (There is a long vowel before it, to be sure, 
the u; of the second syllable of the stem, but the structural description of GVS 
in (25) does not allow an intervening vowel, so the rule fails to apply to the 
vowel of the suffix -daiij. On the final iteration, the structural description is 
met once again, and the vowel of the final suffix is shortened at this stage. 
Gidabal Vowel Shortening thus applies in a bleeding, or self-bleeding fashion. 
The first iteration of GVS bleeds the potential application to the long vowel 
of the second suffix. 

The right-to-left application of the Slovak rhythmic law is not bleeding, 
since no application destroys the possibility of a following iteration. Nor is it 
feeding in Slovak. Successive applications do not create the possibility of fur
ther iterations (as they do in vowel harmony rules, such as 18 in Pulaar). The 
relationship in Slovak is counterbleeding: a relationship that is potentially 
bleeding (and actually bleeding in Gidabal) but, because of the directionality, 
not actually bleeding. We will find examples of counterbleeding relations 
between rules as well, and a fourth relation known as counterfeeding, where 
one rule potentially feeds another but in fact does not because the potentially 
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feeding rule is ordered after the rule it would feed. These concepts are devel
oped further in section 5.7. 

5.5 Spanish r-sounds 

In section 2.3 of chapter 2 we observed that trilled [r] and flapped [r] in 
Spanish are contrastive within words between vowels, and concluded that 
they are therefore separate phonemes. However, we also observed that the dis
tribution is somewhat complex, and that no contrast is possible in other posi
tions. This is therefore a case of overlapping distribution. The situation in 
which sounds contrast in some environments but not in others is often indica
tive of a rule, and frequently figures in alternations, as we observed in chap
ter 4. We may now observe that a rule may be involved even in the absence of 
alternations. With respect to Spanish r-sounds, we stated that the trilled [r] 
occurs to the exclusion of the flap [r] in initial position in the word. We there
fore do not need to assume that lexical representations distinguish these two 
sounds in that position. If we assume that only one r-sound (or an r-sound 
unspecified for [HSP]5) appears lexically in this position, we can have the rule 
in (27) produce the trill in word-initial position. 

(27) Word-initial Trill (Spanish) 

- > [ + H S P ] / # _ 

-syll 
+cons 
+son 
+cont 

L -lat J 

Harris (1983, 64) observes that this rule may be involved in alternations, 
although it is difficult to find convincing examples. The words of (28) are the 
best he could find, although the synchronic relations of the two columns may 
be open to question. 

See section 3.5.2 of chapter 3 for this feature as providing the relevant distinction 
between the trill and the flap. 
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(28) [r] [r] 

rec+titud [rekti'tud] 'uprightness e+rec+cion [erek'syon] 'erection' 

rup+tura [rup'tura] 'rupture' e+rup+cion [erup'syon] 'eruption' 

rub+or [ru'JJor] 'blush' e+rub+escente [erugesente] 'blushing' 

ro+er [ro'er] 'to eat away' e+ro+si6n [ero'syon] 'erosion' 

rud+o ['ru8o] 'stupid' e+rud+icion [eruSi'syon] 'erudition' 

A second environment where we find trilled [r] to the exclusion of flap [r] 
is at the beginning of a syllable inside a word after a consonant. Spanish syl
lables can begin with any single consonant or with two consonants, but only 
if the first is an obstruent other than [s] and the second is a liquid. The words 
in (29) have a trill, not a flap (data from Harris 1983, 63). 

(29) hon[r]a ['onra] 'honour' 

al[r]ededor [alreQe'5or] 'about' 

En[r]ique [en'rike] (name) 

Is[r]ael [isra'el] 'Israel' 

This can also be attributed to a rule, which we give as (30).6 

(30) Syllable-initial Trill (Spanish) 

-syll 
+cons 
+son 
+cont 

L -lat J 

-> [+HSP] / [+cons] $. 

Within the same syllable after a consonant, the flap occurs to the exclusion of 
the trill, as in the examples of (31). 

6 We use die symbol $ informally to indicate syllable boundary. See section 7.2.1 of chap
ter 7 for a more careful discussion of syllable theory. Note that rules (27) and (30) could 
be collapsed using the brace notation, as in (i); we have left them separate here for ease 
of exposition. 

(i) 

-syll 
+cons 
+son 
+cont 
-lat 

-> 
/ [+cons] $ \ 

[+HSP]/ | L
 # ) 
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(31) p[r]ado 

f[r]asco 

t[r]apo 

d[r]ama 

c[r]ater 

g[r]ato 

['prado] 

['firasko] 

['trapo] 

['drama] 

['krater] 

['grato] 

'meadow' 

'flask' 

'rag' 

'drama' 

'crater' 

'pleasing' 

The next point to note is that, within a phrase, the sequence [rr] is not distinct 
from the single segment [r]. Harris (1983, 63) notes the lack of contrast in 
such phrases as those in (32). 

(32) sali rapido [sa'li'rapi5o] 'I left rapidly' 

salir rapido [sa'li'rapitJo] 'to leave rapidly' 

gambarara ['gamba'rara] 'strange shrimp' 

ambarrara ['amba'rara] 'strange amber' 

Harris accounts for this by means of the rule in (33). 

(33) Flap Deletion (Spanish) 
f - > 0 / (#)r 

Note that we have been assuming that trill [r] is a single segment. An alterna
tive analysis might be to assume that the trill is actually a geminate [rr] at 
some level of analysis. It would not be possible to make this assumption of 
the phonetic level. The trills that appear in word-initial position and at the 
beginning of a syllable within words, as in (34), would violate well motivat
ed syllable structure constraints in Spanish. 

(34) ropa 

Enrique 

[Yopa] 

[en'rike] 

*['rropa] 'clothing' 

*[en'rrike] (name) 

This is because [rr] is not a possible syllable onset in Spanish, nor is [nr] a 
possible syllable-final cluster. Indeed we have proposed that the words in (34) 
contain a single 1:1 in underlying representation, the trill being produced by 
rules (27) and (30). But what about the contrast between the trill and the flap 
in word-internal position between vowels? Harris gives a number of examples 
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of this contrast (already illustrated in section 2.3 of chapter 2), that we repro
duce in (35). 

(35) torero 

torrero 

caro 

carro 

cero 

cerro 

[to'rero] 

[to'rero] 

['koro] 

['karo] 

['Gero] 

['0ero] 

'bullfighter' 

'lighthouse keeper' 

'expensive' 

'car' 

'zero' 

'hill' 

Harris proposes that indeed the trill in this position should be analyzed as a 
sequence /rr/ in underlying representation. This means that trilled [r] does not 
have to figure in underlying representations as distinct from flap [r]. Trilled 
[r] is always derived, by rules (27) and (30), contrary to the conclusion in 
chapter 2 that this distinction is "phonemic." For example, a word like 'light
house keeper' is derived as in (36) (compare 'honour'). 

(36) /#torrero#/ 

tor$rero 

torrero 

torero 

[#torero#] 

/#onra#/ 

on$ra 

onra 

[#onra#] 

underlying representation 

rules of syllabification 

rule (30) 

rule (33) 

phonetic representation 

Harris points out that there is no reason not to expect underlying representa
tions like (36), which would actually be an unexplained gap if the phonetic 
trill [r] had to be analyzed as an underlying trill /r/ distinct from the underly
ing flap /r/. The flap regularly occurs in syllable-final position before various 
consonants in words like (37). 

(37) arpa 

arbol 

arte 

sarna 

Carlos 

[•arpa] 

['arbol] 

['arte] 

['sarna] 

['karlos] 

'harp' 

'tree' 

'art' 

'scabies' 

(name) 
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marcha ['marca] 

arco ['arko] 

'departure' 

'bow' 

Furthermore, the flap regularly occurs in syllable-initial position, as in the 
examples of (35) torero, caro, cero, and, according to our analysis, in the 
examples of (29) and (34), where a rule converts it to a trill. It would be sur
prising if no underlying forms existed with consecutive flaps, one that can be 
syllable final and one that can be syllable initial, according to principles of 
syllabification. The analysis in (36) fills this gap. 

Harris notes some other advantages of this analysis. The first concerns the 
placement of stress. The main stress in Spanish (clitics aside) is on one of the 
last three syllables of the word. However, stress can appear on the antepenul
timate (third from last) syllable only if the penultimate (second from last) syl
lable ends in a simple vowel (i.e., not a diphthong). Thus, the words in (38a) 
have antepenultimate stress, but the hypothetical words in (38b), where the 
penultimate syllable ends in a consonant, cannot be stressed on the antepenult. 
The examples in (38c) show that antepenultimate stress is possible in words 
whose penultimate syllable is open before a flap, while (38d) shows that such 
stress is impossible if a trill appears in this position. 

(38) a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

telefono 
numero 

*telefosno 

*numelro 

camara 

vibora 

*camarra 

*viborra 

[te'lefono] 
['numero] 

[te'lefosno] 

['numelro] 

['kamara] 

[•biBora] 

['kamara] 

[•biBora] 

'telephone' 
'number' 

'chamber' 

'viper' 

The distribution in (38c, d) is explained in a way that is exactly parallel to 
(38a, b) if, at the point where stress is assigned, the trill in intervocalic posi
tion is represented as a sequence of two flaps. For, at that point in the deriva
tion, the words in (38d) have the penultimate syllable closed by a flap, pre
venting antepenultimate stress, exactly as in (38b), where the penultimate syl
lable is closed by some other consonant. 
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A second result of this analysis appears in the irregular future tense of the 
verb querer 'to want.' The future tense of regular verbs is formed by adding 
person-number endings to the infinitive, as in (39a). Certain irregular verbs, 
such as poder 'to be able,' lose the vowel of the infinitive suffix in this con
struction, as in (39b). That is, the future stem of 'be able' has the suppletive 
underlying form and /podr/ which is not identical to the infinitive /poder/. 
(Recall that the approximant [9] in [po'Ser] is not underlying but derived by 
rule 19 of chapter 4.) The same analysis applies to the verb querer if we 
assume the analysis of the intervocalic trill in (36). That is, the future stem of 
'want' has the suppletive underlying forms /kerr/ which is not the same as the 
infinitive /kef er/, but which is parallel to 'be able.' Otherwise, we would need 
to assume that the verb querer has an otherwise unattested suppletive form 
/ker/ in the future tense, which is not parallel to 'be able.'7 

comer 

como 

comere 

poder 

puedo 

podre 

querer 

quiero 

querre 

[ko'mer] 

['komo] 

[kome're] 

[po'Ser] 

['pweQo] 

[po'dre] 

[ke'rer] 

['kyero] 

[ke're] 

'to eat' 

'I eat' 

'I will eat' 

'to be able' 

' lean ' 

T will be able' 

'to want' 

'I want' 

'I will want' 

This analysis is clearly possible only if rules can be ordered. In (40) we sum
marize the underlying representations and ordered rules involved in the analy
sis of the Spanish r-sounds. The syllable structure rules are ordered before the 
stress rules, though these rules are not given here, as they are quite complex 
and require appeal to metrical structure developed in section 7.2 of chapter 7. 
Stress assignment in turn is ordered before rule (v). Rules (iii) and (iv) are also 
ordered before (v). 

The diphthongization of the stressed vowel in puedo and quiero is the result of another 
rule that is not immediately relevant to the question at hand. 
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(40) a. 
b. 

Underlying segment inventory: one r-sound: hi 
Rules (in order) 

(i) 

(ii) 

(Hi) 

(iv) 

(v) 

Syllable structure rules 

Stress assignment 

" -syll " 
+cons 
+son 
+cont 

-» [+HSP] / [+cons] $ 

L -lat J 

" -syll ' 
+cons 
+son 
+cont 

-> [+HSP] / # 

L -lat J 

r - > 0 / r 

(rule 30) 

(rule 27) 

(rule 33) 

In the next section we turn to an example that requires more extensive use of 
rule ordering. 

5.6 Yawelmani 

The Yawelmani dialect of Yokuts, an Amerindian language of California 
(Newman 1944; Kuroda 1967; Kenstowicz & Kisseberth 1979), is of consid
erable interest in illustrating the principles of analyzing phonological alterna
tions and rule ordering. We therefore offer an extended discussion of the lan
guage here, with a miniature grammar of nine rules with many (eleven) cru
cial ordering relationships. This discussion will serve as a background to some 
of the discussion of abstractness in phonology in chapter 6. 

5.6.1 Vowel Shortening and Epenthesis 

In exercise 4.7 of chapter 4 we encountered the data in (41).8 

8 The feature [ATR] is redundant in Yawelmani vowels, as we showed in section 3.8 of 
chapter 3. All vowels except a are [+ATR]. We will therefore ignore it in this discussion, 
assuming that it can be specified only after all phonological rules have applied. See sec
tion 7.3 of chapter 7 for further discussion. 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

Dubitative 

xatal 

giy'al 

meik'al 

saipal 

pa?tal 

?ilkal 

lihmal 

?ayyal 

7amlal 

salk'al 

sent'al 

Aorist 

xathin 

giy'hin 

mek'hin 

saphin 

pa?ithin 

?ilikhin 

lihimhin 

?ayiyhin 

?aimilhin 

sailik'hin 

se:nit'hin 

gloss 

'eat' 

'touch' 

'swallow' 

'bum' 

'fight' 

'sings' 

'run' 

'pole a boat' 

'help' 

'wake up' 

'smell' 

From the first two lines it is possible to identify the verb stems xat 'eat' and 
giy' 'touch.' We also can isolate two suffixes: -al 'dubitative' and -hin 'aorist.' 
In the next two lines we see stems whose vowels alternate in length. It is rea
sonable to propose underlying representations for these verb stems with a long 
vowel, /meik'/9 and /saip/, along with a rule that shortens a vowel when it is 
followed by a sequence of two (or more) consonants. We give a slightly more 
general form of the rule in (42) that also shortens a vowel followed by a sin
gle consonant at the end of a word, although this context will not be seen until 
we discuss echo verbs (54) in section 5.6.2. The general context for this short
ening is actually a closed syllable,10 although we have not formally intro
duced syllable structure into our model of phonology yet (see section 7.2.1 of 
chapter 7). These underlying representations and rule (42) conform to the cri
terion of predictability. 

(42) Vowel Shortening (Yawelmani) 

V->[-long]/ C {c} 

A conceivable alternative would be to propose underlying short vowels in the 
alternating cases and a rule to lengthen a vowel in the context CV. Such 

9 The underlying representation o f swallow' is actually/mi:kV. See the discussion of echo 
verbs later in this section. 

10 A closed syllable is one that ends in a consonant. See section 7.2.1 of chapter 7 for fuller 
development of syllable structure. 
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an alternative does not conform to the criterion of predictability: it would 
incorrectly produce lengthening in the dubitative of 'eat' and 'touch,' where 
there is no long vowel, in addition to lengthening the vowel in this tense of 
'swallow' and 'bum.' In other words, length is not predictable in general in the 
context CV. but, since vowels are invariably short in the context of (42), 
a shortening analysis conforms to the criterion of predictability. 

In lines 5 to 8 of (41) we find verb roots that alternate schematically in the 
two shapes of (43). 

(43) a. CVCC (before -at) 

b. CVC/C (before-Am) 

If we take (43a) as the basic shape af a root like 'fight,' that is, pa?t, we will 
require an epenthesis rule (44). As with Vowel Shortening, we anticipate 
slightly by including the environment C C# for epenthesis, even though 
this will not be exemplified until we discuss verbal nouns in section 5.6.3; see 
(66). Epenthesis is also concerned with syllable structure, but cannot be stat
ed in a syllablic environment. In effect, Epenthesis makes syllabification pos
sible, since Yawelmani does not allow more than one consonant in syllable 
onsets or codas; i.e., no more than two consonants can appear between vow
els internal to a word and no more than one consonant can appear at the begin
ning or at the end of a word. 

(44) Epenthesis (Yawelmani) 

0->i/C C {c} 

The alternative would be to assume (43b) as the underlying shape of roots like 
'fight' and to assume a rule of vowel deletion. There are two reasons to reject 
this alternative. The first is that, when a root shows the alternation of (43), the 
second vowel is always the same, namely z'.11 If deletion were involved, we 
would expect that any vowel of Yawelmani could appear in this position. In 
addition, when we discuss echo verbs (55) in section 5.6.2, we will see that 
verb roots of two syllables have the same vowel quality in both syllables 
(before the operation of certain phonological processes). If verb roots could 

The epenthetic vowel sometimes appears as u, due to the effects of Vowel Harmony, to 
be discussed in section 5.6.2. The point still holds, because these roots never exhibit a 
nonhigh vowel in this position. 
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have the underlying shape (43b) they would be an exception to this general
ization. 

The verbs in lines 9-11 of (41) show both alternations. The root for 'help' 
has the two forms ?aml and ?aunil. How do we select the underlying repre
sentation for this root? As we have seen, e.g., in Russian and Palauan, we can
not always select one of the phonetic forms of a morpheme as the underlying 
representation of that morpheme. We apply the reasoning that we used in the 
case of each alternation individually. When the vowel of a morpheme alter
nates in length, we take the long vowel as belonging to the underlying repre
sentation, since the appearance of the short version is predictable by Vowel 
Shortening (42). When a morpheme alternates between the shapes in (43), we 
take the form without the second vowel as underlying, since the appearance 
of the second vowel is predictable by Epenthesis (44). Taken together, this 
implies that the underlying representation for 'help' is /a:ml/, with a long 
vowel and without the / in the second syllable. The phonetic shapes of this 
morpheme are predicted by the two rules already at hand, as long as 
Epenthesis (44) is ordered before Vowel Shortening (42). This is shown by the 
derivations in (45). 

(45) /#?a:ml+ol#/ /#?aiml+hin#/ underlying representation 

i Epenthesis (44) 

a Vowel Shortening (42) 

[#?amlal#] [#?a:milhin#] phonetic representation 

If Vowel Shortening were ordered before Epenthesis, or if the two rules could 
apply simultaneously, the vowel of such roots would always appear short. We 
thus establish the order in (45); note that this ordering does not affect the 
forms discussed previously, in which only one of these two rules is ever appli
cable. 

5.6.2 Vowel Harmony 

We encountered vowel harmony in Turkish and Akan in chapter 3 and in 
Pulaar and Yoruba in chapter 4. In general, this is a process that requires 
agreement of vowels in a particular feature, generally within the domain of a 
word, but the exact conditions vary from one language to another. The data in 
(46) illustrate this process in Yawelmani. 
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(46) Aorist 

xathin 

maxhin 

bok'hin 

k'o?hin 

xilhin 

giy'hin 

dubhun 

hudhun 

Consequential 
gerundial 

xatmi 

bok'mi 

xilmi 

giy'mi 

dubmu 

Dubitative 

xatal 

maxal 

bok'ol 

k'o?ol 

xilal 

giy'al 

dubal 

hudal 

Precative 

xatxa 

bok'xo 

giy'xa 

dubxa 

gloss 

'eat' 

'procure' 

'find' 

'throw' 

'tangle' 

'touch' 

'lead by the hand' 

'recognize' 

The suffix -hin has the alternant -hun when the preceding vowel is both high 
and round, as in dubhun. The suffix remains -hin following vowels that are 
nonround, as in xathin, xilhin, or nonhigh (even if round), as in bok'hin. Other 
suffixes with this vowel behave similarly. The suffix -al has the alternate -ol 
when the preceding vowel is both nonhigh and round, as in bok'ol. It remains 
-al if the preceding vowel is nonround, as in xatal, xilal, or high (even if 
round), as in hudal. In other words, the harmony is agreement in the feature 
[round] between vowels that agree in the feature [high]. Like vowel harmony 
in Turkish and Pulaar, vowel harmony in Yawehnani is iterative, as can be 
seen from the forms in (47a) with more than one suffix, such as -sit 'to, into, 
for' followed by -hin or with disyllabic suffixes, as the reflexive-reciprocal 
suffix -iwis (underlying /-iws/) and the gerundial suffix /-?in'ay/ in (47b). 

(47) a. k'o?sithin 

maxsithin 

xip'wiysithin 

t'ulsuthun 

b. ?oyowxiwis 

t'uyuwus 

dos-?in'ay 

dub-?unay 

'throws to' 

'procures for' 

'makes a rubbing motion for' 

'burns for' 

'one who feels sorry for himself 

'act of shooting at one another' 

'reporting' 

'leading by the hand' 

We can state the Vowel Harmony rule for Yawelmani in (48), in formal nota
tion. 
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(48) Vowel Harmony (Yawelmani) 

- +syl" 
_ahigh_ —> 

"+round" 
+back 

. -low -
/ 

- +syl " 
+round 

_ ahigh. 

(left-to-right iterative) 

Since the epenthetic vowel is i, we might expect it to undergo Vowel Harmony 
when it appears in the environment of a preceding high round vowel. Indeed, 
as the data in (49) demonstrate, this is the case. 

(49) aorist 

logiwhin 

t'oyixhin 

soinilhin 

hoitinhin 

mo:yinhin 

?ugunhun 

luk'ulhun 

dubitative 

logwol 

t'oyxol 

sonlol 

hotnol 

moynol 

?ugnal 

luk'lal 

precative 

logiwxa 

gloss 

'pulverize' 

'give medicine' 

'pack on the back' 

'take the scent' 

'become tired' 

'drink' 

'bury' 

This implies that Epenthesis (44) is ordered before Vowel Harmony (48). The 
effects of this ordering can be seen in the derivations of (50). 

(50) a. /#?ugn+hin#/ b. /#logw+xa#/ 

u u 
[#?ugunhun#] [#logiwxa#] 

underlying representation 

Epenthesis (44) 

Vowel Harmony (48) 

phonetic representation 

The effect of this ordering is that both the epenthetic vowel and the suffix 
vowel undergo vowel harmony in (50a) while neither undergoes harmony in 
(50b). The reverse ordering (or simultaneous application) would produce the 
incorrect forms *?uginhun and *logiwxa • 

The data in (51) at first appear problematic for our analysis of vowel har
mony. 
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aorist 

doshin 

ts'omhun 

wonhin 

soghun 

soinilhin 

wo:?uyhun 

ho:tinhin 

do:lulhun 

dubitative 

doisol 

ts'oimal 

woinol 

soigal 

sonlol 

wo?yal 

hotnol 

dollal 

gloss 

'report' 

'destroy' 

'hide' 

'pull out the cork' 

'pack on the back' 

'fall asleep' 

'take the scent' 

'climb' 

The forms for 'report' are quite normal, assuming an underlying representa
tion /do:s/ for the root. That is, shortening applies as expected in doshin, but 
harmony is not observed because the vowels differ in [high]. On the other 
hand there is harmony but no shortening in doisol, again exactly as expected. 
But in the forms for 'destroy,' while shortening applies as expected, harmony 
is the reverse of what we expect. Why should the suffix have a round vowel 
in ts'omhim, where the vowels differ in [high], while there is no rounding of 
the suffix in ts'oimal, where the vowels are both [-high]? We cannot simply 
say that 'destroy' is an exception to vowel harmony. While it unexpectedly 
fails to condition harmony of a following nonhigh vowel, it equally unex
pectedly does condition harmony of a following high vowel. To answer this 
question, let us review the roots that display alternation in vowel length, given 
in (52). 

(52) meik'al mek'hin 'swallow' 

saipal saphin 'burn' 

doisol doshin 'report' 

We have observed vowel-length alternation only with the three nonhigh vow
els [e, a, o] and not with the high vowels [i, u]. In fact, in the data so far, we 
have not encountered a single instance of a phonetically long high vowel [i:, 
u:]. Furthermore, the irregular harmony that we have seen in 'destroy' appears 
only with roots that show vowel-length alternation. That is, there are no roots 
with invariant short o that take round alternants of high-vowel suffixes (-hun) 
and nonround variants of nonhigh-vowel suffixes (-al). As we noted in the 
discussion of the underlying representation for 'help,' /aiml/, we are not 
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obliged to select one of the phonetic alternants of a morpheme as its underly
ing representation. The root for 'destroy' in fact behaves as if it had a high 
vowel at the time vowel harmony is applicable. If we assume that its under
lying form has a high vowel, that is /ts'uim/, its harmonic properties follow. 
We can then account for the phonetic nonhigh vowel in this root, and gener
ally for the lack of long high vowels, with a rule of Vowel Lowering (53), 
ordered after Vowel Harmony. 

(53) Vowel Lowering (Yawelmani) 

r +sy! 1 
L+longJ ->Rugh] 

It is also necessary to assume that Vowel Lowering is ordered before Vowel 
Shortening, since underlying long high vowels are realized as mid phoneti
cally whether they are long or short. The derivations in (54) illustrate the 
interaction of these rules in some of the forms of (51). 

(54) /#ts'u:m+hin#/ /#ts'u:m+al#/ /#wu:?y+hin#/ /#wu:7y+al#/ underlying 
re 

i Epenthesis 

u u u Vowel Harmony 

o: oi o: o: Vowel Lowering 

o o Vowel Shortening 

[#te'omhun#] [#ts'o:mal#] [#wo:?uyhun#] [#wo?yal#] phonetic 
representations 

Although the derivations in (54) illustrate Vowel Lowering only with /wJ, we 
formulated the rule generally enough to affect /i:/ as well. While we have been 
tacitly assuming that forms like merfc'al 'swallow (dubitative)' have underly
ing /e:/, the rules so far allow them to be analyzed with underlying IvJ; indeed 
all phonetic [e] and [e:] can be analyzed as coming from underlying IvJ. Note 
too that there are no roots with an invariantly short [e]. Some evidence for this 
position comes from a group of verbs known as 'echo verbs,' some examples 
of which appear in (55). 
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(55) aorist 

p'axat'hin 

hiwethin 

7opothin 

sudok'hun 

yawalhin 

hibeyhin 

yolowhin 

t'unoyhun 

dubitative 

p'axa:t'al 

hiweital 

7opo:tol 

sudoik'al 

yawailal 

hibeiyal 

yoloiwol 

t'unoryal 

gloss 

'mourn' 

'walk' 

'arise from bed' 

'remove' 

'follow' 

'bring water' 

'might assemble' 

'scorch' 

The verbs in (55) are the first we've seen with more than a single syllable. The 
vowels of the two syllables cannot be selected independently: all verb stems 
of this form have one of the vowel patterns in (56). 

(56) a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

CaCa:C 

CiCeiC 

CoCoiC 

CuCoiC 

The echo verbs of the form (56d) in fact have the harmonic properties of roots 
with high round vowels, and can be analyzed as having such a vowel in both 
syllables in underlying representation, so that 'remove' has the underlying 
representation /sudu;k7. Likewise, echo verbs of the form (56b) can be ana
lyzed as having the vowel l\l in both syllables, so that 'walk' is underlyingly 
/hiwiit/. This means that echo verbs have identical vowel qualities in their two 
syllables, with the first short and the second long, in underlying representa
tion. That is, the echo verbs have the forms of (57). 

(57) a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

CaCaiC 

CiCi:C 

CoCoiC 

CuCuiC 

The sample derivations in (58) should make this clear. 
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/#hiwi:t+al#/ underlying 

representations 

Epenthesis 

Vowel Harmony 

e: Vowel Lowering 

Vowel Shortening 

[#hiwe:tal#] phonetic 
representations 

A second group of echo verbs have the same vowel pattern as those in (55), 
namely the vowel patterns of (56), underlyingly (57), but differ in not having 
a final consonant. We give a sample of such forms in (59). 

aorist 

panaihin 

7ile:hin 

hoyoihin 

ts'uyoihun 

taxa:hin 

nineihin 

dubitative 

panal 

?ilel 

hoyol 

ts'uyol 

taxal 

ninel 

gloss 

'arrive' 

'fan' 

'name' 

'urinate' 

'bring' 

'get quiet' 

In (59) the dubitative suffix appears as -/, rather than as -al, as in previous 
examples. Since the verb roots in (59) are vowel final, we can account for this 
with a truncation rule, (60). 

(60) Truncation (Yawelmani) 
V -> 0 / V 

Truncation must be ordered before Vowel Shortening. Vowel Shortening (42) 
was formulated to shorten vowels in the context C# as well as in the con
text CC. In the derivations of (61), Vowel Shortening occurs in the con
text C#. The derivations in (61) should clarify the situation of the vowel-
final echo verbs. 

(58) /#suduik'+hin#/ /#sudu:k'+al#/ /#hiwi:t+hin#/ 

u 

o: o: e: 

o e 

[#sudok'hun#] [#sudo:k'al#] [#hiwethin#] 
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(61) /#7ili:+hin#/ /#?ili:+al#/ /#ts'uyu:+hin#/ /#ts'uyu:+al#/ underlying 

representations 

Epenthesis 

u Vowel Harmony 

e: e: o: o: Vowel Lowering 

0 0 Truncation 

e o Vowel Shortening 

[#?ile:hin#] [#?ilel#] [#ts'uyo:hun#] [#ts'uyol#] phonetic 
representations 

We have now discussed five rules of Yawelmani and established their order
ing. We summarize the ordering in (62). A curved line between any pair of 
rules indicates that the top rule is crucially ordered before the rule that the line 
connects to. For example, the curved line connecting Truncation to Vowel 
Shortening indicates that Truncation is ordered before Vowel Shortening, but 
the order of Truncation with respect to Epenthesis, Vowel Harmony, and 
Vowel Lowering has not been established. No curved lines are drawn in these 
cases, as these orders are not crucial. 

(62) • Epenthesis (44) 
-Vowel Harmony (48) 
Vowel Lowering (53) 

-Truncation (60) 
•Vowel Shortening (42) 

5.6.3 Some additional rules 

There are two future suffixes in Yawelmani. Vowel-final echo verbs require 
the suffix -?. We give some examples in (63). 

(63) pana? 

?ili? 

hoyo? 

ts'uyu? 

'will arrive' 
'will fan' 

'will name' 

'will urinate' 

The final stem vowel is short in the futures of (63), but not, apparently, as a 
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result of Vowel Shortening (42). Since Vowel Shortening is ordered after 
Vowel Lowering (53), we might expect the second stem vowel of ?ili? and 
is'uyu? to be lowered as well as shortened; however, these vowels remain 
high. This implies that we need a special rule to shorten vowels before this 
suffix, ordered before Vowel Lowering. While this rule is of little interest in 
itself, it does allow the underlying vowel quality of the vowel-final echo verb 
stem to appear phonetically, thus providing an additional argument for that 
underlying vowel quality independent of vowel harmony. We can state this 
rule as in (64). 

(64) Shortening before word-final ? (Yawelmani) 

V->[-long]/ ?# 

The second future suffix has alternants -en, -on, as shown in the forms in (65). 
This suffix expresses the future with verbs other than the vowel-final echo 
verbs. 

bok'en 

dubon 

xaten 

giy'en 

pa?ten 

lihmen 

logwen 

7ugnon 

saipen 

doisen 

la:nen 

me:k'en 

women 

ts'oimon 

'will find' 
'will lead by the hand' 

'will eat' 

'will touch' 

'will fight' 

'will run' 

'will pulverize' 

'will drink' 

'will burn' 

'will report' 

'will hear' 

'will swallow' 

'will hide (tr.)' 

'will destroy' 

The vowel alternation seen in the future suffix in (65) is unlike any we've 
encountered to this point. At first sight it would appear to require an additional 
rule of vowel harmony. However, as we hinted in section 5.6.2, we do not 
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need to assume that the vowel e, long or short, appears in underlying repre
sentations. The verb 'swallow,' with the alternants me:k' and mek', can be 
derived from underlying /mi:kV. For example, the forms meik'al and mek'hin 
are derived as in (66), with the rules developed to this point. 

(66) /#mi:k'+al#/ /#miik'+hin#/ underlying representations 

Shortening before word-final ? (64) 

Epenthesis (44) 

Vowel Harmony (48) 

e: e: Vowel Lowering (53) 

Truncation (60) 

e Vowel Shortening (42) 

[#me:k'al#] [#mek'hin#] phonetic representations 

In the same way, the alternants of the future suffix in (65) can be derived from 
an underlying representation /-iin/. This is a rather abstract underlying repre
sentation, in that the vowel has two underlying features, [+long, +high], which 
are not manifest phonetically in any of its alternants. The derivations in (67) 
show the derivations of the two forms of this suffix.12 This is the second case 
in which we see shortening taking place in the context C#. (The first was 
in conjunction with Truncation in 61.) 

(67) /#bok'+i:n#/ /#dub+iin#/ underlying representations 

Shortening before word-final ? (64) 

Epenthesis (44) 

u: Vowel Harmony (48) 

e: o: Vowel Lowering (53) 

Truncation (60) 

e o Vowel Shortening (42) 

[#bok'en#] [#dubon#] phonetic representations 

An additional argument for underlying long high vowels comes from certain 
verbal nouns formed from a verb root with no affix. In this usage the first root 

12 For brevity we include only rules relevant to the discussion in this and some subsequent 
derivations. The reader should verify that applying the complete set of rales (summarized 
in 76) would give the same result. 
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vowel is always short, though not by Vowel Shortening. As with the shortened 
vowels in the future with the suffix -7, these shortened vowels are not also 
lowered. A sample of such forms is given in (68), along with the underlying 
representation of each root. 

bok' 

Tut' 

?idil 

logiw 

moyin 

?utuy 

wu?uy 

'finding' 
'stealing' 

'getting hungry' 

'pulverizing' 

'getting tired' 

'falling' 

'falling asleep' 

/bok'/ 
/?u:tV 

/?i:dl/ 

/logw/ 

/mo:yn/ 

/?uty/ 

/wu:7y/ 

Forms like moyin and wu?uy undergo Epenthesis; the latter also undergoes 
Vowel Harmony of the epenthetic vowel. Epenthesis (44) was formulated to 
apply in the context C C# as well as in C CC to allow for this case. 
Shortening must take place before Epenthesis in (67) and before Lowering. As 
with the shortening before the future suffix -?, we need a special rule to short
en vowels in verbal nouns, a rule of little interest in itself, except in that it 
allows the underlying [+high] quality of the vowel of /?u:t'/ and /?i:dl/ to 
appear phonetically, thereby providing additional justification for this analy
sis. This special shortening rule, stated in (69), is also ordered before Vowel 
Lowering. 

(69) Shortening of vowels in verbal nouns (Yawelmani) 
V —> [-long] / C# in verbal nouns 

Another rule of Yawelmani deletes the final vowel of suffixes of the form -CV 
when they appear after a vowel-final echo verb root (which happen to be the 
only vowel-final roots of the language). The examples in (70) are representa
tive, with suffixes -k'a 'imperative' and -mi 'consequential gerundial.' 
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(70) ?ilek' 'fan!' 

ts'uyok' 'urinate!' 

taxak' 'bring!' 

?ilem 'having fanned' 

ts'uyom 'having urinated' 

taxam 'having brought' 

cf. giy'k'a 

cf. dubk'a 

cf. xatk'a 

cf. giy'mi 

cf. dubmu 

cf xatmi 

The required rule is one of Vowel Drop, given in 

(71) Vowel Drop (Yawelmani) 
V -» 0 / V+C # 

'touch!' 

'lead by the hand!' 

'eat!' 

'having touched' 

'having led by the hand' 

'having eaten' 

(71). 

Vowel Drop is formulated with a morpheme boundary, indicating that it 
applies only when the consonant preceding the vowel to be dropped is mor
pheme initial. This is shown by the failure of the final vowel of the gerundial 
suffix -e:ni (underlying /-i:ni/) to drop in words like xaterni 'in order to eat' 
or ?a:xe:ni 'in order to stay overnight,' or salk'emi 'waking up.' Vowel Drop 
must be ordered before Vowel Shortening in order that Vowel Shortening can 
apply in derivations like (72). This is the third instance where Vowel 
Shortening takes place in the context C#. 

(72) /#taxa: + k'a#/ /#7ili: + ka#/ underlying representations 

Shortening of vowels in verbal nouns 

Shortening before word-final ? 

Epenthesis 

Vowel Harmony 

e: Vowel Lowering 

Truncation 

0 0 Vowel Drop (67) 

a e Vowel Shortening (41) 

[#taxak'#] [#?ilek'#] phonetic representations 

According to the rules for Yawelmani developed to this point we predict that 
phonetic long high vowels can never appear. When such vowels occur in 
underlying representations they are either lowered or shortened or both. It 
turns out, however, that there are phonetic long high vowels from another 
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source. The reflexive-reciprocal suffix -iwis (underlying /-iws/, already met in 
47b) is added to a verb root to form a verbal noun, which in the nominative 
case has no further affix but can take a further suffix -a to form the objective 
case, as seen in (73). 

(73) nominative objective (suffix -a) 

wagts-iwis wagtsiisa 'act of dividing' 

huwtuwus huwtuisa 'a shell game' 

In the nominative we see the effects of Epenthesis and, where appropriate, 
Vowel Harmony. This is the second instance where Epenthesis takes place in 
the context C C#. In the objective Epenthesis is inapplicable, but the 
sequence of a high vowel followed by w and a consonant is collapsed into a 
long high vowel by a rule of Contraction, formulated in (74) in terms of the 
transformational format of section 4.9.6 of chapter 4.13 

(74) Contraction (Yawelmani) 

r +syi i 
L+highJ w 

1 2 3 
=> 1 0 3 

[+long] 

Clearly, Contraction must be ordered after Vowel Lowering, because the long 
vowels that result from the application of this rule are not lowered. Also, 
Epenthesis must be ordered before Contraction. The derivations in (75) should 
clarify the ordering relations among these rules. 

13 Kenstowicz & Kisseberth point out that Contraction "must be restricted to the reflex
ive/reciprocal suffix, since the sequences -iw- and -ww- occur elsewhere in preconsonan-
tal position" (1979, 99). For example, it must not be allowed to affect the root huwt-. We 
allow for the possibility that certain phonological rules are restricted to certain mor
phemes or certain classes of morphemes. 
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1 

u u 

(75) /#huwt + iws#/ /#huwt + iws + a#/ underlying representations 

Shortening of vowels 
in verbal nouns (69) 
Shortening 
before word-final ? (64) 
Epenthesis (44) 

u Vowel Harmony (48) 

Vowel Lowering (53) 

Truncation (60) 

Vowel Drop (71) 

Vowel Shortening (42) 

u: Contraction (74) 

[#huwtuwus#] [#huwtu:sa#] phonetic representations 

The final order of all the rules of Yawelmani is given in (76). As in (62), a 
curved line connects pairs of crucially ordered rules, where the rule at the top 
end of the line is crucially ordered before the one at the bottom of the same 
line. For example, the curved line joining Truncation to Vowel Shortening 
indicates that Truncation is crucially ordered before Vowel Shortening. But 
not all orderings are crucial. For example, Truncation is not crucially ordered 
with respect to any rule other than Vowel Shortening. As long as it comes 
before Vowel Shortening, its position in the list in (76) is essentially arbitrary. 

(76) Shortening of vowels in verbal nouns (69) 
Shortening before word-final ? (64) 
Epenthesis (44) 
Vowel Harmony (48) 
Vowel Lowering (53) 
Truncation (60) 
Vowel Drop (71) 
Vowel Shortening (42) 
Contraction (74) 

5.7 Rule ordering relationships 

"We have already introduced the term feeding in reference to certain ordering 
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relations among rules and within certain iterative rules. The purpose of this 
section is to systematize some of this terminology and to give further exam
ples. 

5.7.1 Feeding order 

Assume that the grammar of a particular language has two rules, A and B, with 
A ordered before B. If, in a given derivation, the application of rule A creates 
a representation to which rule B can apply that was not present before the 
application of rule A, then rules A and B are in a. feeding relation, or, equiva-
lently, rule A is said to feed rule B.14 In the derivation (7) from Russian, we 
said that /-Deletion, applying prior to Final Devoicing, is a feeding order, 
since the output of /-Deletion contains a word-final voiced consonant, which 
can then be devoiced by Final Devoicing. See the illustration of feeding order 
on page 191. 

A number of examples of feeding order occur in our Yawelmani example. 
In derivations like ?ugunhun (50a), Epenthesis feeds Vowel Harmony, since 
the latter affects the epenthetic vowel. In derivation (72), Vowel Drop feeds 
Vowel Shortening. 

We have also encountered the feeding relation within a single iterative rule 
in the vowel harmony rules of Turkish and Yawelmani. When a word contains 
enough vowels of the appropriate type, an iterative harmony rule creates 
potential structural descriptions for itself with each iteration. 

5.7.2 Bleeding order 

Again assume rules A and B, with A ordered before B. In a derivation in which 

*4 An incorrect definition of feeding is sometimes encountered that ignores the relations 
within individual derivations and treats the concept in a kind of statistical fashion, for 
example (i), from Koutsoudas, Sanders, and Noll (1974, 2), who define the other rela
tions in this section analogously. 

(i) A FEEDS B if and only if the application of A INCREASES the number of forms to which 
B can apply. 

This definition is unable to account for rule relations that are feeding in some derivations 
and bleeding in others. It would, apparently, have to count the relevant derivations and 
declare the relationship to be feeding if there were more derivations in which it was feed
ing than those in which it was bleeding, an impractical and pointless exercise. This error 
is repeated in the recent textbook treatment of the subject (Gussenhoven & Jacobs 1998, 
98ff). 
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Cart before the horse illustrates feeding order 

Horse before the cart illustrates counterfeeding order 
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rule A destroys a representation to which B could have applied, we say that A 
and B are in a bleeding order. In the derivation of mel in (11), in Russian, 
Dental Stop Deletion bleeds /-Deletion. In Yawelmani, the special shortening 
rule of shortening before final -? bleeds Vowel Lowering in derivations like 
is'uyu? 'will urinate,' and the special rule of shortening in verbal nouns bleeds 
Vowel Lowering in derivations like ?ut' 'stealing.' See the illustration of 
bleeding order on page 193. 

It is important to note that terms like feeding and bleeding refer not just to 
a pair of rules but to a pair of rules in a particular derivation (see footnote 14). 
Thus, the order Epenthesis before Vowel Harmony in Yawelmani is feeding in 
derivation ?ugunhim (50a), but the same order is bleeding in derivation 
logiwxa (50b). The underlying representation /logw+xa/ would be expected to 
undergo Vowel Harmony, with the Id turning to [o], but, once Epenthesis has 
applied, the structural description of Vowel Harmony is no longer met and so 
it does not apply. The important thing is that Epenthesis is ordered before 
Vowel Harmony as part of the grammar of Yawelmani, but this order might 
have different effects in different derivations. 

We also encountered bleeding within a single iterative rule in Gidabal 
Vowel Shortening. As shown in the derivation in (26), the application of this 
rule on any given iteration destroys the possibility of applying it to the next 
vowel to the right of the shortened vowel. 

5.7.3 Counterfeeding order 

We again assume a pair of rules A and B, with A ordered before B. If B cre
ates a representation to which A could have applied, B is said to counterfeed 
A and the order is counterfeeding. In Yawelmani, the ordering of Vowel 
Lowering (53) before Contraction (74) is counterfeeding, since Contraction 
creates long high vowels which are the target of Vowel Lowering, but Vowel 
Lowering cannot apply because it comes earlier in the ordering. It has missed 
its chance, so to speak. Another example in Yawelmani comes from Vowel 
Harmony and Vowel Lowering. In the derivation of is'oimal in (54), Vowel 
Lowering produces a sequence of vowels o...a with only consonants inter
vening, to which Vowel Harmony could apply, as it does in do:sol, (51), for 
example. But Vowel Harmony does not apply because it is earlier in the order
ing than Vowel Lowering, and its description is not met at the time it becomes 
applicable. See the illustration on page 191. 
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I 

Locking the bam door while the horse is still inside illustrates bleeding order. 

Locking the bam door after the horse has run off illustrates counterbleeding order. 
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5.7.4 Counterbleeding order 

The final rule ordering relation is known as counterbleeding order. A pair of 
rules A and B, with A ordered before B, is in a counterbleeding relation if B 
destroys a representation that A applies to, and in fact has already applied. B, 
ordered after A, has missed its chance to bleed A. For example, in Russian, the 
derivation of ros in (11) shows that Dental Stop Deletion and /-Deletion are in 
a counterbleeding relationship. I-Deletion destroys the context for Dental 
Stop Deletion, but to no avail, as Dental Stop Deletion has already applied, 
since it is ordered earlier. In Yawelmani, we find that Vowel Harmony and 
Vowel Lowering are in a counterbleeding relation in the derivation of 
is'omhun in (54), for example. The root vowel is underlyingly high, so Vowel 
Harmony can apply to the suffix vowel, which is also high. Once Vowel 
Lowering has applied the two vowels no longer agree in [high], so Vowel 
Harmony would be inapplicable, but at the point in the ordering where Vowel 
Harmony became applicable, its conditions were indeed met and so it applied. 
Once again we see that these notions are relative to specific derivations, not 
statistically derived from all derivations in the language. The order Vowel 
Harmony before Vowel Lowering in Yawelmani is counterfeeding in ts'oimal 
but counterbleeding in is'omhun. See the illustration on page 193. 

5.7.5 Mutually bleeding order 

A pair of rules may exhibit a bleeding and a counterbleeding relation in the 
same derivation. We stated in section 5.7.4 that Dental Stop Deletion and /-
Deletion in Russian are in a counterbleeding relation in derivations like ros in 
(11). Both these rules actually apply in this derivation. But consider the deri
vation oimel in (11) involving the same two rules. Here Dental Stop Deletion 
applies, but /-Deletion is blocked; in this derivation Dental Stop Deletion 
bleeds /-Deletion by removing the consonant before the /, leaving the / in a 
context where it does not get deleted. But, for the same reason as in the deri
vation of ros, the same two rules are in a counterbleeding relation. If /-
Deletion could apply first, it would bleed Dental Stop Deletion by removing 
the / that forms the context for Dental Stop Deletion. Here is a pair of rules of 
which, in certain derivations, only one can apply, namely, whichever one is 
ordered first. This is called a mutually bleeding relation. As we saw in the der
ivations of (11), the applicational order of these rules is the same in each der-
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ivation, but the relationships among the rules may be different in different der
ivations. So we say that Dental Stop Deletion and /-Deletion are mutually 
bleeding (i.e., bleeding and counterbleeding) in the derivation of me/, but only 
counterbleeding (not bleeding) in the derivation of ros. 

5.7.6 Opacity 

Another way of viewing rule ordering relationships is in terms of opacity. 
Kiparsky (1973) defines opacity as in (77). 

(77) .. .a process P of the form A —> B /C D is opaque to the extent 
that there are phonetic forms in the language having either (i) or 
(ii). 

(i) A in the environment C D 

(iia) B derived by the process P in the environment other than 
C D 

(iib) B not derived by the process P (i.e., either underlying or 
derived by another process) in the environment C D 

Another way of stating (77i) is to say that process P is not surface true.15 For 
example, Vowel Lowering in Yawelmani is not surface true, since there are 
phonetic occurrences of long high vowels, derived by Contraction, which is 
ordered after Vowel Lowering. In counterfeeding relations, the counterfed rule 
is frequently opaque by (77i). In a similar way, Vowel Harmony in Yawelmani 
is not surface true given phonetic representations such as is'oimal. 

Another way of stating (77iia) is to say that the process P is not surface 
apparent. In Russian, Dental Stop Deletion is not surface apparent, given 
forms like ros, where this rule has applied, but where the conditioning ele
ment, the /, has itself been deleted by a later rule, /-Deletion. Counterbleeding 
relations often result in opacity of this type. 

Opacity of type (77iib) is simply any case of neutralization. For example, 
since Russian has underlying /p/, at the end of words like xo'lop 'bondman' as 
well as [p] derived from Pol in words like xlep 'bread,' also in word-final posi
tion, (77iib) regards this as opacity. Neutralization of this type is not normal-

Surface is another term for phonetic representation. 
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ly considered to be opaque; however, we include it here for the sake of com
pleteness. Neutralization of another type, known as absolute neutralization, in 
which all instances of some sound are neutralized with some other sound, is 
opaque, however, but is usually accompanied by opacity of type (77i) or 
(77iia). An example of absolute neutralization is Yawelmani Vowel Lowering, 
by which all underlying /u:/ merge with underlying /o:/, regardless of context. 
We will consider additional cases of absolute neutralization in chapter 6. 

5.8 Exercises 

5.1 Indonesian (Kwee 1976) 

Determine the underlying representation of the prefix and all the 
stems. Two rules are required to describe the alternations of the prefix 
and some of the stems. These rules must be ordered. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

ajok 

ambus 

iris 

omel 

uji 

lipat 

rombak 

wakil 

muat 

hapus 

bantu 

didik 

goda 

pariksa 

talan 

kararj 

coba 

jahit 

msrjajak 

marpmbus 

msrjiris 

marjomel 

msrjuji 

mslipat 

marombak 

mswakil 

msmuat 

msnhapus 

mambantu 

msndidik 

msrjgoda 

msmariksa 

manalan 

marjararj 

msiicoba 

manjahit 

'invite' 

'blow' 

'slice' 

'grumble' 

'examine' 

'fold' 

'break up' 

'represent' 

'contain' 

'erase' 

'help' 

'educate' 

'tease' 

'investigate' 

'swallow' 

'compose' 

'try' 

'sew' 
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5.2 Polish (Corbridge-Patkaniowska 1964. Thanks to Magdalena Gol^dzi-
nowska and Anna Boron for discussion of these data). 

Three phonological rules are required to account for these data. The 
two that are most important account for the alternation in voicing and 
the alternation between o and u. These two rules must be ordered. A 
third rule accounts for the alternation of the plural suffix. (You may 
write two rules for this alternation first, then collapse them using the 
conventions of section 4.9 of chapter 4.) In accordance with the crite
rion of predictability, determine the underlying representations of all 
the stems and the affix and formulate the required rules. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

singular 

trup 

sum 

zur 

snop 

kot 

nos 

dom 

dzvon 

klup 

trut 

grus 

bur 

vuw 

stuw 

zwup 

lut 

vus 

wuk 

sok 

wuk 

plural 

trupi 

sumi 

zuri 

snopi 

koti 

no si 

domi 

(fzvoni 

klubi 

trudi 

gruzi 

bori 

vowi 

stowi 

zwobi 

lodi 

vozi 

wuki 

soki 

wugi 

gloss 

'corpse' 

'noise' 

'soup' 

'sheaf 

'cat' 

'nose' 

'house' 

'bell' 

'club' 

'labour' 

'rubble' 

'forest' 

'ox' 

'table' 

'crib' 

'ice' 

'cart' 

'bow' 

'juice' 

'lye' 

(Continued) 
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21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

ruk 

kos 

nus 

sulv 

buy 

rogi 

kose 

noze 

sol*e 

boye 

'horn' 

'basket' 

'knife' 

'salt' 

'fight' 

5.3 Hanunoo (Philippines; Gleason 1955, 30) 

Begin by isolating the suffix for 'make it' and proposing a rule to 
account for the alternation exhibited by this suffix. (Note: two solu
tions are possible.) Then isolate a prefix for 'times' and formulate a 
rule to account for the stem alternations in 'one,' 'two,' 'three,' 'four,' 
and 'six.' (Note: two solutions are possible here also.) Then formulate 
a rule to account for the additional stem alternation in 'one,' 'four,' and 
'six,' using the transformational format (see section 4.9.6 of chapter 
4). Finally, order the rules. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

?usa 

duwa 

tulu 

?upat 

lima 

?unum 

'one' 

'two' 

'three' 

'four' 

'five' 

'six' 

kas?a 

kadwa 

katlu 

kap?at 

kalima 

kan?um 

'once' 

'twice' 

'three times' 

'four times' 

'five times' 

'six times' 

?usahi 'make it one!' 

duwahi 'make it two!' 

tuluhi 'make it three!' 

?upati 'make it four!' 

limahi 'make it five!' 

?unumi 'make it six!' 

7. pitu 'seven' kapitu 'seven times' pituhi 'make it seven!' 

5.4 Chamorro (Guam: Topping 1968). 

a. On the basis of these forms, formulate a rule of Vowel Fronting 
that affects the first vowel of a root. The superior tick marks main 
stress; particles and affixes carry a secondary stress, marked with 
the lower tick. Hint: see section 3.3 in chapter 3. 

'gwihan 'fish' 

'gums? 'house' 

'turju? 'to know' 

,i 'gwihan 

,i 'gima? 

,en 'tirju? 

'the fish' 

'the house' 

'you (pi.) know' 

(Continued) 
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'hulu? 

'petsu 

'tomu 

'otdut 

'oksu? 

'lahl 

'lagu 

'up' 

'chest' 

'knee' 

'ant' 

'hill' 

'male' 

'north' 

,sffin 'hilu? 

,i 'petsu 

,i 'temu 

,mi 'etdut 

,gi 'eksu? 

,i 'laehi 

,ssn 'laegu 

'in the direction up' 

'the chest' 

'the knee' 

'lots of ants' 

'at the hill' 

'the male' 

'toward north' 

b. The next set of data allow for the formulation of a rule of main 
stress and a rule of vowel reduction. Determine the underlying rep
resentation of each root. To formulate vowel reduction using fea
tures you may want to give two rules, one affecting [+low] vowels 
and one affecting [-low] vowels. It is possible to provide a single 
rule by means of the abbreviatory devices explained in chapter 4. 
You need not write a rule for secondary stress, which appears on 
all affixes and particles. Morphologically, the forms in the right 
column contain the definite particle i plus the possessive suffix -hu 
'my.' The nominals derived from the verbs 'lie' and 'tie' also con
tain an infix -in- that appears immediately after the first consonant 
of the root. 

'daegi 

'godi 

'dagu 

'petsu 

'gwihan 

'pigws? 

'to lie' 

'to tie' 

'yam' 

'chest' 

'fish' 

'betel nut' 

,i ,diri3'gi,hu 

,i ,gini'de,hu 

,i d9'gu,hu 

,i pi'tsohu 

,i gwi'haen,hu 

,i pi'gwa?,hu 

'my lie' 

'my thing tied 

'my yam' 

'my chest' 

'my fish' 

'my betel nut' 

5.5 Tonkawa (Texas; extinct. Hoijer 1933; 1946; 1949) 

Determine the underlying representations of the suffixes associated 
with the subjects T and 'he' and the progressive and the prefixes asso
ciated with the objects 'me' and 'them' and the causative. The third 
person singular objects 'him' and 'it' have no overt expression; nomi
nal forms (21, 25, and 29) are bare stems without affixes. Determine 
the underlying representation of all stems and state three phonological 
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rules that determine the alternations of the stems. One of these is an 
iterative rule. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

yakpo?s 

keykapo? 

weykapo? 

yakpono?s 

keykapono? 

weykapono? 

yamxo?s 

keymaxo? 

weymaxo? 

nesyamxo?s 

kenesyamxo? 

netlo?s 

kentalo? 

wentalo? 

netleno?s 

kentaleno? 

wentaleno? 

notxo?s 

wentoxo? 

notxono? 

notox 

pitsno? 

pitsnano? 

weptseno? 

pitsen 

yawyo? 

yawyeno? 

weyweyo? 

yawey 

'I strike him' 

'he strikes me' 

'he strikes them' 

'I am striking him' 

'he is striking me' 

'he is striking them' 

'I paint his face' 

'he paints my face' 

'he paints their faces' 

'I cause him to paint his face' 

'he causes me to paint my face' 

'I lick him' 

'he licks me' 

'he licks them' 

'I am licking him' 

'he is licking me' 

'he is licking them' 

'I hoe it' 

'he hoes them' 

'he is hoeing it' 

'a hoe' 

'he cuts it' 

'he is cutting it' 

'he cuts them' 

'steer, castrated one' 

'he plants it' 

'he is planting it' 

'he plants them' 

'field' 
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5.6 Lamba (Doke 1938) 

Analyze the words into morphemes and determine the underlying rep
resentation of each morpheme. The final -a of all words is a verbal suf
fix. Three rules are required to account for the phonetic forms, two of 
which are crucially ordered. Prove your analysis by giving derivations 
for fisika, koseka and menena. Hint: see section 3.3 in chapter 3. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

stem 

cita 

fula 

pata 

ceta 

sorjka 

fisa 

lasa 

masa 

cesa 

kosa 

si:ka 

]3u:ka 

kaka 

seka 

poka 

ima 

tima 

kapa 

rjarja 

kuma 

funa 

foma 

pema 

passive 

citwa 

fulwa 

patwa 

cetwa 

sorjkwa 

fiswa 

laswa 

maswa 

ceswa 

koswa 

siikwa 

puikwa 

kakwa 

sekwa 

pokwa 

imwa 

tiinwa 

kqpwa 

rjarjwa 

kumwa 

funwa 

fomwa 

pemwa 

neuter 

citika 

fulika 

patika 

ceteka 

sorjkeka 

fisika 

lasika 

masika 

ceseka 

koseka 

siicika 

|3u:cika 

kacika 

sekeka 

pokeka 

imika 

tiinika 

kqpika 

rjarjika 

kumika 

funika 

fomeka 

pemeka 

applied 

citila 

fulila 

patila 

cetela 

sorjkela 

fisila 

lasila 

masila 

cesela 

kosela 

sicila 

J3u:cila 

kacila 

sekela 

pokela 

imina 

ti:nina 

kqpina 

narjina 

kumina 

funina 

fomena 

reciprocal gloss 

citana 

fulana 

patana 

cetana 

sorjkana 

fisana 

lasana 

masana 

cesana 

kosana 

si:kana 

|3u:kana 

kakana 

sekana 

pokana 

imana 

timana 

kapana 

rjarjana 

kumana 

funana 

fomana 

pemena pemana 

'do' 

'undress' 

'scold' 

'spy' 

'pay tax' 

'hide' 

'wound' 

'plaster' 

'cut' 

'be strong' 

'bury' 

'make up' 

'tie' 

'laugh at' 

'take' 

'rise' 

'fear' 

'throw down' 

'snigger' 

'touch' 

'draw bow' 

'froth' 

'breathe' 

(Continued) 
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24. Fiona |3onwa {ioneka {ionena fionana 'see' 

25. mena menwa meneka menena menana 'grow' 

26. fwepa fwejiwa fwejieka fwejiena fwepana 'scratch' 

5.7 Serbo-Croatian (Ivanic 1926) 

The underlying representation of the Active Participle suffix is l\l. In 
the masculine, this is converted to [o] by a rule. In the feminine, it is 
followed by an additional suffix Id. Formulate and order the required 
rules. Stress and length have been omitted. 

1st person singular 
present tense Masculine 

Active participle 
Feminine gloss 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

grebem 

nesem 

pecem 

pletem 

krodem 

pasem 

pisem 

rastem 

grebao 

nesao 

pekao 

pleo 

krao 

pasao 

pisao 

rastao 

grebla 

nesla 

pekla 

plela 

krala 

pasla 

pisala 

rasla 

'scratch' 

'carry' 

'bake' 

'braid' 

'steal' 

'graze' 

'write' 

'grow' 

5.8 Karok (Bright 1957) 

Some of these data were introduced in section 4.9.2 to illustrate the 
parentheses convention. Formulate two additional rules to account for 
the ?~0 alternation and the V~0 alternations and order all three rules. 

Imperative 

pasip 

siitva 

kifnuk 

suprih 

?ifik 

?aktuv 

1 singular 

nipasip 

nisi:tva 

nikifnuk 

nisuprih 

ni?ifik 

ni?aktuv 

3 singular 

?upasip 

?usi:tva 

?ukifhuk 

?usuprih 

?u?ifik 

?u?aktuv 

gloss 

'shoot' 

'steal' 

'stoop' 

'measure' 

'pick up' 

'pluck at' (Continued) 
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?axyar 

?imnis 

?iskak 

?iksah 

7isriv 

?uksup 

nixyar 

nimnis 

niskak 

niksah 

nisriv 

niksup 

?uxyar 

?umnis 

?uskak 

?uksah 

?usriv 

?uksup 

'fill' 

'cook' 

'jump' 

'laugh' 

'shoot at a target' 

'point' 

5.9 Basque (Biscay; de Rijk 1970; Hualde 1991) 

Five rules are required to account for all alternations illustrated. Four 
of these must be crucially ordered. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

one 

sagar bat 

alaba bat 

neska 

gisom bat 

mutil bet 

egum bet 

seme bat 

ece bat 

asto bat 

eri bet 

mendi bat 

buru bet 

esku bet 

the 

sagara 

alabea 

neskea 

gisona 

mutile 

egune 

semia 

ecia 

astua 

eriye 

mendiye 

buruwe 

eskuwe 

gloss 

'apple' 

'daughter' 

'girl' 

'man' 

'boy' 

'day' 

'son' 

'house' 

'donkey' 

'village' 

'mountain' 

'head' 

'hand' 

Some speakers have the following alternative definite forms: 

alabie 'the daughter' 

semie 'the son' 

astue 'the donkey' 

How can you account for these alternative forms without any addi
tional rules? 
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5.10 Japanese (Vance 1987, Lange 1971) 

Give the underlying representations of all stems and suffixes. 
Detetrmine the rules required to derive the phonetic representations 
(eleven rules in all) and establish the order of the rules. Characterize 
the orderings as feeding, bleeding, counterfeeding, or counterbleeding. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

present 

miru 

kiru 

taberu 

kaeru 

kau 

iu 

kaku 

hiku 

kagu 

isogu 

kasu 

hanasu 

katsu 

utsu 

sinu 

yobu 

tobu 

yomu 

sumu 

yoru 

kiru 

past 

mita 

kita 

tabeta 

kaeta 

katta 

itta 

kaita 

hiita 

kaida 

isoida 

kasita 

hanasita 

katta 

utta 

sinda 

yonda 

tonda 

yonda 

sunda 

yotta 

kitta 

negative 

minai 

kinai 

tabenai 

kaenai 

kawanai 

iwanai 

kakanai 

hikanai 

kaganai 

isoganai 

kasanai 

hanasanai 

katanai 

utanai 

sinanai 

yobanai 

tobanai 

yomanai 

sumanai 

yoranai 

kiranai 

desiderative 

mitai 

kitai 

tabetai 

kaetai 

kaitai 

iitai 

kakitai 

hikitai 

kagitai 

isogitai 

kasitai 

hanasitai 

kacitai 

ucitai 

sinitai 

yobitai 

tobitai 

yomitai 

sumitai 

yoritai 

kiritai 

gloss 

'look at' 

'wear' 

'eat' 

'change' 

'buy' 

'say, tell' 

'write' 

'pull' 

'sniff' 

'hurry' 

'lend' 

'speak' 

'win' 

'hit' 

'die' 

'call' 

'jump' 

'read' 

'reside' 

'approach' 

'cut' 
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5.11 Latin (Lane 1903) 

Determine the underlying representations of the roots and the affixes 
for nominative singular and genitive singular. Determine the rules and 
their order (ten rules in all). Characterize the orderings as feeding, 
bleeding, counterfeeding, or counterbleeding. Provide complete deri
vations for 'weir, 'noks, 'merkeis, 'os, 'ossis, 'ass, 'flois, 'floiris, 'leoi. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

Nominative sg. 

'paiks 

'duks 

'seips 

'daps 

'marmor 

'weir 

'wigil 

'sail 

're:ks 

'striiks 

*urps 

'pleips 

'traps 

'aytais 

laws 

'froins 

'deins 

'ars 

'noks 

'froins 

'nepois 

'irjkuis 

'kaliks 

Genitive sg. 

'pa:kis 

'dukis 

'seipis 

'dapis 

'marmoris 

'weiris 

'wigilis 

'sailis 

'reigis 

'strhgis 

'urbis 

'pleibis 

trabis 

ay'taitis 

"lawdis 

'frontis 

'dentis 

'artis 

'noktis 

'frondis 

ne'poitis 

irj'kuidis 

'kalikis 

Gloss 

'peace' 

'leader' 

'snake' 

'feast' 

'marble' 

'spring' 

'watchman' 

'salt' 

'king' 

'screech-owl' 

'city' 

'people' 

'beam' 

'age' 

'praise' 

'brow' 

'tooth' 

'art' 

'night' 

'leaf 

'grandson' 

'anvil' 

'cup' 

(Continued) 
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24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 
32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

'radiiks 
'merke:s 

'forkeps 

'polleks 

'ekwes 

'lapis 

'opses 

'no:men 

'mel 

'OS 

'as 

'flo:s 

'yu:s 

'leo: 

'praydo: 

o'pi:nio: 

ra'di:kis 
mer'ke:dis 

'forkipis 

'pollikis 

'ekwitis 

'lapidis 

'opsidis 

'noiminis 

'mellis 

'ossis 

'assis 

'floiris 

'yuiris 

le'oinis 

pray'doinis 

opirni'oinis 

'root' 
'reward' 

'pincers' 

'thumb' 

'horseman' 

'stone' 

'hostage' 

'name' 

'honey' 

'bone' 

'whole' 

'flower' 

'right' 

'lion' 

'robber' 

'notion' 



Abstractness 

6.1 Phonetic representations 

As we pointed out in chapter 1, a phonetic representation is a somewhat 
abstract record of a speech event. A phonetic transcription cannot record every 
detail of a speech act, but it must record the linguistically significant aspects 
of that act. As SPE (Chomsky & Halle 1968) notes, "even the most skillful 
transcriber is unable to note certain aspects of the signal, while commonly 
recording in his transcription items for which there seems to be no direct war
rant in the physical record" (1968, 293). They emphasize that phonetic tran
scription should not be understood "as a direct record of the speech signal, but 
rather as a representation of what the speaker of a language takes to be the 
phonetic properties of an utterance..." (p. 294). Any discussion of the 
abstractness of phonological underlying representations must keep this 
abstractness of the phonetic representation in mind. 

6.2 The null hypothesis 

Kenstowicz & Kisseberth (1979, 26ff) use the term null hypothesis to refer to 
the claim that a speaker simply memorizes the phonetic representation of 
every word he or she encounters and slots that pronunciation into appropriate 
syntactic slots in producing sentences. They then go on to show that the null 
hypothesis cannot be correct, and that in fact the aspects of pronunciation that 
must be memorized by a speaker are more abstract than the phonetic repre
sentation. They distinguish between the concepts list and rule, which we intro
duced in section 2.9 of chapter 2. The list includes all aspects of a lexical item 
that must be memorized, that is, that are in no way predictable. A rule 
describes the predictable elements of the pronunciation of many lexical items 
in the different contexts in which they can appear. It is possible to signifi
cantly reduce the amount of information that is necessary for a speaker to 

6 
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memorize by expressing predictable information in rules rather than in the list 
of lexical items. 

Any language can be used to produce an infinite number of utterances. 
These utterances pair a phonetic representation with a meaning. The language 
produces this infinitude of utterances with finite means, which includes a 
grammar and a lexicon. The lexicon minimally includes a list of morphemes.1 

Each morpheme in this list must include the minimal amount of information 
necessary for a speaker to use the morpheme correctly—information about its 
pronunciation, syntactic properties, and its meaning. For example, the mor
pheme for 'cat' in English might be represented as in (1). 

(1) 
-/kaet/ 
[+N, -V, -abstract, +count] 

.Felis domesticus 

Phonological form 
Syntactic features 
Semantics 

Under the heading of phonological form we have given the phonological 
underlying representation, where the phonetic symbols are understood to rep
resent distinctive feature complexes (chapter 3). The actual phonetic repre
sentation might be somewhat different. In (2) we give two sentences using the 
word cat and the phonetic representation that might be associated with each 
occurrence of this word, in a North American pronunciation. (The symbol [f] 
is to be understood as a glottalized [t] rather than as an ejective here.) 

(2) a. I saw the cat. [khaet'], [khje?] 

b. The cat is on the mat. [khaer] 

In each case in (2), the initial velar stop is pronounced with aspiration. This 
aspiration is not an idiosyncratic aspect of the pronunciation of this mor
pheme, but a predictable part of the pronunciation of voiceless stops in 
English when they stand at the beginning of a word or at the beginning of a 
stressed syllable. Therefore this information can be omitted from the lexical 
representation, since it is predictable by a rule. The morpheme-final stop has 
(at least) two different pronunciations. In (2a) the stop has a glottalized real
ization, while in (2b) it is pronounced as a flap (see the discussion in chapter 
2, section 2.4). The null hypothesis would require listing both pronunciations 

In section 7.4 of chapter 7 we will consider a more fully articulated approach to the lexicon. 
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in (2), as though these were idiosyncratic aspects of this morpheme. What is 
idiosyncratic about the final segment of this morpheme is that it is an alveo
lar segment, and basically a voiceless stop, but its phonetic realizations as [t], 
[f], [b], [r], or [?] are governed by rules, as discussed in chapter 2. We there
fore remove these aspects of the pronunciation of this morpheme from its list
ing in (1), restricting the list to contain only the unpredictable, idiosyncratic 
aspects of each morpheme. 

6.3 Two levels of representation 

Typically, a morpheme in any language will have more than one phonetic real
ization. Besides the example of cat in the last section we have seen numerous 
examples of this phenomenon in previous chapters. The basic claim of gener
ative phonology is that, except for cases of suppletion, only one phonological 
form of each morpheme needs to be listed in lexical entries. We refer to the 
phonological aspect of this listing as the underlying representation of the mor
pheme. A particular phonological underlying representation is associated in its 
lexical representation with syntactic and semantic information, since this 
association is essentially arbitrary. Except for a very small number of ono-
matopoetic items there is no natural association between a phonological rep
resentation and its meaning. For example, the phonological representation 
/bet/ in English is associated with the meaning 'wager,' in French with the 
meaning 'animal,' and in German with the meaning 'bed.' Conversely, French 
associates the meaning 'wager' with the phonological representation /paeri/ 
and German associates this meaning with the phonological representation 
/veta/. Hence, for completeness every lexical representation contains an asso
ciation of phonological, syntactic, and semantic information, as in (1). For 
brevity, we usually give only the underlying phonological representation, in 
slant brackets (e.g., /kaet/) along with an indication of its meaning in single 
quotes (in this case, 'cat'). Morphemes are combined to form words in accor
dance with the principles of morphology, and words are combined into sen
tences by the principles of syntax. The first step in phonological analysis, as 
detailed in section 4.7 of chapter 4, is to make a preliminary morphological 
analysis of the data. When faced with words made up of several morphemes, 
we seek the most general way of accounting for the phonetic shape of those 
morphemes. For example, the regular plural suffix in English has three pho
netic shapes, given in (3), along with some examples of words formed with 
each. 
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(3) a. [iz] horses, faces, kisses, crutches, lunches, wishes, skir

mishes, judges, garages, buzzes, boxes 

b. [s] cats, ducks, tips 

c. [z] cows, days, pins, chickens, burrs, bells, pigs, cabs, lads 

One way of accounting for these facts would be to give rules for the selection 
of each morpheme alternant, what Kenstowicz & Kisseberth (1979, 180) call 
the morpheme alternant theory. These rules might take the form of (4) in 
accounting for the English regular plural. In this theory there are no underlying 
representations, only a listing of all the phonetic alternants of each morpheme. 

r+stridentl 
(4) a. Choose [iz] if the stem ends in a I + c o r o n a l | 

b. Choose [s] if the stem ends in a voiceless segment which is not 

[+strident~| 
+coronal J • 

c. Choose [z] if the stem ends in a voiced segment which is 

[+strident~| 
+coronal J • 

The morpheme alternant theory is insufficiently general. For example, the 
statements in (4) all say to choose a phonetic representation ending in an ante
rior coronal fricative (the natural class of {s, z}). Furthermore, each of (4a, b, 

[+strident~| 
+coronal J . It would be desirable to sim

plify the description by eliminating these multiple references to each of these 
items. A partial simplification is possible within the morpheme alternant the
ory by the use of "otherwise" statements, as in (5). 

[+strident~| 
+coronal J • 

b. Otherwise, choose [s] if the stem ends in a voiceless segment. 

c. Otherwise, choose [z]. 

However, a greater degree of simplification is possible by abandoning the 
morpheme alternant theory and developing an analysis within generative 
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phonology. Furthermore, there are cases where the morpheme alternant theo
ry does not work at all, but where generative phonology provides a satisfac
tory analysis. In the generative analysis there is only one listed form for the 
regular plural, the underlying representation. The phonetic representations are 
then the result of applying regular phonological rules. Along the lines of our 
lexical representation (1) for 'cat' we could have (6) as a lexical representa
tion for 'plural.' 

(6) 
IzJ 
[+N, -V] 
.'plural' 

Phonological form 
Syntactic features 
Semantics 

The phonological representation says simply that the regular plural morpheme 
is IzJ, its syntactic representation says that it subcategorizes to appear in the 
position after nouns, and its semantics is that it means 'plural.' We now need 
to specify the phonological rules, which we give in (7). 

(7) a. Vowel Insertion (English) 

r+strident"| 
0 - > 1 1 L+coronal J + z 

b. Devoicing (English) 
z —> [-voice] / [-voice] 

With the single underlying representation in (6) and the rules in (7), we can 
predict all the forms of the regular plural forms in English. Sample derivations 
are given in (8). 

/#kaw#/ 

/#kaw+z#/ 

[#kawz#] 

b. /#kaet#/ 

/#kaet+z#/ 

kaet+s 

[#kaets#] 

c. /#hors#/ 

/#hors+z#/ 

[#horsiz#] 

underived 
lexical items 

Morphology: 

Add plural 1-zJ 

Phonology: 

(7a) 

(7b) 

phonetic 

representations 
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In order to state these rules in their maximally general form, they must be 
ordered as given, a bleeding order in the case of horsiz. Otherwise we might 
derive *[horsis] for the plural of 'horse' if (7b) applied before (7a). 

In discussing the plurals in (3) we were careful to qualify it by the term 
'regular plurals.' While the vast majority of plurals in English are regular and 
are derived from the underlying representation (6) with the aid of the rules in 
(7), there are some plural forms that do not conform to these principles, e.g., 
oxen, children, foci. The lexical entries for ox, child, and focus have to be pro
vided with some information to this effect. In other words these lexical items 
are irregular. There is no phonological reason why the plural of ox should be 
oxen while the plural of box is boxes. But only irregular items have to be pro
vided with this extra information. In the absence of such specification the reg
ular rules apply. 

6.4 The simplicity criterion 

You may have thought that the phonological analyses so far in this book have 
been anything but simple. However, phonological analyses strive for simplic
ity as defined in (9). This notion was introduced somewhat informally in (5c) 
of chapter 4. 

(9) Simplicity criterion 
The optimal grammar of a language is one in which the total num
ber of phonological features required to state all the underlying 
representations and rules is reduced to the minimum. 

The simplicity criterion will normally select a phonological grammar over a 
morphological solution. For example, it selects the phonological solution to 
the regular English plural as expressed by the underlying representation in (6) 
and the rules in (7) over the solution of the morpheme alternate theory, 
expressed by the statements in (4). This is because the statements in (4) con
tain a considerable amount of redundancy, which is eliminated by adopting a 
phonological solution. In fact, as the analysis is extended to cover more data, 
the phonological grammar is seen to be even more general. For example the 
rules of (7) also govern the distribution of the possessive morpheme and the 
reduced form of the auxiliary verbs have and be in the third person singular, 
as seen in (10). 
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(10) Possessive -'s 

Liz's book 

Jack's book 

Bob's book 

Auxiliary is 

Liz's here 

Jack's here 

Bob's here 

Auxiliary has 

Liz's gone 

Jack's gone 

Bob's gone 

[iz] 

[s] 

[z] 

[iz] 

[s] 

M 

[iz] 

[s] 

[z] 

Therefore the phonological analysis makes predictions beyond the data it was 
originally created to explain. The morpheme alternant theory, by contrast, is 
forced to make statements like (4) for every morpheme, thus becoming ever 
more complex. 

The inadequacies of the morpheme alternant theory become even clearer 
when we consider similar examples in other languages where more mor
phemes are affected by the same process. In section 4.9.3 of chapter 4 we 
introduced the data in (11) from Pengo in order to illustrate the use of Greek 
letter variables in rules. 

(11) 2 sg. 3 sg. past 
imperative 

tu:b-a tu:p-t-an 

tog-a tok-t-an 

ra:k-a ra:k-t-an 

hi:p-a hi:p-t-an 

gerund 

tu:b-ji 

tog-ji 

ro:g-ji 

hiib-ji 

gloss 

'blow' 

'step on' 

'offer worship' 

'sweep' 

underlying 
representation 
of root 

/tuib/ 

/tog/ 

/raik/ 

/hi:p/ 

In our analysis in chapter 4 we pointed out that the correct phonetic represen
tations are derived by assuming the underlying representations shown in the 
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last column of (11), that is, the form of the root that appears before vowel-ini
tial suffixes. We require the phonological rule in (12). 

(12) Voicing Assimilation (Pengo) 

r —son 
[-son] —> [ccvoice] /. 

avoice 

The morpheme alternant approach would have to give statements like (13) to 
account for these forms. 

(13) When a root has alternants whose final segment is a voiced or 
voiceless obstruent, select the alternant with a final voiced obstru
ent if the next morpheme begins with a voiced obstruent and select 
the alternant with a final voiceless obstruent if the next morpheme 
begins with a voiceless obstruent. 

The formulation in (13) is unable to account for the alternant that appears 
before vowe/-initial suffixes, since this is voiced in some cases and voiceless 
in others. The morpheme alternant approach would have to make a special 
statement about each such root morpheme, since no general statement is pos
sible in the absence of a unique undelrying representation for each root. 
Clearly the generative approach, with the underlying representations in (11) 
and the rule in (12) is more general, and simpler. 

When the selection of the alternant of one morpheme depends on the 
selection of the alternant of another (usually adjacent) morpheme, the inade
quacies of the morpheme alternant approach become even more apparent. An 
example is provided by the Russian data we examined in section 5.1 of chap
ter 5. We recall a selection of those data in (14). 

(14) stem masc. fern. neuter gloss 

past past past 

/pisa/ pisa-1 pisa-l-a pisa-I-o 'write' 

/nes/ nes nes-l-a nes-l-o 'carry' 

/met/ me-1 me-l-a me-l-o 'sweep' 

/ved/ ve-1 ve-l-a ve-l-o 'lead' 

According to our analysis in chapter 5, we assumed stems as in the left column 
of (14), a suffix /!/ for 'past' that appears in all past forms (in underlying rep-
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resentations), no suffix for masculine, a suffix /-a/ for feminine, and a suffix 
l-ol for neuter. We also assumed two rules that apply in order, given in (15). 

(15) Dental Stop Deletion (Russian) 

r-son~| 

_ +cor. 

X-Deletion (Russian) 
l - > 0 / C # 

How would this be analyzed in the morpheme alternant approach? The past 
tense morpheme has two alternants, [1] and 0 . If we say that the 0 alternant 
is chosen when it is word final and preceded by a consonant, otherwise the [1] 
alternant is chosen, this will correctly choose the 0 alternant for [nes] and the 
[1] alternant for [pisal]. However, in the case of [mel] and [vel], that is, stems 
that alternate between the presence and absence of a final dental stop, the rule 
presupposes that the choice of [me] (instead of [met]) has been made. This 
choice can be made only on the basis of a statement that chooses the stem 
alternant without a final dental stop in case it is followed by the [1] alternant, 
rather than the 0 alternant, of the past tense suffix . This statement in turn pre
supposes that the choice of the [1] over the 0 alternant of the past tense mor
pheme has been made. In other words, the choice of the correct alternant of 
each morpheme depends on the prior choice of the correct alternant of the 
other, and there is no way to break out of this vicious circle. The alternative 
generative analysis, however, has no problem producing the correct forms, as 
we saw in chapter 5. 

6.5 The naturalness condition 

Implicit in our discussion of underlying representations is the idea that they 
are composed of the same set of phonetic features as phonetic representations. 
This may seem obvious, but there have been fairly influential theories that 
maintained that phonological representations should be completely abstract, 
and not based on phonetics (e.g., Lamb 1966, Fudge 1967, Householder 
1965). The claim that underlying representations are phonetic in nature is part 
of what Postal (1968) calls the naturalness condition, and it follows from the 
simplicity criterion. For example, if we were to represent the phonological 
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form of the morpheme 'cat' in terms of arbitrary symbols, say A|/V5>:/,2 instead 
of as /kaet/, as we did in (1). we would need otherwise unnecessary rules to 
convert, say, lyfl into [k], IVI into [as], and 1^1 into [t]. There would be 
absolutely no justification for such underlying forms or for the rules required. 
Another aspect of the naturalness condition is that it requires underlying rep
resentations to resemble the corresponding phonetic representations. Let us 
state this more formally in (16). 

(16) Naturalness condition 
The underlying representation of a morpheme is identical to its 
phonetic representation, unless there is evidence for a more 
abstract representation. 

Evidence to the contrary could include alternations and predictable properties 
of pronunciation that are rule governed, regardless of whether or not alterna
tions are involved. Alternations have been familiar since chapter 4. Another 
aspect of the naturalness condition is the requirement that each alternating 
morpheme have a single underlying representation, from which its alternants 
are derived by phonological rules that apply to fully formed words composed 
of the underlying representations of morphemes. Other justifications for more 
abstract representations come from the consideration of allophones as dis
cussed in chapter 2. The morpheme 'cat' in (1) is an example. Although the 
initial segment of this morpheme does not alternate, and in fact is always pho
netically [kh], we are justified in representing it phonologically as /k/, by 
virtue of the simplicity criterion. We vastly simplify the lexicon by omitting 
aspiration from the initial stops of words like cat, since we can predict that 
such segments are aspirated by a rule. We can omit the feature [+HSP] from 
such stop in hundreds of words,3 while the rule required to aspirate these stops 
takes only a few features to state. 

2 For the sake of argument we assume three arbitrary symbols, the same as the number in 
the phonological underlying representation. If forms could have arbitrary symbols, there 
could just as well be more or less than the number of phonological segments, with the ad 
hoc rules converting these to phonetic segments adjusted accordingly. 

3 It might be objected that we need to specify them as [-HSP], and so we are no further 
ahead. Actually we will claim that no segments in underlying representation in English 
have to be specified for any value of [HSP]. The value [+HSP] is specified by the rule 
alluded to in the text and any segment not specified by this rule gets assigned [-HSP] by 
default. See section 7.2.2 of chapter 7, where we show that the precise environment for 
the operation of Aspiration is in foot-initial position. See section 7.3 of chapter 7 for a dis
cussion of underspecification theory that allows this feature to be lexically unspecified. 
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In fact, there are alternations involving aspiration in English, even though 
this feature is not contrastive. We pointed out in section 4.6 of chapter 4 that 
lenition in Spanish, a rule that governs the distribution of voiced stops and 
their corresponding approximants, can have an alternating effect in expres
sions like bodeya 'shop' and la §odeya 'the shop.'A similar situation appears 
in English aspiration and flapping. Consider the words in (17). 

(17) atom ['aeram] 

atomic [3'thDmik] 

underlying representation: /attorn/ 

The morpheme 'atom' has varying pronunciation depending on the location of 
stress, which in turn depends on the morphological makeup of the word in 
which this morpheme appears. With no affix the stress is on the first syllable, 
the second vowel is reduced to [a], and the underlying III is converted to [r]. 
With the adjectival suffix -ic, the stress appears on the syllable before the suf
fix, putting the l\J in a position to be aspirated. In this case, the first vowel is 
reduced to [a]. This example, like the Spanish expressions just mentioned, 
shows alternation of a nondistinctive feature. These considerations lead us to 
set up the underlying representation for the stem in (17) as /astDm/. We assume 
that stress is assigned by rule, that unstressed vowels are reduced, and that the 
stress-dependent allophones of ItJ appear in appropriate places. 

6.6 Degrees of abstractness in underlying representations 

6.6.1 Concrete underlying representations 

According to the naturalness condition, the underlying representation of a 
morpheme is identical to its phonetic representation unless there is evidence 
for a more abstract representation. An underlying representation which is 
identical to the phonetic representation is referred to as a concrete underlying 
representation. The underlying representation is abstract to the extent that it 
differs from the phonetic representation. As an example of a maximally con
crete representation, consider the English word bid [bid]. Its underlying rep
resentation must Contain enough information to distinguish it from other 
words of English by incorporating the contrastive features of each segment. 
So the first segment has to be specified as a voiced labial oral stop, to distin
guish it from mid or did, the second segment must be specified as a high front 
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lax vowel to distinguish it from ban or bun, and the final segment as a voiced 
alveolar stop to distinguish it from bill or big. This morpheme does not enter 
into any alternations, nor does any segment in it have noticeable allophonic 
features. If there is no reason to represent it more abstractly, we can take its 
underlying representation to be identical with its phonetic representation: 
/bid/. In fact, it is somewhat difficult to find examples of maximally concrete 
underlyng representations in English. Many segments exhibit predictable allo
phonic variation, which should not be present in the underlying representa
tions. For example, bin is phonetically [bin], but the nasality of the vowel is 
predictable in the position before a syllable-final nasal consonant, and so is 
omitted from the underlying representation /bin/. Similarly, the final segment 
of bill is a velarized lateral in the phonetic representation [bil], but this pre
dictable velarization is omitted from the underlying representation /bil/. 

Underlying representations may differ from phonetic representations 
when the latter contain predictable, noncontrastive information. In our exam
ple of cat (1), we gave the underlying representation as /kaet/, even though the 
initial segment of this morpheme is always realized as an aspirated stop [kh]. 
Since aspiration is never distinctive in English, the feature [+HSP] need not 
be present in underlying representations, even in those morphemes where it is 
always present phonetically. Its phonetic appearance is due to a rule. In chap
ter 2 we contrasted English in this respect with Hindi. In (14) of chapter 2 we 
provided evidence that aspiration is contrastive in Hindi, repeated here as 
(18). 

(18) pal 'take care of phal 'knife blade' 

tal 'beat' thal 'plate' 

tal 'postpone' tal 'wood shop' 

kan 'ear' khan 'mine' 

Unlike English, the presence of [+HSP] on stops in Hindi cannot be predict
ed. In Hindi the underlying representations of the words on the left in (18) 
must be specified [-HSP] in their initial segment, while those on the right 
must be specified [+HSP] on this segment. 

6.6.2 Underlying representation as one of the phonetic alternants 

When a morpheme exhibits alternation, its underlying representation may be 
one of its phonetic alternants, unless there is a reason to choose a more 
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abstract form. For example, in discussing the Russian voicing alternation in 
section 4.3 of chapter 4, we observed that the Russian morpheme for 'bread' 
has the two alternants [xleb] and [xlep]. The underlying representation for this 
morpheme is /xleb/ with a final voiced stop. The rule we proposed devoices 
obstruents in word-final position. Other morphemes, like [xolop] 'bondman,' 
do not alternate in voicing, but always have a morpheme-final voiceless stop. 
These have an underlying representation identical to the phonetic representa
tion: /xolop/. Since /p/ and /b/ contrast phonetically in positions other than the 
word-final one, this alternation involves neutralization. In cases of neutral
ization, the underlying form of the alternating segment is always the form that 
appears in environments other than the position of neutralization. These two 
words have dative singulars ['xlebu] and [xo'lopu], where the alternating seg
ment of /xleb/ is kept away from word-final position (the neutralizing envi
ronment) by the suffix -u. Therefore the underlying representation is selected 
on the basis of the dative singular: /xleb/ and /xolop/. Notice that the under
lying form of the morpheme, while identical to one of its alternants in the case 
of /xleb/, is not identical to any actual word. The morpheme /xleb/ with no 
affix can form a word, but in that case the final obstruent is put in word-final 
position and so undergoes neutralization. 

6.6.3 Morphemes with several alternations 

When a morpheme exhibits more than one alternation, each alternation should 
be considered separately in determining the underlying representation. This is 
because a given word might exhibit neutralization with respect to one alter
nation but not another. An example is provided by exercise 4.4 of chapter 4, 
using data from Russian. Some of the forms are repeated here in (19). 

singular 

'glas 

u'cityil* 

'l^es 

'snyek 

plural 

gla'za 

ucitn'l*a 

l^i'sa 

snyi'ga 

gloss 

'eye' 

'teacher' 

'forest' 

'snow' 

The word for 'eye' shows the familiar voicing alternation that we saw in 
'bread.' These examples show vowel alternations as well. It is often the case 
that a language distinguishes more vowels in stressed than in unstressed syl
lables. To simplify slightly, Russian distinguishes only three vowels in 
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unstressed syllables, here transcribed as [u, i, a]. In (19) the plural suffix -a is 
always stressed and there is only one stress per word. Consequently the stem 
vowels will be limited to these three in the plural, but the vowels [e, o] may 
appear in singular forms under stress. The word for 'forest' shows an alterna
tion between [e] and [i] whereas the word for 'teacher' shows phonetic [i] 
both when stressed and unstressed. There is a neutralization whereby both Id 
and I'll are realized as [i] when unstressed. For 'forest' we therefore select 
/lyes/ as the underlying representation. We assume that stress is assigned by 
rule and not present in the underlying representation. The underlying Id is jus
tified by the criterion of predictability. We can predict when underlying Id 
will appear as [i], namely when it is unstressed, but we cannot predict when 
an unstressed [i] will appear as [e] when stressed. Now, the word for 'snow' 
exhibits both alternations. Its underlying representation is /s^eg/. The stem-
final voiced obstruent is justified by our previous argument that a voiced 
obstruent is underlying in the case of segments that alternate in voicing. The 
underlying Id is justified by the argument that Id underlies the alternation [e] 
(stressed)~[i] (unstressed). We consider each of these alternations separately 
because neither of the given forms of 'snow' exhibits both underlying seg
ments. The necessity of selecting an underlying representation containing 
only unneutralized versions of neutralized segments results in an underlying 
representation that corresponds to neither of the phonetic alternants original
ly given.4 

This situation can also arise when the same alternation affects a morpheme 
in more than one place. Palauan, a language we encountered in exercises 4.5 
and 4.8 of chapter 4, exhibits vowel alternations that depend on stress, simi
lar to Russian. Consider the data in (20). 

Passive 
verb 

ma'Qarjsb 

ma'te?3b 

ma'silsk 

ma'sesab 

Anticipating 
Suffix -all 

Sarp'ball 

t3?9'ball 

sab'kail 

S3 sa'ball 

State verb (two forms) 
Suffix -I 

Qa'nobl 

ta'?ibl 

ss'lokl 

sa'sobl 

gloss 

'cover' 

'pull out' 

'wash' 

'bum' 

The palatalization observed in some segments in these examples is probably also pre
dictable and can be omitted from the underlying forms in a more detailed analysis. In fact 
the alternant [Weg] appears in the dative singular ['snyegu], although this was not given 
in the original problem. 
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As in Russian, there is only one stress per word in Palauan. Stress falls on the 
final syllable of words with a suffix, here the two forms of the Anticipating 
State verb, formed with the suffixes -all and -/, otherwise it is penultimate, 
here in the Passive verb, which is formed with the prefix ms-. The only vowel 
that can appear in unstressed syllables is [a], while stressed syllables can have 
any of the vowels [i, e, a, o, u]. We can assume an underlying [a] for the pre
fix mo-,5 since we never see any other vowel in this morpheme, as it always 
appears unstressed in our data. But we cannot assume any underlying [a] in 
the verb roots, because we could not tell which other vowel it will become 
when it happens to be stressed. If we assume that the underlying representa
tion contains those vowels that show up under stress, then we have to con
struct underlying representations for the verb roots that do not correspond to 
any phonetic alternant. For example, the root for 'cover' is /5arjob/. By the cri
terion of predictability, we can predict all the phonetic vowels that appear in 
inflected forms of this root with a single rule (21). 

(21) Vowel Reduction (Palauan) 

r + s y 1 1 1 - » 3 
L-stressJ ^ 3 

This same rule covers all the cases, with underlying representations /cSarjob/ 
'cover,' /te?ib/ 'pull out,' /silok/ 'wash,' and /sesob/ 'bum.' These underlying 
representations are somewhat abstract, since the vowels in them do not all 
appear together in any one phonetic alternant of the morpheme, but every seg
ment of the underlying representation appears in at least one phonetic alter
nant of the morpheme. 

Russian has an exactly parallel situation as we can see from the forms in 
(22). 

(22) 'head' 

a. gala'v-a nominative singular 

b. 'golav-u accusative singular 

c. ga'lof genitive plural 

d. /golov/ underlying representation of root 

The root contains two instances of the vowel lol, but, since there can be only 

Alternatively, we could assume an archiphoneme [+syll] that would be realized as [a] by 
virtue of vowel reduction. 
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one stress per word, one or both /o/ will be unstressed and consequently 
merged with [a]. The underlying representation must contain two lot on the 
basis of the criterion of predictability, we can determine its phonetic outcome 
when unstressed. Given only an unstressed [a], however, we cannot determine 
if its source is /of or /a/. 

The situation in Tonkawa, seen in exercise 5.5, is similar, but it involves 
the deletion of a segment rather than the merger of one segment with another, 
as is the case in Russian. The underlying representation of the root 'cut' is 
/pitsena/, but at least one of these vowels is deleted in phonetic forms, as seen 
in (23). 

(23) pitsno? 'he cuts it' pitsnano? 
weptseno? 'he cuts them' weptsenano? 
keptseno 'he cuts me' keptsenano 
pitsen 'castrated one, steer' 

A comparison with other roots in the language shows that the vowel patterns 
are not predictable, hence the vowels must appear in the underlying represen
tations of the roots. There are a number of vowel deletion rules in the lan
guage, resulting in the pattern of (23), so we can predict the patterns on the 
basis of these rules on the assumption that the underlying representations have 
all the possible vowels, even though they do not all appear in any single pho
netic alternant of the roots. 

6.6.4 More abstract underlying representations 

It may happen that an underlying representation contains elements that appear 
in none of the phonetic alternants of that morpheme, in which case we observe 
an underlying representation more abstract than those of Russian, Palauan, or 
Tonkawa discussed in the previous subsection. The analysis of Yawelmani, 
discussed at length in section 5.6 of chapter 5, is an excellent example. The 
key lies in the vowel harmony system of the language. Recall that vowel har
mony operates from left to right and makes a vowel round (and back) in 
assimilation to a preceding round vowel that has the same value for [high]. 
Thus, suffixes with a high vowel appear with the vowel [u] if the preceding 
vowel is /u/; otherwise they have the vowel [i]. The epenthetic vowel is sub
ject to the same alternation under the same conditions. Suffixes with a non-
high vowel appear with the vowel [o] if the preceding vowel is /o/; otherwise 
they have the vowel [a]. We give some representative data in (24). 
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(24) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

Dubitative 

xatal 

giy'al 

meik'al 

saipal 

pa?tal 

?ilkal 

lihmal 

7ayyal 

?amlal 

salk'al 

sent'al 

bok'ol 

dubal 

k'o?ol 

hudal 

logwol 

sonlol 

?ugnal 

do:sol 

womol 

hotnol 

Aorist 

xathin 

giy'hin 

mek'hin 

saphin 

pa?ithin 

?ilikhin 

lihimhin 

7ayiyhin 

?a:milhin 

sadik'hin 

seinit'hin 

bok'hin 

dubhun 

k'o?hin 

hudhun 

logiwhin 

soinilhin 

?ugunhun 

doshin 

wonhin 

hoitinhin 

gloss 

'eat' 

'touch' 

'swallow' 

'bum' 

'fight' 

'sings' 

'run' 

'pole a boat' 

'help' 

'wake up' 

'smell' 

'find' 

'lead by the hand' 

'throw' 

'recognize' 

'pulverize' 

'pack on the back' 

'drink' 

'report' 

'hide' 

'take the scent' 

In order to account for the harmony of these forms, we proposed a vowel har
mony rule of the form (25). 

(25) Vowel Harmony (Yawelmani) 

- +syl " 

_ahigh_ --> 
"+round" 

+back 
. -low . 

/ 

" +syl • 
+round 

_ ahigh. 

(left-to-right iterative) 
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We also proposed a rule of Epenthesis that inserts the vowel i in the environ

ment C C l c ( ' or(iered before Vowel Harmony (to account for the fact 

that epenthetic vowels harmonize) and a rule of Vowel Shortening to account 
for the alternations in vowel length. Vowels are shortened in the context 

C \ Q ? . Underlying representations are quite straightforward. They are iden

tical with the phonetic form in the case of nonalternating roots, like /xat/ 'eat,' 

the form with a long vowel in the case of roots that alternate in length, like 

/saip/ 'burn,'6 and the form lacking the epenthetic vowel in the case of roots 

that alternate in the presence or absence of such a vowel, like /?ilk/ 'sing.' The 

roots that alternate both in vowel length and in the epenthetic vowel have an 

underlying representation with the long vowel but without the epenthetic 

vowel such as /?a:ml/ 'help,' which does not correspond to one of the phonet

ic alternants and is therefore slightly abstract. 
A number of forms, such as those in (26), are problematic for this analy

sis of vowel harmony. 

(26) Dubitative Aorist gloss 

1. ts'onnal ts'omhun 'destroy' 

2. so:gal soghun 'pull out the cork' 

3. wo?yal wotfuyhun 'fall asleep' 

4. do Hal doilulhun 'climb' 

If we only had the dubitative forms, we might be tempted to say that these 
roots are simply exceptions to vowel harmony, since here they fail to condi
tion harmony where they would be expected to condition it. But the aorist 
forms show the opposite behaviour: here the roots condition harmony where 
they would be expected not to. The other curious aspect of the roots with this 
unexpected behaviour is that they all alternate in length. That is, there are no 
roots in Yawelmani with invariably short o that take the u form of high-vowel 
suffixes and the a form of nonhigh-vowel suffixes. Our approach to this prob
lem was to adopt a relatively abstract underlying representation for such roots 
with a long high round vowel, e.g., /ts'unn/ 'destroy' or /wu:?y/ 'fall asleep.' 

6 The underlying form of 'swallow' is /miikV rather than /merk'/, since we argued for the 
lack of vowels of Id quality in underlying representations. 
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The reasoning that led to these underlying representations made use of the 
lack of phonetic long high vowels7 and the fact that the roots in (26) behave 
harmonically as if they had high vowels. In other words, the underlying rep
resentation of these roots is determined not only from the alternations that the 
roots themselves undergo (in this case vowel length and epenfhesis), but also 
from the harmonic effect of these roots on suffixes (and on the epenthetic 
vowel, where it appears). It should be clear that the choice of Ivd for the vowel 
of/ts'uim/ 'destroy' is entirely determined by these facts, and is not arbitrary 
in any way. The feature matrix of this vowel is (27).8 

.(27) 

+syll " 
+high 
-low 
+back 
+round 

_ +long -

That the vowel is [+back, +round, -low] is evident from the phonetic forms 
of this root which all have these features. We deduce that it is [+long] in the 
underlying representation on the basis of the previous arguments that all roots 
whose vowels alternate in length have underlying long vowels. The only fea
ture of (27) that does not appear in any of the phonetic forms of this root is 
[+high], since all the phonetic forms have [-high] vowels. The underlying 
representation differs minimally from the phonetic forms in being specified 
[+high], a choice dictated by its harmonic activity. Both its phonetic appear
ance as [-high] and the phonetic lack of long high vowels (except for those 
resulting from Contraction) are accounted for by the rule of Vowel Lowering, 
(28). 

(28) Vowel Lowering (Yawelmani) 

[+Z' g] - [-Mgh] 

Notice that Vowel Lowering is stated without a context. In section 2.8.1 of 
chapter 2 we discussed neutralization, the effect two or more underlying seg-

7 Phonetic high long vowels appear only as the result of contraction, not from underlying 
forms with such vowels. 

8 The feature [ATR] is redundant in Yawelmani and so is omitted from the underlying rep
resentation. 
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ments having the same phonetic realization. Most often, neutralization is con
textual. That is, it is specified as occurring in a specific context. For example, 
in Russian, voiced and voiceless obstruents are neutralized in word-final posi
tion. The underlying /b/ of/xleb/ 'bread' is realized as [p], identical to the real
ization of the underlying /p/ of/xolop/ 'bondman.' In other contexts, howev
er, underlying /b/ remains distinct from underlying /p/, and we have contrasts 
like pa'ka 'while' versus ba'ka 'sides.' Rule (28) is an example of absolute 
neutralization: in Yawelmani all instances of underlying /u:/ are merged with 
underlying /o:/. Whereas the Russian rule neutralizing voicing is stated in the 
context #, rule (28) is stated without a context and applies everywhere a 
long high vowel occurs. Actually, rule (28) is neutralizing only with /u:/. The 
rule also affects underlying IvJ, converting this to [ei], but such applications 
of (28) are not neutralizing because there are no instances of underlying It'J. 

The underlying representations of the roots in (26) are abstract in having 
one feature that appears in none of the phonetic forms of those roots. Our 
analysis of the future suffix with phonetic alternants -en and -on is slightly 
more abstract. We gave this morpheme the underlying representation /-i:n/, 
which contains two features, [+high, +long], that do not appear in any of the 
phonetic forms of this suffix. We justified this representation by showing that 
it accounts for the alternation without any additional rules. Under this analy
sis, this suffix undergoes harmonic alternation just like any other suffix with 
a high vowel, for example /-hin/ with its alternant [-hun]. However, unlike the 
latter, which has an underlying short vowel which undergoes no further 
changes, the vowel of /-i:n/, because it is long, is subject to further modifica
tion, to [-en] if it remains unround, or to [-on] if it is backed and rounded, by 
the rules of Vowel Lowering and Vowel Shortening that are needed independ
ently for other alternations. If we did not have this abstract underlying repre
sentation, we would need additional rules to account for this one alternation, 
significantly complicating the grammar. The abstract analysis is justified by 
simplicity and by explanatory adequacy, because the seemingly unusual 
vowel alternation of the future suffix is explained by independently needed 
rules. 

An underlying representation can be even more abstract than the 
Yawelmani future suffix if it contains a segment which is not realized in any 
phonetic realization of the morpheme. English provides an example. The 
word sing, [sirj], is analyzed by Sapir (1925) and by SPE as having an under
lying representation with a final stop: /sing/. The segment [rj] superficially 
contrasts with the nasals [m] and [n] in words like whim, win, wing, but not in 
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word-initial position (map, nap but not *i]ap) o r after a consonant (smear, 
snear, but not *srjeer). In addition, the sequences [nk] and [ng] do not occur 
in English phonetic forms while the sequences [nk] and [rjg] do, as in sink, 
rank, finger, anger. Also, the sequence [rjg] does not occur word finally, 
whereas the simple segment [rj] does. These distributions can be accounted for 
by assuming a rule such as (29) that assimilates a nasal to the point of articu
lation of a following stop. Such rules are fairly common; we saw similar 
examples in chapter 4, section 4.6, from Spanish and Lumasaaba. 

(29) Nasal Assimilation (English) 

|~ +cons "I 
L+nasalJ -> 

aantenor 
P coronal. 

/ 

-syll ' 
aantenor 

_P coronal. 

We then require a rule that deletes [g] in word-final position after a nasal con
sonant, as in (30). 

(30) g-Deletion (English) 

r+consl 
9 - > 0 / L+nasalJ - # 

The formulation of this rule makes it possible to account for the deletion of/g/ 
in derived and inflected forms like singer, sings, singing, ringed as well. 
According to the SPE analysis, certain suffixes in English, including the agen-
tive9 -er and the regular inflectional suffixes -s, -ed, and -ing, are associated 
with a word boundary (#) rather than with the simple morpheme boundary 
(+).10 Other suffixes in English are associated with the morpheme boundary 
and no deletion of /g/ occurs in these cases. The operation of these rules is 
illustrated in the derivations of (31). 

9 The agentive suffix -er forms a noun from a verb and indicates a person who performs 
the action designated by the verb. 

^ This idea will be developed further in the context of lexical phonology in section 7.4 of 
chapter 7. 
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(31) /#sing#/ /#smg#3J#/ /#tong#/ /#bng+9j#/ 

0 0 0 
[#sirj#] [#strpj#] [#brj#] [#brjg3j#] 

underlying 
representations 

Nasal 

Assimilation (29) 

g-Deletion (30) 

phonetjc 
representations 

sing 'singer' 'long' 'longer' 

We have now motivated an underlying representation, /sing/ for sing, which 
contains a segment /g/ which appears in none of the phonetic alternants of this 
morpheme. This is more abstract than the underlying /u:/ in Yawelmani 
tsomhun or the underlying I'vJ in the future morpheme [-en]~[on]. 
Nevertheless, the underlying /g/ in sing appears to be well motivated on dis
tributional grounds. 

6.6.5 Limits on abstractness 

Given that we have motivated relatively abstract analyses, the question arises 
as to whether there are any limits to the degree of abstractness of underlying 
representations, within the limits of the naturalness condition (16). 
Bloomfield's (1939) analysis of Menomini may surpass the limits of desirable 
abstractness.11 In Menomini, some phonetic n alternate with s while others do 
not. Where the alternation occurs, underlying /n/ is replaced by s when fol
lowed by a nonlow front vowel or glide; under the same conditions underly
ing III is replaced by c. We can give the rule as (32).12 

(32) 
-cons 
-low 
-back_ 

This alternation is illustrated by the forms in (33). 

1 ' Bloomfield predates generative phonology by about a decade, but this paper is remark
able in its sophisticated appeal to ordered rules. 

12 We give the inputs and structural changes somewhat informally here, since {n, t} is not 
a particularly natural class. The rule would actually be quite complex to state in features. 
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(33) en-o:hne 
es-y-a:-t 

w-e:n-owawan 
w-eis <— /w-en-

o:n-an 
o:s <— /on-e/ 

'if he walks hither' 
'if he goes hither' 

'their heads' 
•e/ 'his head' 

'canoes' 
'canoe' 

Nonaltemating n remains [n] under the same conditions, as illustrated in (34). 

(34) o-tam-an 
o-ta:n-ew 

kom 
kom-e:wew 
ku:ny-ak 

'his daughter' 
'he has a daughter' 

'snow' 
'it is snowing' 
'lumps of snow' 

Bloomfield accounts for this difference by assuming two underlying seg
ments: /n/ underlies the alternation in (33), while nonaltemating n are under-
lyingly /N/, in Bloomfield's notation. Bloomfield proposes a rule, ordered 
after (32), that neutralizes /N/ with In/ absolutely. The problem is that 
Bloomfield's analysis has no phonetic properties specified for /N/, a fact that 
is somewhat disguised by its symbol, a capital /N/. In fact, it is completely 
arbitrary what phonetic properties are attributed to Bloomfield's /N/ in 
Menomini, as long as it is distinct from all other underlying segments in 
Menomini. The Menomini sound inventory is relatively restricted. The pho
netic consonants are given in (35). 

(35) glides: 
obstruents: 
nasals 

w 

P 
m 

y 
t 
n 

? 
s 

h 
c 

For example, /N/ could be identified with a nasal other than /ml, /n/, or an 
obstruent other than those listed. There is no clue from the alternation or from 
the phonetic realization what the underlying features of/N/ should be. This is 
in sharp contrast to Yawelmani /ui/, whose features are completely determined 
from the nature of the alternation and its phonetic realizations. 

Bever (1967) reanalyzes the Menomini data in a more strictly generative 
phonological approach and sets up an underlying /6/ for the [n]~[s] alternation 
and underlying Inl for the nonaltemating [n]. This permits a simpler version 
of the palatalization rule, which we give as (36). 
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(36) [+cor] -> t+s t r id] ' 

A later rule in Bever's analysis merges IQI absolutely with /n/. Bever notes that 
this analysis involves minimal feature changes in the realizations of the under
lying IQI. It need change only in terms of [strident] to become [s] and in nasal
ity, obstruency, and continuancy to become [n]. But this simplicity is of a 
mere formal nature: there is nothing in the alternation or in the phonetics that 
would suggest IQI rather than some other consonant that is absent from the 
Menomini inventory of (35) as the underlying segment that underlies the 
[n]~[s] alternation. For example, one of the liquids III or Ixl might be an equal
ly plausible candidate. Bever also tries to relate his analysis to the historical 
development of Menomini, since many of the n that palatalize are derived his
torically from Proto-Algonquian *6.u While it is true that the historical devel
opment of a language can leave some residues in the synchronic grammar, it 
cannot be used as a justification for a synchronic analysis. The grammar that 
is constructed by a linguist is intended to represent the grammar that is inter
nalized by a child in first language acquisition, and the child does not have 
access to historical data. Furthermore, on closer inspection, the historical data 
are more complex, and do not support Bever's analysis entirely (see Piggott 
1971 for some discussion). 

6.7 Corpus-external evidence 

We have derived the bulk of our evidence for underlying representations and 
rules from normal language use, what has been referred to as corpus-internal 
evidence. This may be derived from written sources giving phonetic tran
scriptions of texts in the language together with some grammatical and 
semantic analysis, or from working actively within a speech community. In 
addition to such evidence, we can appeal to evidence from outside the lan
guage system proper, including such items as speech errors, second language 
acquisition, writing systems, poetic use of language, language games, lan
guage change, and native speaker intuitions about their language. We will 
have a brief look at each of these types of information in this section. 

The asterisk here refers to an historically reconstructed form rather than to an ungram-
matical form. 

-cons 
-low 
-back. 
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6.7.1 Speech errors 

We have examined speech errors in two contexts so far. In chapter 1, we point
ed out that errors involving transposition and substitutions of segments pro
vides evidence that the continuum of speech is correctly analyzed as a 
sequence of such segments. In chapter 3 we pointed out that such transposi
tions and substitutions can involve individual features as well, thus providing 
evidence for the analysis of segments into distinctive features. Speech errors 
may also provide evidence for more abstract phonological analyses. For 
example, in section 6.6.4 we showed that the English velar nasal [rj] can be 
analyzed as derived from an underlying representation /ng/, even in those 
cases where no [g] appears in any phonetic alternant of the morpheme in ques
tion, such as sing. Our evidence there was corpus internal; there is also some 
evidence from speech errors for this analysis (Fromkin 1971, 34), given in 
(37). 

(37) a. Chuck Young -> [conk ysg] 
[cak ysrj] 

b. cut the string —> [kant] the [stng] 
Prat]...[Strug] 

Under the abstract analysis of the English [rj], these errors can be interpreted 
as involving the transposition of an underlying segment /n/ from the second 
word to the first prior to the operation of rules (29) and (30). Nasal 
Assimilation (29) is then responsible for the appearance of [rj] in [carjk], but 
no such assimilation occurs in [kant] because the stop following the trans
posed /n/ is alveolar rather than velar. In both cases, the transposition of the 
underlying /n/ allows the underlying Iql to appear phonetically, since, after the 
transposition, this segment no longer meets the structural description of g-
Deletion (30). 

6.7.2 Second language acquisition 

Adults learning a second language frequently make errors that can reasonably 
be attributed to aspects of the grammar of their first language. Native speak
ers of Russian learning English often devoice word-final obstruents in their 
English utterances. As we discussed in section 4.3 of chapter 4, Russian has a 
rule of word-final obstruent devoicing, and this pattern can be explained by 
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the assumption that Russian speakers transfer their rule to their developing 
grammar of English. Similarly, English speakers learning French or Russian 
have a strong tendency to aspirate voiceless stops in word-initial position, 
characteristic of an English accent in speaking those languages. Conversely, 
speakers of French or Russian have an equally strong tendency not to aspirate 
voiceless stops in that position. 

6.7.3 Writing systems 

The orthography of a language may reveal aspects of its phonology as well. 
This is true both of languages with long-established orthographies, such as 
English or French, and languages for which orthographies are being devel
oped. Sapir (1933) cites several examples of the latter from North American 
indigenous languages. In one case Alex Thomas, a native speaker of Nootka, 
wrote [s:] (a long [s]) in two different ways, either as ss or as s. He wrote ss 
when it was clear that the long consonant arose as a result of juxtaposition of 
two morphologically distinct consonants as in tskqsit'lassatini 'we went there 
only to speak,' but single s in hishk (not glossed), although both are pro
nounced with [si]. The former is analyzed morphologically as 
tsi:qsiti'+as^rsa+(?a)ti+ni, whereas the latter is apparently monomorphemic. 
There is a rule of Nootka that lengthens a consonant after a short vowel and 
before another vowel, resulting in neutralization of the underlying single /s/ of 
hisiik and the underlying geminate /s+s/ at a morpheme boundary. 

Similar phenomena appear in languages with long-established writing sys
tems. French writes petit for [psti] 'small (masculine)' and petite for [pstit] 
'small (feminine).' The final orthographic t of the masculine form is not pro
nounced in this word in isolation, but appears in the feminine form, whose 
final orthographic e is not normally pronounced. In Schane's (1968) analysis, 
the underlying representation of the morpheme for 'small' is /patit/ and /-a/ is 
the feminine suffix. A rule deletes a word-final consonant unless it is followed 
in the same phrase by a vowel-initial word 

The English writing system is notorious for its lack of correspondence to 
the phonetics of the language, and there have been numerous attempts to 
revise English spelling to make it more phonetically accurate. But all such 
attempts have failed. It would be easy to attribute these failures to mere con
servatism, but there is probably more to it than this. In fact, Chomsky & Halle 
1968, 49 regard "conventional orthography.. .a near optimal system for the 
lexical representation of English words." To be sure, English spelling has its 
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quirks, such as multiple ways of writing the same sound ([i] as in tea, tee, 
machine, people, amoeba), multiple sounds for the same letter (<o> as in 
woman, women, come, comb, port), and silent letters (debt, island, light, pneu
matic), to name a few. But English spelling is highly systematic nevertheless. 
The vowel alternations in (38) provide a striking illustration, where the itali
cized letter of each word is given a phonetic transcription. 

(38) "long" vowel 

harmonious 

marginalia 

sane 

serene 

subl/me 

[ow] 

[ey] 

[ey] 

[iy] 

[ay] 

"short" vowel 

harmonic 

marginality 

sanity 

serenity 

subl/mity 

M 
[as] 

[33] 

[e] 

[i] 

reduced vowel 

harmony [a] 

marginal [a] 

Although the phonetic value of each letter varies widely, the spelling pre
serves the appearance of each morpheme. The vowel alternations illustrated in 
(38) are systematically related to the stress and morphological form of the 
words. English vowels regularly have their "short" (lax) version before the 
suffixes -ic and -ity, their "long" (tense and diphthongized) versions before a 
C/V sequence or in a final syllable that ends with a silent e. English vowels 
are also reduced when unstressed. Because these are regular rules, there is no 
need to indicate these variations in spelling. As Chomsky & Halle say, "[t]he 
fundamental principle of orthography is that phonetic variation is not indicat
ed where it is predictable by general rule" (1968, 49). English orthography is 
closely related to underlying representations, and, as such, supports the some
what abstract analysis of English vowels that has been hinted at here.14 

6.7.4 Language games 

A language game is played by introducing a systematic distortion of the words 
of a language, often as a way of disguising speech. It operates by inserting 
some specified sound or sequence of sounds or rearranging the composition 
of a word, or some combination of these methods. While the rules of the game 
are not, strictly speaking, phonological rules, they may interact with phono-

14 The arguments for the required underlying representations and phonological rules 
required for these English vowel alternations are somewhat complex. See Jensen (1993, 
chapter 7) for details. 
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logical rules, providing evidence for these, especially if the language rules 
precede some phonological rules. An example from English is Pig Latin, pro
duced from English words by moving the initial consonant or consonant clus
ter to the end of the word and then adding the diphthong [ey] at the end. For 
example, the phrase Pig Latin is changed to ['igpey 'ae?nley]. This game rule 
interacts with the rule, Diphthong Shortening, that produces shortened and 
raised diphthongs before voiceless consonants. This rule was briefly intro
duced in section 2.7.9 of chapter 2, and has the effect of producing the diph
thong [ay] in the words write and writer. 

(39) write [-rayt] ride [ia:yd] 

writer [jayraa] rider [laiyraj] 

Two varieties of Pig Latin can be distinguished. In one, the Pig Latin rule 
operates on phonetic representations, that is, after all the phonological rules of 
English including Diphthong Shortening. In this variety, words like ice and 
sigh remain distinct in Pig Latin, as shown in (40). 

(40) ['ays] ['say] phonetic representation 
(after Diphthong Shortening) 

['aysey] ['aysey] Pig Latin rule 

['aysey] ['aysey] Pig Latin form 

'ice' 'sigh' 

In the other variety of Pig Latin, these words merge as ['aysey]. This can be 
explained by saying that the Pig Latin rule applies before Diphthong 
Shortening for these speakers. This is shown in the derivations of (41). 

(41) ['ays] ['say] near-final representation 

(after other rules; 
before Diphthong Shortening) 

['aysey] ['aysey] Pig Latin rule 

['aysey] ['aysey] Diphthong Shortening; Pig Latin form 

'ice' 'sigh' 

These two varieties of Pig Latin support the idea of rule ordering and the rule 
of Diphthong Shortening. 
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An example of a language game that supports a relatively abstract under
lying representation is sorsik sunmakke ('talking backwards'), a language 
game of the Cuna Indians of the San Bias Islands in Panama (Sherzer 1970). 
Before turning to the game, we will describe some of the basic phonology of 
the language. In Cuna, there is a phonetic distinction between voiced and 
voiceless stops. There is fairly good evidence that this phonetic distinction 
should be derived from an underlying distinction between single and geminate 
stops, so that [d] is derived from /d/ while [t] is derived from /dd/, and simi
larly for the labial and velar stops. The evidence comes both from distribution 
and from alternations. In Cuna consonant clusters can contain at most two 
consonants and there can be no more than a single consonant at the beginning 
or end of a word. While voiced stops can appear in clusters and at the begin
ning and end of words, as shown in the first two columns of (42), voiceless 
stops cannot appear in these positions. 

(42) obsa 'bathed' dage 'come' sapan 'firewood' 

argon 'hand' goe 'deer' sate 'no' 

neg 'house' biriga 'year' dake 'see' 

This is immediately explained if voiceless stops are underlying clusters. The 
underlying representation of sapan 'firewood' is thus /sabban/, and the pho
netic form is derived via a rule of Reduction (43). 

(43) Reduction (Cuna) 

[-son "I ["-son "1 
-contj L-contJ 

1 2 
=> 0 2 where 1 = 2 

[-voice] 

In addition to distribution, this rule accounts for alternations such as (44). 

(44) /#neg+gine#/ 'house' + 'inside' underlying representation 
[#nekine#] 'inside the house' Reduction; phonetic representation 

Two other rules of Cuna are Syncope, which deletes a morpheme-final vowel 
before a suffix, and Cluster Simplification, which deletes the first of three 
consecutive consonants. Some derivations illustrating the interaction of these 
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three rules are given in (45). 

/#balimay-de#/ 

[#balimay-de#] 

'then he pursued' 

/#dubbu-dagge#/ 

0 

0 

k 

[#dubdake#] 

'he sees the island' 

/#balimay-de-gu#/ 

0 

0 

[#balimadgu#] 

'having then pursued' 

/#dubbu#/ 

P 
[#dupu#] 

'island' 

underlying 
representations 

Syncope 

Cluster 
Simplification 

T? **Hi i pfi n n 

phonetic 
representation 

underlying 
representations 

Syncope 

Cluster 
Simplification 

Reduction 

phonetic 
representation 

In sorsik sunmakke, the initial syllable of a word is moved to the end. A sin
gle consonant between vowels belongs to the syllable of the second vowel; 
two consonants between vowels are divided between the syllables. Some 
examples of the game are shown in (46). 

(46) Cuna 

ina 

dage 

saban 

obsa 

argan 

inna 

goe 

sorsik 
sunmakke 

nai 

geda 

banso 

saob 

ganar 

nain 

ego 

gloss 

'medicine' 

'come' 

'belly' 

'bathed' 

'hand' 

'chicha' 

'deer' 
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sapan bansab 'firewood' /sabban/ 

sate desad 'no' /sadde/ 

dake gedag 'see' /dagge/ 

The last three examples in (46), with a medial voiceless stop in Cuna, are the 
interesting ones. These appear in the game with a voiced stop initially and 
finally. These are easily explained if we assume that the rule of the game mov
ing the initial syllable to the end operates on a stage of representation before 
Reduction has applied, that is, it operates on the underlying representations in 
the rightmost column, bleeding Reduction in these cases. 

Sherzer identifies another variety of sorsik sunmakke in which the dis
guised form of 'firewood,' 'no,' and 'see' are pronounced bansa, desa, geda, 
that is, without the final voiced stop that appears in these forms in (46). The 
analysis of these forms is not entirely clear. Applying the sorsik sunmakke rule 
after reduction would result in forms pansa, tesa, keda, which are quite 
anomalous due to the exclusion of voiceless stops from word-initial position, 
as mentioned before. It is possible that a rule voicing initial stops operates in 
this form of the language. 

6.7.5 Poetry 

We mentioned poetic evidence briefly in section 3.3 of chapter 3 as part of the 
evidence for distinctive features of vowels. At that point we noted that 
German rhymes may disregard the feature [round] on vowels in determining 
rhyming words. There we were concerned only with the phonetic level, not 
with any more abstract representation. Poetic evidence has also been used to 
support more abstract representations in cases where a poetic convention can 
be shown to apply to a level before the application of certain phonological 
rules. One of the best cases of this type appears in the analysis of the Finnish 
folk epic, the Kalevala, discussed by Kiparsky (1968c). 

Each line of the Kalevala is composed of eight syllables, arranged in four 
trochaic feet, that is, feet consisting of a downbeat followed by an upbeat. The 
downbeats of the verse pattern do not necessarily coincide with word stress, 
which is always on the first syllable of the word in Finnish. A fundamental 
rule concerning the alignment of words to the verse pattern is stated in (47). 

(47) A stressed syllable must be heavy on the downbeat and light on the 
upbeat. 
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A syllable is heavy if it contains a long vowel or diphthong or if it ends in a 
consonant. Finnish syllable structure allows a maximum of one consonant at 
the beginning of a syllable, so that a vowel followed by two (or more) conso
nants will belong to a long syllable. A vowel followed by a single consonant 
and another vowel belongs to a light syllable. Diphthongs are formed by var
ious vowel sequences where the second is always the nonsyllabic element, 
indicated here by the nonsyllabic diacritic [ J . Long vowels are indicated the 
same way, using an identical vowel in the nonsyllabic position. Kiparsky cites 
the lines in (48) as conforming to the metrical scheme.15 

(48) a. luvan antoj suuri luoya 'the great creator gave permission' 

b. selaessae meren sinisen 'on the expanse of the blue sea' 

c. oi ukko uliyumala 'O Ukko, supreme god' 

We have set out the alignment of line (48b) to the metrical scheme in (49). The 
numbers indicate the downbeats and the stars indicate the upbeats; feet are 
separated by vertical lines. 

(49) | 1 * | 2 * | 3 * | 4 * | 
se lass sae me ren si ni sen 

Rule (47) is enforced strictly in the fourth foot, and progressively less so as 
we move from there to the beginning of the line. In the first foot it is waived 
completely; notice that both (48a, b) begin with a stressed short syllable. 

In addition to aligning to the metrical scheme, most lines of the Kalevala 
show alliteration, an identity between the beginning of two words. The most 
common type requires identity of the initial consonant, if any, and the imme
diately following vowel, which can be the first part of a long vowel or diph
thong. The examples in (50) show this type of alliteration (alliterating ele
ments are underlined). 

(50) a. lappalainen laiha pqika 'The Laplander, the lean boy' 

b. astu leski aitastasi 'Widow, step out of your storehouse!' 

15 Finnish examples have been transcribed into our phonetic notation. The sym 
[i] should be considered phonetically equivalent; we write [y] as a syllable onset but [i] 
as the second element of a diphthong or long vowel. The rules below sometimes entail 
an interchange in these two functions of what is phonetically the same sound. I thank 
Irene Enright and Marja Kerttu Enright for help with the Finnish data. 
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However, some alliterations of this type have different vowels phonetically, as 
in (51) 

(51) a. hiekka, helkki 

b. honkasessa huonehessa 

c. saeveltaenae seaetelemmae 

d. muna vieraehti vetenae 

'sand, jingled' 

'in their rooms of fir' 

'we will pitch our tunes' 

'the egg rolled in the water' 

Kiparsky attributes this pattern to a rule of Diphthongization. In Standard 
Finnish underlying long mid vowels become diphthongs whose first element 
is high; in Eastern Finnish dialects, in which the Kalevala was composed, low 
vowels also diphthongize. The effects of this rule are summarized in (52). 

(52) underlyin 

fee/ 

loql 

mi 
lad 

Isesel 

g by Diphthongization 

[ie] 

M 
m 
[oa] 

[eae] 

(All dialects) 
55 

55 

(Eastern Firm 
55 

Diphthongization can be expressed formally using our notational conventions 
as in (53). 

(53) Diphthongization (Finnish) 

-cons 
+syll 
-hi 

alow 

_{+back>_ 

1 
1 

-low" 
-ochi 

<+rd> 

-cons" 
-syl 
-hi . 

2 
2 
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The alliteration in (51), Mekka helkki, then fits the general requirements for 
alliteration on the assumption that alliteration operates on representations 
prior to the operation of Diphthongization (53), that is /heekka helkki/. 

Diphthongization is also supported by internal evidence, from alterna
tions. There is a general rule in Finnish that shortens a long vowel when 
another vowel immediately follows. For example, the plural of the oblique 
(nonnominative) cases are formed by adding the plural suffix -/- and then the 
case suffix, for example -ssa, -ssx 'in.'16 In (54a) we see some examples with 
overt long vowels in the uninflected (nominative singular) form, and in (54b) 
we see some examples with diphthongs derived in the uninflected form by 
Diphthongization (53). 

(54) nom. sg. 'in 'pi. 

a. puu puissa 

puu puissae 

b. tie teissae 

moa maissa 

underlying gloss 

'tree' 

'hazel grouse' 

'road' /tee/ 

'land' /maa/ (standard 
Finnish: mad) 

uo oissae 'night' /66/ 

Kiparsky notes that there are many lines in the Kalevala that violate the met
rical principle (47) if scanned in accordance with the phonetic representation. 
Two such lines are given in (55). 

(55) a. vapa vaskinen kesyessae 

b. otin qinon, toin kottiin 

'bronze rod in hand' 

'I took a ram and brought it home' 

Line (55a) has a long stressed (i.e., word-initial) syllable kess in the upbeat of 
the third foot, where (47) requires a short syllable. Line (55b) likewise has a 
long syllable kot on the upbeat of the third foot and in addition contains only 
seven syllables, whereas the meter requires eight syllables in each line. 
Kiparsky attributes these apparent anomalies to the level of the phonological 
derivation where the metrical principle (47) is applicable. Kiparsky identifies 
a sequence of seven ordered rules, and shows that the metrical principle (47) 

16 This alternation is a form of vowel harmony, introduced in section 3.2 of chapter 3 (for 
Turkish), and this suffix in Finnish is discussed in section 4.8 of chapter 4. Since vowel 
harmony is not directly relevant to the metrical analysis, and introduces additional com
plications, we will simply assume it here rather than give a separate rule for it. 
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is enforced at the stage after the first two of these rules but before the remain
ing five rules. The first rule is Epenthesis (56). 

(56) First rule: Epenthesis 

r c 

L+coronal 
V ] 

2 
3 

[-syll] 

3 
2 

# 

4 
3 

An example of Epenthesis is /pojka-ni/ —> /pojkqini/ (further modified by 
Consonant Gradation, 57) 'my son.' Epenthesis has the effect of creating a 
long syllable, thereby feeding rule six (62), Gemination of Consonants, in cer
tain cases. It also creates a closed syllable, that is, a syllable whose final seg
ment is [-syllabic], thereby feeding the second rule, Consonant Gradation 
(57) in some cases. We have stated the change somewhat informally in (57). 
Essentially, geminate stops degeminate, while a simple /p/ turns to [v] and Itl 
and /k/ are dropped. In the environment, recall that the symbol C stands for 
any nonsyllabic segment, so that it includes glides as well as true consonants. 

(57) Second rule: Consonant Gradation 

PP ->P 
tt -> t 

^ kk ->k 
p -» v 
t -> 0 

Mt -> 0 J 

VC m 
left-to-right iterative 
Condition: word-initial consonants are not gradated 

We can illustrate Consonant Gradation with the nominative and genitive sin
gular forms of some nouns in (58), where the genitive singular suffix -n cre
ates the environment for Gradation. 
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(58) nominative 

pappi 

tiitto 

kukka 

apu 

ksesi (/kaete/) 

aika 

genitive 

papin 

tiiton 

kukan 

avun 

keasen 

aian 

gloss 

'priest' 

'girl' 

'flower' 

'help' 

'hand' 

'time 

Consonant gradation can apply more than once in a single word. For example, 
the suffix /-ttom/ '-less' itself undergoes gradation as well as inducing grada
tion in a stem like pappi. This comes from left to right iterative application of 
Gradation, in a counterbleeding direction. In the genitive the geminate tt of 
the suffix is retained, since here adding the genitive suffix creates an open syl
lable. We give the derivations of the nominative and genitive of'priestless' in 
(59).17 

(59) nominative 

/#pappi-ttom#/ 

P 
t 
I 

[#papiton#] 

genitive 

/#pappi-ttom-an#/ 

P 

[#papittoman#] 

underlying representations 

Gradation (first iteration) 

Gradation (second iteration) 

other rules; 
phonetic representations 

In the case of /pojkqini/, derived from /pojka-ni/ by Epenthesis, we derive 
/pqiqini/ = /poyqini/ by Consonant Gradation. This form is further modified 
by Gemination of Consonants (62). 

Kiparsky's third rule geminates a vowel before another vowel. We give the 
rule in (60). 

(60) Third rule: Gemination of Vowels 

[+svll] [+svll] 

=} 1 1 2 
[-syll] 

17 We assume the genitive suffix has the (phonologically unpredictable) allomorph -an in 
this context. In the nominative, word-final m is replaced by n, since m cannot occur in 
word-final position in Standard Finnish. 
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By Gemination of Vowels the intermediate form /kaeessae/, derived from 
underlying /kaetessze/ by Consonant Gradation, is converted to /kaeagessae/, 
which in turn is further modified to /keaeessse/ by Diphthongization (53). 

The fourth rule in the ordering is Diphthongization, which we have 
already introduced and formalized in (53).18 

The fifth rule is Contraction, which deletes h between vowels. We state 
this rule in (61). 

(61) Fifth rule: Contraction 
h - > 0 / V V 

Contraction converts /koti+hin/ to /kotiin/,19 which is further modified by the 
sixth rule, Gemination of Consonants, which we state in (62). 

(62) Sixth rule: Gemination of Consonants 

v c v [— s ] {c
#} 

1 2 3 4 5 
=> 1 2 2 3 4 5 

Consonants are geminated between a short vowel and a long vowel or diph
thong. The form /kotiin/, derived by Contraction, is transformed into [kottiin] 
'into the house.' This is the form in which this word appears in line (55b). 
Recall that that line was problematic in two respects: it has only seven sylla
bles, and the upbeat of the third foot has a heavy syllable, contrary to (47). 
This line is seen to be entirely regular if the poetic conventions apply to a 
more abstract level of representation, that is where this word has the repre
sentation /kotihin/, with one more syllable than the phonetic form (so that the 
line as a whole has eight syllables) and where the first syllable of this word is 
light, in conformity with (47) where this syllable appears in the upbeat of the 
third foot. 

Kiparsky puts this rule last, after Apocopation. We have ordered it before Contraction, 
however, because Contraction does not feed Diphthongization in forms like pakkoon 
from /pakko+hon/ or /pako+hon/ (counterfeeding order). See discussion of these forms 
at the end of this subsection. 
We assume that a [+high] vowel becomes a glide (i.e., [-syllabic]), when it comes to fol
low another vowel directly as a result of any other rule. 
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Gemination of consonants affects glides as well as true consonants, since 
C stands for any nonsyllabic segment. Thus /pojqini/, as it emerges from 
Consonant Gradation, becomes /pqiioini/ = /poiyqini/. 

The seventh rule is an optional rule of Apocopation, that deletes a final 
short / after a consonant. We write it as in (63). 

(63) Seventh rule: Apocopation 
i -> 0 / C # 
(optional) 

By Apocopation, an alternative phonetic form for /poiyqini/, derived by 
Gemination of Consonants, is /pqiyqin/. 

We explained the apparent anomaly of line (55b) by proposing that the 
line is scanned at a point in the derivation before the operation of Contraction 
(61) and Gemination of Consonants. The apparent anomaly of line (55a) is 
explained similarly by scanning the line before the operation of Gemination 
of Vowels. We give the derivation of keasyessae in (64). 

(64) /#kaete-ssae#/ underlying representation 

0 Consonant Gradation (57) 

aeae Gemination of Vowels (60) 

eae Diphthongization (53) 

[#keaeyessas#] other rules;20 phonetic representation 

We see that, up to the operation of Gemination of Vowels (60), keaeycssee has 
a light first syllable, so that it conforms to (47) as a stressed light syllable in 
the upbeat of the third foot. 

In both lines of (55) the underlying representation could serve as the met
rically relevant level, but Kiparsky shows that in general this is not the case 
and that, where Consonant Gradation changes the weight of a syllable, the 
output of Consonant Gradation is the form scanned by the metre. For exam
ple in line (65), the first syllable of kesellas is scanned as light (as in the pho
netic representation) even though it is heavy underlyingly. 

(65) istuu voqn kesellae mertae 'just sits in the middle of the sea' 

/keske-llas/ 'in the middle' 
20 Kiparsky proposes that an "automatic glide insertion" inserts [y] here, although he does 

not formalize the rule. 
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Kiparsky concludes that, in all cases, the metrically relevant level is after 
Consonant Gradation but before Gemination of vowels. He gives two exam
ples of lines containing a stressed syllable that must be scanned as metrically 
light, even though that syllable is heavy at both the underlying and phonetic 
level. We give the lines in (66). 

(66) a. peaelle sulkkuse sukkqin 

b. annan qinuvan pqiyqini 

'on my silk stockings' 

'I give my only son' 

The last word in each of these lines are the ones of interest. We give their com
plete derivations in (67). 

(67) /#sukka-ni#/ /#pqika-ni#/ underlying representations 

î  
k 

sukqini 

kk 
(A 

[#sukkoin#] 

j 

0 

pqioini 

ji 

[#pojyqini#] 

Epenthesis (56) 
Consonant Gradation (57) 

—Metrically relevant level— 

Gemination of Vowels (60) 

Diphthongization (53) 

Contraction (61) 

Gemination of Consonants (62) 

Apocopation (63) 

phonetic representations 

After Consonant Gradation we have written each form in full to show the met
rically relevant level. This level is actually identical to the previous line that 
shows the result of applying Consonant Gradation. At this level, the first syl
lable of each word is light, as required by (47). In addition line (66a) has only 
seven syllables—compare (55b)—but this results from the optional applica
tion of Apocopation (63). At the metrically relevant level the word sukkqin 
has an additional syllable, so that at that level the line as a whole contains the 
required eight syllables. 

A further consequence is that there can be words that are phonetically 
identical but metrically distinct. Kiparsky points out that the underlying rep
resentations /pakko+hon/ 'into compulsion' and /pako+hon/ 'into flight' 
merge phonetically as [pakkoon]. Both forms are subject to Contraction (61), 
which deletes h, and 'into flight' is further subject to Gemination of 
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Consonants, which turns the underlying single k into a geminate. They remain 
distinct at the metrically relevant level, and are treated as metrically distinct, 
so that pakkoon 'into compulsion' almost invariably begins on a downbeat, 
while pakkoon 'into flight' almost invariably begins on a upbeat, in accor
dance with (47). "These, then, are word pairs which are always homonymous 
but never metrically equivalent" (Kiparsky 1968c, 144). 

This discussion of metrics has provided strong corpus-external support for 
a somewhat abstract phonological analysis of Finnish along with a rather 
complex set of ordered rules. Perhaps the most surprising result is that the 
metrical analysis relies on a representation which is neither underlying nor 
phonetic, but intermediate between the two, the result of applying certain 
rules but before the application of other rules. This in turn supports the theo
ry of grammar, specifically phonology, that makes use of abstract underlying 
representations and ordered rules to derive their phonetic realizations. 

6.7.6 Language change 

Language change is another means of gaining a window on a grammatical 
system. Languages change in a variety of ways, for example, by gaining or 
losing vocabulary items. We are concerned here with language change as a 
change in the grammar. Possible changes in grammar include adding a rule, 
losing a rule, or reordering existing rules. 

A common type of sound change is for a rule to be added to the grammar. 
In Old High German voiced and voiceless obstruents contrasted in word-final 
position as well as in other positions, so that the word <tag> 'day' was pro
nounced [tag].21 Its plural is <taga> [taga]. In Middle High German the sin
gular of 'day' was pronounced [tak], as indicated by spellings like <tac>. The 
plural retained the voiced stop [taga] (the reduction of unstressed vowels to 
[a] was an independent development in Middle High German). The phono
logical system changed by adding a rule devoicing obstruents in word-final 
position. The underlying representations of such words remained the same, 
retaining the stem-final voiced stop. This situation continues in modern 
Standard German. However, some Yiddish and Swiss dialects have undergone 
a further change that restores final voiced stops in words like [tag] and in other 
words like [bund] 'league,' whose plural is [bunds]. The singular of 'league' 
is [bunt] in Standard German. However, the final voiceless stop of [bunt] 
'motley,' with the plural [bunta], underwent no such change, retaining the 

We use angled brackets <> here to enclose orthographic representations. 
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voiceless stop in all forms. Furthermore, certain adverbial forms that had final 
voiced obstruents in word-final position in Old High German, such as <ab> 
[ab] 'away,' and <enweO 'away,' which also underwent final devoicing in 
Middle High German, retain their voiceless stops in these dialects. These 
developments are explained by saying that these dialects lost the final devoic
ing rule. The retention of the final voiceless stop in adverbial forms like [ap] 
and [vek] in these dialects is the result of restructuring their underlying rep
resentations. An abstract underlying representation can be learned only on the 
basis of evidence, generally from alternations. From alternations like [bunt] ~ 
[bunda] 'league, sg. and pi.' a language learner can extract the underlying rep
resentation /bund/ as well as the underlying representation /bunt/ for nonal-
ternating forms like 'motley.' However, when the adverbial form [ab] in Old 
High German undergoes devoicing in Middle High German, the first genera
tion of speakers may retain the underlying representation /ab/, but later gen
erations are unable to reconstruct this abstract underlying representation 
because it doesn't alternate with anything. In accordance with the Naturalness 
Condition (16) they construct the more concrete underlying representation 
/ap/. When, at a subsequent stage, the final devoicing rule is lost, alternating 
[bunt] 'league' can revert to its form with an final voiced obstruent [bund], but 
[ap] remains with its final voiceless stop because its underlying representation 
has been changed. These stages are summarized in (68). 

(68) underlying 
representations rules 

phonetic 
representations 

a. Old High German 
/tag/ 'day' 
/bund/ 'league' 
/bunt/ 'motley' 
/ab/ 'away from' 

No final devoicing [tag, taga] 

[ab] 

Middle High German 
(first generation) 
/tag/ 'day' 
/bund/ 'league' 
/bunt/ 'motley' 
/ab/ 'away from' 

Final Devoicing 
rule added 

[tak], [tags] 
[bunt], [bunda] 
[bunt], [bunts] 
[ap] 
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Middle High German 
(later generations) 
/tag/ 'day' 
/bund/ 'league' 
/bunt/ 'motley' 
/ap/ 

[tak], [toga] 
[bunt], [bunds] 
[bunt], [bunts] 
[ap] 

Swiss, Yiddish dialects 
/tag/ 'day' 
/bund/ 'league' 
/bunt/ 'motley' 
/ap/ 

Final Devoicing 
rule lost 

[tag], [toga] 
[bund], [bunds] 
[bunt], [bunts] 
[ap] 

A third way in which grammars can change is by reordering existing rules. We 
noted in section 2.7.9 of chapter 2 that, in English, vowels are shortened 
before voiceless consonants. In section 2.3 of that chapter we observed that 
English /t/ and /d/ are merged into the flap [r] before a stressless vowel. These 
processes are illustrated in the forms of (69). 

(69) write [jsyt] ride [ja:yd] 

writer [asyrsa] rider [ja:yrsj] 

These facts can be explained by two rules, Diphthong Shortening and 
Flapping, in that order (counterbleeding). We give a preliminary formulation 
of these rules in (70). 

(70) a. Diphthong Shortening 

.r r-iown , r 
V^L-tenseJ / L 

-cons! . 
-syll J [-voice] 

Condition: applies within a phonological word 

Flapping22 

r +cor" 
-strid 
-cont. 

-» r/[-cons] 
f +syll 1 
L-stressJ 

Flapping is reformulated in (40) of section 7.2.3 in terms of the phonological utterance, 
with no reference to stress. 
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With these rules we have derivations like those in (71). 

(71) /#jayt#/ /#iayd#/ /#jayt + 9i#/ /#jayd + SJ#/ underlying 
representations 

9 a Diphthong 
Shortening 

f r Flapping 

[#iayt#] [#jayd#] [#J3yraj#] [#jayraj#] phonetic 
representations 

'write' 'ride' 'writer' 'rider' 

In some dialects the order of these two rules is reversed, so that 'writer' and 
'rider' are homophonous. In the derivation of 'writer' in (71) these rules are 
in a counterbleeding order. In dialects that reverse the two rules, the order is 
bleeding in this word, as illustrated in (72). 

(72) /#iayt#/ /#iayd#/ /#iayt + 3 j#/ /#iayd + SJ#/ underlying 
representations 

r r Flapping 

a — Diphthong 
Shortening 

[#jayt#] [#jayd#] [#jayrsj#] [#aayr3J#] phonetic 
representations 

'write' 'ride' 'writer' 'rider' 

In our discussion of rule addition, we tacitly assumed that the new rule is 
ordered after phonological rules already in the grammar. Another possibility 
is for a rule to be added at an earlier point in the grammar, before one or more 
existing phonological rules. This has been called rule insertion (King 1973). 
An example is Old English palatalization. The velar stops in Old English are 
palatalized before front vowels by rule (73). 

(73) Palatalization (Old English) 

j k - » £ 1 , r+syu-i 
lg -» yJ ' L-backJ 

This rule is illustrated in (74). The modern English development is given 
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where it differs from the gloss of the Old English word, and German cog
nates23 are given to show that this rule does not operate in German. 

(74) Old English gloss 

spelling phonetic 

ceorl cesrl 'peasant' 

cirice cirice 'church' 

geolu yealu 'yellow' 

Modern English German gloss 
development 

churl Kerl 'fellow' 

Kirche 

gelb 

There are paradigmatic alternations between [k] and [c] in some verbs, as in 
(75). 

(75) spelling 

ceosan 

ceas 

curon 

coren 

phonetic 

ce:9zan 

caeias 

kuron 

koren 

gloss 

'to choose' 

'I chose' 

'we, they chose' 

'chosen' 

However, Palatalization does not take place before front vowels that result 
from the rule of I-Umlaut. This rule makes back vowels front if they are fol
lowed in the next syllable by the high front vowel [i] or the corresponding 
glide [y]. (In some cases the vowel is raised from low to mid as well, but this 
does not concern us here.) This is illustrated in (76) 

(76) Old English gloss 

spelling phonetic 

cyning kunirjg 'king' 

cy kii: 'cows' 

cemban kemban 'to comb' 

cennan kennan 'to know' 

ges ge:s 'geese' 

gaest gae:st 'goest' 

Modern English pre-Old English 
development source 

kine 

unkempt 

ken (dial.) 

geese 

*kuni 

*kuiz 

*kambian 

*kannian 

*gosi 

*gais 

Related words in related languages that are derived from a common source in the ances
tor language are called cognates. The ancestor language in this case is Proto-Germanic. 
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This situation is explained by ordering Palatalization before I-Umlaut in the 
synchronic grammar of Old English. However, the chronological order is the 
reverse. I-Umlaut is an old feature of North and West Germanic languages; in 
fact, all the Germanic languages except Gothic have this rule in basically the 
same form in their grammars. Palatalization is a much later innovation in 
Anglo-Frisian (Old English and Frisian); it does not exist in Old High German 
or Old Saxon or the early Nordic languages. Thus it appears that Palatalization 
was added to the Grammar of Old English, but not at the end of the ordered 
rules but rather before the existing rule of I-Umlaut. 

King (1973, 564) disputes this as an example of rule insertion, and in fact 
claims that all cases that have been analyzed as rule insertion should be rean
alyzed as rule addition at the end of the ordering followed by reordering. 
Kiparsky (1968b) proposed that rule reordering is governed by a principle 
according to which rules move into an order that maximizes their utilization 
in the grammar. According to this principle, counterfeeding orders tend to 
change into feeding orders and bleeding orders tend to change into coun-
terbleeding orders. Kiparsky's principle would not predict reordering in the 
Old English case because the synchronic ordering, in the derivations under 
discussion, is counterfeeding. King discusses another possible principle gov
erning reordering according to which rules tend to reorder in such a way as to 
minimize paradigmatic alternation. He applies this idea to the Old English 
case. With I-Umlaut ordered before Palatalization, a feeding order, a word like 
[go:s] 'goose' would have a plural [ye:s], showing an alternation in the initial 
consonant. In the counterfeeding order, Palatalization before I-Umlaut, we 
have a paradigm that includes [go:s] and [ges], where both forms begin with 
the velar stop. This order minimizes paradigmatic alternation. The problem 
with King's approach is that the theory of generative phonology has no for
mal way of expressing the concept of paradigm uniformity. A derivation 
begins with an underlying representation and ends with a phonetic represen
tation after the the operation of all relevant phonological rules. But a deriva
tion cannot compare its result to that of another derivation, nor can it be influ
enced by another derivation. Such transderivational constraints are clearly a 
powerful device that must be given a formal interpretation that limits their 
power and even then used with caution. 

It is clearly difficult to tell these two types of historical analysis apart, but 
King's analysis, with rule addition at the end followed by reordering, predicts 
that there should be a stage where the synchronic order corresponds to the his
torical order, that is where the Old English forms in (76) had palatalized 
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velars. Such a stage does not exist,24 so Old English Palatalization is a likely 
candidate for rule insertion. 

Regardless of whether rule insertion is possible or not, the types of his
torical change that are describable as rule addition, rule loss, and rule reorder
ing provide corpus-external support for the concept of grammar as a set of 
ordered rules that convert underlying representations to phonetic forms. 

6.7.7 Maori 

In exercise 4.2 of chapter 4 we considered some forms of Maori, some of 
which were discussed in section 5.4 of chapter 5. We repeat the examples in 
(77). 

(77) active 

awhi 

hopu 

mau 

inu 

aru 

tohu 

kimi 

wero 

patu 

kite 

passive 

awhitia 

hopukia 

mauria 

inumia 

arumia 

tohurjia 

kimihia 

werohia 

patua 

kitea 

gerundive 
awhitarja 

hopukarja 

maurarja 

inumana 

arumarja 

tohurjarja 

kimiharja 

weroharja 

paturja 

kiterja 

gloss 
'embrace' 

'catch' 

'carry' 

'drink' 

'follow' 

'point out' 

'seek' 

'stab' 

'strike, kill' 

'see, find' 

The solution in terms of the criteria of phonological analysis introduced in (5) 
chapter 4 includes the underlying representations and rules in (78). Call this 
the phonological solution. 

2 4 There is a single instance of a spelling that may indicate a palatalized Ikl (i.e., [6]), the 
word chun 'cows' in the Lindisfarne Gospels. However, this may be a scribal error, and 
in any case little follows from a single example. 
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(78) stems 

/awhit/ 

/hopuk/ 

/maur/ 

/inum/ 

/arum/ 

/tohurj/ 

/kimih/ 

/weroh/ 

/patu/ 

/kite/ 

'embrace' 

'catch' 

'carry 

'drink' 

'follow 

'point out' 

'seek' 

'stab' 

'strike, kill' 

'see, find' 

affixes 

/-ia/ 

/-arja/ 

rules 

'passive' 

'gerundive' 

Consonant Deletion 

C - » 0 / # 

Pbwe/ Deletion 

V -» 0 / V+ 

Obviously, an alternative solution, that can be called the morphological solu
tion, in which the underlying representations of the stems were the same as 
the active forms in the left column of (77), and in which there were multiple 
forms for the affixes (passive: /-tia, kia, -ria, -mia, -rjia, -hia, a/ and gerun
dive /-tarja, -karja, -rarja, marja, harja, -rja/) would be far more complex. Each 
stem would have to be marked for which passive suffix it takes, and it would 
be a complete accident that the same initial consonant appears in the gerun
dive suffix as well for each of those stems. Furthermore it would fail to link 
the C~0 alternation with the fact that no word ends in a consonant in Maori. 

However, Hale (1973) proposes that the morphological solution is correct 
in this case, and offers corpus-external support for the position that -tia is 
actually the productive, regular passive suffix. (1) Nominal stems used ver
bally in spontaneous discourse take the passive suffix -tia. (2) Derived 
causatives take -tia in the passive even though their basic stem may take a dif
ferent suffix in the noncausative. For example, the passive of fakahopu 'cause 
to catch' is fakahoputia even though the passive of hopu is hopukia. (3) 
Certain adverbials agree in voice with the verb by taking the suffix -tia in the 
passive regardless of the passive ending on the verb itself. (4) English loan
words, even if they are so unassimilated that they retain a final consonant, 
form passives in -tia. (5) Compound verbs formed by the incorporation of an 
adverbial phrase regularly form the passive in -tia. (6) The suffix -tia can be 
used on any verb if the conventional passive form is forgotten. These six facts 
would not be predictable on the phonological analysis. Under the phonologi
cal analysis it would be a mystery why verb stems that end in a consonant 
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should replace that consonant by l\l in derived causatives or when a speaker 
forgets the passive form. Hale proposes that speakers take the fact that all 
words end in a vowel as something that should be represented in underlying 
representations. So in this case, corpus-external evidence supports a less 
abstract analysis of the data. However, it is not so clear how general this con
clusion is. It is still preferable to have a phonological analysis that conforms 
to the criteria of predictability, naturalness, and simplicity, unless there is 
strong corpus-external evidence to the contrary. 

6.8 Exercises 

6.1 Nupe(Hymanl970) 

Nupe has five vowels phonetically: [i, e, a, o, u]. Palatalization and 
labialization are predictable on consonants before nonlow vowels. 
Write a rule to account for this. 

edye 

egye 
eg^i 

'cloth' 
'beer' 
'child' 

yekw6 
egw6 
egwu 

'road' 
'grass 
'mud' 

Palatalized and labialized consonants appear to contrast with plain 
consonants before the low vowel [a]. Propose underlying representa
tions that allow these forms to be predicted by your rule (adjust your 
rule if necessary). A second rule will also be required. 

egya 
et^a 
ega 

'blood' 
'is/are mild' 
'stranger' 

egwa 
etwa 
tQ 

'hand' 
'is/are trimming' 
'to tell' 

Nupe has a reduplication process that forms nominalizations from 
verbs. State the reduplication as a morphological process using fea
tures and show how it fits into your phonological analysis. 

g* 
gye 
gwu 

'to eat' 
'to be good' 
'to puncture' 

gW 
g rigye 

gwugwu 

'eating' 
'goodness' 
'puncturing' 

(Continued) 
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gw6 'to receive' gwugw6 'receiving' 
twd 'to trim' twutw6 'trimming' 
t*d 'to be mild' ViVa 'mildness' 
ta 'to tell' tntd 'telling' 

Nupe has borrowed a number of words from Yoruba. How do these 
examples bear on your analysis? 

Yoruba Nupe gloss 
keke k ^ d 'bicycle' 
egbe egbyd a Yoruba town 
tore twdryd 'to give a gift' 
kobo kwdbwd 'penny' 

6.2 Hungarian (Jensen 1972; Vago 1980) 

nom. 

haiz 

vairos 

moikus 

orom 

tomeg 

ido: 

si:n 

segeiji 

kert 

rodiir 

hi:d 

jiiil 

tseil 

'to' 

dative 

ha:znDk 

vairosnDk 

modcusnok 

oromnek 

tomegnek 

ido:nek 

siinnek 

segeipnek 

kertnek 

rodiirnDk 

hiidnok 

jiiilnDk 

tseilnDk 

nekem 

neked 

'from' 

'ablative 

haistoil 

vairostoil 

moikustoil 

oromtoil 

tomegtoil 

idoitoil 

simtoil 

segeiptoil 

kerttoil 

rodiirtoil 

hiittoil 

piiltoil 

tseiltoil 

toilem 

toiled 

'by' 

adessive 

haiznail 

vairosnail 

moikusnail 

oromneil 

tomegneil 

idoineil 

siinneil 

segeipneil 

kertneil 

rodiirnail 

hiidnail 

piilnail 

tseilnail 

n a i b m 

nailod 

'from off 

haizroil 

vairosroil 

moikusroil 

oromroil 

tomegroil 

idoirol 

siinrdil 

segeiproil 

kertroil 

rodiirroil 

hiidroil 

jiiilroil 

tseilroil 

roilom 

roilod 

gloss 

'house ' 

'city' 

'squirrel ' 

' joy' 

'crowd' 

' t ime' 

'colour' 

'poor ' 

'garden' 

'eraser' 

'bridge' 
'arrow' 

'goal ' 

' m e ' 

'you sg.' 
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6.3 Okpe (Hoffmann 1973) 

Okpe distinguishes tense [+ATR] and lax [-ATR] vowels, and has 
vowel harmony involving this feature, but this distinction is phoneti
cally apparent only in the case of mid vowels. Assume that all roots 
are monosyllabic in the underlying representation and that all glides 
alternating with vowels are derived by rule. Give the underlying rep
resentation of all morphemes and write a set of ordered rules to 
account for the alternations. 

imper- infin- 3 sg. past 1 sg. past 3 sg. Gloss 
ative itive contin. 

ti 
ru 

si 

zu 

se 

lcpe 

ne 

so 

goo 

ze 

de 

lo 

wo 

to 

da 

da 

re 

rhe 

te 

so 

etyo 
erwo 

esyo 

ezwo 

ese 

elcpe 

ene 

eso 

egft5 

eze 

ede 

elo 

ewo 

eto 

eda 

eda 

eryo 

erhyo 

etyo 

eswo 

o tiri 
o ruru 

o sir! 

o zuru 

oseri 

o lcperi 

o neri 

o sori 

o gBori 

o zere 

o dere 

o lore 

o wore 

o tore 

o dare 

o dare 

o rere 

o rhere 

o tere 

o soro 

mi 
mi 

mi 

mi 

mi 

m 

m. 

m 

tiri 
ruru 

slri 

zuru 

seri 

i lcperi 

L neri 

i sori 

mi gBori 

me zere 

me dere 

me lore 

me wore 

me tore 

me dare 

me dare 

me rere 

me rhere 

me tere 

m Le soro 

o tye 
o rwe 

o sye 

o zwe 

o se 

o lcpe 

o ne 

o so 

o gBo 

o ze 

o de 

o lo 

o wo 

o to 

o da 

o da 

o rya 

o rhya 

o tya 

o swa 

'pull' 

'do' 

'bury' 

'fan' 

'fill' 

'beat' 

'defecate' 

'steal' 

'rot' 

'run' 

'buy' 

'grind' 

'bathe' 

'dig' 

'drink' 

'fly' 

'eat' 

' come' 

'refuse' 

'sing' 
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Ukrainian (Struk 1978, Andruyshen 1985) 

Ukrainian has a contrast between palatalized and nonpalatalized coro
nals, as shown by minimal pairs such as the following: 

test 'test' tes^ 'father inlaw' 
pyat 'heel (gen. pi.) pyaty 'five' 
povid 'bridle' povidy 'high water' 
grud 'clod (gen. pi.) grudy 'breast' 
trus 'search (n.)' trusy 'rabbit' 
os 'wasp (gen. pi.) osy 'here' 
vyaz 'elm tree' vyazy 'band' 
stan 'state, condition' stany 'stable (gen. pi.)' 
kil 'stake' kily 'keel' 

In addition, there is a rule palatalizing coronal consonants before the 
vowel lil, and a rule depalatalizing coronal consonants before the 
vowel Id. Another rule is needed to account for the alternations 
between the vowels lol and Id in some forms and lil in other forms. A 
fourth rule converts underlying l\l and hi to /w/. On the basis of the 
data below, based on Western dialects, determine the underlying rep
resentations of all roots and suffixes and formulate the four rules and 
determine their ordering. You should be able to account for the distri
bution of palatalized and nonpalatalized coronals in the underlying 
representations. Note that the variation between -a and -u in the geni
tive singular of masculine nouns and the variation between -o and -e 
in the nominative singular of neuter nouns is morphologically deter
mined. In masculine nouns referring to persons the morpheme -ov—ev 
appears between the root and the case morpheme for the locative sin
gular, again morphologically determined. You should not try to 
account for this morphological variation with phonological rules. 

Masculine nouns 

nom. sg. gen. sg. 

brat brata 

xMb xlyiba 

loc. sg. gen. pi. 

bratovi bratyiw 

xMbi xMbiw 

dat. pi. gloss 

bratam 'brother' 

xlyibam 'bread' 

(Continued) 
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list 

svit 

misyatsy 

odyah 

dim 

stiw 

nis 

kiyiw 

koriny 

kolyir 

ucitely 

lista 

svitu 

misyatsya 

odyahu 

domu 

stola 

nosa 

kiyeva 

korenya 

kolyoru 

ucitelya 

Neuter nouns 

nom. sg. 

lyito 

litse 

pole 

dyilo 

ozero 

selo 

slovo 

gen. sg. 

lyita 

litsya 

polya 

dyila 

ozera 

sela 

slova 

listyi 

svityi 

mistatsyi 

odyahi 

domi 

stolyi 

nosyi 

kiyevi 

korenyi 

kolyori 

ucitelevi 

dat. sg. 

lyitu 

litsyu 

polyu 

dyilu 

ozeru 

selu 

slovu 

listyiw 

svityiw 

mistatsyiw 

odyahiw 

domiw 

stolyiw 

nosyiw 

korenyiw 

kolyoriw 

ucitelyiw 

loc. sg. 

lyityi 

litsyi 

polyi 

dyilyi 

ozeri 

selyi 

slovi 

listam 

svitam 

mistatsyam 

odyaham 

domam 

stolam 

nosam 

korenyam 

kolyoram 

ucitelyam 

gen. pi. 

lyit 

litsy 

pily 

dyiw 

ozyir 

syiw 

sliw 

'letter' 

'world' 

'month' 

'clothing' 

'home' 

'table' 

'nose' 

'Kiev' 

'root' 

'colour' 

'teacher' 

gloss 

'summer' 

'face' 

'field' 

'affair' 

'lake' 

'village' 

'word' 

What difficulties are encountered if you try to account for the same 
data by means of the morpheme alternant theory? In most Eastern 
dialects, the rule palatalizing coronals before l\l is true phonetically; 
that is, we have the forms below for nominative singular of 'home' and 
'nose' rather the ones in the table above. 

dyim 'home' 
nyis 'nose' 

Explain the Eastern dialects in terms of your analysis. Which dialect is 
likely to be the innovative one, and why? 
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6.5 Land Dayak (Scott 1964; Kenstowicz & Kisseberth 1979, 146ff.) 

a. Formulate rules to account for the distribution of nasal vowels and 
voiced stop-nasal clusters in the following data. Note that nu?am 
and m5?an are derived from the same bases as tu?a:dn and po?adn 
by a morphological process that converts the initial voiceless stop 
to the corresponding nasal. This morphological process takes place 
before all phonological rules. 

malu 
umo 
nabur 
anak 
sirjau 
ntakadn 
palabm 
kaidn 
padagrj 
tu?a:dn 
ps?adn 

'strike' 
'water' 
'sow' 
'child' 
'cat' 
'taste' 
'mango' 
'cloth' 
'field' 
'open' 
'feed' 

sampe: 
intseh 
suntok 
surjkoi 
mpahit 
kiiiam 
pimain 
pamirj 
tanin 
nu?a:n 
ms>7an 

'extending to' 
'is' 
'in need of 
'cooked rice' 
'send' 
'feeling' 
'a game' 
'dizzy' 
'story' 
'open' 
'eat' 

Although voiced and voiceless stops contrast in other positions, 
voiced stops do not appear after a nasal, although voiceless stops 
do appear in this position. Formulate an additional rule along with 
appropriate underlying representations that both explain this dis
tributional gap and account for some apparent exceptions to the 
vowel nasalization rule. 

smudn 
manabm 
snaigrj 

'dew' 
'sickness' 
'prawn' 

bunugrj 
girunugrj 
ksnarj 

'tapioca' 
'a small bell' 
'posterior' 
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6.6 Estonian (Oinas 1968, Tauli 1973) 

Assume that the case suffixes have the following underlying represen
tations: 

Nominative singular: 0 
Genitive singular: -h 
Partitive singular: -ta 
Inessive singular: -s 

Determine the underlying representations of all stems and formulate 
ordered rules to account for the phonetic forms given. Note any diffi
culties that are encountered with a less abstract solution. Your rules 
should account for alternations in length of both consonants and vow
els. One of your rules deletes a word-final vowel; this rule is blocked 
if its output would consist solely of the sequence (C)VC. Note that 
diphthongs may have the second (nonsyllabic) element lengthened, 
and that traditionally overlong vowels are represented as diphthongs 
of two identical vowels, of which the second is marked long. 
Similarly, overlong consonants are represented as clusters of two iden
tical consonants, with the first marked long. 

nom. sg. 

mak:s 

limn 

nukik 

laeiv 

isa 

makis 

nukik 

lauil 

talu 

lilil 

nimi 

kasy:sy 

rorjig 

gen. sg. 

maksa 

linna 

nukka 

laeva 

isa 

maksu 

nukku 

laulu 

talu 

lille 

nime 

kasysyi 

rorjgi 

part. sg. 

makisa 

linina 

nukika 

laeiva 

isa 

makisu 

nukiku 

lauilu 

talu 

lilile 

nime 

kasy:syi 

rorj:gi 

inessive sg. 

maksas 

linnas 

nukkas 

laevas 

isas 

maksus 

nukkus 

laulus 

talus 

lilies 

nimes 

kasysyis 

rorjgis 

gloss 

'liver' 

'city' 

'comer' 

'ship' 

'father' 

'payment' 

'doll' 

'song' 

'farm' 

'song' 

'name' 

'cat' 

'train' 

(Continued) 
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kooily 

kivi 

tupa 

leiip 

rau:t 

silit 

buJc 

yal:k 

orp 

itu 

matu 

linit 

oi:t 

koolyi 

kivi 

tog: 

lerva 

rauwa 

silla 

lauwa 

yala 

orvu 

eo: 

mag: 

linnu 

qiyu 

kooM 

kivi 

tupa 

lehpa 

rau:ta 

sil:ta 

lauica 

yalika 

or:pu 

itu 

matu 

lin:tu 

oj:tu 

koolyis 

kivis 

tog:s 

leivas 

rauwas 

sillas 

lauwas 

yalas 

orvus 

eo:s 

mao:s 

linnus 

qiyus 

'school' 

'stone' 

'room' 

'bread' 

'iron' 

'bridge' 

'chin' 

'leg' 

'orphan' 

'germ' 

'snake' 

'bird' 

'intelligence' 





Multilinear phonology 

Up to this point we have been assuming that phonological representations 
consist strictly of a linear sequence of segments and boundaries, as proposed 
in SPE. While this linear theory accounts for a great many phonological phe
nomena, as we have seen, its shortcomings became apparent shortly after the 
appearance of SPE. These difficulties have led to proposals for a "nonlinear" 
approach to phonology, although "multilinear" is a more appropriate term, 
since these approaches add additional lines to phonological representations. 
The principal proposals along these lines are autosegmental phonology, in 
which certain features are extracted from the representations of individual 
segments and given a line of their own, and metrical andprosodic phonology, 
in which the line of segments is organized into higher-level units, such as syl
lables and feet. We will also discuss a third revision of SPE theory that arose 
in the context of autosegmental and metrical and prosodic approaches, but is 
essentially independent of these: underspecification theory. Finally, we will 
look briefly at the theory of lexical phonology, which provides a means of 
organizing the phonology in relation to other components of grammar: seman
tics, syntax, and morphology. 

7.1 Autosegmental phonology 

7.1.1 Tone 

SPE did not propose features for tone. Wang (1967) proposed a set of seven 
features for tone. These are given in (1) along with some of the tone contours 
distinguished by these features, in the tone-letter notation of Chao (1930), 
which also appears in the IPA chart on page 3. The tone letters distinguish up 
to five level pitches and various contours, as shown. 
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(1) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
I J I - I H I / I ^ V I ^ ^ I A I 

[Contour] _ - _ _ _ + + + + + + + + 
[High] + _ + _ _ + _ + _ + _ + _ 
[Central] _ _ + + + _ _ _ _ - - - _ 
[Mid] _ _ _ _ + _ _ _ _ _ - - -
[Rising] _ _ _ _ _ + + _ - + + + + 
[Falling] _ _ _ _ _ _ _ + + + + + + 
[Convex] _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - + + 

However, there are a number of ways in which tonal features act quite unlike 
the segmental features we discussed in chapter 3. One is that a contour tone 
often behaves like a sequence of level tones: a falling tone acts like a sequence 
of a high tone and a low tone, and so on. A striking example occurs in Mende 
(Leben 1973). Mende nouns may be one, two, or three syllables long. A short 
vowel can appear in one of five tone patterns: high, low, falling, rising, and 
rising-falling. But these tonal patterns cannot appear freely on the vowels of 
a word; in fact, the tone patterns of morphemes are restricted to these same 
five patterns. The same five tonal patterns can appear on morphemes of up to 
three syllables, as shown in (2). 

(2) syllables 

high tone 

low tone 

falling tone 

rising tone 

rising-falling tone 

one two 

k6 'war' pele 'house' 

kpd 'debt' bele 'trousers' 

mbu 'owl' kenyd 'uncle' 

mbd 'rice' nikd 'cow' 

mba 'companion' nydhd 'woman' 

(three syllables) nikili 'groundnut' 

So a word with a high tone pattern has high tone on each syllable, whether the 
word has one, two, or three syllables. A low tone pattern works the same way. 
With contour tones, the entire contour is realized on a single vowel on a word 
of one syllable, but spread out over two or three syllables when words are of 
that size. It would be difficult to express the equivalence of the falling tone on 
mbu (Wang's tone 8) with the sequence of high and low on kenya (Wang's 1 
and 2). In autosegmental theory this is expressed by assigning tone to a tier 
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separate from the segmental features. A given morpheme in (2) would then 
consist of a sequence of segments plus one of the five tonal patterns 
expressed as H (high tone), L (low tone), HL (high-low, i.e., falling), LH 
(low-high), or LHL. Initially, the tones would not be associated to the seg
ments. Association is achieved by the association conventions in (3) 
(Goldsmith 1976). 

(3) a. Associate free autosegments to appropriate segments one to one, 

left to right. 

b. All appropriate segments must be linked to an autosegment. 

c. All autosegments must be linked to an appropriate segment. 

d. Association lines may not cross. 

Some sample derivations of words from (2) are given in (4). While Goldsmith 
regarded the statements in (3) as purely well-formedness conditions, 
Pulleyblank (1986) has demonstrated the need for rules of autosegmental 
association, and that such association cannot simply be the result of condi
tions. We will thus continue to regard (3 a), at least, as a rule. 

(4) a. H 

/ko/ -» 

b. H 

/pele/ -> 

c. HL 

/mbu/ -> 

d. HL 

/kenya/ —> 

e. LHL 

/mba/ -> 

H 

ko 

H 

pe le 

H L 

mbu 

H L 

I 1 
kenya 

L H L 

XL 
mba 
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f. LHL L H L 

/nyaha/ —> nyaha 

g. LHL L H L 
I I I 

/nikili/ -> ni ki li 

When the words in (2) are combined with underlyingly toneless suffixes, the 
entire word is treated as the domain for the spreading of the underlying tone 
pattern of the root, as shown in (5). This again shows the indpendence of the 
tone pattern from the segment sequence, and further justifies treating tone 
autosegmentally (Leben 1973). 

(5) a. LHL L H L 
I I I 

/nyaha + ma/ —> nyaha + ma 'on a woman' 

b. HL H L 

/mbu + ma/ —> mbu + ma 'on an owl' 

c. LH L H 
I I 

/mba + hu/ -> mba + hu 'in rice' 

d. H H 

/pele + hu/ —> pe k + hu 'in a house' 

e. L L 

/bele + hu/ -»• be le + hu 'in trousers' 

f. HL H L 

/kenya + ma/ kenya + ma 'on an uncle' 

When nydhd 'woman' occurs in isolation, the second and third underlying 
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tones (HL) both associate with the final vowel, producing a falling tone on 
this syllable. But when this same word has the toneless suffix ma 'on' 
attached, the underlying tone melody of the root (LHL) has three syllables to 
spread over, and so the final L of the underlying melody attaches to the suffix 
rather than to the final vowel of the root. Conversely, when the underlying 
tone melody has fewer tones than there are syllables available, the last avail
able tone spreads over as many syllables as remain. These representations are 
all predicted by the association conventions (3), which require one-to-one 
association from left to right, with additional associations as necessary to 
ensure that all tones are associated and that all vowels are associated to some 
tone. 

A particularly striking example of the independence of tone from the seg
ments occurs in Kikuyu (Goldsmith 1990, 13-14). Here, each morpheme is 
associated with a tone in its underlying representation, but a morpheme may 
be realized phonetically with quite a different tone. In this language a verb 
form can consist of a subject marker followed by an object marker, a root, and 
a tense suffix, in that order. Some of these morphemes are given in (6). 

(6) a. 1 1 I 'we' (subject marker) 

b. I I 'them' (objrct marker) 

c. I r D r I 'look at' (root) 

d. [ £ ] 'past' 

These morphemes can be concatenated in that order to give the verb in (7). 

(7) [ L H L H I 
v ' ' l_to ma ror ire J 

Kikuyu has a rule that requires that the first tone in a construction such as (7) 
be associated with the second vowel of the sequence. In the notation com
monly used for autosegmental rules, this rule is given in (8). This rule is 
ordered before the association conventions (3). 
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(8) 
T 

C0 V C(TV 

A dotted line in an autosegmental rule says "add this association line." The 
result of applying rule (8) to the underlying representation (7) is given in (9). 

(9) L H L H 

to ma ror ire 

Subsequently, the association conventions (3) apply, resulting in the represen
tation (10). The result of this sequence of events is that each tone ends up on 
a vowel to the right of the one it was initially associated with, except that the 
first tone is ultimately associated with both the vowel it was associated with 
and with the one to its right. 

(10) L H L H 

to ma ror i re 

Without the resources of autosegmental phonology, especially the ability to 
represent tone on a separate tier from the segmental features, it would be dif
ficult to capture the appropriate generalizations of tone systems such as 
Mende and Kikuyu. Such independence of tones from other features is very 
common in tone languages, and so autosegmental theory is appropriate for the 
description of such systems. 

7.1.2 Vowel harmony 

A second area where autosegmental theory is invoked is in the description of 
vowel harmony. In chapter 3 we observed that Turkish vowels harmonize, or 
assimilate, within a word, in terms of the features [back] and [round]. Any 
vowel assumes the same value for [back] as the preceding vowel, which has 
the effect of making all the vowels in a word the same for this feature, either 
[+back] or [-back]. In addition, vowels that are [+high] assimilate to the value 
of [round] of the preceding vowel. In (54) of chapter 4 we provided a left-to-
right iterative rule that performs the appropriate assimilation in both [back] 
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and [round]. We repeat this rule here as (11). 

(11) Vowel Harmony (Turkish) 

H-syll • 

<+high>. -> 
aback 

(ground) 

+syll 
aback 

J LPround 
CQ (left to right iterative) 

Clements & Sezer (1982) analyze this system autosegmentally by assigning 
the features [back] and [round] each to their own autosegmental tier. Root 
morphemes are associated with autosegments for these features (analogous to 
the morphemic tone patterns in Mende), while all other features are repre
sented on individual segments, including [high] for vowels. Autosegments 
[back] and [round] then spread to suffix vowels that are unspecified for these 
features, similar to the tone spreading in Mende. This can be illustrated in (12) 
with some representative forms from chapter 3. (B abbreviates [back]; R 
abbreviates [round].) 

(12) a. 

yiiz + un 'face, gen. sg.' 

-B 

yiiz + ler + in 'face, gen. pi.' 

+R -R 

c. +B 

sap + in 'stalk, gen. sg.' 

-R 
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d. +B 

sap + lar + in 'stalk, gen. pi.' 

-R -R 

As with tone, we assume that suffix vowels may be unspecified for the har
monic features in underlying representation. The genitive suffix is specified 
with an underlying segmental [+high] vowel, but it has no underlying autoseg
ments for [back] or [round]. The plural suffix is segmentally specified for 
[-high] and auto segmentally specified with a [-round] autosegment. Vowels 
in root morphemes are segmentally specified for [±high]. If [+high] they carry 
no autosegments for either [back] or [round]; if [-high] they are specified 
autosegmentally for [-round]. Suffix vowels are therefore archiphonemes, as 
hinted in chapter 3, where we used the notation [I] for the natural class [+syll, 
+high] and A for [+syll, +high, -round]. The autosegments [+back] or 
[-back], [+round] or [-round] spread to suffixes, as shown in (12). In (12b), 
the autosegment [-round] on the plural suffix prevents spreading of the root 
specification [+round], and itself spreads to the genitive vowel in this form. 
We assume a similar derivation in (12d), although it is possible that the 
sequence of two [-round] autosegments in this form is simplified to a single 
specification, linked to all three vowels.1 

Clements & Sezer discuss a number of other aspects of Turkish harmony 
in terms of this framework. One is disharmonic suffixes, such as -Iyor 'pro
gressive,' whose first vowel follows the standard harmonic pattern of high 
vowels (just like the genitive suffix -In in (12), but whose second vowel is 
invariably o, which in turn affects following vowels harmonically. We give 
some examples of this suffix in (13). 

(13) a. gel-iyor-um T am coming' 

b. kos-uyor-um 'I am running' 

c. giil-uyou-um 'I am laughing' 

d. bak-iyor-um T am looking' 

This is handled rather straightforwardly by associating the second vowel of 
the suffix -Iyor wth the autosegments [+back] and [+round]. The association 

This is referred to as the Obligatory Contour Principle or OCR The term is due to Leben 
(1973). The idea is that a sequence of autosegments should not be identical. 
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conventions in (3) are interpreted in such a way that only previously unlinked 
segments receive a value by autosegmental spreading. The lexical specifica
tion of [+round] on the second vowel of -lyor both prevents spreading of 
[-round] to this vowel in cases like (13a, c) and ensures that the vowel of the 
following suffix -Im harmonizes to the o of -lyor. Clause (3d) of the associa
tion conventions prevents spreading of the features [back] and [round] from 
the vowels preceding this o to the vowels following it. 

7.1.3 Stability 

Some phonological features are sufficiently independent of their segments to 
remain in place even when the segment they started off on are deleted. This is 
especially the case with tone. Goldsmith (1990, 28-29) gives the example 
from KiRundi in (14). 

(14) H 
I 

/umu-gore a-ra-rim-a/ underlying representation 
prefix-woman subject focus hoe final 

marker marker vowel 

L L HL L L 

umu-gor a-ra-rim-a phonetic representation 
From Goldsmith's discussion we assume that only high tone is marked under-
lyingly, witfi low tone inserted by default on all vowels unspecified at the end 
of the derivation. KiRundi has a rule that deletes a word-final vowel when the 
following word begins with a vowel. This rule affects the final vowel of gore 
'woman.' The high tone underlyingly associated with this vowel does not 
delete; rather, it remains phonetically, but associated with the first vowel of 
the following word, which otherwise would appear with a low tone. Such sta
bility effects are observed frequently with tone, but less frequently with other 
phonological features. In general, autosegmental analyses are best motivated 
by tone systems but less so in other areas of phonology. It is difficult to find 
examples of contours, for example, with features other than tone. The vowel 
harmony analysis we examined in section 7.1.2 depends more on underspec-
ification theory, that is, the claim that certain features are unspecified in 
underlying representation (see section 7.3) than on autosegmental representa-
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tions. Another area that has been treated autosegmentally is syllable structure, 
but this turns out to be better analyzed in metrical theory, to which we turn in 
the next section. 

7.2 Metrical and prosodic phonology 

SPE did not include the syllable in their discussion. They could have done so 
only by means of a syllable boundary, such as we introduced in section 1.1.3, 
either a period (.) or a dollar sign ($). We have also adopted the IPA conven
tion of indicating stress by a raised tick (for primary) or a lower tick (for sec
ondary), since the IPA uses accent marks for tone, another of their conventions 
that we have adopted. The use of such ticks implies a knowledge of the loca
tion of syllable breaks, but we have not yet discussed any general method of 
determining such breaks. The first discussion of syllable structure in genera
tive phonology is Kahn (1976), who appeals to autosegmental representations, 
assigning syllable nodes to a separate tier. For example, the syllable structure 
of a word like Atlantic would be as in (15) in Kahn's framework.2 

(15) G G G 

X\ /1\ Xl\ 
ae t 1 a? n t i k 

There is a conceptual problem with Kahn's autosegmental approach to the syl
lable, in that the syllable is not a feature of individual segments that is extract
ed from the segmental string and assigned to a separate autosegmental tier, but 
rather an organization of segments. In this way syllable structure differs fun
damentally from the tonal and vowel harmony systems that originally moti
vated autosegmental treatments. Besides this conceptual difficulty there is 
evidence that the syllable does not group the segments directly but is com
posed of smaller constituents that group the segments. In the treatment we 
adopt here these constituents are called moras. Finally, syllables themselves 
are grouped into larger units called feet, where each foot contains a stressed 
syllable along with optionally one or more unstressed syllables. These con
siderations require a somewhat different approach to the syllable—the metri
cal approach. The prosodic approach extends the metrical approach into a 
whole hierarchy of prosodic categories, as we shall see shortly. 

Kahn used S for syllable. We adopt the more usual convention of using the Greek lower
case sigma (o~) for this purpose. 
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Because Kahn used an autosegmental formalism, he could make use of the 
autosegmental device of multiple linking that we saw with tone and vowel 
harmony systems. In particular, he proposed that certain consonants in 
English are ambisyllabic, that is, they belong to two syllables at once. For 
example, the word butter would appear as in (16) in Kahn's analysis. 

(16) a a 

Kahn uses this approach to account for the flap Id that occurs as the allophone 
of lil in this context. However, all the allophonic effects that Kahn accounts 
for using ambisyllabicity can be accounted for in other ways using the prosod-
ic categories, such as feet, that are independently required to account for 
stress.3 Therefore we conclude that a metrical rather than an autosegmental 
approach is correct for syllable structure and stress, and that there is no ambi
syllabicity.4 

7.2.1 Metrical syllable structure 

Many languages, including English, make a distinction between heavy and 
light syllables, for example, in the assignment of stress. English stress is quite 
complex, but a fairly straighforward example comes from nouns, where main 
stress is generally on the penultimate (second from last) syllable if this is a 
heavy syllable, otherwise stress falls on the antepenult (third syllable from 
last). The examples in (17) are typical. The words are transcribed phonetical
ly, with syllable boundaries indicated by periods or by stress ticks. 

3 For a detailed analysis, including a number of cases that cannot be handled with ambi
syllabicity, see Jensen (2000). 

4 In general, however, both types of representation are necessary. For example, syllables in 
a tone language would be represented metrically while tone would be autosegmental. 
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(17) a. light penult b. 
stress on 
antepenult 

America 
[g'me.n.ka] 

Canada 
['kae.na.da] 

labyrinth 
['lae.bi.Jin6] 

continuity 
[.kon.ti'nyuw.i.ri] 

heavy penult < 
tense vowel 
(diphthong) 
stress on penult 

Manitoba 
[.mae.m'tow.bs] 

citation 
[.ssy'tey.san] 

amoeba 
[a'miy.ba] 

appliance 
[a'plgy.sns] 

c. heavy penult 
consonant final 
stress on penult 

agenda 
[s'jen.ds], 

Alberta 
[.ael'bxrs] 

appendix 
[a'pen.diks] 

amalgam 
[s'meel.gam] 

There are two ways that a syllable in English can be heavy. It may contain a 
tense ([+ATR]) vowel, which is usually realized phonetically as a diphthong, 
as in (17b), or it may end in a consonant, as in (17c).5 In both these columns 
the penultimate syllable is heavy and is stressed. If the penultimate syllable 
ends in a lax vowel, as in (17a), stress is on the antepenult (as long as the word 
has at least three syllables). We say that a heavy syllable consists of two 
moras, while a light syllable contains only one mora. A light syllable, like the 
penultimate syllable of Canada, has the structure in (18), where c stands for 
syllable and m stands for mora.6 

(18) o 

m 

n 

A heavy syllable, like the penultimate syllable in agenda, has the structure in 
(19). As is customary in metrical trees we label the syllable branches s(trong) 

5 The phonetic syllabic [J] in Alberta is derived from a phonetic sequence vowel plus [i]. 
This sequence is present at the time that stress is assigned. 

6 Some authors use u for mora, but this is more correctly used for morpheme (McCarthy 
1981). 

http://'lae.bi.Jin6
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and w(eak); in this case the strong branch is on the left. We also assume that 
metrical branching is normally binary; tha is, that a node ordinarily has at 
most two daughter nodes. 

(19) c 

ms mw 

J e n 

The situation is slightly more complex in (17b), where we have a diphthong 
consisting of a tense vowel followed by a glide. Following SPE, most analysts 
agree that English diphthongs are derived from underlying tense monoph
thongs by rules that are ordered after the rules assigning stress. (For a review 
of the relevant literature see Jensen 1993.) Therefore, at the time that stress is 
assigned, the penultimate syllable of Manitoba looks like (20), where the 
underlying tense /r/ is linked to two moras. 

(20) a 

The arguments for the underlying low vowel quality in /p/ are somewhat com
plex and beyond the scope of our present concerns. However, the principles 
of syllabification in English are fairly straightforward once we clarify certain 
aspects of our feature system. The phonological features we introduced in 
chapter 3 included the feature [syllabic] among the major class features. We 
used [+syllabic] as a feature of syllable peaks, most commonly vowels, dis
tinguishing these from segments at the margins of syllables, that is segments 
preceding or following the peak. We noted in chapter 3 that segments other 
than vowels can function as syllable peaks, such as sonorants in English, and 
even obstruents in Berber. Since we are now enriching phonological structure 
with the metrical organization of segments into syllables, it should be possi
ble to dispense with the feature [syllabic]. We noted in chapter 3 that speech 
exhibits a constant rising and falling of sonority, with the points of highest 
sonority identified as syllable peaks. This idea can be formalized in terms of 
the sonority hierarchy, which correlates with the relative openness of the 
vocal tract. The least sonorous segments are the oral stops and the most 
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sonorous segment is the open back vowel [a], with other segments arranged 
between according to the scale in (21) (Kiparsky 1979). 

(21) stops, fricatives, nasals, 1, i, w, y, u. i, o, e, a 
w< >s 

Kiparsky observes that the syllable is normally composed of a peak preceded 
in the onset by segments less sonorous than the peak in an order of rising 
sonority and followed in the coda by segments less sonorous than the peak in 
an order of decreasing sonority. Selkirk (1984b) refers to this as the Sonority 
Sequencing Generalization (SSG). In a word like plant, the most sonorous 
segment is the vowel [se]. The onset contains the stop [p] followed by the 
more sonorous liquid [1] while the coda contains the nasal [n] followed by the 
less sonorous stop [t]. The sonority hierarchy explains why the word harm can 
be a single syllable: its coda contains the segments [J] and [m] in that order, 
which is a decrease in sonority, while the word hammer cannot be a single syl
lable, since here the segments [m] and [j] increase in sonority after the peak 
vowel, so it must be ['hae.mi], not *['hasnu]. 

There are some additional provisions to English syllable structure that are 
required in addition to the SSG. One is that a sequence of a stop followed by 
a nasal is not permitted in an onset, even though this would be permitted by 
the SSG. No word like *bnick is possible in English, for example. Kiparsky 
proposes the constraint in (22) to rule these out. 

(22) *[a[-cont] [-cont]... 

Another restriction in English is that the liquid / cannot be preceded in the 
onset by the coronals [t], [d], or [6]. Since [1] can be preceded in an onset by 
noncoronal stops, as in plant, crank or by coronal stridents as in slip, Kiparsky 
proposes the constraint (23). 

A third restriction is that sonorants do not appear before other consonants in 
the onset. A sequence of a sonorant plus obstruent is ruled out by the SSG, but 
a sequence of a nasal followed by a liquid might be expected to be possible 
by the SSG. We rule these out by the constraint in (24). 
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(24) *[ f f[4*m]C... 

English does not allow onset sequences of a stop plus a fricative, which can 
be excluded by the constraint in (25). 

(25) *[a[-cont][-c
S

0°^ t]... 

But English does allow the reverse sequence with the fricative [s] followed by 
a voiceless stop, [p], [t], or [k] in an onset, even though this sequence is con
trary to the SSG. Kiparsky states this as a dispensation, given in (26). 

(26) [a s 
-son " 
-cont 
-voice. 

...is OK 

Since syllabification in English is predictable, we do not specify it in under
lying representations, but predict it by rules. An important principle of syllab
ification, which appears to operate in all languages, says that syllables have 
onsets whenever possible. This means that, within a word, if a single conso
nant appears between vowels, it will syllabify with the following vowel as an 
onset rather than with the preceding vowel as a coda. Thus Ma.ni.to.ba in 
(17b) is syllabified as shown. More generally, at least in English, when a 
string of consonants appears between vowels, the maximal substring of that 
string that forms a possible onset will syllabify with the following vowel and 
form an onset. Thus, in the word monstrous, the syllable division is between 
the n and the s, as shown, since str- is a possible onset by the SSG and the dis
pensation in (26), and indeed appears word initially as in strip. Similarly, in 
ma.ttress, the syllable division is between the vowel a and t, since tr- is a pos
sible onset, but in at. las the syllable division is between / and /, since tl- is not 
a possible onset by (23). It is only after onsets have been maximized that left
over consonants can be syllabified as codas. This is the case with the n of 
mon.strous and the t of at. las. 

To summarize this subsection, we present the rules for syllabification in 
English in (27) (Jensen 1993, 64). 
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(27) 1. Assign a mora to a string C0V, where V is a local sonority max
imum according to the sonority hierarchy (21) and CQ is a pos
sible (maximal) onset according to the sonority hierarchy and 
the restrictions and dispensations on onsets (22)-(26). 

2. If V in 1 is tense, assign a second mora to it. 

3. A string Cj which does not belong to an onset must be a coda. 

Assign such a string to the second mora of a bimoraic vowel; 
assign it a mora on its own after a monomoraic vowel. 

7.2.2 Metrical stress 

In chapter 3 we tentatively proposed a feature [stress] that appears in the 
matrix of vowels such that [+stress] characterizes the vowel of a stressed syl
lable and [-stress] characterizes the vowel of an unstressed syllable. We noted 
there, however, that stress is more properly regarded as a property of syllables 
than of vowels, and indicates a relation between the syllables of a word. This 
is expressed in metrical theory by grouping syllables into feet. A foot is 
defined as a unit containing one and only one stressed syllable. A monosyl
labic word like cat has a single (stressed) syllable and a single foot, and can 
be metrically represented as in (28), where we use F for foot. We will also use 
the symbol co for the word, or prosodic word, explained more fully in the next 
subsection. 

(28) co 
I 
F 

ms mw 

ae 

A disyllabic word like butter also has a single foot. As with the moras that 
comprise a syllable, we label the syllables within a foot as strong and weak, 
where the syllable labelled strong is interpreted as stressed. The metrical rep-
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resentation of this word is given in (29), which avoids the ambisyllabic rep
resentation of (16). 

(29) CO 

'w 

m m 

With a longer word, like Manitoba, we have one foot for each stress, in this 
case two feet. We label the feet strong and weak also, with the strongest foot 
containing the primary word stress. A metrical representation of Manitoba is 
given in (30). 

(30) CO 

w 

w 'w 

m m m m m 

m ae n t 

We have now introduced four prosodic units: the mora, the syllable, the foot, 
and the prosodic word. The relation of these units so far is quite straightfor
ward. Each unit is contained within the next higher unit, and each unit groups 
together one or more of the next lower units. This is known as the Strict Layer 
Hypothesis (Selkirk 1984a; Nespor & Vogel 1986). The only exception to this 
hypothesis in the representation of (30) is the tense vowel [p] in the third syl
lable, which belongs simultaneously to two moras, a consequence of the rule 
of English that assigns two moras to underlying tense vowels. Other violations 
of strict layering may be introduced by other rules of the language. In English 
a foot typically consists of two syllables, as is the case with the two feet in 
(30). Each of these binary feet, with the strong (stressed) syllable first, is 
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called a trochee, or trochaic foot. English also has feet of one syllable, as in 
cat (28) or the first syllable of Alberta, which bears a secondary stress. The 
question arises as to what happens with an additional unstressed syllable, as 
in Canada or appliance. In Canada, we can construct a trochee on the first 
two syllables and have one syllable left over at the end of the word; in appli
ance we can construct a trochee over the final two syllables and have one left 
over at the beginning. A variety of solutions have been proposed for this prob
lem. One is to allow the construction of feet with three syllables, another is to 
allow left-over syllables to attach directly to the prosodic word (which vio
lates strict layering). We will adopt a different solution, under which feet with 
more than two syllables are derived by adjunction. This is a process by which 
a stray syllable (a syllable not yet incorporated into a foot) is joined to an adja
cent foot. A complete discussion of English stress would take us too far afield, 
but the basic outline of the system can be given briefly in (31). The system of 
English stress makes much use of the concept extrametricality, by which cer
tain parts of a word are rendered temporarily invisible to some of the proce
dures, to be reintroduced into the structure at a later stage. 

(31) a. Mark a word-final consonant extrametrical 
b. Syllabify the word 
c. Mark the final syllable of nouns and adjectives with suffixes 

extrametrical. 
d. Construct a one-syllable foot over the final syllable if it is 

heavy; otherwise construct a binary foot over the last two syl
lables. 

e. If there are still syllables that are not incorporated into feet, 
continue constructing binary feet from right to left. Where a 
single syllable remains at the left edge of the word, construct a 
one-syllable foot. 

f. Construct a word tree 
g. Certain syllables are destressed by removing the foot dominat

ing them 
h. Adjoin stray syllables (either originally extrametrical or by 

destressing) to an adjacent foot. 

The provision of final consonant extrametricality (31a) allows us to account 
for the fact that verbs and unsuffixed adjectives are stressed on the final syl
lable if that syllable contains a tense vowel or if it ends in two consonants, but 
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not if the final syllable consists of a lax vowel followed by a single consonant. 
In other words, the final syllable of such words is stressed if it is heavy, with 
the proviso that a final consonant does not contribute to weight. This predicts 
the pattern of stresses in (32). 

(32) lax vowel 
tense vowel in two or more before one 
final syllable final consonants final consonant 

a. verbs obey molest astonish 
atone usurp develop 

b. adjectives divine robust common 
discreet overt illicit 

The provision of final syllable extrametricality (31c) allows us to account for 
the stress pattern of (17). Here, the position of primary stress is determined by 
the weight of the penultimate syllable. If we disregard the final syllable, pro
vision (3Id) will construct a one-syllable foot over the penultimate syllable if 
it is heavy (as in Manitoba), or a binary foot over the antepenultimate and 
penultimate if the penultimate is light (as in America). If the word is long 
enough, (31e) ensures that additional feet are constructed from right to left 
until the beginning of the word is reached. This provides an additional binary 
foot over the first two syllables of Manitoba. In America, a second foot is con
structed over the first syllable, but this syllable is destressed by a rule known 
as Prestress Destressing that removes the foot over a light syllable immedi
ately preceding a stressed syllable. Extrametrical and destressed syllables are 
incorporated into adjacent feet by the process of Stray Syllable Adjunction 
(31g), which operates as in (33). Adjunction creates a new foot which comes 
to dominate both the original foot and the formerly stray syllable. In (33a) we 
illustrate adjunction of a stray syllable to a foot on its left, and in (33b) we 
illustrate adjunction of a stray syllable to a foot on its right. 

(33) a. F 

F 

a s a w a 
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b. F 

F / F 

As a result of stray adjunction, all syllables are incorporated into feet, but 
strict layering is violated in another respect: the top foot that results from (33a, 
b) dominates another foot in addition to a syllable. Under strict layering a foot 
should dominate syllables only. However, we allow violations of strict layer
ing when they are derived by rules. 

Although the foot was originally designed to capture stress facts, it turns 
out to have implications for the segmental phonology as well. In chapter 2 we 
discussed the allophones of English voiceless stop consonants, pointing out 
that an aspirated allophone appears in two positions: at the beginning of a 
word and at the beginning of a stressed syllable. In this statement, the two 
environments do not form a natural class. However, with metrical structure, 
we can say that voiceless stops are aspirated at the beginning of a foot. Thus, 
in a word like potato, the word-initial /p/ and the first l\J are both initial in a 
foot. The first Ixl is initial in the foot constructed over the last two syllables, 
and the /p/ is foot initial by virtue of adjunction of its syllable by (33b) to the 
following foot. Thus these two stops are both aspirated. The second /t/, by 
contrast, is not foot initial, and it undergoes Flapping. 

7.2.3 Higher metrical units 

Above the prosodic word, prosodic units are constructed with reference to 
syntactic structure. In contrast to SPE, prosodic phonology proposes tiiat syn
tactic structure does not influence phonology directly, but rather forms the 
basis for the construction of prosodic units. Indeed, the prosodic word is not 
necessarily identical to the syntactic word. In English a compound word like 
light ray can be considered to consist of two prosodic words. Each prosodic 
word is a separate domain for the assignment of stress, for example. Indeed, 
according to the theory of lexical morphology and phonology word stress is 
assigned to the individual components of a compound word before the com
pound is formed. Other phonological processes are also limited to the phono
logical word. Vowel harmony in Turkish, discussed in chapter 3, is one of 
these. In a compound word in Turkish, each element is a separate harmony 
domain. Suffixes belong semantically to the compound as a whole, but belong 
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phonologically only to the last element of the compound, participating in its 
harmonic requirements. We can therefore define a prosodic word both for 
English and Turkish as consisting of a stem together with any linearly adja
cent string of affixes. The prosodic word is the domain for the operation of 
Diphthong Shortening in certain dialects of English. This rule affects the diph
thongs [ay] and [aw], converting them to [sy] and [aw] respectively when 
they appear before a voiceless consonant. Both the diphthong and the voice
less consonant must appear in the same prosodic word. The diphthong in the 
word light is affected by this rule but not the diphthong in the word lye. The 
same is true when these words appear in compounds. The diphthong in light 
ray is shortened but not that in lye tray, where the voiceless consonant [t] fol
lowing the diphthong [ay] appears in a distinct phonological word, under our 
assumption that compounded elements are separate prosodic words, even if 
.they form a single unit syntactically. The diphthong is also shortened in 
nitrate, which is a single prosodic word consisting of two stressed syllables, 
and hence of two feet. By the principles of the previous section, the syllable 
(and foot) boundary falls between the diphthong and the following voiceless 
consonant, so that the rule would not be expected to operate in this word if 
either the syllable or the foot were the relevant unit. 

The phonological phrase, for which we use the symbol (j), groups one or 
more phonological words.7 These phrases are constructed on the basis of a 
syntactic representation by first isolating lexical heads, that is nouns, verbs, 
adjectives, and adverbs, but not prepositions, articles, or auxiliary verbs, and 
then grouping all the prosodic words to the left of that head into a single 
phonological phrase up to but not including the next such lexical head outside 
the maximal projection of the first head. The maximal projection of a head is 
the phrase defined by that head, so that a noun phrase is the maximal projec
tion of a noun, for example. Binary branching within the phonological phrase 
is labelled with the strong on the right. In (34) we give an example from 

Nespor & Vogel (1986) recognize the clitic group (C) as a unit intermediate between the 
prosodic word and the phonological phrases. This unit is problematic in that clitics are 
by definition unstressed, but would have to be considered prosodic words included in a 
clitic group in a system that recognizes this unit. Since each prosodic word includes one 
or more feet, each of which contains a stressed syllable, we arrive at the contradiction 
that the clitic must be stressed. Therefore, most recent phonological treatments of clitics 
include them as part of an adjacent prosodic word. We might also countenance a prosod
ic word that includes two or more prosodic words within it, say in a compound. This 
again violates strict layering, but provides the appropriate groupings for certain opera
tions of the Rhythm Rule, discussed later in this subsection. 
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Nespor & Vogel (1986, 178). the syntactic structure is in (43a) while the 
prosodic structure is in (34b). 

(34) a. [[More than fifteen carpenters]^ [are working [in [the house]NP ]PP ]yP ]§ 

b. [More than fifteen carpenters]^ [are working],*, [in the house],*. 

The phonological phrases are defined by the heads carpenters, working, and 
house. The auxiliary verb are and the preposition in do not count as lexical 
heads, and so do not define phonological phrases. The result is that the 
prosodic structure in (34b) is not isomorphic to the syntactic structure (34a). 
It is the prosodic structure rather than the syntactic structure that forms the 
domain for phonological rules. The phonological phrase serves as the domain 
for at least two phonological rules in English. One is the Rhythm Rule, which 
reverses the prominence of two stresses in a weak-strong relationship when 
they stand before a stronger stress. This can be represented schematically in 

For example, the word fifteen, in isolation or at the end of a phrase, has pri
mary stress on the last syllable and secondary stress on the first syllable. 
However, in the phrase fifteen carpenters, in (34) these relative prominences 
are reversed, so that the strongest stress in the word fifteen is on the first syl
lable. The Rhythm rule is responsible for this reversal due to the presence of 
the strongest stress of the phrase on its final element, carpenters. However, 
this reversal of stress does not occur every time these two words appear adja
cent to each other in a sentence, as shown by (36), where the phonological 
phrases are shown. 

(36) [When she was fifteen]*, [carpenters],*, [rebuilt]^ [the house]^ 

This shows that no reversal of prominence occurs on the word fifteen when 
followed by the same word carpenters but in a different phonological phrase. 

The other phonological process in English that has the phonological 
phrase as its domain is the Monosyllable Rule (Selkirk 1978). This rule 
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reduces monosyllabic words that are not members of the major lexical cate
gories (noun, adjective, verb) when they are labelled weak within the phono
logical phrase. Since the constituents of the phonological phrase are labelled 
strong on the right, it follows that such words are unreduced when they are 
rightmost in a phonological phrase; otherwise they are reduced. Selkirk's 
examples (with prosodic labelling provided by Nespor & Vogel 1986, 179) 
shows the contrast. 

(37) a. [The sluggers]^ [boxed]^ [in the crowd]^ (reduced in) 

b. [The cops],*, [boxed in]<k [the crowd],., (unreduced in) 

Above the phonological phrase, the next prosodic category is the intonation 
phrase (I). The intonation phrase is the domain for the intonation contour, 
often on a fairly steady pitch until the end of the phrase, then exhibiting a 
sharp fall (or in some cases a rise) in pitch. The intonation phrase can com
prise a whole sentence, but cannot be longer than a root sentence, in the sense 
of Emonds (1976), that is, a matrix clause and any subordinate clauses embed
ded within it. Conjoined sentences and certain elements external to a clause 
that they appear in form separate intonation phrases. These external elements 
include parentheticals, nonrestrictive relative clauses, tag questions, voca
tives, expletives, dislocated elements, and appositives. The material before 
and after such obligatory intonation phrases also constitute intonation phras
es, allowing the utterance to be exhaustively divided into such phrases. We 
give some examples in (38). 

(38) a. [More than fifteen carpenters are working in the house]] 

b. [When she was fifteen, carpenters rebuilt the house]] 

c. [Paul is an artist]] [and Paula is a musician]] 

d. [Lions are dangerous]], [as you know]] 

e. [Lions]], [as you know]] [are dangerous]] 

f. [My brother]], [who absolutely loves animals]], [just bought 

himself an exotic tropical bird]] 

g. [That's Theodore's cat]], [isn't it]j 

h. [Clarence]], [I'd like you to meet Mr Smith]] 

i. [Good heavens]], [there's a bear in the back yard]] 

j . [They're so cute]j, [those Australian koalas]] 
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k. [Paul and Paulajj, [our new neighbours]^ [had an open house 

last week] j 

Sentence (38a) consists of a single intonation phrase which comprises three 
phonological phrases, as we saw in (34b). In (38b) we also have a single into
nation phrase, here with four phonological phrases (36). In (38c) we have a 
coordinate structure, hence two intonation phrases. In (38d, e) the phrase as 
you know is a parenthetical and so is required to have an intonation phrase to 
itself. In (38d) the remainder of the sentence comprises an intonation phrase; 
in (38e) the material before the parenthetical (lions) and the material after the 
parenthetical (are dangerous) each comprise an intonation phrase in order to 
parse the sentence exhaustively into intonation phrases. In (38f) the phrase 
who absolutely loves animals is a nonrestrictive relative clause, another case 
that requires a separate intonation phrase. The phrase isn 't it in (38g) is a tag 
question and a separate intonation phrase. The phrase Clarence in (38h) is a 
vocative and an intonation phrase. Good heavens in (38i) is an expletive and 
an intonation phrase. In (38j) the phrase those Australian koalas is a right dis
located subject that requires a separate intonation phrase, the syntactic subject 
position being occupied by the pronoun they. Finally in (38k) the phrase our 
new neighbours is an appositive, semantically equivalent to a nonrestrictive 
relative clause, and so requiring a separate intonation phrase. These items that 
appear outside the root sentence are often set off by commas in writing, but 
orthographic commas are not an infallible guide to intonation phrases, as seen 
in (38b) where the comma signals a phonological phrase boundary but not an 
intonation phrase boundary. However, Nespor & Vogel (1986, 193ff) suggest 
that intonation phrases may be restructured so that long intonation phrases are 
converted to a series of shorter ones. Such restructuring necessarily follows 
the boundaries of the phonological phrases owing to the nature of the prosod-
ic hierarchy. For example, it would be possible to restructure (38b) into two 
intonation phrases, separated at the orthographic comma. 

The final prosodic category is the phonological utterance (U). This groups 
all the intonation phrases that belong to the highest node in the syntactic tree, 
ordinarily a sentence, but which may be some other syntactic constituent 
when the utterance is not actually a sentence. Each of the sentences in (38) 
constitutes a single U. Nespor & Vogel (1986, 223ff) identify the utterance as 
the domain of Flapping in English. In chapter 2 we observed that flap [r] is an 
allophone of lit in English. There we gave the environment as word internal
ly after a vowel before a stressed vowel. We can now formulate the environ-
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ment more precisely. Actually, much of the work is already done for us if we 
assume that the Aspiration rule, discussed at the end of section 7.2.2, is 
ordered before Flapping, a bleeding relationship. We will find that Flapping 
can affect both voiced and voiceless alveolar stops, that is /d/ as well as IM can 
be flapped. To simplify still further, following Nespor & Vogel 1986, 224), I 
assume that there is a rule that marks all consonants [+tense] when they occur 
at the beginning of a foot. All consonants not marked [+tense] by this rule are 
[-tense] by default. Voiceless stops and affricates of all points of articulation, 
/p/, /t/, III, and /k/, undergo Aspiration if they are tense. Alveolar stops /t/ and 
/d/ undergo Flapping if they are [-tense] and in the appropriate segmental 
environment, that is after a [-consonantal] segment and before a vowel, any
where within the phonological utterance. 

The first point to notice is that the vowel following lil or /d/ need not 
always be unstressed for Flapping to occur. A selection of flapping contexts is 
given in (39), based on Nespor & Vogel 1986, 225), where the segment that is 
flapped is given in boldface. 

(39) a. water 

b. writer 

c. whitish 

d. headache 

e. night owl 

f. a hundred eggs 

g. the white owl 

h. I met Ann 

i. My brother bought a parrot last week. 

j . A very dangerous wild cat escaped from the zoo. 

k. [Ichabod]i, [our pet crane]j, [usually hides when geusts come]j 

Word internally, it is usually the case that the following vowel is unstressed, 
whether the word is monomorphemic (39a) or contains a vowel-initial suffix 
after the alveolar stop (39b, c). In compounds (39d, e) the vowel following the 
alveolar stop can bear (secondary) stress, and in phrases (39f, g, h) the fol
lowing syllable can bear the main stress of the phrase. Flapping can also occur 
at the boundaries of various syntactic phrases (39i, j , k), including the case 
where the alveolar stop appears at an I boundary (39k), where the phrase our 
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pet crane, being an appositive, defines an obligatory intonation phrase. The 
rule of Flapping is given in (40). 

(40) Flapping (English) 

—> [r] / [... [-consonantal] V ... ]TJ 

+cor " 
-strid 
-cont 
-tense. 

The environment preceding the alveolar stop is given as [-consonantal] rather 
than as V to allow for the case of Flapping after 111, as in article. 

Nespor & Vogel also provide evidence that Flapping can occur across sen
tence boundaries under certain conditions. Some examples are in (41). 

(41) a. Have a seat. I'll be right back. 

b. It's late. I'm leaving. 

c. That's a nice cat. Is it yours? 

d. Turn up the heat. I'm freezing. 

Since we have defined the utterance in terms of the highest node in the syn
tactic tree, normally a sentence, Flapping is unexpected in the indicated posi
tions of (41). Nespor & Vogel attribute Flapping in these contexts to the pos
sibility of restructuring the utterance. A sequence of two U can be restructured 
into a single U under fairly specific conditions. Among these conditions are 
the pragmatic requirements that the sentences must be uttered by the same 
speaker and addressed to the same interlocutors, and the phonological condi
tions that the sentences must be relatively short and must not have a pause 
between them. In addition, the sentences must be linked either syntactically or 
semantically. A syntactic link is made if the interpretation of the second sen
tence depends on material from the first sentence by either ellipsis or anapho
ra, illustrated by (42a, b) respectively. The boldfaced alveolar stops of (42) 
can be flapped, since the two sentences in each example can be restructured 
into a single utterance. 

(42) a. Martha didn't invite Todd. I did. 

b. Where's Pat? I need him. 

Ellipsis is illustrated in (42a) because the interpretation of the second sentence 
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/ did includes the phrase invite Todd, which appears in the first sentence. 
Anaphora in (42b) refers to the pronoun him which is understood as referring 
to Pat from the first sentence. A semantic link is made between the sentences 
if they are implicitly related by one of the "logico-semantic connectors" and, 
therefore, or because. These are illustrated in (43a, b, c) respectively. Again 
the boldfaced alveolar stops can be flapped in (43). 

(43) a. You invite Charlotte. I'll invite Joan. 

b. It's late. I'm leaving. (= 41b) 

c. Take your coat. It's cold out. 

The examples in (44) show that restructuring doesn't take place when neither 
the syntactic nor the semantic conditions are met, even though the pragmatic 
and phonological conditions are. In (44) the boldfaced alveolar stops cannot 
be flapped. 

(44) a. Have a seat. It's warm in here. 

b. It's late. I'm Larry. 

c. That's a nice cat. Is it after eight already? 

d. Turn up the heat. I'm Frances. 

In this section we have given a brief survey of the prosodic categories above 
the word, illustrating each with the phonological rules of English that have 
been shown to apply within each domain. It also shows how the principles of 
phonology which we developed in chapters 1-6 can be extended to phrasal 
phonology. We will discuss the organization of phonology in relation to other 
components of grammar in section 7.4 when we introduce the theory of lexi
cal phonology. In the next section we develop one further post-SPjE develop
ment that contributes to the overall model of phonology, the theory of under-
specification. 

7.3 Underspecification 

In SPE the assumption was made that all phonological rules operate on fully 
specified phonological matrices. However, as we observed in chapter 3, many 
of the features specified in a given segment in a given language are redundant, 
since languages do not make full use of all possible oppositions. For example, 
in Turkish, the eight vowels of the system can be distinguished by the three 
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features [high], [back], and [round]. In Turkish there is no need for the fea
tures [low] and [ATR], to distinguish among the vowels, although these fea
tures play a role in distinguishing the vowels of other languages. Therefore, 
we introduced the notion of redundancy rules. In Turkish, redundancy rules 
specify [a] as [+low] and [-ATR] and all the other vowels as [-low] and 
[+ATR]. 

Actually, much of the work in generative phonology that preceded SPE 
assumed that phonological rules operate on incompletely specified matrices, 
under our assumption that grammars are maximally simple (recall the criteria 
of phonological analysis listed in (5) of chapter 4, section 4.3). The reason that 
SPE abandoned this assumption is the possibility that an unspecified feature 
could be interpreted as a third value, different from both plus and minus. This 
is obviously unacceptable: if the blank feature value is indeed redundant, it 
cannot be used in such a way as to contrast with both plus and minus, but the 
following demonstration shows that such a situation can arise. 

Let us suppose that a language like Turkish has the three vowels in (45) 
with the indicated feature specifications, leaving [low] and [ATR] out of con
sideration. 

(45) X Y Z 
[high] -
[back] -
[round] + -

phonetic: [6] ? [e] 

It is clear that X = [6] and Z = [e], but what is Y? With [round] not specified, 
Y could be equal to either X or Z. Actually, Y is an archisegment, or natural 
class, containing both X and Z, but we are interested in the situation where Y 
is ultimately realized as a single, fully specified vowel. 

Let us introduce some terminology at this point. We will say that two seg
ments A and B are distinct just in case there is some feature F such that one 
of the two segments is specified [+F] and the other is specified [-F]. If there 
is no such feature, we say that A and B are nondistinct. In the matrix of (45) 
X is distinct from Z because X is specified [+round] and Z is specified 
[-round]. However, Y is nondistinct from both X and Z because there is no 
feature for which Y has a specification opposite to that of X or Z. Y is speci
fied the same as X and Z for the features [high] and [back]. Since Y is not 
specified for [round] this feature cannot make Y distinct from either X or Z. 
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Now suppose we have the rules in (46) in the order given, where (46c) is 
a redundancy rule, in which the empty brackets on the left of the arrow signi
fy "any segment so far unspecified for [round]." 

(46) a. [+round] -> [+high] 
b. [-round] —> [+back] 
c. R: [] —> [-round] 

Applying these rules in this order to the matrix of (45) gives the result in (47). 

(47) X Y Z 
[high] + 
[back] + 
[round] + - -

phonetic: [ii] [e] [a] 

In (47) all three segments are distinct. X is distinct from Y and Z in terms of 
[high] or [round], Y is distinct from Z in terms of [back], and X is distinct 
from Z in terms of all three features. This is an undesirable result, because ini
tially Y was not distinct from either X or Z. The nonspecification of Y for 
[round] has covertly turned into a value distinct from both plus and minus, 
which is not allowed in a binary system. Clearly, this problem can be solved, 
as it was in SPE, by assuming that all redundant values are filled in before the 
operation of any phonological rules. But this is not the only possibility. The 
culprit is obviously (46b), which is an instruction to change segments which 
are specified [-round]. This rule applies to Z of (45), but not to X, which is 
specified [+round], and crucially also not to Y, which is not specified for 
[round]. Rather than insist on all redundant values being filled in before any 
phonological rules, as in SPE, it suffices to require any redundant value to be 
filled in before any phonological rule can apply which refers to that value. 
Archangeli (1984, 85) calls this the Redundancy Rule Ordering Constraint. 
We state it in (48). 

(48) Redundancy Rule Ordering Constraint 
A redundancy rule assigning a to F, where a is + or -, is automat
ically ordered prior to the first rule referring to [aF] in its struc
tural description. 
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By (48), rule (46c) must be ordered before (46b), since (46c) is a redundancy 
rule assigning minus to [round] and (46b) refers to [-round] in its structural 
description. But rule (46c) need not be ordered before (46a), since (46a) does 
not refer to [-round] in its structural description. With this ordering, the result 
of applying the rules gives (49) instead of (47). 

(49) X Y Z 
[high] + 
[back] + + 
[round] + - -

[u] [a] [a] 

Inserting the feature [-round] on Y by (46c) prior to the operation of (46b) 
ensures that Y and Z are treated identically from that point on. Thus both Y 
and Z emerge with the phonetic value [a], as shown in (49). There is no dan
ger of a blank feature value behaving as distinct from both plus and minus as 
long as any redundant feature must be filled in before that value can be 
referred to by a phonological rule. 

In fact, if [-round] is redundant in Y of (45), it should also be redundant 
for Z. Of several proposals for underspecified underlying representations, the 
most interesting is one which removes as many feature specifications as pos
sible from underlying representations, a position which is known as "radical 
underspecification." Under this proposal, if some feature [F] is specified as 
[+F] in underlying representations, there will not be any underlying specifi
cations of [-F].8 

In order to exemplify this theory we return to our discussion of Yawelmani 
from chapter 5. A central rule of Yawelmani phonology is Vowel Harmony, 
which we formulated in chapter 5 as in (50). 

At least not in the same environment (Kiparsky 1982). In some vowel harmony systems 
there are disharmonic underlying representations, such as Hungarian [sofoir] 'driver.' 
The first vowel is [+back] and the second is [-back] in underlying representation, since 
otherwise the [+back] specification of the first vowel would spread to the second vowel. 
In normal harmonic forms of Hungarian only [+back] needs to be specified, with [-back] 
as default. In the ensuing discussion we will ignore this complication. 
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(50) Vowel Harmony (Yawelmani) 

- +syl -

ahigh 
—> 

r+round~i 
+back 

. -low -
/ 
r +syl "I 
+round 
ahigh _ 

(left-to-right iterative) 

This is a fairly complex rule. We will now show that it can be simplified con
siderably by appealing to underspecified underlying representations (follow
ing Archangeli 1984). 

In chapter 5 we demonstrated that Yawelmani has four vowels at the 
underlying level, although there are five phonetically. In chapter 3 we stated 
that these four underlying vowels can be distinguished by two distinctive fea
tures, [high] and [round], and we gave a matrix, repeated in (51), that shows 
that the four underlying vowels are all distinct in terms of these features. 

(51) i a o u 
high + - - + 
round - - + + 

No redundancies can be extracted from this matrix by the method developed 
in chapter 3. But under radical underspecification we should specify only one 
value for high and one value for round. For reasons that will become appar
ent as we proceed, we specify [-high] and [+round], removing the reverse 
values of these features. The result is the underspecified vowel matrix in (52). 

(52) i a o u 
high 
round + + 

We now need redundancy rules to provide values for the remaining vowel fea
tures, [back], [low], and [ATR] for these vowels and for the vowel [e] which 
results from Vowel Lowering (rule 52 of chapter 5 and 56 below). A number 
of the phonological rules we discussed in chapter 5 are simplified by assum
ing that these redundancy rules mostly apply after the phonological rules 
rather than before them. Let us take the rule of Epenthesis, which we formu
lated in chapter 5 as (53). 
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(53) Epenthesis (Yawelmani) 

0->i/C C{c} 

Recall that writing a phonetic symbol like [i] in a rule is actually a shorthand 
for the appropriate phonological features, in this case [+syllabic, +high, -low, 
-back, -round, +ATR]. With underspecification we can simplify this rule by 
removing all the features except for [syllabic]. That is, the rule can simply 
insert a vowel. A striking point about the vowel representations in (52) is that 
the vowel l'\J is represented underlyingly with no articulatory features at all. 
The redundancy rules of Yawelmani will specify any vowel with no features 
as [i]: this will be true of the epenthetic vowel as well as the underlying vowel 
if the redundancy rules are ordered after Epenthesis. 

The epenthetic vowel can also appear as [u] when it is affected by Vowel 
Harmony. A major source of complexity in Vowel Harmony as formulated in 
(50) is the need to specify three features in the output of the rule. However, the 
core of Vowel Harmony is an assimilation in the feature [round] of vowels that 
agree in the feature [high]. This essence can be captured with under
specification by reformulating Vowel Harmony as in (54) (Archangeli 1984, 
79), which also employs the autosegmental spreading notation that we saw in 
section 7.1.1. 

(54) Vowel Harmony (Yawelmani, revised) 

[+round] 

"+syllabic" 
ahigh Co 

"+syllabic 
ahigh 

(left-to-right iterative) 

This notation states that the feature [+round] that is linked to a vowel with a 
specification for [high], either plus or minus, is spread to the right to another 
vowel with the same specification for high. The use of the Greek-letter variable 
a here implies that both values of [high] have to be specified at the time Vowel 
Harmony applies, due to the Redundancy Rule Ordering Constraint (48). The 
redundancy rule that specifies the redundant value of [high] is (55). As in 
chapter 3, we prefix redundancy rules by R: to indicate that such rules can fill 
in features but not change features. 
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(55) R: [] -»[+high] 

The next two redundancy rules specify the value of [low]. These are ordered 
before Vowel Lowering. These orderings must be stipulated, since they do not 
follow from the Redundancy Rule Ordering Constraint. 

[+roundn 
-high J -> How] 

b. R: [ahigh] -» [-alow] 

Vowel Lowering can be reformulated by employing the syllabic notation of 
section 7.2.1. As formulated in (57), Vowel Lowering changes the value of 
[high] to minus on a vowel which is linked to two moras. This allows us to 
eliminate the feature [long] from our inventory of segments, at least for 
Yawelmani. 

(57) Vowel Lowering (Yawelmani, revised) 
m m 

V -> [-high] 

The remaining three redundancy rules can all apply after the rest of the phono
logical rules. They are given in (58). 

(58) a. R: [+tow] -> [ ^ ] 

b. R: [] -> [-round] 

c. R: 
—low " 

around 
-> [aback] 

The chart in (59; next page) illustrates the operation of the redundancy rules 
in conjunction with the rules of Epenthesis, Vowel Harmony, and Vowel 
Lowering. 

The heading segment for each column indicates the vowel that is derived 
by the operation of the rules. The underlying representation under each seg-
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[a] (59) segment [i] 

underlying representation [] 

rule 

Redundant [+high] (55) [+high] 

Vowel Harmony (54) 

Redundant [-low] (56a) 

Redundant[-alow](56b) [+*£] [ * £ \ 

[o] 

Vowel Lowering (57) 

Redundant Back/round 
(58a) 

Redundant [-round] 
(58b) 

+high" 
-low 

.-round. 

i-** k££J 

-high 
+low 
+back 
-round 

' -high" 
+round 
-low 

[u] 

[+round] 

+round' 
+high 

. -low . 

[e] 

D 

[;rS] [+«*] 

r+high"i 
L-lowJ 
fhighl 
L-lowJ 

-high' 
-low 

.-round. 

Redundant [aback] 
(58c) 

+high" 
-low 

-round 
-back. 

-high 
+round 
-low 

_ +back. 

+round 
+high 
-low 

_ +back. 

" -high 
-low 

-round 
. -back _ 

ment indicates the features that are present initially, assuming radical under-
specification. Then the rules are listed in the order of application. For each 
rule the resulting specifications for each segment are indicated, including 
specifications underlyingly present or assigned by previous rules. No specific 
outputs are listed for Vowel Harmony. If Vowel Harmony applies to HI, it 
spreads [+round] to it, at which point it falls together with the derivation given 
for l\xl. If Vowel Harmony applies to Id, it spreads [+round] to it, and the der
ivation falls together with that of lol. Recall from chapter 5 that all phonetic 
[e] in Yawelmani are derived from underlying long HI. Therefore the column 
for [e] has the same underlying representation as [i]. The derivation in this 
column assumes a representation to which Vowel Lowering is applicable, and 
shows this rule as applying, specifying the vowel as [-high]. Since this is a 
phonological rule, it can change feature values. The column under [i] assumes 
a representation to which Vowel Lowering cannot apply. Recall also that 
Vowel Lowering also affects underlying long IvJ. This possibility is not shown 
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in the chart. If Vowel Lowering affects /u/, assigning the feature [-high] to it, 
its representation becomes identical to that of underlying /o/ and follows the 
rest of the derivation leading to a phonetic [o]. 

The use of radically underspecified representations allows us to simplify 
the underlying representations and several of the phonological rules of 
Yawelmani. More than that, it allows rules to express the core of the process 
more clearly, without having to deal with features extraneous to the basic gen
eralizations expressed by the rules. 

7.4 Lexical phonology 

In chapter 4, section 4.7, we developed a series of steps for phonological 
analysis. The first step is to make a preliminary morphological analysis of the 
data. This step raises the question of the relation of phonology to morpholo
gy, and more generally to other components of grammar such as syntax and 
semantics. The theory of lexical phonology addresses these issues by propos
ing a formal model of the lexicon, replacing the somewhat simplistic view in 
SPE, where morphology had no formal place at all. In SPE the syntax was 
seen as generating surface structures which were the input to phonological 
rules. SPE did allow for certain "readjustment rules" to intervene between 
syntax and phonology, and some of these rules were essentially morphologi
cal spell-outs of syntactic elements. As we have seen in section 7.2.3, syntac
tic structure as such is not an appropriate form for phonological rules to oper
ate on. In a similar vein, lexical phonology proposes that phonology up to the 
word level does not depend on syntax, but rather that word-internal phonolo
gy applies in the lexicon prior to the insertion of words into syntactic repre
sentations. Lexical phonology also provides for the possibility that the rules 
of the lexicon may occupy distinct strata (sometimes called "levels"), each 
with their own particular properties. Each stratum is also associated with cer
tain morphological operations. For English the consensus has emerged that 
there are two strata of lexical morphology and phonology, which together 
define the words of the language that are inserted into syntactic structures. On 
the basis of these structures a prosodic structure is formed, which in turn 
serves as the input to the rules of the postlexical phonology. A diagram of the 
basic model (for English) is given in Figure 1 (next page). 

The large box titled "lexicon" encloses a number of submodules. The box 
titled "underived lexical items" includes a list of all the morphemes of the lan
guage (recall the discussion of list versus rule in section 2.9 of chapter 2 and 
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•C 

Stratum 1 morphology: +ure, 
+ize, +ate, +ify, +ous, +ify, 
+th, +ory, in+, irregular 
inflection including ablaut and 
umlaut, ablaut and umlaut 
derivation, +0 (V -» N) 

Stratum 2 morphology: 
#hood, #less, #ness, #ship, 
#dom, #er (agent), #ist, #ism, 
# 0 (N —»V), compounding, 
regular inflection 

Lexicon > 

Underived lexical items 

Stratum lphonology (cyclic): 
stress rules, 
Trisyllabic Laxing, 
Ci'V Tensing, Fricative 
Voicing, and others. 

Stratum 2 phonology 
(postcyclic): Velar Softening, 
Vowel Shift, Palatalization, 
and others. 

Postlexical phonology: 
Aspiration, Flapping, 
Glottal ization, and others. 

Figure 1. The model of Lexical Phonology 

6.2 of chapter 6). Each morpheme includes a phonological underlying repre
sentation and syntactic and semantic information, as suggested in section 6.2 
of chapter 6. These items undergo the phonology of stratum 1, and then enter 
the morphology of stratum 1, where they may undergo affixation or other 
modifications. They then reenter stratum 1 phonology where the rules apply 
again. Though each stage of affixation is optional, this process continues until 
no more affixation takes place, at which point the form enters the morpholo
gy of stratum 2. The reapplication of stratum 1 phonology at each stage of 
affixation is called cyclic application. This cyclic mode is indicated by the 
back-and-forth arrows linking the stratum 1 morphology and stratum 1 
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phonology boxes in Figure 1. For example, stress is assigned cyclically in 
English. On the first cycle, stress is assigned to the first syllable of origin. If 
the suffix -al is attached, a second cycle of stress produces original. If further 
affixation adds -ity, a third stress cycle produces originality, with a secondary 
stress on the second syllable, preserving the position of stress of original. This 
can be contrasted with spirituality, with secondary stress on the first syllable, 
preserving the position of stress in spiritual. 

On stratum 2 the phonological rules do not apply cyclically, but rather all 
in a block after all stratum 2 affixation. This then forms the input to syntax on 
the basis of which prosodic categories (above the prosodic word) are formed. 
The postlexical phonology then applies, producing finished utterances. 

This model makes a number of predictions about the interaction of mor
phology and phonology. One is that affixation may be sensitive to derived 
phonological properties such as stress. Indeed, the noun-forming suffix -al in 
English can be added to verbs that are stressed on the final syllable, such as 
deny, try, withdraw, renew, betray, but not to verbs that are stressed elsewhere, 
such as promise, abandon, develop, edit. This implies that stress is assigned to 
verbs before affixation of -al is attempted. 

Another prediction is that affixes from stratum 2 can appear outside of 
affixes from stratum 1 but not vice versa. This prediction is borne out by the 
suffixes +ian and #ism, where we encode the stratum by means of the bound
ary symbol, + for stratum 1 and # for stratum 2. Either affix can be added 
alone to a root, as shown by Mendelian and Mendelism, but if both affixes are 
added they can only be in one order: Mendelianism but not *Mendelismian. 
The model does not permit a form from stratum 2 to reenter stratum 1, allow
ing precisely this result. 

In the concept of the morpheme discussed in chapter 6 the possibiliy exists 
for morphemes whose phonological underlying representations are null, 
known as zero morphemes, which nevertheless have syntactic and semantic 
content. Kiparsky (1982) discusses two zero morphemes. One is at stratum 1 
and derives nouns from verbs, as in the examples of (60). 

(60) basic verb derived noun 

protest protest 

conflict conflict 

increase increase 

permit permit 
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Since no overt morpheme distinguishes the nouns from the verbs in (60), how 
can we tell whether the verb or the noun is basic? We do observe a shift in 
stress, which has sometimes been taken as the marker of the morphological 
categories here. However, the stress patterns of these words can be predicted 
on the assumptions that the verb is basic, the noun is derived from it by the 
affixation of zero on stratum 1, and the stress rules apply cyclically on stra
tum 1, as we saw in words like originality. According to the stress rules in (31) 
of section 7.2.2, nouns, but not verbs, mark a final syllable extrametrical and 
assign stress on the basis of what remains. But the nouns in (60) retain the 
verb stress, reduced to secondary, with the assignment of stress by the noun 
rules to the first syllable. Notice also that there is a semantic relation between 
the noun and the verb in (60) such that the noun is paraphrasable as 'that 
which Vs or is Ved' (where V stands for the verb). An increase is 'that which 
increases,' a conflict is 'a situation where people or things conflict,' etc. 

A second zero morpheme that Kiparsky examines converts nouns into 
verbs on stratum 2, and is illustrated in (61). 

(61) basic noun derived verb 

pattern pattern 

comfort comfort 

poison poison 

picture picture 

In (61) there is no change of stress, and semantically the verb is paraphrasable 
in terms of the noun, as 'to do something with N.' So to pattern is 'to do some
thing after a pattern,' to poison is 'to use poison (to kill or injure),' etc. Since 
the stress patterns are established on stratum 1, these assumptions lead to the 
retention of the noun's stress pattern on the derived verb. 

Since there is a zero affix on stratum 1 converting verbs to nouns and 
another zero affix on stratum 2 converting nouns to verbs, we might expect 
words to exist in which both zero affixes have been attached, since, as in the 
case of Mendelianism, we have seen that stratum 2 affixes can be attached to 
words derived by affixation at stratum 1. This possibility is indeed realized, as 
in (62). 

(62) basic verb derived noun derived verb 

protest protest protest 'to stage a protest' 

discount discount discount 'to sell at a discount' 
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compound compound compound 'to join in a compound' 

digest digest digest 'to make a digest' 

In each case the derived verb does not mean the same thing as the basic verb. 
As Kiparsky puts it, "demonstrators may protest but a child can only protest" 
(Kiparsky 1982, 13). This is parallel to overt derivations. For example, the 
noun originality does not mean the same as the noun origin. 

While stacking of several overt affixes at the same stratum is possible, as 
shown be examples like originality, Kiparsky argues that zero affixes are not 
added to words derived by the attachment of overt affixes on the same stra
tum. For example, the verbs in (63) derived by the stratum 1 suffixes -ize, -
ate, -ify, do not permit zero derivation of nouns, which is also on stratum 1. 

(63) publicize 
demonstrate 

clarify 

*a publicize 
*a demonstrate 

*a clarify 

Similarly, nouns derived by overt stratum 2 affixes do not permit zero deriva
tion to verbs, which is also on stratum 2, as shown in (64). 

(64) singer *to singer 

beating *to beating 

freedom *to freedom 

promptness *to promptness 

chanpionship *to championship 

alcoholism *to alcoholism 

nationalist *to nationalist 

sisterhood *to sisterhood 

This prompts Kiparsky to propose a rather ad hoc constraint on zero deriva
tion, stated in (65). 

(65) Constraint on Zero Derivation 
* ] X J 0 ] 
where J is a morphological bracket and X^0 

However, nouns derived by an overt affix on stratum 1 do undergo zero deri
vation to verbs, as shown in (66). 
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(66) verb 
or stem 

press 

pict-

commit 

propose 

requis-

try 

engine 

revere 

refer 

derived noun 
stratum 1 

press+ure 

pict+ure 

commiss+ion 

propos+ition 

requis+ition 

tri+al 

engin+eer 

rever+ence 

refer+ence 

zero derived verb 
stratum 2 

to pressure 

to picture 

to commission 

to proposition 

to requisition 

to trial 

to engineer 

to reverence 

to reference 

To account for this Kiparsky proposes a general principle of Bracket Erasure, 
stated in (67). 

(67) Bracket Erasure 
Erase all internal brackets at the end of a stratum. 

Under this principle, pressure is derived as in (68). Since brackets are erased 
at the end of stratum 1, the zero affixation deriving verbs on stratum 2 does 
not "know" that the noun pressure is derived with a suffix; i.e., constraint (65) 
does not prevent zero affixation. 

(68) underlying 

(underived lexical item) 

stratum 1 phonology: stress 

stratum 1 morphology: -ure 

stratum 1 phonology 

exit stratum 1: bracket erasure 

stratum 2 morphology: 0-derivation 

stratum 2 phonology 

exit stratum 2: bracket erasure 

[press]v 

[press]v 

[[press]v ure]N 

[pressure]N 

[[pressure]N 0 ] v 

[pressurejy 

In the derivation of (68) we use outlined brackets to indicate both the edges 
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of morphological constituents and morpheme boundaries. This distinguishes 
constituent brackets from the normal brackets that enclose distinctive feature 
matrices. Bracket erasure also interacts with certain rules that apply at the 
edges of words. In (4) of chapter 4 we proposed a rule of Final Devoicing for 
Russian, which we gave as (69). 

(69) Final Devoicing (Russian) 
[-sonorant] —> [-voice] / # 

We would now express that rule as in (70). 

(70) Final Devoicing (Russian, revised) 
[-sonorant —» [-voice] / ] 

English has a rule that simplifies clusters of nasals at the end of a word. The 
rule in (71) deletes the nasal n when it is preceded by another nasal (always 
m in these examples) at the end of a word or before a stratum 2 suffix. The 
nasal n is retained before a stratum 1 suffix. 

(71) n-Deletion (English) 
n -» 0 / [+nasal] 

This rule is responsible for the alternations shown in (72). 

(72) n retained before 
stratum 1 suffix 

damn + ation 

damn + able 

hymn + al 

hymn + ology 

solemn + ity 

solemn + ize 

autumn + al 

column + ar 

condemn + ation 

n deleted before 
stratum 2 suffix 
or compound 

damn # ing 

hymn # ing 

hymn ## index 

n deleted at underlying 
end of word representation 

of root 

damn /daemn/ 

hymn 

solemn 

/himn/ 

/solemn/ 

condemn # ing 

autumn /Ditsmn/ 

column /kDlsmn/ 

condemn /kDndemn/ 
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These alternations are accounted for by situating rule (71) at stratum 2. If the 
root emerges from the stratum 2 morphology unaffixed, or affixed at stratum 
2, the bracket is present at the end of the root and n-Deletion is applicable. If 
the root is affixed at stratum 1, the bracket at the end of the root is erased by 
Bracket Erasure before stratum 2 phonology is applicable, and so the rule can
not apply. These possibilities are illustrated in the derivations of (73). 

stratum 1 suffix 

/daemn/ 

['daemn] 

[['daemn] aetysn] 

[[.daem'n] aetysn] 

[.daem'naetysn] 

(cannot apply) 
[.daem'neysan] 

[.daem'neysan] 

stratum 2 suffix 

/daemn/ 

['daemn] 

[ ['daemn] ing ] 

[ ['daem] ing ] 

[ 'daeming ] 

[ 'daeming ] 

no suffix 
/daemn/ 

['daemn] 

['daem] 

['daem] 

underived item 

stratum 1 
phonology: 

stress (1st cycle) 

stratum 1 
morphology 

stratum 1 
phonology: 

stress (2nd cycle) 

Bracket Erasure 

stratum 2 
morphology 

stratum 2 
phonology: 

(71) 

other rules 

Bracket Erasure 

output of lexicon 

This very brief introduction to lexical phonology should give some idea of the 
architecture of the theory, though many details have necessarily been omitted. 
A selection of the affixes associated with each of the lexical strata in English 
were given in the sketch of the model in Figure 1. The phonology of English 
requires approximately 20 rules on stratum 1, 30 rules on stratum 2, and ten 
postlexical rules. For more complete discussion of the details of the model in 
English, see Jensen (1993) and the literature cited there. 
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7.5 Exercises 

7.1 Tiv(Pulleyblankl986) 

Tiv verbs may have either a high-toned or a low-toned stem. We will 
illustrate two of the several tenses in which verbs appear, the general 
past, characterized by a low tone, and the recent past, characterized by 
a high tone. Pulleyblank makes the following assumptions: 

1. Tone association is cyclic, as in lexical phonology. 
2. Prefixes and suffixes may consist exclusively of tone. 
3. Morphemes may have floating (underlyingly usassociated) 

tones. 
4. Spreading is not automatic. 
5. Vowels may receive a default tone (Low in Tiv) if not assigned 

tone by other rules. 
6. Downstep (a high tone realized on a somewhat lower pitch 

than other high tones, indicated by a raised !) may result 
from a floating (unassociated) low tone. 

Show how the following verb forms receive their tone patterns. The 
recent past is also characterized by ablaut (vowel change), which you 
can disregard. 

General past 

Recent past 

High tone stem 

>vd 

'ufjgwd 

'yevese 

ve 

orjgo 

yevese 

'came' 

'heard' 

'fled' 

'came 
(recently)' 

'heard 
(recently)' 

'fled 
(recently)' 

Low tone stem 

Sza 

vende 

fjgohoro 
(-> rjgohor) 

<$ze 

vende 

rjgohoro 

(-> rjgohor) 

'went' 

'refused' 

'accepted' 

'went 
(recently)' 

'refused 
(recently)' 

'accepted 
(recently)' 
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7.2 Hungarian 

Reconsider the Hungarian data from exercise 6.2. How can an 
autosegmental solution avoid the appeal to abstract underlying repre
sentations for the stems of'bridge,' 'arrow,' and 'goal'? 

7.3 Transcribe the following English words phonetically, then divide the 
words into syllables and give the metrical syllable structure for each 
syllable according to the procedures discussed in section 7.2.1 

acknowledges 

appearance 

appliance 

metronome 

Atlantic 

erudition 

irreparable 

potato 

pterodactyl 

helicopter 

phonologist 

Do the same with your full name, your birthplace, and your favourite 
singer, actor, or other person. 
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7.4 Recall the Pulaar data from section 4.5 of chapter 4 illustrating ATR 
harmony. 

a. 
b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g-
h. 

i. 

J-
k. 

1. 

m. 

n. 

0 . 

P-

q-
r. 

sof+ru 
ser+du 

mSe:l+u 

pe:c+i 

be:l+i 

dog-o:+ru 

cof-on 

cer-kon 

mbeil-on 

pe:c-on 

mBe:l-on 

ndog-o-w-on 

. fayi 

lammi 

bo:t-a:-ri 

po:f-a:-li 

nodd-a:-li 

rjgor-ai-gu 

'chick (singular)' 
'rifle butt (singular)' 

'shadow (singular)' 

'slit (singular)' 

'puddle (singular)' 

'runner (singular)' 

'chick (diminutive plural)' 

'rifle butt (diminutive plural)' 

'shadow (diminutive plural)' 

'slit (diminutive plural)' 

'puddle' 

'runner (diminutive plural)' 

'fat' 

'salted' 

'to dine' 

'respirations' 

'call' 

' courage' 

Reanalyze the vowel patterns of these data in an underspecification 
framework. Construct the maximally underspecified matrix for the 
underlying representations of the vowels and analyze the ATR harmo
ny as an autosegmental spreading. 
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